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ABSTRACT
This study analyses both the historical and personal
drama of a group of Chilean men and women in exile in the
West of Scotland. Unlike many studies of exiles or ref¬
ugees, which take the stance of the host society by focus¬
ing on processes of assimilation into the new society, this
study adopts an actor's perspective and gives free express¬
ion to the viewpoints of the exiles themselves. Further¬
more, this study captures not only the public drama of
exile through the voice of the political activist but also
the private, and often neglected, voice of women in the
home.
Based on in-depth interviews, this study is a qual¬
itative and interpretive account of how a group of actors
set about reconstructing their lives in exile, after the
rupture provoked by the coup d'etat in Chile. Rather than
a shared and unified experience of exile, this study diff¬
erentiates experience according to the social location of
the actor, along both a class and gender dimension. Gend¬
er divisions in location and consciousness are related to
men's and women's differing involvements in public and
private spheres. In this respect three categories of
social actor are distinguished: public men, private women
and public-private women.
In this study the public-private distinction is anal¬
ysed as a shifting terrain whose boundary is the subject
of negotiation and struggle by classes and genders. During
a period of accelerated social change, both public and
private spheres undergo qualitative and quantitative change.
From the expanded and politicized public sphere of the
Popular Unity period, the politicized men shifted into
the miniaturized and divided public sphere of exile polit¬
ics. Likewise, the privatized women moved from the com¬
paratively more powerful and venerated private domain in
Chile to a restricted and impoverished private sphere in
exile. By disequilibrating both the public and private
spheres, exile exposed a number of contradictions between
the men's egalitarian political ideology and the sexual
division of labour in the family. Despite the increased
impulse for women to penetrate the public - private
distinction and to construct an alternative counterpart
model to the men's "public politics", any penetrations
made by women remained partial and incoherently expressed.
Rather than challenging the men's political agenda by
politicizing their grievances in the home and raising
the private domain as a public issue, women confined
their struggle to a private process of renegotiation with¬
in individual households. In this way, they remained a
"muted group". Although the public and private spheres
have become less rigidly sexually differentiated in
exile, this study nonetheless shows the resilience of
gender distinctions against pressures to change.
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"Fly huAdand Ia atioayA Aaying that the. Popula/i
llnlty pe/iiod waA the. HeAt th/iee yea/iA o-fi hlA tl£e
Fat -{Lo/i me they ioe/ie the wo/iAt,"
Silvia, a housewife
This thesis sets out to explore the meanings of a set
of historical events for a group of Chilean men and women
at present in exile in the West of Scotland. It is an
attempt to exercise the sociological imagination by under¬
standing the "larger historical scene in terms of its
meaning for the inner life and external career of a variety
of individuals". Broader historical changes at the level
of structures transform the context of work,of political
participation, of marriage and family life and often carry
meanings for quite intimate features of individuals' lives.
It is this interplay between the macro and the micro, be¬
tween history and biography^that forms the focus of this
work.
The historical scene under study spans little more
than ten years - broadly from 1970 to 1980 - but the social
transformations within these years in Chilean economic,
political and social life have been far-reaching. Although
emphasis is placed on the exile experience, the degree of
personal stress, disruption and loss this entailed can
only be appreciated by bearing in mind the events which
C.W. Mills, The Sociological Imagination, Oxford
University Press,1968,p.5.
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precipitated exile. This looking back not only lends a
historical dimension to present experience but also accords
with the stance adopted by many exiles who continue to
define themselves in terms of Chilean events, both past
and present.
The background to most exile experiences is a society
in crisis. Where exile involves tens of thousands of
people, a crisis of major proportions is indicated. In
1973 Chile stood at just such a critical point in its his¬
tory, where contradictions had passed the point of accommo¬
dation, where compromise and dialogue had been exhausted
and where class struggle had escalated into class war.
The outcome had not always looked so bleak. In 1970
Chile had made world headlines with the first democratic
election of a Marxist president, Salvador Allende. Through
a programme of radical structural reform, the Popular Unity
government aimed to transfer power from the foreign and
national big bourgeoisie to the working class, peasantry
and middle sectors and to lay the foundations of a future
socialist system. These reforms and the mass mobilization
of large numbers of ordinary people bit sufficiently deep
into the political and economic power of the ruling class
for it to be perceived as a major challenge. By 1972
Chilean society was polarised into two hostile camps and
the threat of civil war hung in the air.
On 11th September, 1973 - halfway through Popular
Unity's term of office - the armed forces erupted onto
the forefront of the political stage, seized the reins of
government and have remained in control to the present day.
After suppressing the political challenge, the military
junta has set about restructuring Chilean society along
authoritarian capitalist lines. Banished from public
office, imprisoned and tortured, Popular Unity militants
and supporters became outcasts in their own society or
exiles to foreign lands.
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biographical variation
This accelerated pace of social change transformed
everyone's life but often in very different ways. There
was no single experience of Popular Unity, the coup and
exile but rather a number of contrasting experiences
depending upon the social location of the actor.
My own personal experience of these events is also a
highly selective one, made from the specific vantage point
I occupied in Chilean society as foreigner, student and
woman. I first went to Chile as a young, newly-married
woman in July 1971, eight months after Popular Unity had
assumed office. I was immediately caught up by the excite¬
ment of a society in the process of change, by the vitality
and commitment which people brought to their politics and
by the quickened pace of everyday life. Finding myself in
a society in the midst of widespread discussion and debate,
I saw the 'present as history' unfolding before my eyes.
Whilst remaining outside party structures, the next few
years were to prove decisive in developing my own political
consciousness.
Continuing my studies in Chile brought me into contact
with a radicalized student body for whom intellectual and
political work went hand in hand. Moving largely within
intellectual circles, I did not experience being a woman
as a major handicap. Rather relations between men and
women students were marked by an easy-going camaraderie.
The first year sociology course I had recently completed
at an English provincial university with its tour of the
social structure from the comfort of the lecture theatre
now appeared dull and dreary compared to the living social
and political experiment taking place in Chilean society
at large. The new orientation in sociology with its
emphasis on 'sociological practice' thrust the students
into the field to talk to, learn from and, where possible,
work alongside peasants, factory-workers and slum-dwellers,
and put me in touch with groups in Chilean society beyond
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the range of the casual visitor.
The coup brought a dramatic closure to all the
creativity and insights awakened during the Allende years.
In the immediate aftermath, the unnerving silence of the
curfew hours, the distant sound of gunfire, the rumours
and fragments of alarming reports totally transformed every¬
day life. The propaganda campaign mounted against foreigners
and their enforced registration with the police brought a
new vulnerability on the streets in a country which had
been remarkably open and receptive to non-nationals. The
coup cut the political project of a whole movement. At
the personal level it brought the disruption of my studies
and an earlier return home than I had anticipated.
Arriving back in Britain at the end of 1973, I spent
the following year in a state of numbness, for the re-
encounter with my own society was not the joyful home¬
coming I had imagined during occasional pangs of home¬
sickness. Life appeared dull and jaded with people whose
worlds had not been turned upside down, jogging along in
the same track, their noses close to the ground. The
nearest comparable experience in British terms - where
public events had massively affected people's lives - is
probably the second world war and this had brought a degree
of national unity rather than the tearing apart of society
in the way I had seen. I felt out of step with those around
me, for my new way of looking at the world brought a note
of conflict into some old relationships as well as the
chance of new friendships.
Shortly after my return the first Chilean exiles began
to arrive to this country. Talking informally with friends
in the exile community about their experiences, the idea
of undertaking a more structured piece of research took
shape in my mind. Here was a group to whom I had privileged
access and whose personal life-histories could reveal
valuable insights into the relationship between the individual
and social change. My initial excursions into the field
reaffirmed the extent to which I was dealing with diver¬
gence as much as similarity. As will be seen in more
detail later, the interview group included both women who
had worked solely in the home and women who had jobs, both
manual workers and intellectuals. Life in Chile with its
stark material contrasts had led me to expect a class
patterning to experience. Intellectuals and manual workers
amongst the exiles - whilst sharing a common,, broad political
stance - pitched their accounts at different levels of
theoretical sophistication, of generality and abstraction.
The careers of these two groups also diverged as they had
moved through different milieux and institutions. Manual
workers tended to have primary or incomplete secondary
education, an early insertion into the labour force, and
an involvement with the Marxist political parties through
trade union struggles at the workplace. The intellectuals,
meanwhile, had several years' university education, an
involvement with radical politics as part of a theoretical
critique of society and a practical engagementwith student
politics and, more sporadically, with the labour movement
and working class fronts outside the university.
More striking in many ways was the divergence between
some men's and some women's accounts. These differences
were not just at the level of historical detail but concerned
the characterization of whole epochs so that what some men
identified as the peak experience in their lives (Popular
Unity), some women related as a negative and distressing
event in theirs. The contrast between some highly politicized
class conscious men with a strong sense of collective
biography and some privatized women whose biographies focus
on their roles as wives and mothers in a family setting
was particularly striking. These men and women spoke a
different language, had different experiences of loss and
gain from social change and their reconstruction of the
past bore little similarity. Dates which were engraved
in the men's memories as marking decisive battles in the
'class struggle did not form part of some women's memories
at all. Their version of history was marked by key dates
in the family calendar. Whilst the men had a socially
constructed perspective involving a penetrating critique
of class society, a vision of an alternative socialist
society and a political project to transform one into the
other, the women's project was oriented around the well-
being of individual family members and public events were
judged by their impact on the family group. Whilst the
men defined themselves as "participants" or "agents" in
the revolutionary process, some women remained spectators
to the social struggles taking place outside the home. They
had only a partial and fragmented grasp of structures and
any problems they experienced were articulated as private
troubles to be solved individually or to be borne with
resignation.
The depth of divergence between the men's and women's
views is all the more striking when it is borne in mind that
the politicized men and privatized women share the same
marital bed. At times of ordinary political activity, such
a pattern of highly segregated marital roles may co-exist
quite comfortably, but at times of mass political involve¬
ment and mobilization - as occurred during the Popular
Unity period - it is difficult to comprehend how these two,
often opposing^ worldviews could co-exist within marriage.
What did husbands and wives talk about? Did the men say
nothing to their wives about what they were up to when they
disappeared from the home? Did the women want to know or
not? Were 'politics' and 'the family' nothing to do with
each other?
gender and class
The differentiation of experience by gender has often
been eclipsed by an exclusive focus on class. In this
instance, the men's story and the women's story were not
regarded by either men or women as having equal weight in
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the telling of the past. The men's class model was clearly
the 'authoritative' version. Whilst I was often alerted
by the men to the class patterning of experience, few drew
my attention to the importance of gender. Indeed to the
men this focus on gender was all wrong. What mattered to
them were the strong ideological rivalries between the
different left-wing parties as to how to redress class
inequality. Implicit in some of the comments I received
from men was the view that the exile experience could be
analysed without reference to a group of 'apolitical' women,
that they could have little of value to tell me. In many
men's eyes, I was just another example of women missing the
point. Some women also reflected the men's priorities.
" I won't have, anything to Aay, I don't know a&out potitic-i",
they would reply when asked to talk about their experiences
of the Popular Unity years.
The fact that women are often absent from or under-
represented in public life has meant that their experiences
have been seen as marginal to the writing of history. My
own surprise at the distinctiveness of the women's views is
but one example of the way in which they had been submerged
by the men's morepublicly aired opinions. The men frequently
cut short the women's attempts to intervene on certain topics,
as in the blunt " He quiet, you' /ie igno/iant" , which one man
threw at his wife when she happened to comment on a political
matter in an informal social gathering. Men frequently
assumed that they spoke for women and that women's interests
coincided with theirs on all matters of importance. This
view of women as incompetent and inadequate informants is
often reproduced by researchers who assume that men can
tell anything and everything of importance which is going on.^
Reiter identifies a "double male bias" which is potentially
present in anthropological accounts; the bias of the
researcher whose academic training often incorporates
assumptions of male superiority and the bias of the society
under study, where this expresses male dominance. R.R.Reiter,
"Introduction", in R.R. Reiter, ed., Toward an Anthropology
of Women, Monthly Review Press, 1975, p.13.
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Furthermore, men are generally more accessible to the
outsider. Reiter compares the. relative ease she had in
contacting men who were clearly visible in public places
with the greater effort she had to make in meeting women.
Even when interviewing in the home, as in my case, women
are often absent from the public room, busying themselves
with children or food preparation in the kitchen where
visitors are not at first readily admitted.
This bias towards men as informants has been shown
to produce a skewed and distorted account of social pro-
2
cesses. In this case, the men's accounts were heavily
weighted towards their roles as wage earners and political
militants and relatively little breath was spared for their
roles of husband and father. Furthermore, compared to
their articulateness when talking about public events,
many men proved tight-lipped and uneasy when talking about
their private lives. The men's socially constructed pers¬
pective, which reflected the privileged place of production
in Marxist analysis, was clearly biased towards certain
3
sets of experience where most of the key actors were men.
The men's terms of reference then reproduced women's
invisibility by identifying many women as "non-workers"
or as "non-political". The world, according to this pers¬
pective was largely the construction of men.
^
ibid. , pp. 252-3.
2
M.Z. Rosaldo and L. Lamphere "Introduction", in M.Z. Rosaldo
and L. Lamphere, eds., Woman, Culture and Society, Stanford
University Press, California, 1974-» p.2; C. Nelson, "Private
and Public Politics: Women in the Middle Eastern World",
in American Ethnologist, Vol.1, (3), 1974-, p. 553.
3'
Women in Chile make up under a quarter of the total labour
force, — (See Appendix, Table 6) - and are grossly under-
represented in the trade union movement and political
parties. E. Chaney estimates that women made up 20% of
the membership of all Chilean political parties in the
late 1960's, E. Chaney, "Women in Latin American Politics:
The case of Peru and Chile", in A. Pescatello, ed., Female
and Male in Latin America, University of Pittsburgh Press,
1973, p.lU.
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public and private domains
Those researchers who have persisted in talking to
women have found that women do have goals of their own
and do exercise a degree of power and influence in society."^"
However, women's actions and viewpoints are likely to go
unrecorded where the focus of attention is restricted to
the public domain, for many women are sexually segregated
in another sphere, a private domain. When the searchlight
is extended to include this private domain, women no longer
appear as passive objects - as in the men's accounts - but
as actors and strategists. Whilst many women in my sample
were at a loss for words when talking about public events,
they proved to be extremely vocal when talking about events
nearer home.
The distinction between public and private spheres
which forms the backbone of this study, is not a universal
one. It is not relevant to those small_scapesocieties
where kinship forms the basis of economic and political
life. Rather this distinction arose at a specific historical
moment with the initial differentiation of political
organization. Elshtain traces this distinction in political
thought back to the Greeks who divided the social world
into a public world of politics and a private world of
2
family and economic relations. Later, as capitalism
developed, the growth of the factory system separated the
3
productive process from the domestic unit. Accompanying
this 'bifurcation' of activity into public and private
spheres is a related process of gender differentiation,
J. Fishburne Collier, "Women in Politics", in M.Z.
Rosaldo and L. Lamphere, opw cit.; C. Nelson, op.cit.
2
J.B. Elshtain, Public Man, Private Woman, Women in
Social and Political Thought, Martin Robertson,
Oxford, 1981, p.12.
3 D.E. Smith, "Women, the family and corporate capitalism",
in M. Stephenson, ed., Women in Canada, Toronto New
Press, 1974., p.18.
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such that men and women are rooted in one sphere as their
primary sphere of action. In this way the public sphere
of government and social production has become identified
as the sphere of male activity and the private sphere of
the home as that of female activity.
This distinction between a male public world and a
female private world which informs many ethnographic
accounts fits the stark divide I had uncovered between the
men's and some women's lives. Furthermore, this distinc¬
tion could be related to a prevalent cultural divide in
Latin America between aatle. (street) - the man's sphere -
and caAa (home) - the woman's sphere; a distinction drawn
upon by some women in my sample. This distinction then
captures part of the reality whereby men and women are
locked into different arenas of action. Some women did
indeed act out their lives largely within the family sphere.
There was an identifiable "public man" and a "private woman".
However, the reality in Latin America is more complex
than this crude model allows for. Some women in my sample
had worked outside the home and/or engaged in a degree of
organized political activity in the public sphere. An
examination of their place in the public sphere, however,
reveals that women tend to get caught up in the public
sphere in a qualitatively different way to men; a difference
not accounted for by the "sex-blind" categories of class.^
Rather than being randomly distributed across the public
sphere, certain parts of the economy and polity - often
those carrying less prestige - are mapped out as "women's
work" or "women's politics", forming a distinct women's
public sphere. Even where women work alongside men or
participate in the same political organizations as men,
1
H. Hartmann, "The Unhappy Marriage
Towards a more progressive union",
No. 8, Summer 1979, p.l.
of Marxism and Feminism:
Capital and Class,
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they do not shake off this secondary public status.
Women's continuing responsibility for, and identification
with, family and home inhibits them from defining themselves,
and being defined by others, solely in terms of their public
roles. These women, who straddle both the public and private
spheres form a distinct category of social actor , as
"public-private women".
The concepts of public and private are drawn upon in
a second way in this thesis: to differentiate the content
of actors' consciousness. I have already distinguished
in passing between some class conscious, politicized men
and some privatized women with a conservative and personalized
view of the world. Women who worked in the home and who
had only an indirect relationship to the wage, mediated
through their husbands, were closed off from many of the
experiences which had politicized their men. Furthermore,
their immediate interest in the material and emotional
stability of the home did at times conflict with the men's
political activities.
Forms of consciousness, however, cannot simply be
'read off' from an actor's location in the public sphere
of production or the private sphere of the home. Two
housewives had sought out a degree of political involvement
in their neighbourhoods and openly supported their husbands'
political stance. The complexity of the relationship between
consciousness and structural location is clear in the case
of the public-private women. Some of these women, whilst
participating in wage labour, had remained privatized; yet
others had been selectively conscientized into a limited
range of community issues. Where women had participated
M. Coulson, B. Magas, H. Wainwright, "The Housewife and
her labour under Capitalism - a Critique", New Left
Review, 89, 1975, p.64; D.E. Smith, op. cit., p.31 also
discuss the restraint which wives may exercise over their
husbands' political activities.
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alongside men in party organizations at the workplace,
they had tended to so so in a context which men defined
and which was marked by its masculine ethos. Women workers
then acted out their political commitments within a frame¬
work which did not wholly fit their experience, for whilst
they were exploited as wage workers like the men, they also
had to bear responsibility for the home."'" Being socialized
into a political model which did not take their specific
structural location into account, these public-private women
were "uneasily politicized".
If the men's model allowed little.scope for gender
related experiences, what about the women themselves? For
if the men's model only incompletely fits women's position,
might they not develop an alternative model which more
nearly explains their situation? However, if the Left in
Chile had not raised women's position in the family as a
political issue, nor had women themselves. There was no
2
feminist movement and no vocabulary of sexual politics.
Rather women had tended to remain silent on issues which
fell outside the men's terms of reference. Moreover, if,
as has been argued, much of the problematic of women's
position arises from their dual position as both wage workers
and domestic workers, then a certain class sector of Chilean
Gardiner argues that women have a dual relationship to
the class structure: a direct relationship through their
involvement with wage labour and an indirect relation¬
ship, mediated by the family, dependence on men and
domestic labour. She goes on to say that "because of
this dual relationship women's consciousness of class
will be distinct from men's and their involvement with
the class struggle will take different forms ....",
J. Gardiner, "Women in the Labour Process and Class
Structure"in A Hunt, ed., Class and Class Structure,
Laurence and Wishart, London, 1977, p.159.
The women's suffrage movement, which grouped together a
number of women's organizations, had disbanded after
gaining the vote in 194-9. P. Co^yarrubias, Movimi en to
Feminista Chileno 1915 - 194-9, Instituto de Sociologia,
Universidad Catolica de Chile, Documento de Trabajo No.
22, Santiago, Chile, August 1974-.
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women - and those who through their educational level
were in a position to articulate an alternative - had
had access to a solution, the employment of a maid, which
had enabled them to skirt around this contradiction."'"
inter-related spheres
This widening of the lens to include the private
domain has not solely been done with a view to rounding out
the picture by paying equal time and attention to women's
lives. It has been done from the position that the public
sphere is unintelligible without extending the focus to the
private sphere; that what women are. doing and saying in
the home has implications for the public sphere; that
these two 'separate' institutional spheres are in fact closely
2
interlocked. In addressing this issue, Edholm, . Harris and
Young have warned of the dangers of adopting the public-
private framework uncritically and of seeing the men's
public world and the women's private world as two separate
3
and distinct structures:-
" since it reinforces the notion that men
and women can best be analysed separately. In
other words, it is misleading because it can then
be argued that women are only of marginal relevance
in the analysis of fundamental social structures
and relations."
One of the most widely discussed aspects of the relationship
between public and private spheres is the role of domestic
labour in the capitalist production process/
M. Coulson et . al.., op.cit., p.60.
^
V. Beechey, "On Patriarchy", Feminist Review, 3, 1979;
P. Hunt, Gender and Class Consciousness, Macmillan, London,
1980; M. Stacey "The Division of Labour Revisited, Or
Overcoming the Two Adams", in P. Abrams, R. Deem, J. Finch
and P. Rock, eds., Development and Diversity: British
Sociology, 1950 - 1980, Allen and Unwin, London, 1981.
3
F. Edholm, 0. Harris, K. Young, "Conceptualizing Women",
Critique of Anthropology, Vol. 3, Nos 9 & 10, 1977, pp.
125 - 6.
^ W. Seccombe, "The Housewife and her Labour Under Capitalism",
New Left Review, 83, 1974-; M. Coulson et al. , op. cit. ;
J. Gardiner, "Women's Domestic Labour", New Left Review,
89, 1975; S. Himmelwe'it and S. Mohun, "Domestic Labour and
Capital", Cambridge Journal of Economics, Vol.1, No.l ,
March 1977.
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Given the interconnectedness of public and private
spheres, some analysts have argued that the public-private
distinction is "untenable" and "ideological" in character;
that the private sphere is not so "private" after all but
shaped and buttressed by economic and political forces."'"
Others, such as Althusser, have by-passed the distinction
by conceptualizing the family as an ideological state
2
apparatus. Whilst recognizing the force of the argument
that the uncritical adoption of this framework legitimizes
the use of a distinction which should be penetrated, never¬
theless this distinction must be retained as an actor's
category. This distinction not only tells us a good deal
about the way in which the family actually operates but
also structures social action and informs consciousness.
hegemony
The very extent to which this distinction has shaped
actors' taken-for-granted views of the world (even revol¬
utionaries') points to the key part it plays in securing
a hegemonic cultural order. Indeed the distinction between
public and private spheres can be regarded as one of
capitalist society's fundamental classifications and frames,
whose structure reveals both the underlying distribution
of power and the principles of social control at work in
3
society at large. This distinction has been found useful
by dominant social groups in securing both a gender order
and the social control of women, and a class order and the
social control of the worker.
M. Barrett, Women's Oppression Today, Verso, 1980, p.78;
T.S. Dahl and A. Snare "The Coercion of Privacy: A
feminist perspective", in C. Smart and B. Smart, eds.,
Women, Sexuality and Social Control, Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1978, p.12.
2
L. Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays,
New Left Books, 1971, p.137.
3 B. Bernstein, "On the classification and framing of
educational knowledge", Class, Codes and Control, Vol.
Ill, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1975, p.86.
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It is the former use which has received most attention
in the literature. In particular the public-private dist¬
inction has been analysed in terms of the part it plays in
reproducing male dominance and female subordination. When
a power dimension is brought into the analysis, public and
private spheres are seen to be marked by profound inequalities,
with the public sphere ranking higher in power and prestige
than the private. Women's assignation to the private sphere
not only removes them from the 'history-making arena' but
also gives men and women differential access to important
political and economic resources. As Edholm, Harris and
Young point out, this lower public visibility of women
should not be regarded unproblematically but treated as a
matter of political significance:-
"The fact that women are not present in many
visible public activities, or do not take part
in political, jural and ideological practices,
cannot be assumed to indicate that their absence
lacks significance. It is particularly in the
context of such representations that statements
about political and economic power, about gender,
and male and female roles are most clearly being
made."
Women, then, are kept out of the public and in the private
sphere by a set of unequal power arrangements between men
and women. The unequal status of men's and women's accounts,
noted earlier, is but one example of this power asymmetry.
At the same time as underpinning a gender order, the
public-private distinction contributes to the maintenance
of a class order. In particular, the differential position
of men and women in social production (paid and unpaid labour)
structures a major division within the workforce. This
division, by giving rise to a split within the political
consciousness of the working class, helps to fragment
2
political challenge. Furthermore, by providing the worker,
F. Edholm, 0. Harris, K. Young, op.cit. p.126,
M. Barrett, op.cit., p.172.
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expropriated in the public sphere, with a refuge where
he can feel at home "without upsetting any of the import¬
ant social, economic and political applecarts", this
distinction contributes to the political and ideological
stability of capitalism.
The Chilean case clearly shows the force of this
distinction in obscuring connections between public and
private areas of experience. In this case, domestic labour
appeared to many women (and men) solely in the guise of a
personal service to husbandso.and children, rather than also
as a service to capital. Furthermore, many women could be
expected to resist attempts to redefine their labour in the
home in this way. Those privatized women.who saw their
power as lying within the family jealously guarded their
domain from political encroachment or expropriation. • Such
a split between public and private spheres was also repro¬
duced by many men (and women) whose conceptualization 'of •.
politics stopped short at the factory gate. The view that
the family had nothing to do with politics was not solely
2
a reflection of machismo - though it was also that - but
was built into the theory and praxis of the Chilean left.
The predominance of a particular version of Marxism, which
assigned priority to the contradiction between labour and
capital at the point of production, marginalized the family
as a political issue by assigning it to the realms of the
superstructure. This form of economic determinism reduced
the family and women's position within it to the status of
an ideological effect, whose transformation depended upon
P.L. Berger and H. Kellner, "Marriage and the Construction
of Reality", in P.L. Berger, Facing Up to Modernity,
Penguin, 1979, p.4-2.
2
flachiAmo is a particularly rigid construction of masc¬
ulinity, upholding male sexual, supremacy. J. Gissi,
"Mitologia de la Femeneidad", Cuadernos de La Realidad
Nacional, Universidad CatoLica de Chile, Santiago, Chile,
No. 11, 1972, pp. 175-6.
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changes in the economic base.^"
public-private dynamics
Whilst this distinction is particularly powerful in
fragmenting and containing opposition, it does not go
totally uncontested. The boundary between public and
private spheres is the focus of struggle by class movements
and gender movements attempting to reclassify activities,
issues or personnel between spheres. Rather than assuming
a static and immutable distinction, public and private
spheres can be analysed as a shifting terrain, whose
contours are capable of a variety of formulations. As
2
Stacey and Price argue:-
"Not only is the distinction between public and
private domains historically specific, empirically
and conceptually, the very nature of the domains
themselves changes "
Drawing upon this dynamic analysis, Stacey and Price
have examined the significance of shifts in public and
private domains from medieval times to the present day for
3
the ability of women to exercise power in society. My
time span is not so great; it covers only ten years. But
this was no ordinary decade in Chilean history for it
charts a crisis of hegemony and an historical rupture.
Within this relatively short space of time, both public
and private spheres have been dramatically reshaped and
refashioned through the. political manipulation of the
boundary. As will be seen, the highly politicized and
expanded public sphere of the Popular Unity period was very
different from the controlled and contracted public sphere
Yet empirical evidence points to the persistence of
gender inequalities long after economic structures
have been socialized, E. Croll, Feminism and Socialism
in China, Routledge 6 Kegan Paul, 1978; M. King,
"Cuba's Attack on Women's Second Shift", Latin American
Perspectives, Issues 12 & 13, Vol. IV, Nos. 1 &2, Winter
& Spring, 1977.
M. Stacey and M. Price, Women, Power and Politics,
Tavistock, London, 1981, p.5.
ibid.
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of the military junta and yet again from the miniaturized
public sphere which emerged in exile. Likewise the extended
private domain which women had known in Chile was very
different from its impoverished and restricted counterpart
in exile.
These quantitative and qualitative changes in public
and private spheres reflect fundamental shifts in the
distribution of power in Chilean society. Whilst the
balance of power shifted in favour of the popular classes
during the Allende government, Popular Unity had still to
capture power in society as a whole and the boundary between
public and private spheres became the subject of a fierce
and bitter class struggle. This 'boundary struggle' was
finally suspended by a military coup d'etat and the
subsequent introduction of a new coercive model of public
and private life whose boundary, as will be seen, is
policed by force. At each resetting of the boundary,
the range of participants and issues open for debate was
redefined. Thus, issues could pass from being defined as
"private troubles" (pre-Popular Unity) to "public issues"
(Popular Unity) and back again (under the military junta).
Similarly actors moved in and out of public and privhte
spheres with each reversal in their fortunes. Each boundary
realignment carried implications for relations between
social classes (towards more egalitarian or hierarchical
relations) and for relations between the sexes (de-emphasizing
or re-emphasizing gender differentiation). Each boundary
realignment also carried different conscientizing potential
by facilitating or discouraging connections between public
and private areas of experience.
The originality of this study lies in the opportunity
to follow a group of actors through a set of dramatic
historical shifts in public and private spheres. Moreover,
as these transformations are telescoped within such a brief
timespan the same group of actors can be studied, whilst
holding such variables as stage of the life-cycle relatively
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constant. At each point the same men and women were
still engaged in wage-earning and child-rearing. This
study, then, provides a rare chance to follow the careers
of a group of actors in the process of having to make and
remake their lives in a variety of fundamentally different
contexts.
The process of reconstructing meaning is particularly
problematic in exile, for exile compounds changes in public
and private spheres in a violent, sudden and unwelcome way.
Exile involves a crisis of meaning, where old.meanings have
been politically defeated or dislocated and where the alien
meanings of the new society are often resisted. One
response to this situation has been to retreat into ghettoes,
in a desperate, attempt to cling onto old meanings and
prevent redefinition. Yet exile, whilst often a lonely and
marginal existence, is not an isolation cell. Processes
within and outside the exile group work to effect change.
The task of rebuilding meaning has to proceed if the
individual is not to experience total anomie even to the
point of suicide. This study focuswes on the way in which
the different categories of social actor set about redefining
the public and private spheres in exile. In this process
old maps often prove imperfect guides. There is the poss¬
ibility for new models to arise and for actors themselves
to penetrate the false ideological distinction between public
andprivate spheres.
historical background
Before embarking on the exile experience, however, I
first want to present a brief chronological outline of events.
The account which follows has been constructed from secondary
sources but with my specific focus in mind - the construction
and reconstruction of public and private spheres. A word
is in order about the status of the account which follows
and the sources which have been used in its construction.
The ontological status of events assumed here differs from
that of conventional history. During a period of intense
class struggle and contradiction, history becomes manifestly
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contentious and any one statement can be subjected to
alternative interpretations. To attempt to document the
Popular Unity period and the coup is to enter the highly
partisan and ideological world of Chilean political history.
Not only is there a "right-wing" and "left-wing" version
of events but within each ideological camp there are also
a number of different tendencies. Whilst recognizing that
the status of this account is problematic, nevertheless
every statement has a certain reality and can be recognized
by actors themselves.
The account which follows has largely drawn upon
"left-wing" sources as these formed the parameters of the
debate amongst the exiles. Amongst these, some documents,
such as the Popular Unity programme, have a special status,
forming the common political platform of the five political
parties and movements which made up the Popular Unity
coalition. The Popular Unity period brought forth an
intellectual outpouring of studies of the "national reality",
reflected in the pages of a number of important academic
2
journals drawn upon here. I have also consulted accounts
by leading figures in the Popular Unity government - Allende
himself and government ministers - and accounts by the
3
grass roots activist. The literature after the coup
reflects the contraction of Chilean sources through strict
censorship, and the growing importance of the Church in
An English version of the Popular Unity programme appears
in J.A. Zammit, ed., The Chilean Road to Socialism,
Institute of Development Studies, University of Sussex,
1973, pp. 255-261-
2
In particular I looked at Cuadernos de la Realidad Nacional,
of the Centro de Estudios de la Realidad Nacional (CEREN),
Catholic University of Chile and Sociedad y Desarrolio,
of the Centro de Estudios Socio-economicos(CESO),
University of Chile.
3
A selection of Allende's speeches appears in S. Allende,
Chile's Road to Socialism, Penguin, 1973. The views of
several government ministers are found in J.A. Zammit,
op.cit. . The grass roots view is found in the pages
of a weekly journal, Chile Hoy,and in C. Henfrey and
B. Sorj, eds., Chilean Voices: Activists Describe their
Experiences of the Popular Unity Period, Harvester Press,
Hassocks, Sussex, 1977.
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intellectual life. Here I consulted Mensa.j e and Analisis.
I relied upon United Nations documentation for accounts
of the violation of human rights and torture and on the
exile publication Chile-America for a variety of topics.
Most of the literature is heavily weighted towards
an analysis of the public domain. A quick leaf through
the pages of academic journals reveals the priority given
to such topics as dependency, the state, legal order,
economic structure, strategy and tactics to power, with
such topics as ideology and culture taking less space.
Gender analyses are particularly few and far between,
reaffirming the absence of feminist discourse and the
neglect of a gender dimension already mentioned.
Popular Unity
Exile arose out of a failure - the failure of an
experiment to transform a dependent capitalist society
into a socialist one by peaceful and democratic means.
The Popular Unity experience left its mark on all categories
of social actor and initiated their journey through
changing structures. During the early years of exile,
Popular Unity was an ever-present ghost, against which
present experience was compared and contrasted. For some
it had been a golden age, for others an alarming one; for
some it had provided a glimpse of what might have been;
for others it had provided lessons for the future, was
strongly criticized and disavowed.
The Popular Unity coalition triumphed at the polls
on 4-th September, 1970 after a fiercely fought and closely
contested electoral campaign. Popular Unity greatly
expanded the public domain and brought about a degree of
identity between government and people such as had never
occurred before in Chilean history. Whilst still
Allende had won 37$ of the total votes cast, Alessandri,
a conservative, came a close second with 35$ and Tomic,
a reformist, third with 28$. Popular Unity's lack of
an overall majority meant that they did not control the
legislative chamber, Congress. However, the President
has substantial powers and this situation was not
unprecedented.
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encompassing an element of continuity with the past
model of public life - in terms of adherence to the
constitutional framework and to pluralism - there was
also a clear commitment to fundamental economic and
political change. The Popular Unity programme incor¬
porated a devastating indictment of the prevailing
economic and political structure as dependent on imperia¬
lism and dominated by a local bourgeoisie and landed
oligarchy who had allied with foreign capital. This
system had led to economic stagnation, inflation and
generalized poverty. Whilst bringing benefits for the
small minority at the top it had meant unemployment and
low wages, the neglect of housing, education and health
for the vast majority. Popular Unity claimed that:-
"The only alternative, which is a truly popular
one, and one which therefore constitutes the
Popular Government's main task, is to bring to
an end the rule of the imperialists, the mono¬
polists, and the landed oligarchy and to initiate
the construction of socialism in Chile."
Popular Unity envisaged the construction of a national
public domain through the expropriation of foreign capital
as well as the creation of a truly popular public sphere
by redistributing economic resources and political power.
A Popular Unity government, the programme held, would not
mean merely changing one president for another, but would
usher in a "new philosophy in which ordinary people
achieve real and effective participation in the different
2
organisms of the State". One of the first forty measures
promised - the disbanding of the gsuLpo moui£ (the riot
police) - symbolized the new direction to be given to
public affairs. Participation , not repression, was to be
the key word of the day. Under Popular Unity strong
government was to mean something quite different from the
traditional bourgeois conception of law and order:






"The power and authority of the Popular Government
will essentially be based on the support extended
to it by the organized population. This is our
notion of strong government - the very opposite
of that held by the oligarchy and imperialists
who identify authority with the use of coercion
against the people."
Thus, the Popular Unity government not only envisaged
a considerable widening of the issues open for discussion
but also of the participants entitled to take part in
public debate. Shaping the destiny of the country, a task
often reserved for the elite, now came to be defined as
the collective responsibility of workers, peasants and
middle sectors.
Compared with the penetrating critique of the public
sphere, Popular Unity's proposals for the private sphere
were ad hoc and partial: references to women in the programme
were few and far between. Together they did not add up
to a radically new version of private life. Popular Unity
hoped to benefit women from the popular classes generally
through measures such as higher wages, lower inflation,
improved housing and social services, aimed at raising the
quality and standard of working class life. More specifi¬
cally, Popular Unity intended to redraw the boundary between
public and private spheres by socializing some aspects of
reproduction previously carried out by women in the family.
These included the setting up of nurseries and creches,
of family welfare clinics in the popular neighbourhoods,
the provision of school meals and a daily ration of half
a litre of milk for each child. The programme also
envisaged improving women's position within the family
by granting married women full civil status, by equalizing
the legal situation of children born in and out of wedlock,
and - in a Catholic country - by introducing "adequate
divorce legislation which dissolves legal ties and safe¬
guards the woman's and children's rights"."'" At the same
time as modifying the patriarchal structure of the family,
ibid. p.271.
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the programme also spoke of creating a Ministry for the
Protection of the Family as one of its first forty measures
As far as women's participation in the public sphere is
concerned, the programme mentioned the "limited opportuniti
open to women and young people" and spoke of expanding the
nursery school system "to ensure the proper development
of pre-school age children, and to facilitate the incor-
2
poration of women into productive work".
Measures which added up to a quantitatively and qual¬
itatively different public sphere were matched in practice
in private by some hesitant and piecemeal reforms. This
is partly a reflection of the higher priority given to the
construction of the new economy but also reflects the
Left's defensiveness on the question, of women, given the
advantages which the Right enjoyed: in the absence of a
socialist feminist movement and armed .with the knowledge
of Chilean woman's conservative voting history, Popular
Unity were confronted .with the problem of how to quell
3
women's fears of radical social change. Proposals, then,
were often designed with an eye to winning the women's
As this Ministry was never created, being politically
defeated in Congress, there is some disagreement as to
what it would have meant for women's position in society
Lechner writes of the importance of a Ministry of the
Family which aims to transform the family from a
nucleus of capitalist socialization and of the imposs¬
ibility of transcending bourgeois ideology without a
cultural revolution in the working class family.
N. Lechner, "Represion sexual y manipulacion social",
Cuadernos de la Realidad Nacional, No. 12, Santiago,
Chile, April 1972, p.251. Others interpret it as making
official women's separate place in the public sphere by
giving it responsibility for women's community part¬
icipation. E.M. Chaney, "The Mobilization of Women in
All ende' s Chile" , in J. S .J aquette, ed.,Women in Politics,
John Wiley, New York, 1973, pp. 269-270.
p
J.A. Zammit, op.cit., p. 255 and p. 273.
^ Male and female votes are counted separately in Chile
so that the Left knew exactly how it stood with women
voters. For a breakdown of voting patterns by sex,
see Appendix, Table k-
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vote rather than to transforming the position of women
in society.
The democratization of the economy through the nation¬
alization of all basic resources, large monopoly industries
and landed estates transformed the social relations of
production. The new social property sector of the economy,
which was formed from these expropriated enterprises,
was regarded as the embryo of a future socialist economy
and the workers in these industries as being in the vanguard
of the revolutionary process. The introduction of workers'
participation within this social property sector transformed
the work experience of all therein. Aspects of the work
situation which had been under the exclusive control of
the private boss and higher management now became the sub¬
ject of collective discussion at mass meetings, workers'
councils and production teams. Not only did the number
of participants engaged in decision-making at enterprise
level increas but so did the range of options. These now
included what to produce, how much, pace and timing of
work, safety measures, care and maintenance of machinery
and social facilities. Other groups were similarly
affected. Civil servants found that the government
bureaucracy acquired a new sen®of urgency and direction;
students found themselves talking to workers and peasants;
intellectuals who had once spurned production were now
running the newly nationalized industries; political mili¬
tants, fpjom working " cautiously behind the scenesjiow
had the weight of the government behind them.
The opening in the power structure brought about a
period of political and cultural renaissance in which
large numbers of ordinary people became politically aware,
articulate and involved. Settled ways of thinking and
doing were opened up for re-examination. There was scope
for innovation and experimentation. Old patterns of
hieraichical and servile relations crumbled as distinctions
of rank and status were played down. A new widespread
form of address, compaHe./io /a, reflected this egalitarian
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and fraternal climate. Mass conscientization campaigns
aimed at raising class consciousness and spreading new
socialist values integrated areas of experience which had
once been compartmentalized. Folk-song, poetry, theatre
and dance depicted popular themes and struggles and artists
took their message into the factories and shanty-towns.
The government publishing house printed cheap popular
editions and new cartoon strips of national life appeared.
Knowledge became increasingly democratized as training
courses, evening classes and literacy campaigns extended
political and technical education to groups previously
excluded.
This general climate of egalitaiian social relations
also affected relations between men and women. More rigid
models of masculinity and feminity gave way to a greater
informality of dress and behaviour. The extension of the
popular'"form- of address, aompane./io, to embrace women,
comparLesia, also reflected a degree of politicization of
male-female relations. However, there was no concerted
attack on gender roles and ideologies. Those who argued
for the need to broaden the struggle to include issues
such as sexuality, the family and personal life were a
few lonely voices. Rather, left-wing publications often
reproduced the same sexual stereotypes as the bourgeoisie.
Where critiques of mackiAmo were made, they tended to be
N. Lechner and F. Hinkelammert, two 'influential'.German
social scientists in Chile during Popular Unity, org¬
anized a seminar in the Catholic University on Sexuality,
Authoritarianism and Class Struggle in which they argued
the need for analysing sexual relations as a political
.issue,. Guadernos de la Realidad Nacional, Santiago, Chile,
No. 12, April 1972, pp. 228-231. Similarly Vania Bambirra
also argued the case for an ideological struggle against
aspects of bourgeois domination which permeate everyday
life - family, culture, personal relations - and which
are reproduced by the Left, V.Bambirra,(a)"La mujer chilena
en la transicion al socialismo", Punto Final, No. 133 ,
Santiago, ^Chile, 22 June 1971, and V. Bambirra,(b),
"Liberacion de la mujer y lucha de clases", Punto Final,
No.151, 15 Feb. 1972.
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shallow as when Allende publicly scolded the men for
not talking to their wives or bringing them to the
political rallies. Similarly government thinking on
how to incorporate women often built upon rather than
questioned prevailing definitions of men's and women's
work.'*' Although Popular Unity intended bringing women
out of the home and into social production through the
creation of new jobs, in the short-term women's part-
2
icipation remained social rather than economic. With
the defeat of the proposed Ministry of the Family by
the Opposition-dominated Congress, Popular Unity set up
in its stead a National Secretariat for Women in June
1972 to co-ordinate proposals and scrutinize projects for
women. Pre-existing women's organizations, such as the
neighbourhood Cent/ioA de nad/ieA (Mother Centres) , were
re-oriented where they came under Popular Unity leader¬
ship and their prior domestic focus was broadened to
include social action campaigns with a class content around
health, housing and education. However these issues
were still regarded as less important than production.
This meant that whilst men tended to occupy the more
highly valued sectors of public life, women tended to
occupy the less valued areas, forming a separate and
For example projects such as the Senviaio Te.me.nino,
a form of obligatory social service for young women,
who would be assigned to hospitals, social welfare
organizations, nurseries and kindergartens.
2 The Six Year Plan (1971 - 1976), envisaged the creation of
almost half a million new jobs for women - practically
doubling the female labour force. J.A. Zammit, op.cit.,
pp. 290-291. There is a parallel here with the Chinese
case, where given the similar difficulty of expanding
'
.employment for women so rapidly in the short term, women
were encouraged to be active in areas other than prod¬
uction - residents' committees, health work, welfare.
Whilst drawing women into public life, they did not
bring economic independence and carry the danger of
institutionalizing a "separate but equal" path for women.
D. Davin, Woman-Work, Women and the Party in Revolutionary
China, Clarendon Press, Oxforb,1976.
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subordinate female public world."'"
As new sectors of public life came under popular control,
the bourgeoisie, increasingly experienced the public domain
to be under "enemy occupation" and placed its supporters on
2
a war-footing. At first the Opposition used the legal
resources at its disposal, notably its control of Congress,
to delay, block and obstruct the implementation of the
Popular Unity programme, especially with respect to the
nationalization of industry. When these tactics failed to
have the desired effect, the Opposition - both national and
international - passed to an extra-parliamentary line. This
new offensive, waged both inside and outside the country,
involved a systematic campaign of disruption, sabotage,
strikes and blockades aimed at creating economic chaos.
This new militant line of the bourgeoisie politicized
all sectors of public life and introduced a high degree
of dissensus and conflict within Chilean society at large.
Nor did things stop there for in the battle to recover
control, the bourgeoisie turned the private domain into
3
an important battleground by playing the gender card.
The Right which had once been so vocal about women's
non-political role and had acted to confine women to the
privacy and protection of the home, now brought its women
into the public arena by politicizing women's concerns
in the family. The Opposition took advantage of the
A government publication defined participation at the
workplace as the most responsible and important form
of participation, as carrying a much greater material
and moral obligation than community participation.
Como Participar?, Quimantu, Santiago, undated, p.36.
2
R. Miliband, "The Coup in Chile", in Socialist Register,
1973, p.A56.
3
For this account of the part which women played in the
counter-revolution, I have largely drawn.upon M. Mattelart,
"The Feminine Version of the Coup D'Etat", in J. Nash and
H. Safa, eds., Sex and Class in Latin America, Praeger,
New York, 1976 and M. de los Angeles Crummett, "El Poder
Femenino: The Mobilization of Women Against Socialism in
Chile", in Latin American Perspectives, Issue 15, Vol.IV,
No.A, Fall 1977, pp. 103-11A.
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disruption in food supplies, which it had helped exacerbate,
to capitalize upon women's grumblings in the colaA (food
queues) by staging a number of huge, anti-government
demonstrations by women, the first of which was popularly
known as " (La ma/tcha cLe. laa aace.10 (Lcla vclc-lcla" (the march
of the empty pots)From then on the sound of banging
saucepan lids became the women's battlecry in the wealthier
districts. By protesting against food shortages, the
women's front, organized predominantly by bourgeois women
with close connections with the political Right, could
proletarianize their struggle by presenting it as a
"struggle for subsistence". At the same time, the Right
fuelled women's fears in the home by presenting Popular
Unity's hesitant steps into the private sphere as the
beginnings of an eventual assault on the institution of
2
the family. "Marxist totalitarianism" was presented as
threatening to deprive women of their children by brain¬
washing them, and of sowing doctrines of violence and
hatred which tore families apart. In this way the Right
universalized the position of women as mothers, irrespective
of social class. Anti-Popular Unity propaganda was
continually scattered through the streets of Santiago,
claiming to speak on behalf of "the women of Chile", who
made up half the population, and who increasingly clamoured
3
for Allende's resignation.
This mass demonstration by women opposed to the Popular
Unity government coincided with Fidel Castro's visit to
Chile. In a mass meeting of female Popular Unity
supporters, Fidel warned of the tricks and subterfuge
used by the Right to gain women's support and urged the
audience to "win over the women of Chile to the cause
of Revolution", to "wage an ideological battle, a political
battle". Quoted in D.L. Johnson, ed., The Chilean Road
to Socialism, Anchor Press, New York, 1973, pp. 290-297.
2
This kind of terror campaign around the question of the
family had been a common electoral tactic by the Right
to frighten women off from voting for the Left. It had
been used to full effect in both the 1964- and 1970
presidential election campaigns.
3
"We the women of Chile constitute more than half of the
population of this country.... We beg you immediately
to abandon the first Magistry in order to safeguard the
future of this country", quoted in M. de los Angeles
Crummett, op.cit. p. 107,
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If bourgeois women forsook the safety of the home to
come onto the public stage, they did so because of the
importance of the issues at stake and because the men were
vacillating. As one leader of the bourgeois women's front
put it:
"Women felt their fundamental values of family
and motherhood threatened at the onset of Marxism;
it touched the insides of the women's being. For
this reason, women more than men, understood early
the implications of a communist, government."
Accordingly, women had to use every inch of their "podLe./i
■£e.me.nino" (feminine power) to resist the "Marxist yoke"
for their very homes and families depended upon it. If
these women had once been able to defend thejprivate sphere
by carrying out their duties from the home, circumstances
now demanded that they take their cause into the public
arena. However, these women relied upon some specifically
"feminine weapons" in their struggle. They attempted to
shame men into action by questioning their virility, their
2
ma.ch.iAmo. They taunted members of the armed forces who
were too chicken to act by throwing grain into the barracks,
as a symbolic gesture. At the same time, these women
exploited the code of gallantry by presenting any attempts
by Popular Unity to control or dislodge their resistance
efforts as attacks on "defenceless and innocent women".
As the class struggle deepened , the population
became increasingly polarised into two warring fractions.
Demonstration followed counter-demonstration as each side
rallied its supporters in public displays of strength
and battled for control of key public spaces and symbols.'
Both sides waved the Chilean flag; an anti-imperialist
symbol for the Left, and a symbol of the traditional order
. ibid., p.110.
2
Mattelart points out that where public institutions
came under Popular Unity control, bourgeois women
experienced this as "being deserted by the virile
element that normally protects her". M. Mattelart,
op . cit. p. 295.
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for the Right. Words such as ta pat/iia (the motherland)
took on diametrically opposing connotations as each side
battled to define the set of ideas through which a country
expresses its national identity. The co-existence of (at
least) two competing versions of social reality meant
that there was no single version of any event as all issues
became part of a wider ideological struggle. Which side
could make its meanings count depended upon the outcome
of the struggle for power."''
In this struggle a turning point was reached with the
bourgeois "bosses' strike" {el pa/io de oc.tu.lL/ie.) in October
1972. This was designed to paralyse the economy by closing
down commerce and disrupting transport with the ultimate
aim of toppling the government. This right-wing escalation
was met with by the mass mobilization of Popular Unity
supporters. Workers took over their factories, irrespective
of whether they were on the government's list for exprop¬
riation, students mobilized vehicles for distributing
foodstuffs and other forms of voluntary labour aimed to
keep the country running. This extension of popular
control threw up new grass-roots organizations with a
degree of autonomy from government control. At the factory
level, the co/idoneA induAt/i la leA (industrial belts) linked
together workers in neighbouring factories so as to
coordinate actions; at the local level comandoA comunaleA
(neighbourhood commands) co-ordinated factory workers'
organizations with other mass organizations in the community.
Amongst these, one of the most important were the juntap
de aHaAte.cimLe.nto y p/tecioA - japA (price and supply
committees) set up to combat speculation and hoarding
"What passes for social reality stands in immediate
relation to the distribution of power; not only on the
most mundane levels of everyday interaction, but also
on the level of global cultures and ideologies, whose
influence may be felt in every corner of everyday
social life itself." A.Giddens, New Rules of Sociological
Method, Hutchinson, London, 1976, p.113.
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and to ensure a fair distribution of scarce commodities."''
These new initiatives, which extended popular control,
accentuated divisions within the Popular Unity coalition,
between those who wanted to advance gradually by stages,
restrain the mass movement and enter into a dialogue with
sectors of the Opposition (the Christian Democrats),and
those who wanted to press ahead towards socialism, relying
2
upon the mobilization of the base. These differences
were unresolved when the armed forces intervened to crush
the popular movement on 11th Se(^ember, 1973.
military rule
Since the coup, the military regime has redrawn the
frontiers of the public domain and forceably imposed a
new authoritarian version of public and private life on
the Chilean population. The initial concern of the military
was to defuse the political challenge by ridding the public
sphere of all organized political expression. A wide range
of organizations which had made.up the hub of Chilean
political life were suspended, declared 'in recess' or
banned. Whilst the main target of these repressive
measures was the Popular Unity parties and the grass-roots
organizations, they also affected a wide range of democratic
institutions which had grown up since the turn of the
Century. As the military resorted to rule by decree, the
wheels of parliamentary democracy ground to a halt and
the spaces where political life had once been enacted -
Women played an important role in these price and supply
committees. Mattelart writes that "in offering the woman
an opportunity to exercise real popular power,the food
distribution centers, mark, albeit prematurely, the
starting point of a movement for the emancipation and
participation of women". M. Mattelart op.cit. p. 293.
2
This division between what came to be known as the "reformists"
and the "revolutionaries" carried into exile, differentiating
and dividing the politicized actors. Broadly speaking,
whilst the "reformists" wanted to remain within the
constitutional and legal framework as envisaged in La
via c.hlLe.na aL AoaiaLiAmo (the Chilean road to socialism),
the "revolutionaries" were for breaking through "bourgeois
legality" and adopting an insurrectionary line, if need be.
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La Llone.cLa (the presidential palace) and Congress - were
either bombed, barred, chained or guarded. A 'state of
siege' was declared restricting civil liberties and the
country regarded as being in a state of internal war.
Given the presence of an organized and mobilized
working-class movement, such curtailment of political
rights had to be accomplished by military might. Through
assassination, torture and imprisonment the military
Junta las attempted to terrorize the population into sub¬
mission. The Junta exercises strict control over the
population through a series of measures designed to
atomize and isolate the individual. Meetings are pro¬
hibited or severely restricted; a nightly curfew enforced.
Widespread purges have taken place in the public adminis¬
tration and universities and Popular Unity supporters
expelled from public office and nelegated to marginal and
peripheral areas of the economy. The military regime
also maintains strict control over ideas. Books have been
burned or withdrawn from circulation; radio, press and
televison censored; the universities placed under military
supervision. In contrast to the free play of competing
ideologies under Popular Unity, the Junta has been able
to rewrite history in conditions where its opponents
2
have no right to reply. These new frames to public
life have been enforced through the constant and intensive
monitoring of the population and the security forces
have expanded accordingly. Boundary violations are
promptly repressed.
If the immediate concern of the Junta was to eliminate
the threat of socialism, by 1975 the military regime began
United Nations Economic and Social Council, Study of
Reported Violations of Human Rights in Chile, with
particular reference to torture and other cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment, February 1977.
The Junta quickly put out its version of the coup and
of the Popular Unity period, in the LiL/io Blanao
(White Book).
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dramatically restructuring public and private life as
part of a far-reaching counter-revolution. For the
economy, the Junta has turned to a new technocratic
elite, known locally as the"Chicago &ogA", who are guided
by monetarist doctrines. In a series of shock economic
measures, layer after layer of interventionist legislation
has been peeled away in order to expose the economy to
the free play of market forces. Whilst the repressive
function of the State has increased, its once important
economic role has dwindled. Not only have those industries
nationalized during Popular Unity been handed back to
private ownership but other public services, notably
health and education, have been increasingly privatized.
Tariff barriers which had protected local industry from
foreign competition have been lifted and the economy
redirected towards those areas,such as mining, agriculture,
forestry, where Chile is regarded as enjoying a comparative
advantage in the international capitalist division of
labour. Within this economic model, State intervention
is not only seen as undermining economic efficiency but
as politicizing economic relations. By comparison the
market is held to result in the efficient and impersonal
distribution of resources along strictly technical
criteria. The economic model, then, forms part of the
Junta's broader attempt to depoliticize public life
and to place the economy in the hands of the "experts".
These measures plunged the economy into a severe
crisis and brought high costs for workers and their
families. Together with their exclusion from political
life has come their exclusion from economic benefits, as
any material gains which workers achieved under Allende
have rapidly been eroded. At the lowest point, purchasing
N. Haworth and J. Roddick, "Labour and Monetarism in
Chile 1975 - 1980", Bulletin of Latin American
Research. Vol.1, No. 1, October 1981.
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power dropped by a half and unemployment quintupled.^
High levels of unemployment and low wages have been
introduced in conditions where the trade union movement
is contained and controlled. An authoritarian pattern
of labour relations has transformed the worker from
being regarded as a "producer" or "creator of value" to
a mere "commodity" and has stripped the meaning of work
2
for the vast majority to the bare struggle for subsistence.
As a consequence, social problems - such as infant mortality,
malnutrition, begging, delinquency, prostitution- which
had been on the wane or eliminated during the Popular
Unity government, now reappeared.
Alongside this restoration of private property relations
a new pattern of social relations based on hierarchy,
order and respect has emerged. A revived bourgeois mode,
laced with trimmings from an oligarchic era, has imposed
itself on speech, language and dress as a new formalism
permeates public life. This not only serves to accentuate
class distinctions but also to endorse gender roles.
Compane.no, the classless form of adress, has given way to the
caLatteno (the gentleman). Titles have made a come-back,
as has the figure of the expert, already mentioned. The
/toto (the down and out) used by the upper class to
denigrate the "lower" class has been re-incorporated into
public discourse. Suits and ties have been brought out
from the back of the wardrobe; long hair -frowned upop;
trousers, initially banned for women, continue to be discouraged
for women in public offices. Coquetry and gallantry
have been re-emphasized.
The workers' and employees' share of national income
has fallen from 62.9% to 38.2$ in the;three years since
1973. Unemployment in Greater Santiago was Ll in 1973
and rose to a high point of 20$ in March 1976. United
Nations Economic and Social Council, op.cit. p.76.
The attempt to restructure the trade union movement forms
part of the P tan Lai.on.at (Labour Plan) introduced in
1977 to curb the power of organized labour. N. Haworth
and J. Roddick, op.eit., p.58.
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More recently, the Junta has increasingly moved to
institutionalize its rule through a number of constitutional
reforms which set out the new frames and boundaries to
public participation and debate. The Junta's political
model incdcpo^a-tes an attack on liberal democracy for
allowing the "enemies of democracy" to organize freely for
its overthrow and calls for the introduction of a new form
of "protected democracy" centred around the doctrine of
national security:-
"Equipped with mechanisms to defend it from the
enemies of freedom who under cover of an ill-
conceived pluralism, desire only its destruction"
and declares unlawful:-
"any acts aimed at disseminating dotrines which
impair the family, advocate violence or a concep¬
tion of society based on class struggle, or are
contrary to the constitutional regime."
The dramatic curtailment of speech and action has
forced many left-wing militants underground and has meant
that a gulf has grown up between this "official" public
sphere and a semi-clandestine public activity which surfaces
sporadically to shatter the illusion of "normality". The
task of reconstructing political networks and regrouping
was both difficult for organizations accustomed to working
within an open political framework and dangerous. Socialist
militants had to learn new ways of acting and speaking and
to adopt a multitude of precautionary measures. The
closure of traditional public spaces, or their occupation
by the Junta, has forced the Left to seek out new spaces
on the fringe of public life.
Paradoxically, within the overall climate of atomization
and isolation, prison was one of the few spaces where Popular
Unity militants were concentrated together. Strong collective
bon.ds were forged between imprisoned militants and prison
came to be an important conscientizing and politicizing
experience for many. In some cases, too, especially in
the concentration camps, prison proved an important
United Nations Economic and Social Council, op.cit., pp. 18,19.
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experiment in collective living.
With the general ban on political activity, the Church
has become one of the few public bodies in a position to
give voice and protection to those whose rights have been
stripped away."1" The celebration -of mass, and particularly
the traditional 1st of May mass, has taken on heightened
significance as yet another of the few precious spaces
where people can congregate. Under the umbrella of the
Comitz da. Paz (Peace Committee) and later through the Vica/ita
da SotidaiLdad (Vicariate of Solidarity), the Church provides
spiritual comfort, material support and legal advice for
political prisoners and their families. At the same time
the Church has given a focus to intellectual life through
its radio station, its journals and magazines, and, more
recently, through the creation of new educational institutions
such as the Ac.adam.La da fiamaal^mo C/iL/>tlano .
The dramatic contraction of public life places a
greater ideological load on the private sphere in the Junta's
model. The Junta has attempted to increasingly privatize
experience by shifting the area of freedom from the citizen
to the consumer. This new public language of the marketplace
is oriented towards diverting people from ideas of political
participation 1d the private pleasures of consumption. Within
this new consumer model, gender roles are starkly differen¬
tiated. As an editorial in (LI flasicu/iio, an influential
establishment daily, put it:- "Women have responsibility
for the regulation of the family's consumption, men are
2
responsible for production".
In practice, the Catholic Church has led an uneasy co¬
existence with the Junta. Although there are internal
divisions, the majority, including the head of the Church,
Cardinal Silva Henriquez, has been critical of the Junta's
violation of human rights. The Peace Committee was forced
to close down and other church bodies and officials have
been the subject of raids and harrassment.
iit Pla/icu/iLo,"Mission of Women", 26th June, 1974., quoted in
Change International Reports, Military Ideology and the
Dissolution of Democracy - Women in Chile", Report No. 4
September, 1981.
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However, the family is not only significant as a
unit of consumption in the Junta's model. More importantly,
"the family", together with "Western civilization" and
"Christianity", forms one of the ideological foundation
stones through which the Junta has attempted to give a
constitutional veneer to its rule. Constitutional Act
No. 2 declares:-"^"
"the family is considered the basic nucleus of
society and it is the duty of the State to
protect the family and help to strengthen it."
And it is within the family that women's "special mission"
in society is seen to lie. The National Secretariat of
Women, set up under Allende, has been redirected under Lucia
Hiriart de Pinochet (Pinochet's wife), "to propagate national
and family values to form a consciousness and a correct
comprehension of the dignity of women and their mission
2
within the family". Under its aegis, women have reverted
to the traditional female public role of unpaid voluntary
worker. Amongst other activities, bourgeois women go out
to the shanty towns to extend alms to the poor.
Alongside women's economic demotion in the Junta's
model has come their spiritual elevation. The military
regime has not forgotten those women who mobilized so
actively against the Popular Unity government and who
provided the moral backing for the coup. Official public
discourse on women has increasingly identified their role
as guardians of national values and their part in resisting
"Marxist totalitarianism"is frequently glorified and
sanctified. These women are regarded as having exhibited
the true qualities of Chilean womanhood; dignity, valour
and essential femininity.
^
United Nations Economic and Social Council, op.cit., p.18.
2
Change International Reports, op.cit. p.16.
Pinochet leads the military Junta and is head of the army.
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This renewed identification of women with the private
sphere, as consumer rather than producer, has been further
facilitated by the Junta's draconian economic measures.
Large-scale cutbacks in the public services - such as health
and education - where women made up a large percentage of
the workforce, have reduced women's employment opportunities.
Furthermore, within the general climate of economic contraction,
there is evidence of more overt sexual discrimination being
exercised or aired against women in the professions and
other qualified jobs. This has been further reinforced at
the educational level by the airing of views to restrict
the intake of female university students in some faculties
and, more specifically, by instructions from the Ministry
of Education discouraging girls from pursuing secondary or
higher education."'" In addition there is a new "atmosphere",
if not an overt policy, against birth control and family
planning. A falling birth rate is viewed as a threat to
"national security" by a military regime with a powerful
and unfriendly neighbour on its doorstep. At the same
time, maternity rights have been eroded by the new labour
legislation and nursery provision has been cut back.
In practice, however, the military Junta's model has
brought some contradictory and unintended consequences for
women. Whilst declaring to protect and strengthen the family,
widespread political repression hand in glove with monetarist
economic policies, have led to the disintegration of family
life for many families with members imprisoned, unemployed
or in exile. Furthermore, the curtailment of men's public
roles, has pulled women into the public sphere and the
family role structure has correspondingly modified with
many women acting as primary or sole breadwinner and/or
as head of the household. Whilst women have been squeezed
out of sectors of public life, women at the other end of the
The Dean of the Medical Faculty of the Catholic University
is reported to favour the cut back of the female intake
on the grounds that women have other goals - marriage and
children - and are depriving men of an occupational field.
Chile-America, "La mujer degradada", Nos. 28-30, Feb.Mar.
Apr., 1977, p.20.
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social ladder have been forced to play a role in the struggle
to secure a subsistence income for their families. These
women, however, have been compelled to find paid work in
marginal and peripheral sectors of the economy in highly
exploitative conditions. At a period when the Junta claimed
to uphold public morality, many women in the popular sectors
have been forced into prostitution. In some instances, women
have sought collective solutions to their political and
economic problems. In particular, the Church has sponsored
a network of popular initiatives in the shanty towns, such
as the tatLte.sie-6 de. a/ip ille./iaA (handicraft workshops) and
the come.do/ie.A infant ile.A (children's soup kitchens), where
women have been especially active. Yet other women have
been drawn into the political arena through the "disappearance"
°f theirmen and have taken public action demanding to know
their whereabouts from the military authorities. Paradoxically,
then, some women's economic and political importance has
forceably expanded since the coup.
Exil e
Banishment from public life not only took place through
political imprisonment and political purges but also through
the exile of thousands of Popular Unity militants, supporters
and their families. In this instance, the Junta's 'boundary
closure' deprived many Chileans of the right to live in their
country. Exile began shortly after the coup for some; for
others the road into exile was taken several years later.
Whatever the precise timing, however, it was this set of
events in the Chilean body politic which formed the backdrop
to life in exile and whose development was closely monitored
and discussed.
With the increasing force of the international denunciation .
of the violation of human rights in Chile, the security
forces adopted new methods. People are arrested, often
secretly, and their arrest is then categorically denied
by the authorities. The total number of people who have
'disappeared' in this way has beenestimated at between
1,000 and 2,000 people. United Nations Economic and
Social Council, op.cit■, p.39.
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Exile added a further dimension of change to the
process of public andj/private restructuring already under¬
gone. In this instance, the exiles not only travelled
through social space but also physical space to a different
continent in the developed part of the capitalist world.
Arriving tro .a country with another history, another language,
other customs, placed new fetters on speech and action. The
exiles were marginal and peripheral to British public life
not through political repression as in Chile, but through
their status in this society as refugees and non-nationals.
The exiles encountered a society with a different
set of public-private frames from what they had known in
Chile. Political analysts have pointed to the high degree
of institutionalization of class conflict in advanced
capitalist society, whereby the means and forms of conflict
are contained by certain commonly adhered to "rules of the
game"."'" One of the important frames underpinning this pro¬
cess of conflict regulation in British society is the
division of spheres between the trade union movement and
the political parties, such that "industrial issues" and
"political issues" are bounded off from each other. This
containment of political opposition and the confinement
of policy alternatives within the limits of the "realistic"
and the "practical" means that the forces for revolution
are often dismissed as Utopian and that everyday struggles
are not often shot through with socialist goals or broadened
to include a critique of the total structure of society and
economy. Coming from the polarised public sphere of the
Popular Unity years, when the class bias of the "rules of
the game" had been penetrated, the Chilean exiles experienced
these characteristics of British political life in an
exaggerated fashion. Moving into the microscopic world of
exile politics, the depth and quality of their public
J. Westergaard and H. Resler, Class in a Capitalist
Society, Heinemann, London, 1975; R. Dahrendorf, Class
and Class Conflict in Industrial Society, Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1959.
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involvements were correspondingly transformed.
The private sphere was no less dramatically affected
by the uprooting. In particular, the severing of kinship
networks through exile transformed the texture and meaning
of the private domain. Bereft of the support and company
of female kin, many women remained isolated and lonely in
the home. This shrinking of both the men's public world
and the women's private world brought face to face many
husbands and wives who had not shared many activities or
much conversation in the past. Men, whose public lives
dwindled in exile, found themselves spending more time
in the home. Women, who had lost their private networks,
looked to their men for reassurance and support. Not only
did this overload a relationship unaccustomed to carrying
such weight, but it also brought into the open the lack
of joint meanings between some husbands and wives. Further¬
more, those women whose dual role in Chile had been eased
by the services of a maid, faced a new conflict between
their public and private roles. Exile, by laying bare
aspects of gender relations which had been obscured in
Chile, pierced . some taken-for-granted notions of men's
and women's place and provided the impetus for new models
to emerge.
How this story unfolds forms the contents of the
chapters which follow. Before taking up the thirread, however,
I shall first address some methodological issues arising
from the study and introduce the men and women whose lives
appear in the following pages.





"I've given intenv iewA Ce/o ne in Chile.
Cut I wcla only even a<bked aCout tnade
union a{.-fiai/iA. NoCody even d/ieamt o/




"That ioa.4 the pnoClem. NoCody even
thought o/ asking me -{ion my opinion."
This chapter examines some of the problems and
difficulties encountered in asking actors to give accounts
of their life-experiences. An attempt has been made to
draw out the specific features of exile as a research
situation as these impinged upon the gathering of inform¬
ation and upon the type and status of accounts which I
received. Secondly, there is a discussion of the inter¬
viewing procedure and the way this diverged from accounts
of interviewing in the methodological literature. Thirdly,
a broad profile of the social and political composition
of the interview sample is drawn. Finally, the remaining
half of this chapter is taken up with the presentation
of two ideal typical biographies.
status of accounts
In any process of biographical reconstruction, the
past is reshaped in accordance with the actor's present
ideas of what is or is not important. It is this reshaped
and reworked past which appears in the accounts of actors'
experiences of the Popular Unity period and the coup d'etat
Furthermore, not only does the past change over time for
the same actor but it also appears differently between
categories of social actor. As has been mentioned, what
loomed large and important in some men's accounts of the
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past, figured dimly if at all, in some women's and vice
versa. This selective and reconstructed past appears in
the pages of this text in the form of retrospective
insertions. The past, therefore, is not always related
chronologically but brought in as actors themselves make
use of the historical. On some occasions the past was
drawn upon to contrast with the pain and plight of the
present in exile; on others for the lessons it provided
when formulating current or future political strategy; on
others as a yardstick to measure the degree of personal
change undergone.
In the case of the politicized actors, the exiles have
to account for a failure - the defeat of a political project
into which they had invested their hopes and energy. Here,
the interview intruded into an ongoing and public process
of re-examination by party militants anxious to diagnose
what had gone wrong. In the case of the privatized actors,
meanwhile, I was intruding into a process of private
reflection, normally reserved for the ears of a few intimates.
These different contexts in which the politicized men and
privatized women related their accounts are reflected in
the differing idioms and linguistic styles which they drew
upon in the telling."'" The politicized men spoke a common
political language which drew heavily upon Marxist concepts,
and terminology. At times their accounts bore the hallmark
of a political speech. The privatized women, by contrast,
related their accounts in a confidential and intimate
manner, as if talking to a friend.
In both cases,however, the accounts represent the
actors' versions of events as they saw fit to present it
within the specific context of an interview and to myself
in particular. They controlled what they wanted me to
""
S.M.Lyman and M.B.Scott, "Accounts", in A Sociology of
the Absurd, Meredith Corporation, New York, 1970, p.130.
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know and hear. Not all actors were equally free to give
an account; nor were they all subject to the same kind of
controls. Whilst the politicized men fell under the
political control of the party, theprivatized women came
under the private control of their husbands.
As the politicized actors belonged to political
organizations which closely monitored their behaviour, on
what were considered to be decisive issues their accounts
to^,ed the party line."'" There was a distinctive partisan
version of events. Indeed many politicized men related
large parts of their accounts in the collective voice,
speaking in terms of "we" rather than "I". At times, this
emphasis on the collective actor allowed little room for
individual biography to emerge. Indeed some thought it
was "personalizing history" or "aggrandizing the role of
the individual" to talk of one's personal role rather than
that of the true historical actor, the class and its
political representative, the party. The degree of coll¬
ective accounting,however, was not consistent for any one
actor nor between actors. It was most prominent when the
men were relating their prison experiences and weakest
when talking about exile, reflecting a certain loss of
group cohesion in exile. Party discipline was generally
slacker in exile both because of organizational difficulties
and through a process of political fragmentation. However,
I was told to mind my own business on more than one occasion
when probing was deemed to havejeopardized party interests.
The fact that the interview also touched upon areas such
The editors of a study of Brazilian exiles also mention
the difficulties they experienced in "opening up" those
individuals who belong to political organizations. They
regard the accounts which they finally published as
■constituting a compromise between what the individual
would like to have said (and did say in the heat of the
moment) and what he or she judged should be said (and
which appeared in the printed version which authors
had the chance to correct before publication). P.C. Uchoa
and J. Ramos, eds., Memorias do Exilio, Brasil 1964/19??,
Vol.1, de muithos caminhos, Arcadia, Lisbon, Portugal,
1976, p.15.
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as family life and personal problems, where there was often
no clear party ruling, meant that there was scope for
individual opinions to be expressed. As trust built up
in the course of the fieldwork, the interview provided
a space for those disaffected with the parties to air
their grievances.
Through their involvement in the public domain of
work and politics in Chile, the politicized actors were
more practised in the art of managing the interview and
the interviewer than thejprivatiz ed. They carefully weighed
up the consequences of making their accounts public on their
own standing in the- exile community and on the image
of the exiles as a whole both in this country and, more
importantly, on comrades back in Chile. In this way,
they censored the reality for me. As Ricardo reportedly
said to a Chilean friend when asked to take part in this
study, " ctasio , pcsio en dodo caAO te puedo condasi taA
coacla putlicaA, no ulcla" (yes, but, of course, I can only
relate the "public things"). If the men were more
rehearsed in talking about their public lives, they were
on visibly less firm ground when asked about the private
sphere. They would deflect or evade my questions
concerning their home lives, or suggest a break for tea.
"Fie sie.Au.tda deficit opina/i con mucha cta/iidad" (it's
difficult for me to give a very clear answer) Jorge replied,
when asked about the relationship between his political
work and his family life. Others regarded this type of
question as a waste of vital interview space which they
could be using to put forward their political message.
Compared to the cautious, guarded stance of the
politicized men, many privatized women spoke out what
Fagen also notes the discrepancy between the "official"
position of Spanish Republican refugees in Mexico as
"well-adjusted" and off-the-cuff remarks which were
more critical of both Mexicans and Spaniards. P.W. Fagen,
Exiles and Citizens: Spanish Republicans in Mexico, Austin,
University of Texas Press, 1973, p.227.
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was on their mind. This is not to say that women were
completely free to say what they liked. Silvia related
how Pepe always scolded her when she expressed her
content at being here. The men, then, sanctioned and
censored the women's views where they contradicted or
jeopardized their own public accounts.
There was more at stake for the politicized actors
in the giving of an account, than for the privatized. Exile
communities are known for the high levels of personal
insecurity and a degree of paranoia amongst their members.
For the politicized men, some of whom had suffered torture
and imprisonment in Chile for their beliefs, the interview
was hedged around with suspicion and distrust. Who was
I? What were my politics? What was the research about?
From the start I made it clear that all interviews would
be treated confidentially and that no real names would
appear in the study. However, I could only rely upon my
personal standing with some members of the exile community
and on my conduct during the fieldwork to give this
statement any force. Women were generally less security-
conscious than men, even those women who were party members.
Few thought they had anything of importance to divulge.
However, one woman, badly frightened by the coup when
her husband had been detained, repeatedly insisted upon
anonymity. Another woman, who played a prominent social
role in the exile community, appeared quite disappointed
when I mentioned that no names would appear in the text.
fieldwork and interviewing
The fieldwork extended over a fourteen month period
and an average of four lengthy visits was made to each
actor."'" Most interviews took place within the private
setting of the exiles' homes and with three exceptions
Many of these interviews lasted for three hours or more
and writing up field notes afterwards proved extremely
time-consuming. This resulted in a voluminous set of
field notes: in total 519 pages of single-spaced, typed
AA paper.
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were conducted in Spanish.1 I also participated in the
political and social life of the exile community by
attending political rallies, meetings and £Le.AtaA. This
enabled me to know the actors in their political roles
and in a more public and social setting than the private
one of the home. I was, however, absent from one important
setting, that of the party meeting. This meant that I
had to rely exclusively on actors' accounts over what went
on and what topics were or were not discussed.
I used a tape recorder on only five occasions, mainly
to interview those who had been accustomed to a degree
2
of public speaking, were relatively open and easy talkers.
In most cases, I judged the tape recorder to be more of
a hindrance than an asset for it served to heighten pre¬
existing feelings of insecurity and vulnerability. Evidence
that controls were stepped up when the recorder was used
became apparent in one case. This politicized actor, who
later admitted that he had been "lying", deliberately set
out to construct a "safe story" for fear that the tape
should later fall into the wrong hands. In the case of
women respondents, the interviews were marked by frequent
interruptions by children or demands of the household
routine. Rather than facilitating communication, the tape
recorder would have intruded into the easy-going atmosphere,
creating distance and unease. In most cases I took notes
during the interviews and made a particular effort to jot
down key phrases and words. In order to recapture something
In all three cases the Interviewees specifically requested
to speak in English. However, I did not experience this
as a form of distancing but rhther as an indication of
the level of fluency which these three (one married
couple and one man) had attained in the English language,
and of their sense of ease in British society. All
were working here, all had considerable rapport with
British people and were accustomed to speaking English
with them.
The five taped interviews are distinguished in the text
by the fact that they appear in the original Spanish with
an English translation. With one exception all are men,
and with one exception all belong to the middle sectors.
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of the vibrancy and flavour of the accounts, I have
reconstructed these conversations back into direct
speech, remaining as faithful as possible to the original
statements.
The interview procedure bore few of the hallmarks of
the standard discussion of interview practice as presented
in the more orthodox methodological texts."'" In this
case I relied upon in-dppth interviewing through a series
of open-ended conversations'around selected topic areas.
Unlike the single, one off interview, which is more
discussed, multiple visits build up a relationship between
the researcher and interviewee. This makes any detached
stance, as advised by some methodologists when interviewing,
both humanly and morally questionable as well as ultimately
2
unhelpful for the research itself. This was particularly
true in my case where I already had a pre-existing relation¬
ship with the exile community and where, in some cases, I
3
was interviewing friends. Rather than minimizing my
role in the interview interaction, I saw myself as an
active ingredient in the research process. For one thing,
how people saw me had a bearing on the type and quality
of account they chose to give, on how much and what they
decided to reveal about themselves. In the course of the
For example, W.J. Goode and P.K. Hatt, Methods in Social
Research, McGraw Hill, New York, 1952; J. Galtung,
Theory and Methods of Social Research, Allen and Unwin
London, 1967; C.A. Moser, Survey Methods in Social
Investigation, Heinemann, London 1958.
2
A. Oakley "Interviewing Women", in H. Roberts, ed.,
Doing Feminist Research, Routledge and Kegan Paul,
London, 1981, p.4-4-.
3
Prior to the research my relationship to the exile
community had been a highly selective one. My closest
contacts were with those Chileans studying in the
University here. I had a more casual relationship
with others through solidarity meetings and political
rallies relating to Chile. However, I had had little
contact with either manual workers or working class
women in the home. The "problems of exile" with which
I was more familiar had largely been confined to the
"middle class" experience.
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fieldwork, I was assigned a number of roles apart from
that of student/researcher. To some I was la companena;
to others a friend and confidante; to one I was la g/iinga;^~
and to others a 'journalist' or 'social worker'. In one
case, I was accidentally mistaken for an official from
the local social security office, a confusion which nearly
cost me the interview until clarified later.
In most cases the change in openess between the first
and final meetings was considerable. The personal nature
of the topics under discussion and the intimacy of the
home setting meant that the interviews came to be regarded
2
by some as friendship visits. The privatized women, in
particular, looked forward to my visits as a factor breaking
down their isolation in the home. Silvia would make an
arrangement to leave the key with her Scottish neighbour
in case I should call when she had popped out to the local
shops. However, this sort of involvement was not confined
to women informants. At the end of our meetings, Jaime
volunteered that:-
" 1 £eel I have, given you something veny pe/iAonal -
a pant o-fL ray li£e which I haven't /related to many
and I hope you haven't e>cpe/iienced the inte/iv iewA
aA co td o/l impe/iAonal. 1 hope you -fLeet like
Aomeone Apecial when you come to thiA houAe and
not tike any B/iitiAh pe/iAon would -fLeel."
Many participants, then, took the initiative in defining
the interview beyond a mere question and answer session and
in explicitly disavowing the "cold and impersonal" stance
called for by the ethic of detachment in standard interview
practice. I was invariably invited to stay for a meal
and the traditional Chilean offer of hospitality - la caAa
eA tu caAa (the house is yours) - was often extended.
Nor was I the only one asking the questions. Many
Q/iingo/g/iinga is slang for foreigner, particularly a
North American. It can be used as a term of abuse or
as a term of endearment,depending on tone and context.
Pepe assured me that he was using it in an affectionate
way, but Silvia, his wife, did not like it.
2
On the "transition to friendship" through interviewing,
see A. Oakley, (a), op. ci t. pp. 4.4--4-6.
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people looked to me to help them make sense of British
society. They used the interview to find out things
which they needed to know or which puzzled them about life
here. Many, too, were curious to know my own personal
experience of Chilean events. I often accompanied the
women to the doctor's, translated Chilean folksongs into
English, helped with form filling and securing information.
In this way a degree of reciprocity entered the relation¬
ship .
Instead of suppressing my role in the research pro¬
ceedings, I strove to be as aware as possible of the effect
my presence had and to document the findings as data. My
own actions and responses did, at times, throw light on
the very class and gender-related experiences which I was
exploring. In some cases, the very formulation of my
questions, by cutting through the public-private divide,
challenged certain pre-established categories used by
actors themselves. Not only did I ask men about their
role in the family, but I also asked women for their version
of public events. This was both intended and perceived as
a challenge to the men's machiAmo, for it was difficult to
ask the men what they did in the home without implying
that they should be doing something - or more, or to talk
about the women's public involvement without laying bare
their exclusion or secondary status.
However, it was not just my questions which proved
challenging, for my being a woman itself raised the issue
of machiAmo in a much more direct and personal way. The
going image of British university women amongst the Chilean
men is that they are all to a greater or lesser degree
involved in or influenced by the women's movement and
presumably I did not wholly escape this labelling. I had
to tread very carefully not to be seen as a "troublemaker".
My role became increasingly delicate as the men's perception
of the study shifted in the course of the fieldwork from
being a political analysis of exile, to a social work study,
to a study of ma.ch.iAmo itself. As the sample was not
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composed of an anonymous group but part of a community,
there was ample opportunity for rumours to circulate
regarding the project and myself.
Given that I had to maintain harmonious relations
with both husbands and wives, I was often walking on a
tightrope. Just as I was a potential ally for the women,
I was also a potential threat to the men, especially
when talking to their wives alone. Some innocent actions
on my part could be perceived as threatening. In one
instance, the husband had to leave shortly after my
arrival. At the woman's request, I remained talking to
her. When her husband returned several hours later to
find me still there, he looked distinctly annoyed. He
may simply have been hungry and irritated that his supper
was not on the table, but given that he had previously
been talking about his own experiences of fieldwork where
he had found women to be much franker than men, it is
not implausible to think otherwise. A more direct example
of the way in which.men perceived my presence as
threatening occurred when I was talking to a woman alone
in the kitchen. Her husband, who was about the house
at the time, came .in on two occasions and half joked
with his wife, "I don't hit you, do IP".
If machismo was a source of personal irritation, its
code often worked to my advantage in carrying out the
research. Pepe repeated to me several times how pleased
he was that a woman was doing the study, not a man, adding:-
"I've, got mo/ie. con^.ide.nc.e. In a woman. 7hny
a/ie, JL/ianke.n. than mnn. Ann a/ie. atwayA t/iying to
p/iote.ct the.l/i own p/ie.At ig e. and have, u ttn/ilo /i
motlve-A . "
Women, in Pepe's view, acted more straightforwardly than
men who had interests to defend. This assumption was
particularly helpful when researching in a highly politicized
and politically divided community. As a woman, I could
take advantage of the dominant perception of women as
less politically informed and challenging than men to
gain access to all shades of the political spectrum amongst
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the exiles. At least two Chilean men had discounted
doing a study of exile, deeming it impossible to interview
political rivals. Although I was seen as less deeply
entangled in party politics, this does not mean to say
that I was regarded as totally politically incompetent -
indeed, I was often probed about my political loyalties -
but that suspicions were less than if a man had been
involved.
However, if I could be seen as politically naive,
many men were keen to know my husband's views, assuming
that my political stance must necessarily reflect his.
Many participants, both male and female, thought that there
was a man directing the research from behind the scenes.
Ricardo apologized twice to my husband - in my presence -
for failing to keep an interview appointment. Jaime and
Francisca had expected me to turn up for a Saturday lunch
appointment with my husband. Some housewives thought I
must have male permission to undertake such a study.
" Idhat doe.A you/i huAhand think. o£ you doing thiA?" , was one
of the first things which Silvia asked me.
In the course of the fieldwork, I was wooed by a
variety of political contenders who were anxious to use
the study as a vehicle for partisan viewpoints. Many
politicized men attempted to monitor the research by finding
out whom I was seeing, especially from their political
rivals. They would draw my attention to published articles
which supported their point of view and spend time dis¬
crediting the political line of their opponents. In short,
some men were trying to conscientize me through the
interview.
Being a woman not only enabled me to probe into
party matters in a seemingly less threatening way than
a man, but also enabled me to raise the question of the
private sphere relatively easily, through the perception
of this as a "woman's issue". As has been seen, it was
where the lines became crossed and I raised the private
sphere as an issue for men, as well as women, that th-e
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sparks began to fly. As a woman I had comfortable and
easy access to women exiles. It would have been difficult,
if not impossible, for a male researcher to be left alone
in the home with a Chilean woman. Yet it was crucial to
speak to women separately from their husbands, for invariably
when their men were present the conversation would be
weighted in the men's favour and women would have less
opportunity and confidence to present their point of view,
especially where this diverged from the men's. However,
our common sex did not create an automatic bond. If the
men wanted to know where I stood politically, the women
were more interested in my marital status and family situation.
Being childless made me odd in the women's eyes. "Ah, no
e./ie.A irlllj chile.na" (you're not very Chilean) said Silvia
when she found out and went on to say, "una pa/ie.ja Atn
nihoA no e.A nacLa" (a couple is nothing without children).
Apart from the fact that, there was no shared world of
children linking us as mothers, my independent activity and
freedom of movement were also outside some women's range
of experience. Many were initially uncertain as to where
I stood. Was I part of the men's world? Did I subscribe
to the men's way of thinking? Just as the men would first
check me over politically before deciding what to divulge,
so the privatized women would first test my reactions
and only then reveal some of their inner thoughts. Once
the women were sure I was not going to condemn their way
of thinking, I often became a confidante, sharing their
intimate thoughts and worries.
Given that women generally have less opportunity to
relate their experiences than men, they were often especially
pleased when I showed as much interest in their lives as
those of the men. Whilst the interview provided a space
for-the men to present their political viewpoints, this was
often one space amongst several. In the case of the
privatized women, meanwhile, the interview was potentially
more signficant in opening up a rare chance for them to
reflect about their experiences and present their point
of view. In this way, it hopefully plays some part in giving
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the privatized women a voice."'"
It was not only my gender which threw light on
aspects of the research for my class position also pro¬
vided insights through the adjustments I had to make
when interviewing exiles from different class sectors.
When interviewing the intellectuals in the sample, I was
2
interacting with my peers. With the social scientists,
in particular, there was a good deal of shared research
competence. Indeed some were more accustomed to assuming
the role of researcher than that of interviewee. They
would proffer advice on how to manage the research role,
ask technical questions about representative ■% sampling
and methodology. In the presentation of self I was often
advised to depoliticize my role:-
"Play up the human, angle., you/i pe/iAonal
nelatlon^hlp with the Chileans", said one
"
heep It at a pen.Aona I level othenwiAe the
Atudy will lecome politicized and the pa/itleA
will o/iganlze anAwe/iA" , said another.
At times it. was difficult for me to draw the line
between wanting to appear competent and yet not giving
so much about the study away as to influence the findings.
Many would theorize their own observations of the exile
community and their insights proved h'elpful. in checking
out my own interpretations. Furthermore, it was from
amongst this group that my own circle of friends amongst
the exil® was drawn. Interviewing friends produced some
sticky situations for claims of friendship could be
interpreted as meaning that the person should be more
forthcoming than under more usual anonymous interview
circumstances. In general I felt more comfortable when
interviewing peers who did not form part of my friendship grou
In this way the interview was not seen as a "data collectin
instrument for researchers" but as a "data-collecting
instrument for those whose lives are being researched".,
A. Oakley (a) op. ci t. , p. 4-9.
The specific problems which are encountered when inter¬
viewing peers are discussed in J. Piatt, "On interviewing
one's peers", British Journal of Sociology, Vol. XXXII,
No.l, March 1981.
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This coincidence of intellectual worldviews did not
occur when interviewing working class couples, where
there was less overlap of perspective and experience.
These interviews were initially characterized by a greater
sense of distance and unease on both parts. Amongst
the men in this group, there was a general awareness of
the importance and relevance of their experiences, so
that being asked to talk about their lives did not fall
totally outside their range of expectations. Most
housewives , however, were unused to falling under the
spotlight in this way. Some manual workers looked
distinctly embarrassed at revealing such things as their
educational level to an assumed "middle class, educated
woman". The women, too, were often uncomfortable at having
me as a guest in their home. However, these barriers
invariably broke down in the course of the interviewing and
my friendship group was extended through the research to
embrace a wider social group. I did experience greater
problems of communication when interviewing working class
participants and I often found that I had to rephrase my
questions, or that the men did this for me, in the case
of their wives. "fla/iiana won't uncLe./iAtancL that" , cried
Cristian when I asked a more general question about women's
political role. Problems of communication were not all
one way, however. Many workers spoke a more popular
Spanish, sprinkled with chite-niAmoA (Chilean slang), rich
in imaginative metaphore, quick to change, and only learnt
through immersion in popular culture. I often found
myself, with my more formally acquired Spanish, looking
puzzled by something Cristian, one of the main protagonists,
said. This brought forth fits of laughter from Mariana
who would have great fun trying to 'translate' whenever
such a popular saying sprang into the conversation.
These issues which arose during the course of the
fieldwork - over how to manage my role, the adjustments
I had to make when talking to men and women, middle class
and working class exiles, the actors' perceptions of
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of the study and myself - were all important sources of
data. The interaction between myself and the participants,
rather than being ignored, proved illuminating and valuable.
To have suppressed this source of data by attempting to
assume an objective and detached stance, would have
impoverished the research. Personally the interviewing
process was extremely rewarding as a human and intellectual
experience, and the sustained interest which many part¬
icipants showed in the research indicated that their
involvement had not been unsatisfying either.
the interview group
In drawing up the sample my main concern was to explore
the variety of public and private experience over time.
The interview group is not a random, sample of the Chilean
exile community, but rather a group which has been selected
through a degree of quota sampling with a specific purpose
in mind: the differentiation of historical experi^ yence according
to the social location of the actor.
To contact participants, I relied largely upon Chilean
friends within the exile community to introduce me to
others. In the initial phase of interviewing I set out to
capture a wide range of experience as a form of exploratory
investigation. From the emerging patterns, I drew up a
check list to ensure that I had covered both class and
gender experiences across the varying public-private
constructions of Popular Unity, the coup and exile. In the
second phase of interviewing, I then actively sought out
certain categories of social actor by asking to be directed
to specific kinds of people in the exile community. This
was with a view not only to adding to emerging patterns but
also to pursuing exceptions for the light they could throw
on the conditions for departing from more well-trodden
paths. I did not always succeed in this latter aim.
There is no woman who had been imprisoned in Chile after
the coup in the sample so that imprisonment, which left
such a mark on those who suffered it, remains a solely
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masculine experience in this study.^ Nor, and perhaps
relatedly, did I succeed in including a female political
activist. Although there are women who were politically
involved in the sample, they had either been active in
a subordinate capacity to men or in a subordinate female
political sphere. I was anxious to locate a woman who had
been active around the same issues and in a similar capacity
to the male activists in the group. Such women did exist
but could be counted in their ones and twos. Their very
atypicality, combined in one case with geographical distance,
made them easily identifiable and this could have played a
part in their failure to respond to my indirect attempts
to involve them.
The range of public and private experience is, of course,
restricted to the types of people who came into exile. The
exile community is first and foremost a political and
ideological community, owing its very origin to the political
beliefs and actions of its members. As the Popular Unity
project , however, was based on an alliance between the
working class and the middle sectors, the potential pool
2
of exiles was drawn from a heterogeneous social group.
Women were imprisoned for their political activities although
in lesser numbers than men and possibly for shorter spells.
One account of women's prison experiences, with its emphasis
on building a collective identity and organization in
prison, closely resembles accounts given by men. In the
women's case, however, collective responsibility extended
to the care of children born in the concentration camp,M. Vera,
Chilean Women No. 2, Political Prisoners, London, Sept. 1976.
Ann Chaplin failed to locate a woman who had been impr¬
isoned for over a year, the requirement for inclusion
in her sample, A... Chaplin, Chilean Political Prisoners,
mimeo, January 1976.
In Britain middle sector exiles outnumber those from
the working class by roughly three to one. The great
-majority of refugees in Britain are semi-professional
white-collar workers, although this was partly modified
after Decree 504 of May 1975 enabled some political
prisoners to commute sentences into exile, bringing more
skilled or semi-skilled workers here, Joint Working Group
for Refugees from Chile, Interim Report, Refugees from
Chile, Dec»1975,pp.1941.A breakdown of the social comp¬
osition of Latin American exiles in France - 70% of whom
are Chileans - shows that 36% are workers and employees,
32% students, 32% professionals, engineers and university
lecturers. CIMADE, Du Chili a la France, Exile et Accueil
des Refugies, Paris, February 1975, p.4.
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The Junta's political repression not only affected
the politically active but had repercussions for the
entire family group, forcing those family members - generally
women - with little or no independent political activity
into exile with their men. Furthermore, the Junta's
draconian economic policies pushed others, who were not
so politically active or involved, into leaving the country.
In total I interviewed 35 individuals (18 men and 17
women). At the time of interview, the group was made up
of 14- married couples where both partners were interviewed;
1 married couple where the woman only was interviewed; 4
separated people (2 men and 2 women) whose marriages had
broken up in exile and 2 batchelors. In presenting a
broad profile of the sample, I have chosen a relatively
stable phase in their fluctuating careers by presenting a
picture of the group as it stood during Popular Unity
(1970-1973), i.e. before the upheavals of the coup and
exile. During the Popular Unity period most participants
were in their twenties or early thirties, most were married
or shortly to marry and most had a young child or children.
In exile, then, most couples were either adding to the
family or intensively involved with child-rearing. All
were urban people. Most lived in the capital city, Santiago,
with seven families from provincial cities or towns.
With respect to participants' location in the labour
force, I have differentiated three social groups amongst
the sample - middle sectors, manual workers and housewives.
The distinction between middle sectors and manual workers
relates to a distinction within the public sphere of wage
labour - roughly along a mental/manual divide - whilst
the housewives are differentiated by their exclusive involve¬
ment in non-waged, domestic labour in the private sphere.
The' former distinction, between mental and manual labour,
between e.m.ple.ad.0 and o/1/ie.sio, was a distinction used by
actors themselves and one which has been firmly inscribed
in Chilean law. Manual workers had often struggled to
be reclassified as e.mp le.acLo a , thereby gaining access to
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more fringe benefits and higher social status. Popular
Unity had attempted to erase this division in the workforce
by merging the two groups into the single category of
t/ia(Lajado/i (worker) and equalizing their conditions of
employment. However, this division and the status identities
which had crystallized around it were difficult to break
down in the short term. Some manual workers tried to
pass themselves off to me, and others, as e-mple.adoz and
some middle sector exiles refused to consider undertaking
manual labour here.
Within the middle sectors, I have sometimes found it
necessary to differentiate further between professional
and white-collar workers. Professional identity, for
historical reasons, is particularly pronounced amongst
the Chileans, especially amongst those who had completed
their university studies before Popular Unity. Some
participants referred to themselves as /?w/e4iona^
(professionals) and clearly saw their experience as being
marked off from that of other social groups. Many
professional workers had enjoyed.a degree of autonomy
and high status in their jobs before the coup and experienced
acute personal discomfort at being stripped of rank after¬
wards. In other words, they had further to fall than
many routine white-collar workers in the sample. A second
reason for differentiating these two groups relates
specifically to women's experiences. The women pro¬
fessional workers in the sample had experienced less rigid
sexual stereotyping than women in white collar, or rather
white blouse,work. These two groups of women workers
were consequently to experience differing degrees of
sexual discrimination and hardship in exile.
To briefly examine each of these groups in turn:-
The professional workers (-6 men and 5 women) all had a
university education in Chile and some, had formed part
of a radical intelligentsia. With the election of Popular
Unity, many had moved into new posts as managers of the
newly nationalized or expropriated industries ( inte./ive.nto/ie.A),
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others had been promoted to directors of public bodies or
development agencies, others moved into planning and policy¬
making. These government appointments carried substantial
responsibility and authority, such as most had never
exercised before. Only one of the 5 women in this group
had been employed in a typically "female" profession.
Most, like the men, had been closely involved with economic
planning, policy or intellectual work. The white-collar
workers in the sample (6 men and 4- women) had either been
e.mple.adoA pu&licoA (public employees) in Chile's large
public bureaucracy or had been in teaching or the social
services. It was at this level that the labour market
was highly sexually segmented and the women workers were
nearly all involved in "women's work", such as primary
school teaching, nursing and -clerical work.
The manual workers in the group (6 men) were mainly
skilled workers employed by large-scale industries and
often with many years of service in the same enterprise.
Many of these large monopoly industries had been expropriated
in the course of the Popular Unity government, and workers
here had experienced at firsthand the changes in property
and social relations mentioned in the last chapter. The
workers in these industries, including those in the sample,
had formed part of the permanent and organized workforce,
constituting the backbone of the trade union movement and
socialist and communist parties.
The eight housewives in the sample were with one
exception all married to manual workers. All had had
brief spells in wage labour (as shop assistants, domestic
work, factory work, waitressing) before giving up paid
work on an early marriage and the prompt arrival of the
first of a number of children. The economic opportunities
for these women with few skills and little formal education
, *-
was suchjas to deter some from seejing work outside the
home unless compelled by economic circumstances. Heavy
childcare responsibilities - three women had five children
or more - and the presence of a stronger and cruder version
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of machismo amongst working class men who often opposed
their wives working outside the home, reinforced this
pattern. Female wage labour, then, follows a class-related
pattern in this study, being confined to women in professional
or white-blouse work.
political participation
Men and women not only had different levels of part¬
icipation in social production -for whilst all men had been
engaged in wage labour, only nine out of the seventeen women
in the sample had been so employed - but they also had
different levels of political participation. All the men,
except one, were affiliated to political parties or move¬
ments, whilst only eight women were party members."'" The
sample included members of the Socialist, Communist and
Radical parties, MAPU and MIR. Party labels were part¬
icularly important to the men. Strong ideological rivalries
between the different left-wing political groups kept
party identities clearly distinct. Indeed intensive social¬
ization into the party voice often enabled
party membership to be identified by others by the way a
person spoke or acted. As mentioned earlier, some men
related their accounts in the collective voice, where "we"
stood for the party group. These traits were less pro¬
nounced in the case of women party members, reflecting their
generally looser tie to the party organization. A few
women were first and foremost A ll&.ncLiyita/>, placing their
allegiance to Allende as a leader above that to any part¬
icular political grouping.
Not all party members were equally politically active.
Five men had been grass roots activists during the Popular
Unity period, engaged in political conscientization and
mobilization tasks amongst factory workers, peasants and
2
slum-dwellers. The sample also included a trade union leader
(male) and a local government representative (also male).
The one exception had been a member of the armed forces
and thereby barred from joining a political party.
2
An account of activists' experiences during Popular Unity -
similar to those found in my sample - occurs in C. Henfrey
and B. Sorj, eds., Chilean Voices, Harvester Press, 1977.
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Women generally tended to have lower levels of
political activism than the men. The absence of a female
activist has already been mentioned. Women's family
responsibilities tended to inhibit women from taking on
the heavy demands imposed on the political.activist and
those who assumed this role tended to be single or childless.
However one woman in the sample had been particularly
active in "women's politics" in the neighbourhood.
The politicized men had come to left-wing politics
through a variety of routes. When asked to give an account
of their politicizing experiences, many manual workers
started off by mentioning their proletarian background,
their class extraction, as giving them an initial class
identity. They were workers and their parents had been
workers before them, without necessarily having been
politically active or involved. Some middle-sector men
had also acquired their radical politics as part of a
family inheritance. In these cases, the men had grown
up in left-wing households, had been taken to political
rallies as children and had absorbed a radical political
culture as part of their socialization in the family.
For several participants, the political repression of
the late 194-0's and 1950's in Chile when the Communist
party had been outlawed, had had a profound impact. Three
men had fathers who had been imprisoned in Pisagua, the
northern concentration camp (re-opened by the Junta), and
two families had members who had fled to Argentina through
political persecution at the time. Others, meanwhile,
had grown up in families where political loyalties pulled
the other way. In this case the politicized men's left-
wing stance had brought conflict, and sometimes rupture,
with the family of origin. One man, whose parents
virulently opposed the Left, had been written off by his
father as "mentally ill".
For many manual workers, political definition had come
through their insertion into the labour force. First-hand
experience of exploitation had led them to join the struggle
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to improve pay and work conditions. Some workers were
keen to make clear that they were not nor never had been
apat/ionacLo (bosses' men). Many had gone on to join the
Marxist parties after initial involvement with trade union
struggles at the workplace.
In the .case of the middle sectors, first-hand contact
with poverty and deprivation through work which took them
out of their home environment and put them in touch with
less privileged social groups, often awakened a social and
political conscience. Two men from the middle sectors
mentioned specific "eye-opening" experiences (toma de
con.cie.ncia) which had proved decisive in their politicization.
Jorge, who had belonged to the Christian youth movement
whilst still at school in the 1960's, related how he had
undergone a dramatic change of heart. Some local construction
workers had occupied a building site and approached the
Catholic community for food and clothing. Jorge's group
had made a collection and, as the workers had also requested
spiritual support, Jorge had asked the local priest to hand
over the donation. However, the priest had refused outright,
saying that he would have nothing.to do with "communists".
Jorge had been shocked to hear a group of workers, who had
aroused his sympathy, referred to in this way. He began
to find out more about communism and to attend left-wing
rallies and meetings. He saw himself as having to choose
between two incompatible belief systems - Catholicism and
Marxism - and opted for the latter. Alejandro, meanwhile,
had graduated from the University in the mid-1960's and
found work as a technical adviser in a large, private enter¬
prise. He had been disgusted at the class role he had been
expected to play in the hierarchy of labour and was eventually
dismissed for criticizing the way the workforce was treated.
From, then on, Alejandro sought work in which he could put
his professional expertise at the service of the workers
rather than against them.
Apart from specific biographical experiences, the wider
political scene had a bearing on the process of acquiring
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political consciousness. From the mid-1950's, there was
a general upsurge of the Chilean labour movement. At the
trade union level, a centralized trade union confederation
(CUT) had b een established in 1953. At the political level,
the Marxist parties had combined in a united front, with
Allende narrowly missing victory in the 1958 presidential
elections. Internationally,the Cuban revolution had proved
an important politicizing event for many, who closely
followed Castro's confrontation with US imperialism and the
debacle of the Bay of Pigs. The spread of guerilla move¬
ments in Latin America, following upon the success of the
Cuban 26th July movement, had led in Chile to the formation
of niR to which some participants in the sample belonged.
The Cuban revolution also marked a shift in US policy to
Latin America, in the form of an A Itianoe /osi P no gsie.A a ,
whereby certain structural reforms, and particularly land
reform, were promoted as a way of staving off revolution.
In Chile, this policy had been underpinned by the Christian
Democrat government (1964.-1970), which had preceded Popular
Unity. The Christian Democrats had aroused widespread
support and enthusiasm for their promise to make a "sie.votu.tion
in liCesity" . When these expectations were only partly
met, there had been a general process of political radical-
ization.
These changes in the international and national political
panorama, had resounded in the factories and the universities.
Cristian, who had worked for years in the same factory without
being politically involved, had been caught up by the revival
of union activity at this workplace. Likewise, those who
had passed through the university in the late 1960's and
early 1970's had had a very different experience of higher
education from those who had graduated earlier. In particular,
the University reform movement to democratize higher education
had mobilized the student body. Participation in this
student movement of the late 1960's had been the first
experience of collective action for some participants and
formed an important event in their politicization.
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The eight women who were politically aware tended
to be more recently politicized than the men. Whilst
most men had affiliated to political parties before the
Popular Unity election, most women had become politically
involved during, and on account of, the Popular Unity
process itself. This difference in timing is only partly
explained by the women's younger age, for a few women in
the sample had remained aloof from political involvement
until in their thirties, long after their men had been
so involved. This is but one reflection of the extent to
which women had remained on the fringe of political life
and even during Popular Unity, their political participation
differed both quantitatively and qualitatively from men's,
as will be seen in more detail later.
Many women had become politically aware through their
insertion into social production during the Popular Unity
period. Maria, who had recently left school to begin her
first job during Popular Unity, mentioned the general
climate of political discussion, mobilization and organiza¬
tion which she had encountered at her workplace as facil¬
itating her political awakening. It was at the workplace
that many women had first made contact with the political
parties. Whilst some had incorporated themselves into
party cells, others had joined in the Popular Unity marches
and rallies without affiliating to a party. However, two
women who had entered the paid labourforce at this time
and had been equally exposed to politics at the workplace,
had remained privatized. Both Isabel and Gloria had kept
out of the political struggles at their places of work
and described themselves as having been regarded by others
as "politically neutral". Such a description underlines the
extent to which women could still be regarded as "outside
politics", even at the height of a widespread process of
political definition.
All eight women who had joined parties were in the same
political party as their husband. In some cases, the
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husband1s prompting and encouragement had played a part
in the woman's politicization. In these cases, women
had joined parties after their men, and through their men.
In other cases, women had become party members whilst still
single and had later married within th^jparty. Francisca,
who had joined independently of marriage ties, gave as a
facilitating factor the existence of a role model, in the
person of a politically active mother.
Women who had worked solely in the home had not been
exposed to the same politicizing influences as those who
had jobs. Nonetheless, two housewives belonged to parties.
In both cases, these women - or their families - came from
northern mining towns, where there had been a ^radition
of women taking collective action around problems of food
supply and prices or in support of their men's trade union
struggles."^" In one case, political affiliation had
extended back to the woman's grandmother.
In other cases, however, the housewives' marriages to
left-wingers had sent considerable vibrations down their
kinship networks. Some privatized women had mothers who
supported the conservative candidates at election times and
advised their daughters to follow suit. Furthermore,
many privatized women experienced politics not only as
an activity which belonged to the men's public world but -
by dividing families and taking the men away from ..home -
as a destructive and disruptive force for their own private
domain. Their own personal experience of politics had
not encouraged them to seek out political involvement,
even in those few cases where their husbands had tried to
interest them in political matters.
.In the 1920's women In the saltpeter mines had formed
comitiA de. duenaA de cciacia (housewives' committees)
to' protest over -food supplies and prices in the company
stores and to stage strikes ( Hcla kuelgaA de laa eoeinaA
apagadaA - the strikes of the unlit stoves) when supplies
did not arrive in time or to back up their men's wage
demands. V.Vidal, La emancipacion de la muier, Nosotros,
los Chilenos, No. 3TT, Quimantb, Santiago, Unite, 1972,
pp. 25-29.
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In some cases, the women's closer ties with the
Catholic Church meant that husbands and wives had been
socialized into different world views. For some privatized
women, their Catholic faith militated against any assoc¬
iation with Marxist parties which were seen to uphold an
atheistic stance. To some, joining the communists was the
equivalent to "marrying the devil". However Catholicism
had not been uniformly interpreted in Chile. Whilst
some politicized men had explicitly rejected the Catholic
faith and regarded any past religious leanings as evidence
of "false consciousness", there had also been a section
of the Catholic community in Chile which had supported the
Popular Unity process. Two male workers in the sample
identified themselves as both catholics and communists and
a Christian sense of mission had been the catalyst behind
two women's political involvement.
the marriage relationship
When these different involvements in public and private
spheres and different forms of consciousness are analysed
at the level of the married pair, two main patterns can be
identified. The nineteen couples"^" in the sample can-be
differentiated by the extent to which the marriage partners
had shared location or forms of consciousness.
segregated couples:
Eight couples had been characterized by a pronounced
sexual division of labour during the Popular Unity period.
This pattern of male wage worker and female domestic worker
reflected a specific class experience in my sample as, with
one exception, these segregated couples formed part of the
working class. This gender division with respect to
production had been further accentuated in six out of these
eight couples, where husbands and wives had different levels
of consciousness. Whilst the men had been 'politicized',
I am including here the couple where one partner only
was interviewed as well as the four separated persons,
reconstituted as four couples, as they had been during
Popular Unity before their marriages broke up in exile.
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their wives had remained 'privatized'. In these cases,
husbands and wives most nearly inhabited separate worlds
for theyjshared neither a physical nor a symbolic universe.
In the remaining two couples, however, the women openly
supported their husbands' political stance and had part¬
icipated themselves in women's organizations in the neigh¬
bourhood.
integrated couples:
In eleven couples, both husband and wife had worked
outside the home. These integrated couples were all
drawn from the middle sectors. In five out of these eleven
couples, both husband and wife had been engaged in
professional work and had had a degree of equality in the
job world. In the remaining six couples, however, the
woman's job had been less highly regarded or valued than
the man's, either because the woman had been employed in
typically female occupations or, in one case, because
the woman had worked part time. Seven out of these eleven
integrated couples had a degree of shared polities and,
with one exception, this had involved shared party member¬
ship. In all eleven couples, however, one area of the
marriageahad remained clearly segregated. Childcare and
domestic labour had remained the woman's exclusive
responsibility, although all had .delegated part of the
running of the household to a maid.
A summary chart of the actors' location in public
and private spheres during the Popular Unity period
appears at the beginning of the Appendix. Given the
difficulty of keeping track of thirty-five individual life-
histories, the reader may like to keep a marker here in
order to facilitate the rapid placing of an actor's
social location, political involvement, or marriage
partner. With reference to married pairs, the segregated
marriages on this chart are formed by the public men and
private women and the integrated marriages by the public
men and public-private women.
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IDEAL TYPICAL BIOGRAPHIES
In order to overcome the problem of fragmenting what
is essentially biographical experience, I have chosen to
construct two ideal typical biographies. These fiction¬
alized accounts enable a degree of continuity and wholeness
of individual lives to be retained, whilst still safe¬
guarding the anonymity of individual actors. Whilst
selecting the most typical in each category of social actor's
experience, the accounts have had to remain within the
bounds of credibility. Attention has been paid both to
the psychological coherence of the characters portrayed
and to the historical coherence of external events.
These ideal typical biographies are presented below
in the form of two joint biographies of husbands and wives.
Marcelo and Monica typify the working class pattern of
segregated marital roles discussed above. This couple,
then, exemplify the public-private distinction in its
more stark form. Pedro and Paula, meanwhile, typify the
middle class, integrated marriage, where both husband
and wife have jobs and some shared political sympathies.
Here the public-private distinction appears in a less
extreme form.
Marcelo and Monica
At the time of Popular Unity's victory at the polls,
Marcelo and Monica had been married ten years and had four
children. They had met and married within the same neigh¬
bourhood where they had both grown up. It was a "respectable",
working class suburb of the capital city, Santiago. The
houses were small but solid and built close together so
that few barriers separated the life of the home from that
of the street. There was a strong community spirit amongst
the.inhabitants, but keeping one's business to oneself
could sometimes be a problem.
Upon marriage, Monica had given up her job, serving
in a local shop, to devote herself to home and children.
She had looked forward to marriage and was determined to
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be a good housewife and mother. Marcelo worked as a
skilled worker in a local factory. At the time he regarded
his work as little more than earning the bread and he would
put in his hours and then hurry home. He was so punctual
that Mo'nica could tell the time by his arrival. The marriage
soon settled into an easy-going routine of work, family life
and visiting . Monica considered Marcelo a good husband as
he did not drink or have affairs. He was on good terms with
the neighbours and was the first to lend a hand where need
be. On Sundays, they would occasionally go to mass, and
Mdnica sometimes helped to decorate the Church for festivities
or confirmations.
It was not until shortly before the Popular Unity
election that Marcelo's life took on a different meaning.
At this time there had been a movement afoot in his factory
to replace the existing puppet trade union with an effective
and independent organization. Marcelo played an active
role in the struggle for union recognition and eventually
decided to join a Marxist party. Marcelo kept his new
commitment to himself. He knew Monica would not understand
or approve of his new way of looking at the world. She
might even regard it as a betrayal of the home life they
had built up and shared. His doubts were soon confirmed.
One day Monica discovered Marcelo's party card by chance
in one of his jacket pockets. She sat down and wept. She
knew the communists were bad. She had heard her own parents
talking about them. She felt afraid. People who meddled
in politics never came to any good. Hadn't an uncle been
imprisoned years ago for his communist beliefs and
since only been referred to in whispers? She felt powerless
to change Marcelo's mind. She could only wait and hope
that he would soon come to his senses.
With the election of Popular Unity, Marcelo felt a
new and exhilirating sense of power. The workers were no
longer to be disregarded, repressed and controlled but
consulted, listened to and respected. Unlike previous
governments Marcelo and his compane./ioA felt this to be
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nue.AtA.0 go £ ie./ino (our government ), e.1 go&ie./ino de. (Loa
£/ia(Lajado/ie.A (the workers' government) and Allende to be
e.t c.omparie./io p/ie.A lde.nto (the comradely president) . Popular
Unity's intentions were set out in a programme which Marcelo
had carefully read, studied and discussed. Monica, however,
was less optimistic about the course of events. She had
heard some alarming stories on the radio of Popular Unity's
intention to take children away from the family, and even
send them to the Soviet Union, for their education. She
didn't see what Marcelo had to rejoice about.
At the factory, the majority of workers had waited
expectantly for the expropriation order to be signed and
for the new scheme of workers' participation to be enforced.
Marcelo's trade union activities expanded to take in new
issues of production, now that the factory was producing for
all Chileans, instead of the privileged few as before.
Marcelo found himself frequently reflecting about the pace
of change. Only five years earlier the workers had trembled
in their shoes before the pat/ion who had been sole and
absolute arbiter of their fate. Now life was a never-ending
round of meetings and discussions as workers came to have
a voice in the running of the factory. At times Marcelo
felt exhausted by the demands and responsibilities placed
on him. The workers' lives were no longer programmed in the
way they had been in the past. This revolutionary process
was something novel and workers were forced to find solutions
to problems which gave scope to their inventiveness and
imagination. Marcelo became totally absorbed in his work
and his waking life began to centre around the factory. He
would even spend Sundays walking amongst the silent machines.
He also felt differently as a worker. It was not just a
matter of higher wages. Something more fundamental was
involved, touching up his sense of dignity and worth.
With such an.increase in his trade union activities,
Marcelo's private life shrank to the point where he was
only going home to sleep. Monica was not at all happy with
this situation. Marcelo seemed to be totally preocuppied
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with other people's problems and to have forgotten his
family, obligations. She never knew when to expect him
home and he hardly spoke to the children. They didn't
seem to agree about anything any more. It was as if every¬
thing which she held most dear, and thought he did too,
he now dismissed and devalued. She blamed the trade union
for this sorry situation. Her attitude alternated between
silent resignation and violent outbursts against what she
considered the injustice of it all. Marcelo tried to
explain his trade union activity to Monica but without
success. He envied those few men he knew with a sympathetic
compane-/ia behind them. He tried to cut down some of his
commitments to appease Monica. His own party had also
instructed militants to spend Sundays at home with their
families, but this was often easier said than done.
Monica's own experience of life under Popular Unity
did little to assuage her initial fears. Many essential
foodstuffs were scarce and she had to spend long hours
queuing which upset her household routine. The neighbours
sometimes, left her a ticket, for the local.food committee
and this eased the problem a little.but.she still couldn't
remember anything like this happening before. It was
true that Marcelo brought home more money, but what was the
good of that if there was nothing in the shops to spend
it on. She had even seen women banging empty pots and pans
in protest but nobody in her neighbourhood was involved
as the protestors were not thei.r sort of women. Even so,
the shortages were a nuisance. She had heard so many
different stories as to their cause that she didn't know
whom or what to believe. She was also alarmed at the
threat of violence which hung in the air. Once she had
been unexpectedly caught up in a clash of rival groups in
the city centre when tear gas had been thrown by the police.
After that she made a point of staying in whenever a
march was announced. She still saw some ugly scenes on
television and she worried continually for Marcelo's safety.
As talk of confrontation and civil war increased, Monica's
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fears approached panic proportions. In her opinion, there
was only one certainty - it was all going to end in something
terrible.
Marcelo was also increasingly pessimistic about the
future as the Popular Unity process advanced. Vital spare
parts for the factory were in short supply through the
international blockade imposed by the United States; there
had been some attempts at sabotage by reactionary elements
in the factory, and some workers with low political consc¬
iousness were making irresponsible demands or diverting
part of the production onto the black market. What grieved
Marcelo most of all were the divisions which had opened up
in the Popular Unity coalition, weakening and confusing
supporters. When the coup d'etat came, Marcelo saw no
point in resisting but remained in the factory as an act
of loyalty to Popular Unity.
The coup marked an abrupt and dramatic end to Marcelo's
hopes for the future and shattered his belief in the
irreversability of the changes introduced by Popular Unity.
Shortly after the coup, Marcelo was dismissed from the
factory and taken in for questioning. The rights which
workers had won through many years of struggle were stripped
away. Although he had spent a large part of his working
life in the factory, Marcelo felt few regrets at his
expulsion. The factory was no longer the place he loved
and lingered in but had been handed back to its former
owners and a new repressive work regime imposed. All
Marcelo's hard work in the factory during Popular Unity
was publicly devalued as he was regarded as a "delinquent"
and "public danger" by the military Junta.
Marcelo spent the following two years in prison. He
as.sumed the trials of prison life as a test of his political
commitment and tried to maintain the example which other
comrades were setting. In prison, Marcelo found that he
was learning through the constant interchange of experience
and ideas between the political prisoners. He came into
close contact with intellectuals and with workers from
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many different industries. There was no way he could shut
himself off from the harshness or brutality of prison
life, but the close bonds forged between imprisoned militants
were fortifying. The ferocity of the class hatred which
he experienced at the hands of the Junta staggered him.
Marcelo had read something about fascism but thought it
was quite another thing to experience it in practice.
Whilst Marcelo had never abandoned his Catholic beliefs,
he noticed that the Church enjoyed a respect even amongst
those who did not subscribe to a religious point of view.
Given the proximity of death in prison, Marcelo reflected
about the direction his life had taken since he had become
politically involved. He knew that if he died, his family
would be left in a very difficult economic situation as
their house had been one of the poorest in the neighbourhood
and in any case, he hadn't joined the struggle in order to
secure a comfortable lifestyle. The.only thing he could
leave behind for Monica and the children was his example.
However, it wasn't at all certain that Monica would see
things like this. Mo'nica frequently thought that if only
Marcelo hadn't got involved in the first place, he wouldn't
have landed himself in prison. She didn't like the Junta
either, but if Marcelo had kept out the^might have been
left in peace.
Monica, who had not worked for over ten years, now found
herself responsible for feeding a family of four. She
began by selling what little they had of value. A tele¬
vision set, acquired under Popular Unity, was the first
item to go. Later she took in washing and sewing but the
money she received was small and erratic. She accepted
this work in a resigned fashion for the need was great and
she had even heard of women prostituting themselves to
feed their children. Although Monica's parents frowned
upon Marcelo's politics, they had never broken off relations,
as in some families. However, there was little they could
contribute as they were also in financial difficulties.
From time to time, Monica received anonymous contributions
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from neighbours or Marcelo's old workmates. She was pleased
by the affection in which her husband was held butthen she
had always known hewasn1t like any other communist.
Apart from the long hours spent scraping a living,
Monica had periodically to leave the children, with a relative
to set off on the tiring and humiliating round of prison
visits. The prison guards would frequently take advantage
of the women waiting in the queues to see their husbands,
taunting them sexually, feeling them over, or calling them
"extremists' wives". However, the collective spirit which
developed amongst women in the queues strengthened Monica.
She felt some of the reserve between women breaking down.
It was in one of the queues that.Monica first heard of the
possibility of exile.and she began to turn this over in her
mind as a solution to their problems. At the Church's
Peace Committee, Monica was able to receive advice and
support. She surprised herself at the way she had been
able to manage on her own. She had never had to make so
many decisions by herself before. She knew that Marcelo
and all the men. valued what their wives were.doing for them
and confidence in her own capacities increased.
Mo'nica still felt vulnerable alone at night and she
would go to bed early and bolt the door at night. She
also frequently avoided contact with her neighbours to prevent
gossip or drawing attention to her plight. In any case,
she had little time for socializing as earning money for
food and visiting Marcelo in prison filled her hours. She
put her trust in God that the situation would soon end and
that Marcelo. would come out alive.
It was with great joy that she learnt the news that
Marcelo had been adopted by a British trade union. When-
the Junta issued a decree enabling some political prisoners
to commute sentences into exile, Marcelo's release became
a real possibility. Mo'nica knew she would miss her mother-
if she left but the possibility of having Marcelo with her
again was foremost in her mind. Marcelo felt more uneasy
about leaving the country. Of course, he wanted to get
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out of prison but the thought of banishment from Chile
made him apprehensive. However, he knew that a solidarity-
campaign existed abroad and the fact that a British trade
union had secured his release showed that he would not be
without comrades in exile. Monica wished that everyone
had the chance to leave but Marcelo disagreed. He thought
that people should stay in Chile where possible. None¬
theless Marcelo reluctantly went.
On arrival Vfl Scotland Marcelo and Monica were greeted
by members of the trade union which had adopted Marcelo.
He felt extremely emotional talking to these comrades who
had practically saved his life. They immediately enrolled
him in the union and promised to make every effort to find
him a job. Marcelo was saddened to find that not as much
was going on politically as he had expected. He also felt
anxious at the guarded way in which some of the earlier
Chilean exiles responded to his questions. Everything was
so different from the close-knit life he had left behind
in prison where party differences had been submerged.
Marcelo would lie awake at night wondering what was going
on back home and what had happened to his comrades. Every¬
thing seemed so far away. He would worry that he wasn't
devoting more time and energy to agitating on their behalf.
Whilst Marcelo's thoughts were directed towards Chile,
Monica was observing her new environment. She was pleased
with the council house they had been allocated. It was
better built and larger than the house they had left behind.
Nor could she see such obvious signs of poverty as existed
in Chile. People were generally better dressed and many
workers had cars. Some neighbours had knocked at her door
bringing curtains, bedding or simply to shake hands. Monica
felt awkward at not being able to respond to what they said
but appreciated the gestures. At the beginning, they had
worried how they were going to survive economically. How¬
ever they had been advised to learn the language first and
meanwhile they would be living on social security. Monica
began to feel that the bulk of her problems were over and
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for the first time in seven years she heaved a sigh of
relief. The children were being educated, clothed and
fed. They had a secure and steady income. Marcelo was
alive and free.
Just as Marcelo missed his compan.e./ioa , so Mo'nica too
missed her family and neighbours in Chile. It was the first
time that she and Marcelo had spent so much time alone
together. Sometimes Monica felt they were almost like
strangers, they had so little conversation and shared
experience. Tensions began to arise. Marcelo was deeply
discontent at being unemployed. After all he had worked
since little more than a boy in Chile. The fact of
receiving money from social security also ate into his
self-respect. He felt vulnerable in front of his neighbours
and without rights in this society. Marcelo also didn't
think it right for the children to see him hanging around
the house. He felt that he had lost the position in the
family which he had once held. Since his imprisonment,
the children looked to Monica for permission and advice.
He felt miserable and depressed. Monica could busy her¬
self with the household chores. Sometimes Marcelo helped
out but he usually wandered off after a short while. After
all this was woman's work. Twice a week he attended
language classes but he despaired .of ever speaking English.
He felt illiterate here. Monica didn't go to the classes.
She had the children to look after and she preferred to
learn what she could in her own time.
When Marcelo was offered a job in a factory, his life
took on a more organized turn. He wished his English were
better so that he could explain Chilean events to his Scots
work-mates in a clearer way. He soon noticed that some
became uninterested when he introduced politics into the
conversation and he realized that he would have to learn
to explain Chilean events in a way which British workers
could relate to. Some workers also seemed to hold some
paternalistic ideas about the Chileans, as coming from a
poor and backward country, and be motivated to help for this
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reason. Marcelo wanted to point out that the struggle
of workers the world over was one and the same but he
couldn't express this clearly. It was true that the
trade union leaders had a clearer idea about Chile and
were generally well-informed but the shop-floor worker
was not so well prepared politically. Marcelo reflected
that the Chilean working class had a very high level of
political consciousness by comparison and he felt proud
to be a member of it.
When the Chilean political parties began reorganizing
in exile, Marcelo promptly rejoined. Party life was very
different, however, from what he had known in Chile. For
a start there were many more intellectuals in his group.
Marcelo sometimes felt impatient at the hours spent talking
in an academic language which he didn't always follow.
Marcelo could not understand why ideological differences
loomed so large in exile. He would like to have seen all
the political parties working together. After all, they
had combined in the Popular Unity coalition. At times he
felt demoralized. All their energy was being consumed
in quarrels and recriminations.
Although party activity was greatly reduced compared
to the Popular Unity years, Monica still felt hurt when
Marcelo dashed out to meetings as soon as the telephone
rang and occasionally stayed overnight if the meeting ended
late. She felt he owed it to her to be more considerate
after all she had been through. Marcelo realized that
Monica was much more alone here than in Chile. Sometimes
he encouraged Monica to accompany him on the political
marches to mark the anniversary of the coup. Monica
remembered the hardships she and many other women had
endured and were still enduring in Chile and wanted to
help in whatever way she could. Monica felt a new sense
of importance going on the rallies. She empathized with
the Chilean woman speaker whose husband had disappeared
in Chile, after having been arrested by the military. She
began to see how their lives were bound up with wider
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events. After all, they themselves were not able to return
to Chile of their own free will.
Monica also took part in a handicraft group formed by
women with a view to raising money for the under-nourished
children back in Chile. Monica learnt that some husbands
had tried to prevent their wives from attending the meetings.
This had never happened in her case but Marcelo still
didn't like it when his dinner wasn't ready when he came
in because Monica had been out. However, rather than being
cut off from a lot of activities as some women complained,
Monica felt that her life had opened out a little more in
exile.
Marcelo did not share Monica's feelings of a widened
horizon. His overwhelming sensation was one of deprivation.
What he missed most of all was his trade union involvement.
He doubted whether he would ever have such a rich experience
as that during Popular Unity in his life again. Sometimes
it seemed as if his world had shrunk to that of the home.
It was true that he enjoyed a higher standard of living here
than in Chile but this in no way compensated for the world
he had lost. It seemed to him, though, that many other
Chileans in exile had lost interest in politics and were
simply pursuing their own private goals. Marcelo spent hours
fretting over this demobilized and privatized existence.
There was no way he could be a militant by himself. Why
couldn't they unite and work together?
Marcelo frequently dwelt ^ 'on • the return to Chile.
Here someone else's history was taking place. He wondered
how comrades back in Chile saw the exiles. It pained him
to think they may have a bad image. One thing was certain.
They couldn't go back and expect to take up their old leader¬
ship roles again. New leaders would have stepped into their
shoes in Chile and the exiles would have no authority to
reclaim them. Monica thought about the return with mixed
emotions. She would dearly love to see her mother again
but she had such bad memories of Chile that sometimes she
thought the family were better off here. She would try tomake
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Marcelo promise that if they did return he wouldn't get
so actively involved in politics again.
Pedro and Paula
Pedro and Paula had met as students at the university
in Santiago. They had married a year later, after Pedro
became part of the university staff, and by 1970 they had
two small children. With the help of their parents and
a new loan scheme, they had bought one of the many small
bungalows and gardens springing up in the la/i/iio alto, the
fashionable middle class district of Santiago.
Pedro's and Paula's student years in the 1960's had
coincided with the heady days of the university reform move¬
ment and the aftermath of the Cuban revolution. Students
had periodically occupied the university buildings, demanding
greater student participation, and had sat around discussing
whilst listening to the committed lyrics of the new Chilean
folk-song. Pedro, who had initially been attracted to the
reformist Christian Demcorat government of the day, was soon
won over the the arguments put across by the left wing
parties which actively canvassed amongst the students.
Shortly after joining their ranks, his new-found political
ideals received a further emotional charge when he began
political work in the outlying shanty towns. He began to
search out Marxist literature, to discuss Marxist ideas with
his fellow students and to move almost exclusively within
left-wing circles. Although Paula had also taken part in
the student movement and come to sympathize with the left,
she didn't join a party. Her withdrawal from the school
to have a child meant that she had also missed out on part
of the action.
As the 1970 Presidential election approached, both
Pedro and Paula fervently hoped for Allende's victory. Pedro
and his c.ompane./io a had set up one of the thousands of
Popular Unity committees in their university department
as a focus for mobilizing support and co-ordinating actions.
His political group also spent their spare time canvassing
and consciousness-raising amongst the shanty town dwellers.
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Both Pedro and Paula attended the huge electoral rallies.
When the results were finally known a tidal wave of emotion
erupted onto the streets of Santiago as the popular movement
celebrated its triumph in a spontaneous, all-night
celebration. It was a joy not much in evidence in Pedro's
and Paula's.neighbourhood, however, as their right-wing
neighbours closed their shutters and barred their doors.
Pedro and his companesioa knew that whilst victory was theirs
for the moment, a long hard struggle lay ahead. If the
bourgeoisie was temporarily stunned into silence by defeat
at the polls, they would not give up so easily. The left
would need to be constantly on the alert.
Like many other Popular Unity intellectuals, Pedro
abandoned his post in the university to take on the more
practical tafeks required by the implementation of Popular
Unity's programme. The new economy created an urgent need
for committed planners, policy-makers, technicians and Pedro
felt he could make his contribution to the revolutionary
process more felt by becoming directly involved with the
planning of production in the newly expropriated industries.
Never had Pedro.worked so hard, so intensively or with so
much sense of purpose. He gave himself physically and
mentally to the demands of the moment. Having to address
mass meetings of workers, Pedro strove to rid himself of
the feeling that he had a right to command which his pro¬
fessional training had engrained and his class background
implied. He had to learn to listen to workers as well as
how to address them. This close contact with politicized
industrial workers convinced Pedro that the government
should rely much more upon the mass mobilization of its
supporters to push ahead quickly with, its programme. " Avanzun.
Atn t/ianAa/i" (advance wihout compromise), cried Pedro and
his companz/ioA in the many huge, political rallies of
Popular Unity supporters. In Pedro's view the government
was moving too slowly and making too many concessions. The
bourgeoisie would not allow itself to be slowly carved
up, slice by slice, like a roll of salami. It was already
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fighting back. Strikes, disruptions and sabotage by the
right-wing opposition made Pedro's work increasingly
difficult and dangerous. Something more militant was
required if Popular Unity were not to lose the initiative
alto gether.
When Paula finally completed her studies, she was
determined to find a job. After all, as Allende had said,
it was the duty of every man and woman to play their part
in the revolutionary process. After finding work in a
government office, Paula joined one of the Popular Unity
parties. Most of her workmates were party members and
a party cell was active in her office. However, whilst
Pedro could centre his time around his political commitments,
Paula found that she.was rushing between home and office.
It was true that child care facilities had improved during
Popular Unity. The nursery at her workplace, which had
previously accepted children over two years of age, now
lifted this age restriction, enabling Paula to place her
younger child in care. She could also count on the services
of a maid to help with housework and childcare. Neverthe¬
less Paula still felt that she couldn't put in the same
amount of hours at the office as her predominantly male
colleagues, and she felt bad in front of her companeio a,
as if she wasn't pulling her weight. However, it never
occurred to Paula to raise her problem at a party meeting.
She thought that family arrangements were something she had
to settle by herself. The only other female member of
her political group was single and didn't share Paula's
dilemma for the time being at least.
Although Paula's party membership brought an increased
degree of comradeship to the marriage, it did not. occur
to Paula to ask Pedro for help in the home. Since marrying,
Pedro - like most Chilean men - had hardly been involved
in the practical running of the home. Now Pedro's public
commitments meant that he arrived home exhausted and fell
into bed. Their social life as a couple dwindled. On the
few occasions when they did visit friends, Pedro invariably
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fell asleep. Customary visits to their parents for Sunday
lunch also became less frequent as they increasingly
ended in political arguments and disagreement.
Although Pedro and his aompan.e./ioa agreed that a
military coup was on the agenda from the start, by the
third year . of Popular Unity's office, the political and
economic situation had deteriorated dramatically. The
political opposition was effectively disrupting the economy
with transport strikes, an economic boycott was biting,
and the armed forces were acting increasingly independently.
Pedro thought a coup was imminent. " So IcLacio , amigo , e.ti
pue-Ulo e.Ata contigo" (soldier, friend, the people are with
you), cried sections of Popular Unity in an appeal to the
ordinary soldier to support the popular movement in any
armed confrontation. Paula also heard much talk of a
coup, but she could never really bring herself to believe
it could happen, not here in Chile with its long tradition
of democratic rule.
On the morning of the coup, 11th September 1973, Pedro
went to his office in the centre of Santiago to find a
situation of total confusion. Nobody knew what to do. Out¬
side they could hear bullets ricocheting off the buildings
and rounds of machine gun fire. Pedro and his compane./ioA
waited impotently. Why hadn't such a confrontation been
foreseen and actively prepared for? Several hours later,
the group decided to disband and Pedro arrived home just
before the announcement of an early curfew, with transgressors
shot on sight.
At home, Paula wept as she listened to Allende's
final speech on the radio. Gradually only military music,
punctuated by the sharp announcement of military bulletins
ordering the population to stay indoors and keep calm,
could be heard as left-wing radio stations were systematically
bombed. Paula heard the jubilation of her right-wing
neighbours, gloating at the sudden reversal in their
fortunes. Several days later, she opened the front door
to a detachment of heavily armed soldiers, who pushed Paula
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aside and ordered everyone to lie on the floor at gun
point whilst a thorough search was made of the house.
After a brief interrogation, Pedro was frog-marched away
leaving Paula and the children in a state of shock.
Pedro spent the following eighteen months in a number
of torture centres and concentration camps, often in remote
and inhospitable parts of the country. He was surprised
at the rapidity with which he, and others, adapted to life
in this arbitrary regime. Apart from the constant uncertainty
as to one's fate, there was the isolation from loved ones
and from news as to what was going on in the country as
a whole. Pedro felt fortified and inspired by the example
set by others: their courage and inner strength in the
face of adversity had an important effect on others who
were demoralized or depressed. Pedro, along with many
others in the camp, found that his political preparation
steeled him to confront the present situation they found
themselves in and the treatment received from prison guards
kept their anger on the boil. The political prisoners
drew upon their collective expertise to set up their own
organizations in the prison camps - a school, theatre, and
handicraft workships. When electing their own representatives,
Pedro reflected ironically that these were probably the
first democratic elections to take place in Chile since
the coup.
Back in Santiago, Paula tried to pick up the threads
of her life after the devastation wrecked by Pedro's
arrest. She did not experience severe financial hardship
for she retained her job. Instead the cost was of another
kind, for she had to carry out orders from her new superiors,
whose social consequences in terms of unemployment and
hardship for others, repelled her. The nursery at her
workplace was closed and Paula now relied mainly on the
maid and, more sporadically,on her mother for help with
childcare. Paula tried to keep up an outward appearance
of normality, was fastidious about her dress and personal
appearance. She kept the fact of Pedro's detention from
all but a few trusted friends in the office for fear that
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this might jeopardize her employment. Even within the
neighbourhood, Paula went around with her head held high.
She wasn't going to give the neighbours the satisfaction
of seeing her downtrodden. In private, however, Paula
periodically broke down. Nothing so terrible had ever
happened to her before. She had never imagined herself
in such a situation. Her main source of consolation was
the small group of wives who shared her dilemma. Only they
could understand what she was going through.
As dramatically as he had been arrested, Pedro was
suddenly released. Being politically marked, however,
he found it virtually impossible to get work and there
was very little that he could do politically. His political
group had dispersed: some, like himself, had been imprisoned,
other had gone underground or were lying low, and yet others
had left the country. Pedro and Paula talked about exile
themselves. Paula saw this as an escape from the daily
terror of life in Chile, where Pedro could be re-detained
at any moment and then "disappear" as many others had. Paula
and her family put pressure on Pedro to leave. Pedro
himself thought he might possibly be more useful outside
Chile than inside where his movements were severely circum¬
scribed. Reluctantly he made an application, through the
World University Service scholarship programme for persecuted
intellectuals, to leave the country.
Shortly after arrival to this country, Pedro began
a course of study at a British university. Both he and
Paula spoke some English and hoped to be reasonably fluent
within a relatively short time. More difficult for Pedro
to adjust to was the British university system. He felt
strange having so much time on his own to devote to his
studies after having been part of a collective group in
Chile where decisions had been made jointly and political
and intellectual discussion intense. Pedro tried to
orient his studies towards his perception of what would be
useful to the future of Chile but he often doubted himself
the relevance of much of what he was learning. However,
it was preferable to being unemployed, as many other Chilean
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exil es were.
Whilst Pedro withdrew into his books, Paula took
over the running of the home. She felt that she owed it
to her children to be at home whilst they were adjusting to
a new language and schools. She also felt she needed time
to unwind after the stress and strain of the preceding years.
Paula was initially struck by the drabness of her new
surroundings. The council flat which they rented was modest
compared to their bungalow in Santiago. Both Pedro and
Paula agreed, however, that they would buy only the strictly
necessary and rely, where possible, on second-hand goods.
Neither wanted to put down too many roots. Paula felt she
had little in common with her Scottish neighbours who had
initially been curious about the new tenants. When they
found out, however, that Pedro was studying at university,
they fell silent and visits dropped off.
Shortly after arrival, Pedro had made contact with his
party comrades in exile and together they tried to make
sense of their situation. Pedro felt he could never get
enough news about what was going on in Chile. He would
eagerly scan the British press only to be invariably dis¬
appointed. Some comrades bought short-wave radio sets and
stayed up into the early hours tuning in to foreign bulletins,
preferably in Spanish, about Chile and Latin America. The
radio served as a bridge with events back home and captured
something of the immediacy of the Chilean situation which
seemed so distant from this country. Pedro was stunned
by the low level of political interest.shown by students here
and at the low key ideological discussion and debate betweeen
the major political parties. British politics was so different
from what he had known. Pedro felt his political exp¬
erience in Chile to be totally irrelevant to the situation
here. Cut off from events in Chile and with no contant
with the British working class, Pedro and his comrades
were confined to small-scale tasks and activities. They
had set up a solidarity committee in the university, shown
films about Chile, and organized fund-raising socials but these
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activities didn't fill a militant's time.
Paula found it difficult to attend party meetings
as she now had the children to look after. However, she
went on all the political marches and rallies and made a
point of taking the children with her. Accustomed to
working outside the home, Paula began to feel increasingly
discontent in the house. She was amazed at what she
considered to be the backward position of British women
and at the low level of collective child care provision.
Paula had heard of the existence of a women's liberation
movement but as far as she could make out this took up
such "trivial" issues as sexual freedom and abortion. Paula
thought this movement had little to offer Chilean women
like her, who had participated in a political movement to
transform society. In her view, women's energies should
be directed towards working with the.men and not against
them.
However, Paula began to feel that Chilean women
had a "raw deal" in exile. After all. many women, like
herself, had had careers or studies interrupted by the
coup and she didn't think it fair that the men should have
exclusive access to jobs and grants, whilst the women
stayed at home. When she considered the children to be
relatively settled, she applied for a grant to study her¬
self. However, after gaining admission to a demanding
university course, she now found that she was having to
do two jobs at once, course work and domestic work. Paula
recalled how Pedro had been able to cut himself off
from the domestic routine and immerse himself in his books
on arrival. She first tried to cut down the housework to
a minimum and to get the children to lend a hand with
some chores. She found it difficult to ask Pedro for help
in the home. However, as the exams approached she gradually
gave Pedro some tasks, such as the weekly shopping and
responsibility for meeting the children from school several
days a week. Pedro, unlike some Chilean men in exile, proved
willing but he did sometimes joke that men would need
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liberating next. On a few occasions, Pedro had to decline
invitations as he had agreed to stay in and look after
the children. Pedro reflected that this would never have
happened in Chile and felt that he had voluntarily renounced
a little of the freedom he had once enjoyed to come and
go as he pleased.
Pedro and Paula frequently talked about the future.
Pedro felt his situation to be hopeless here. Whilst the
grants had provided them both with a degree of personal
realization, they were shortly to expire. The possibility
of finding work with some political relevance for Chile
was low. Political activity had also dwindled. As they
saw their world shrinking back to that of the home, they
were both frequently depressed. Their lives were wasting
away. They couldn't go on living this impoverished existence
much longer. Having known real participation, could they
ever be content with anything less? Pedro's eyes turned
towards Latin America. The newly liberated Nicaragua
raised his hopes for the continent once again.
summary shifts
During the Popular Unity period, both Pedro - the
intdlectual - and Marcelo - the manual worker - experienced
the positive expansion and transformation of their political
and economic roles. Both men enjoyed an increased sense
of power and control over their working lives and dedicated
their waking hours to political tasks in the public sphere.
Paula, meanwhile, whilst sharing the men's political concerns,
could not expand her political life to the same extent
as her family commitments pulled thejother way. She
experienced increasing tension between her dual role, being
unable to fully satisfy her commitments to either comrades
or children. From Monica's vantage point in the private
sphere of the home, the Popular Unity process was viewed
with considerable trepidation and a growing sense of alarm.
She felt betrayed and abandoned by Marcelo's trade union
activities and conflict within their marriage increased.
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After the coup, both men were publicly marginalized
and devalued; both were stripped of power and position in
the public sphere. Both men, however, were able to
construct strong collective bonds with comrades in prison
and maintain their political stance. Whilst the men were
forced out of the public sphere by the coup, the women
were forced in. Paula's public role expanded and Monica's
private world was pierced as she had to provide for the
family and liaise with public authorities over Marcelo's
imprisonment.
The two couples came into exile through different
routes: Pedro and Paula through the World University scholar¬
ship programme, and Marcelo and Monica through Marcelo's
adoption by a British trade union. In exile, both men
experienced severe political deprivation and demobilization.
However, this was more marked in Marcelo's case as he spent
a long period unemployed whilst Pedro entered the university
here shortly after arrival. Both women, meanwhile, shifted
back into the private sphere after their expanded or new-found
public role since the coup in Chile. Although initially
accepted or welcomed, both women later sought to break out
of the restricted private sphere of exile in ways which
modified the marriage relationship. Paula's resumption of
public activity broke down Pedro's non-involvement in
domestic affairs. Monica's participation in some solidarity
activities in exile, led to the beginnings of a political
conversation with Marcelo. In both instances, the marriage
relationship became less asymmetrical.
Having set the scene, introduced the actors, I shall
now take up the story proper at a critical moment in the
actors' lives - a point of rupture with the coup d'etat.
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CHAPTER 3
RUPTURE OF THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DOMAINS
"you a/ie ca/L/iy ing out a taAk /o/z. the. count/iy until
late at night on the 10th S eptemH.ee and on the 11th
you end up in peiAon,"
Julio, a politicized man
"you can't imagine the panic 1 Jlelt when 1 waA
suddenly plonked down in a At/iange count/iy with no
■family osi //liendA nea/idy
Catalina, a privatized woman
This chapter takes up the story at a critical point
in the lives of both the politicized and privatized actors
for it charts the breakdown of two socially constructed
worlds. Given the different relationship which actors
had to public events, the timing of this breakdown differed
For the politicized men, who were intensively involved in
public affairs, the rupture in their biographies coincides
with the rupture in Chilean history marked by the military
coup d'etat. The collapse of the privatized women's
world often came later when departure from Chile severed
kinship ties and opened up a schism in their private lives.
This chapter then bridges a major shift in Chilean history
a§ well as a geographical shift from one society to
another through exile. The first part of this chapter
focuses on the coup and the emotionally charged process
of leaving the country. The second part examines the
initial experiences of politicized and privatized actors
in exile and their differing feelings of deprivation and
loss.
the coup
The coup shattered the politicized actors' belief
in the irreversibility of the revolutionary pro cess initiat
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by Popular Unity. It shattered, too, their hopes that
Popular Unity would mark a turning point in Chilean history:
the beginnings of a future transition to socialism. Now
military intervention, rather than socialist intervention,
ordered historical time, dividing events into "before" and
"after" the. coup.
Although none of the politicized actors uses the term
"internal exile" in their accounts, it fits their descript¬
ions of living in an alien world well and does appear in
the exile literature."'" From the moment of the coup, the
politicized men had felt themselves to be living in a foreign
country, to be banished, persecuted, marginalized and devalued.
Almost overnight their world had been turned upside down.
Enrique described how:-
"It took. me a tong time, to neatize that what waA
happening wa^> JLo/i neat and not a nightma/ie. It
waA tike Heing neatty d/iunk and waking up the
next mo/ining not knowing whe/ie you a/ie. It wa*i
two monthA o£ un/ieatity
Although the coup had not been totally unexpected by most
politicized men, the speed of the turnaround, the thorough¬
ness and ease with which it was accomplished had caught
many by surprise. As has been seen, the military Junta
rapidly dismantled the public sphere constructed by Popular
Unity, banning political activities and-proscribing political
organizations in an attempt to erase Popular Unity from
popular consciousness. At the same time the Junta could
put forward its version of life under Popular Unity in a
2
speedy rewriting of history.
The term "internal exile" is used metaphorically here to
describe the process of distancing between the politicized
actors and public institutions since the coup. Internal
exile, however, also took place in a more literal way.
Popular Unity leaders were physically relegated by the
Junta to distant and inhospitable parts of Chilean
territory, such as Isla Dawson.
The Lit.no Btanco (White Book) , printed shortly after the
coup by the military, set out to justify military inter¬
vention by portraying Popular Unity as "violent, corrupt
and unfit to govern."
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With respect to the impact of the repression on my
sample, all men had been dismissed from work and ten men
had spent varying 1engths of time in detention, ranging
from a few weeks in the National Stadium to over three
years in prisons and concentration camps. Women had not
been so harshly affected. None had been imprisoned and
only four of the nine women who .had worked outside the
home had been dismissed outright from their jobs for
political reasons. One woman had initially been demoted
and later dismissed and four had maintained their employ¬
ment.
Although the coup brought an unprecedented degree of
personal suffering to the privatized women, their world
had not been transformed to the same extent or in the
same way as the men's. The privatized women's descriptions
of the coup reveal the extent to which they had remained
on the fringe of public affairs. Isabel had seen the
tanks rolling past her strategically placed living room
window on the morning of the coup but had not thought much
of it at the time. Laura had heard the news that troops
had taken over the presidential palace whilst out shopping
but had no idea what it meant. However many of these women
had suffered th^private consequences of political events,
for there were few families which did not have a member
of the kin group in some kind of trouble. Furthermore,
three privatized women had been thrust into the public
arena through their men's imprisonment.
With the disruption of the men's political and economic
networks, the private domain became increasingly important
as a refuge. Several couples had returned to live with
their parents for both protection and financial support.
It had been taken-for-granted by many that the family
could be called upon to help out in such emergencies.
However, this support had not always been forthcoming for
kinship ties had also been affected by the wider process
of political polarisation which occurred during the Popular
Unity period. Whilst Claudia's mother, who disagreed with
Rabl's politics, had come to her aid when Radl was
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imprisoned, Silvia - in similar difficulties - had neither
asked for nor received any help from her family, "not even
a pie.ce. o/ knead". The extent to which politics had eroded
blood ties came as a revelation to some who had been personally
disowned in their hour of need. Enrique related how his
father had refused to aid three sons in prison, arguing that
"
a communist h.aA to pay -fio/i hit -dina" .
passage from internal exile to exile abroad
Although the rupture in the politicized actors' biog¬
raphies dates from the coup, the final extrusion was still
a painful and agonizing process. To leave the country was
to add a geographical distance to the political, economic
and social distancing which had already taken place in Chile.
It erected yet another barrier between the men's political
goals and the national arena with which they were bound up.
It was also emotionally charged with feelings of guilt,
betrayal and cowardice. The passage from internal exile to
exile was therefore a potentially threatening topic. To
probe into the circumstances behind departure was to ask
for reasons and motives which bore upon the men's political
commitments.
Given the vital issue of leaving to the politicized
actors, the sections of their accounts which deal with
this question present one of the instances where the social
monitoring of accounts was at its clearest. By this I
mean that the politicized men related their accounts of
the leaving process in terms of publicly acceptable vocab¬
ularies of motive which controlled conduct, in their group."'"
That this was going on not only emerged from the repeated
warnings I received to this effect from members of the
exile community, but also from contradictions or discrepancies
between husbands' and wives' adcounts of the leaving process.
C.W. Mills analyses the socially situated character of
motives and the way in which these control individual
conduct, in C.W. Mills "Situated Actions and Vocabularies
of Motive", in 6.G. Manis and B.N. Meltzer, eds.,
Symbolic Interaction; a reader in social psychology,
Allyn and Bacon Inc., Boston, 1972, pp. 393-4-04.
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Which reasons were publicly aired not only had a bearing
on an individual's standing in the exile community, where
exiles were differentiated into politico;.s and econo'mico a,
by the extent to which political or economic factors had
played a part in their departure, but also on the relation¬
ship of the exile community as a whole to those comrades
who had remained in Chile and whose judgement was feared
and respected.
For the politicized men, la lucha (the struggle)
distinguished valid from non-valid reasons for leaving.
Underlying the men's political vocabulary was the view that
where possible militants should stay in Chile, the arena
of the struggle. Leaving the country was therefore
involuntary, and only undertaken as a last resort. As
Cristian put it:-
"Leaving La the p/iocLuct oJL a po litical p/iollem.
11' A not the. zieAult o-fL a cane-fLu lly thought out
deciAion."
Whilst leaving the country to escape physical persecution
was considered legitimate, leaving to escape harsh economic
conditions was not. A good deal of strong and condemnatory
language was reserved for those who left "without /teally
needing to do ao". Many men voiced how they had wanted to
stay and participate in the resistance but had been forced
to leave by threats to their physical well-being. Some
men contrasted their view with the counterposition taken
by their wives so that their political stance came across
more forcefully. Rafael had turned down a prior opportunity
to leave - although Cristina had been eager to go - because
" nueAt/ia lucha eAta en Chile " (our struggle is in Chile).
This form of accounting was least problematic for
the political prisoners who had clear and verifiable reasons
for their exit. It was more problematic where the politicized
had maintained a degree of personal icontrol over their
departure. However, Carlos amidst the trials of prison life
had still procrastinated over whether to accept the
commutation of his prison sentence into exile:-
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"tAtuve t/ieA ahoA en p/iiAion cuancio Ausigio la
po aHi lidad de pesimuta/i laA penaA de la cancel pon
el exilio. CntonceA al pnincipio kalian algunaA
vacilacioneA ponque uno Aiempne psie.-fLie.fie. quedanAe
post alld aL la a ituacidn en el patA podnla deAemlo can
en algun psioceAO de camlio . Pesio en la medida que
el negimen de Pinochet Ae fue aAegasiando, entonceA
la g/ian mayonia de noAot/ioA decidimoa toman la
deciAion de Aalisi al exilio."
(I had been in prison three years when the poss¬
ibility of commuting the trials of prison life into
exile arose. At first _I hesitated because you
always prefer to stay in the country if there is
any prospect of change. But as Pinochet's regime
became more entrenched with time and there was
little hope that things were going to change in
the near future, the majority of us opted for exile.)
Leaving was eased where it was the result of a group
decision, as in Carlos's case, or where militants left
under party instructions. Leaving with party permission
did not raise the same crisis of political commitment as
where this was lacking or disregarded. Some parties had
deemed it advisable for endangered militants to leave the
country with a view to maintaining the long-term survival
of party members and networks. Others, however, had
ordered all militants to remain. Where party approval
had been given, this information was generally volunteered.
A fairly typical accounts runs as follows:-
"A contact waA caught and to/itu/ied and I waA told
that the police wene out looking fost me. I went
into hiding again. 1he pasity eventually o/idesied
me to leave."
Leaving was also eased by the idea that one was going to
continue the political struggle abroad by participating
in the solidarity campaign. In this way, leaving was not
regarded as the renunciation of political commitments but
their continuation under new conditions. Some militants,
particularly those already politically marked inside the
country, thought they might even be more useful to the
cause outside.
Although the dominant mode of accounting was cast in
political terms, there were several instances where this
political code was broken or marginally adhered to. There
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could be powerful reasons for playing down the political
urgency behind departure and the degree of personal danger
confronted. Some politicized men may well have deemed it
expedient to depoliticize their situation and give a more
non-commital version of their departure. One man's taped
account of .leaving was related in much more neutral terms
than his later, untaped version, speaking of " p/ie-fLen/iin g
to" rather than "having to" leave. The political code
was also violated by a male' worker interviewed shortly
after arrival rrt, this country. He was very explicit about
the economic hardship he and his family had endured in
Chile and the part this had played in his leaving. It
may be that he had yet to become sensitized to the dominant
public vocabulary in exile or adherence to its terms may
have been eclipsed by his overwhelming sense of relief
at escaping four, long, hard years dominated by the struggle
to subsist.
Few of the politically involved women had independent
reasons for leaving. As mentioned earlier, none had been
imprisoned. Some had retained their jobs after the coup,
and others had found alternative, if often unsatisfactory,
employment. However, these women were also sensitive to
the men's political vocabulary. They were often just as
harsh, and sometimes harsher, in their condemnation of
those who had left "unnecessarily". However, others
mentioned non-political reasons for their departure.
"Being in tove" , "in an un(Lea/ia(L(Le. wo/ik. situation" or
"going a&lQfh\ad to />tucLy" were also mentioned. These women
were also more open in their accounts over issues about
which the men preferred to keep silent. One woman spoke
at length about her husband's inability to adjust to
being stripped of status and public position after the
coup and the important part this had played in their
departure.
The first wave of exiles to leave the country had
fled to Argentina and Peru, border countries with Chile
and, at the time, receptive to Chilean refugees. Six men
in the sample had crossed the border between the end of
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1973 and the first half of 1974, leaving wives and children
behind in Chile under the protection of the extended family.
Although these early departures had taken place in extremely
tense and dramatic circumstances, they had not been seen
as such an irrevocable step as the subsequent departure from
the continent. The exiles had still been in Latin America,
sufficiently close to be in daily touch with Chilean events
and for a speedy return should this become possible.
The initial period after the coup had been characterized
by generalized uncertainty, confusion and fear. Sergio, who
had crossed the border into Argentina a month after the
coup, related how:-
"No ten e am o A en eAe rn.ome.nto ni muefio menoA la idea
de que HamoA a eAtae tanto tiempo ajuena. fiaAta
quizaA un aho deApueA del golpe kalla una conjuAion
laAtante g/iande en p/iaetieamente el eon junto de la
Aoeiedad ehilena. CntoneeA no eea po aHie v iAualiza/i
claeamente lo gue le eApesiala el JLutu/io a p/iacticamente
nadie."
(We hadn't the slightest idea at that time that we
were going to be such a long time outside the country.
Until about a year after the coup, there was wide¬
spread confusion throughout the whole of Chilean
society so it was almost impossible for anybody to
visualize their future clearly.)
In point of fact exiles in hoth Peru and, particularly,
Argentina had soon found themselves facing yet another
repressive situation when what had been friendly harbours
turned hostile and threatening. Soine Chileans, after
having escaped persecution at the hands of the Chilean
military, were to experience first,hand repression in
Argentinian gaols. In Peru, the Chilean exiles were eventually
expelled from the country, as long-held antagonisms between
Peru and Chile erupted and war-mongering became more vocal.
When viewed in continental terms, the Chilean coup
appeared part of a right-wing* counter-revolutionary drive
against the hopes for a popular*revolutionary bloc in
the southern cone o-f Latin America. It was as if the
tide of history turned as Bolivia, Chile, Uruguay and
Argentina all came under military rule. This new right
wing military axis enabled some repressive actions to
be coordinated across frontiers. General Prat, the
commander-in-chief of the armed forces under Allende,
and an opponent of the coup, was assassinated in Buenos
Aires. Some Chileans had arrived in Argentina, only to
be returned to Chile.
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For many, this second upheaval had exacerbated what they
described as a pre-existing state of "e-n.cLe.mic inAecunity" .
As time passed in Chile, the threat of physical
persecution on the scale of the early months after the coup,
receded. Nevertheless a combination of cultural, family
and psychological factors could add up to what was
experienced as an unbearable personal situation, driving
others in the sample into leaving. The kind of society
to emerge out of the military coup did violence to all
their values. That Chile, which had been looked upon as
a model of enlightenment and tolerance on the continent,
was in the process of being transformed into a cultural
backwater, its universities staffed by mediocrity, its
economy ruthlessly subordinated to the profit mechanism,
its people cowed and repressed, was a matter of national
shame and disgrace. Many felt that they had not only lost
their own particular niche in society, they had also lost
la patnia, their homeland. Despite all the risks and
uncertainties attached to exile, nothing could be worse
than this burnt-out existence, in Chile. Cristina spoke
for many when she said:-
"NacLa pocLca Aen peon. No i.e ibaA pa/ia tenen abgo
mejon. 1e ibaA pongue penAabaA que nacLa pocLca .
Ae/i peon.. "
(Nothing could be worse. You weren't going in the
hope of something better, but simply because you
felt that nothing could be worse).
The middle sectors, in particular, physically and
socially isolated from the working class by the class
segregationist policies of the Junta and alienated from
the free market model and consumerist values propagated
by the military regime turned in on themselves. After
years of living in this controlled and suffocating
environment, people came to internalize the repression. The
high degree of self-control over actions and words, the^
checking of any spontaneity, had a psychological toll.
One account of daily life under the military Junta
appears in Colectivo, La vida diaria en Chile ba.jo
la Junta, Salamanca, Spain, 1978.
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It was largely exiles from the middle sectors who
had left under these circumstances. Workers suffered
a good deal more from the Junta's repressive measures and
although "nothing coutcL He loo/iAe" for them too, leaving
the country represented a much larger leap into the unknown
than for the middle sectors. The latter not only had wider
horizons, more information and contacts abroad, but they
also had access to channels, such as the World University
Service scholarship programme, which workers did not have.
Workers had generally come into exile either through having
had prison sentences commuted into exile, or after initial
flights to Peru or A rgentina.
privatized women and exile
Although the political circumstances behind exile had
appertained to the men, the privatized women cannot be
viewed as passive appendages to a decision which so directly
affected their lives. Through their base within the family,
these women had attempted to exert some influence over the
shape and direction of events. In particular, kinship
networks had been mobilized to bring pressure to bear on
the men. However, they could equally well work to the woman's
disadvantage, where kin disapproved of her course of action.
When talking about their departure from the country,
the privatized women employed a different vocabulary from
the men, and one which was based" on considerations of family
welfare, security and tranquillity. The privatized women
had also drawn up a different map of the world from the
men. The men's priorities, if they had to leave, had been
to stay in Latin America or go to a socialist country
because of ideological affinities. The privatized women,
meanwhile, had differentiated countries by level of economic
development (rich and poor) and degree of political stability,
Chileans can enter Argentina using their national
identity card and do not, therefore, need a passport.
Mendoza - the nearest Argentine city to the Chilean
capital - can be reached relatively easily and cheaply
by train or bus.
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with the family being " (Letten o//" in the rich and stable
parts of the world. The fact that these women had different
priorities from the men meant that the potential for marital
disagreement was high. It was another reason making probing
into this question delicate. Only where couples shared
political sympathies had there been a basis for making
difficult and unpleasant decisions.
Rather than responding to male pronouncements, four
women had initiated or pressed for exile. Three of these
women had experienced the imprisonment of their husbands
and this had been a major factor in their desire to leave.
Gloria had begun exile proceedings as a way of having Juan's
prison sentence commuted, and Mariana and Claudia, whose
husbands had been released from detention in Chile, as a
way of ensuring that their men did not 'fall detained' again.
These women's lives had been affected far more dramatically
than those who had not been through such an ordeal. Although
many privatized women had felt a growing sense of alarm
during Popular Unity, the coup had generally come as a
total shock and the repression which had followed as
inconceivable. Claudia thought that this had made a critical
difference to the way in which men and women had been able
to confront events:-
"The. men' a po lit ical (Lack.gn.ound to AOme extent
pn.epan.ed them -fLo n. Auch an eventuality and Ateeled
tke.ni to conJLn.ont it. But I waA totally unpn.epan.ed
/on. Auck an expenience. "
These women described themselves as having been bundles of
nerves, losing weight and eating themselves out with anxiety.
They had lived under the continual threat of widowhood, and
of joining the growing numbers of wives of the "disappeared".
Although many of the women had put these experiences behind
them, Claudia had still to wipe the tears from her eyes
as. she recalled the time when Raul had been detained in
a distant concentration camp. The private consequences of
the coup had shattered these women's psychological security.
Although leaving the country had meant severing kinship
ties - the foundation stones of the women's private domain -
this loss had been eclipsed by the desire to secure their
husbands' safety and their own peace of mind. Gloria had
a very close-knit extended family in Chile but this had
never for one moment held her back:-
" I neveii thought twice, aHout leaving. 1 juAt
wanted to get £uan out o£ p/iiAon and He reunited
with him and the chi Id/ien . Although I had a
joH and my /amity in Chile, I neve/i Aaw theAe
JLon. one moment aA keeping me thene."
By mixing with other women in the queues whilst waiting to
visit their men in prison and through their contacts with
the Church's Peace Committee, these women had had access to
information about exile procedures and possibilities which
other privatized women lacked. Both Mariana and Gloria had
found out about the possibility of exile in this way.
Mariana's mind had been quite made up as soon as she knew
the option existed and she had begged to Cristian to leave
after he had been detained for a second time. "I haven't
done anything w/iong" , Cristian had replied to her frequent
pleading. Mariana was quite clear why she had wanted to
1eave:-
"fly ao le aim waA to get C/iiAtian out o-£ dangen, to
make Au/te that he waA Aa-^e. Ton me nowhe/ie could
He aA Had aA living in Chile. 1 wanted t/ianqui llity.
I wanted to live Aomewhe/ie whene I would not He in
conAtant -/Lean that C/iiAtian would diAappean
The strength of these women's desires to leave were
confirmed to me by their men. Two husbands acknowledged
that they had bowed to family pressure in agreeing to leave.
Claudia had had her mother firmly behind her and she too had
urged Raul to go. Having stood by their men during their
time in captivity, having done what they could to secure
their release, having sacrificed themselves for what some
regarded as their husbands' foolhardiness in getting involved
in the first place, the women's bargaining power had
increased. Claudia was adamant that she simply did not have
the strength to see Raul through another detention. Likewise
Mariana, who had seen Cristian detained on three separate
occasions, could not take any more.
Cristian related how he had given way to family pressure
in deciding to leave, even though this had violated his own
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political code that a militant should stay in Chile where
possible. However, he recognized that:-
"7he /amity see things £/iom a di-fL-fLenent point o■£.
view. 7hey cLon't see the. political a/iguments o/i
eeasons /o/i staying. Idhat they see is the need
■{Lo/i secu/iity."
In these cases of conflict between the women's and men's
priorities, it was the.women's wishes which had prevailed.
Without these family pressures, some men may well have
decided to remain in Chile. However, the men acknowledged
the hard times that their wives had been through and felt
the need to repay the family in some way. Leaving Chile
out of consideration for family wishes was accepted as a
valid, though non-political reason for leaving. Unlike
economic motives, family motives could be publicly aired
by the men.
However, in a number of other cases, the privatized
women had been unwilling followers of their men into exile.
Five privatized women had ceded to political circumstances
which had dictated their husbands' departure from the
country. The decision which was to have such far-reaching
consequences for these women's lives had often been made
in a flurry and under pressure. Those women who had been
left behind in Chile when their men fled to Argentina or
Peru, had suddenly received ultimata from their men as
visas for third countries came through. Ana had received
a cable from her husband to say that she and the child
should join him immediately as he was leaving within a
week. Ana had tussled with the decision and turned to her
mother for advice:-
"I couldn't s.stay yet I didn't want to go. 7o stay
would have meant ln.eak.ing up my ma/ieiage, whilst
to go meant leaving my family lehind. hiy mothen.
said I must do what I thought (Lest -{Lon. myself, and
the ehild. I must go wheee we could eann a living."
The decision which the|women had confronted had opened
a split in their privatized world between their commitments
to husbands and their membership of an extended family
group which had often formed the boundaries of their private
world. Ana, who had worried about moving down the road
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from her mother on marriage, now had to consider parting
from her for an unknown length of time. Although Ana
had decided to go, she had not been totally powerless to
influence the location of her exile. When she found out
that the visa was for a country "even poo/ie/i than Chile." ,
she had left the child with her mother in Chile and gone
to Argentina alone. In this way she had been able to delay
the decision until a more favourable alternative arose.
Silvia, meanwhile, regarded exile as just one more time
that she had had to follow Pepe around since she married
him: -
" I ' ve always followed him anound In ou/i ma/i/ilage.
he alwayA Aald each change would le /osi the letten
Cut It waA uAually JLo/i the wo/iAe."
Silvia, then, viewed exile as just another instance where
she had to up and off at Pepe's behest. "Uhat elAe could
I do?" she said somewhat resignedly. With no independent
income and four small children she did not see herself as
having any alternative.
Apart from economic pressures on women to accompany
their men, there had also been moral pressures. Catalina
had been practically ordered by her father to accompany
Mario into exile:-
"fly -/?athee Aald I had no choice Cut to go aA a
Aepa/iated woman had no place In hlA houAe. Cve/iyone
waA In tea/iA aA my pa/ientA didn't neally want me
to go, yet kept Aaylng that I had to aA I couldn't
Atay hem. alone."
Despite these moral pressures on women to remain by their
husbands' side, not all women did accompany their husbands
into exile. I knew of two cases in the exile community
where men had come into exile leaving wives and children
behind in Chile. Although, in this case, Catalina had
obeyed her father and left, she gave two reasons of her ■
own which had pushed her into going:-
"Pant o£ me wanted to eAcape the -family. fly
■lathe/i cont/io lied my eve/iy movement when fla/ilo
waAn't thene. BeAldeA which I waA young, only
necently ma/i/iled and Atlll In love."
The same kinship bonds which could be a major factor in
the privatized women's desire to remain in Chile could
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also be a factor pushing them to leave. Those women whose
husbands had been absent since the coup had often fallen
under paternal authority again. In Catalina's case, parental
control had never been completeLy broken as she had continued
to live with her parents after marriage. However, control
had been stepped up in Mario's absence and had come to be
experienced by Catalina as stifling and imprisoning.
Laura and Silvia who had also followed their men into
exile did not have close family networks in Chile and so
had not experienced the same schism in their private net¬
works through exile. Laura had lived at both a physical
and an emotional distance from her family. She had been
indifferent about leaving Chile and over where she went:-
"I didn't put up any opposition to teaving and
didn't zieatty mind whe/ie we went."
Laura had not liked the small-town life she led in Chile
and may well have harboured a desire to break out. She was
adventurous, had some personal ambitions and had already
taken some steps towards continuing her education before
the coup occurred. She may well have regarded exile as an
escape. At least she had seen little to lose. Silvia, mean¬
while,had a history of personal conflict with her mother
but this had increased considerably since her marriage to
a communist. After the coup, Silvia had been ostracized
by her family so that parting had been traumatic in a
different way from many privatized women's experiences.
Whilst others recounted the tearful farewells at airports
and railway stations, Silvia recalled how:-
"fly mothe/i onty said gooddye to me veny easuatty
and then hun/iied o // to mass. I was sh.oek.ed dy
this. 11's something I have eng/iaved on my memo/iy."
In summary, the extent to which the privatized women
participated in the decision or favoured exile varied
considerably. Where the coup had shattered family life
by imprisoning the man, exile provided both a means of
reuniting the family through the commutation of the man's
prison sentence and of escaping the repression. Given
these women's overwhelming desire to secure their men's
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physical safety, any perceived costs of exile had receded
into the background. Other privatized women, meanwhile, had
succumbed to economic and moral pressures to accompany their
men into exile. Some had seen themselves as having little
choice in the matter. Whilst the costs of going into exile
had not been uniformly experienced by women, in all cases
they would be re-evaluated at a later date.
scale of the exodus
The exact number of Chileans who have left Chile since
the coup is difficult to gauge with accuracy for it includes
not only those who left under United Nations auspices or
through other official programmes but also those who left
independently. Whatever the exact figure, there is no doubt
that the Chilean exile represents a mass exodus from the
country. The highest estimate, made by a Chilean Catholic
migration organization (INCA.ni), is that one million people,
or a tenth of the total population, have left for political
or economic reasons since the coup."'" The scale of the Chilean
exile is both a reflection of the popular and potentially
revolutionary challenge presented by Popular Unity and of
K«
the depth and severity of the repression unleas'ed by the
Junta to contain it.
From June 1974- until the end of 1977, some 2,4-00 Chilean
exiles made their way to Britain, having come either directly
from Chile or via Argentina or Peru. Britain became a
possible refuge for Chilean exiles when the recently elected
Labour government reversed Conservative policy and announced
in March 1974- its intention of viewing applications from
2
Chilean refugees sympathetically. This decision to take
Latin American Political Report, 17.6.1977. For an overall
picture of the geographical dispersal of Chilean exiles,
see Table 2 in the Appendix.
Initially applicants had to have "authentic reasons" for
wanting to come to Britain, such as ties with Britain or
knowledge of English, as well as being "personally accep¬
table", i.e. screened for security clearance. Later,
these "authentic reasons" were modified to include those
whose release from prison could be obtained on condition
of exile and those in immediate danger of political arrest.
A. Browne, "Latin American Refugees: British Government
Policy and Practice", in Britain and Latin America, An
Annual Review of British - Latin American Relations, 1979.
Latin American Bureau, London 1979. pp. 29-31-
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in refugees from a country without recent close links
with Britain was a response to a body of mobilized public
opinion in this country condemning the coup and urging
measures to be taken. Popular Unity's democratic road to
socialism had aroused widespread sympathy and support from
the labour and trade union movement. The.military Junta's
overthrow of a democratically elected regime and its wide¬
spread violation of human rights also outraged humanitarian
and liberal opinion. A Chile Solidarity Campaign (CSC)
was formed shortly after the coup and a more broadly based
Chile Committee for Human Rights (CCHR) several months later.
At the same time a group of British academics came together
to form a pressure group, Academics for Chile, which later
co-ordinated with the World University SerVi'oe in the setting
up of a scholarship programme for persecuted intellectuals
and students.
flight and arrival
Once the British government had decided to accept
Chilean refugees, there was. a need to organize for their
arrival. With this purpose in mind, the Joint Working Group
for Refugees from Chile (JWG) was formed in July 1974>
bringing together a variety of bodies, some with a tradit¬
ional concern for refugees and others, like the CSC, of a
2
more political character. During 1974> 4-83 Chilean exiles
arrived to Britain under the JV/G programme, 811 in 1975,
The CSC was formed to publicize the situation under Popular
Unity and the current situation in Chile under the Junta;
to contribute to the international isolation of the Junta
in the economic, political, military, diplomatic and
cultural fields through putting pressure on the British
government; to support morally and materially the resist¬
ance of the Chilean people to overthrow the Junta and
construct socialism in Chile. The CCHR was formed in
January 1974 to work for the restoration of human rights
in Chile and to help political prisoners and their families.
Member organizations of the JWG include Christian Aid,
the British Council for Aid to Refugees, the Ockenden
Venture, the Standing Conference of British Organizations
for Aid to Refugees, the World University Service, the
Chile Solidarity Campaign and the Chile Committee for
Human Rights.
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523 in 1976 and 232 in 1977, making a total of 2,04-9
individuals."^ The arrivals of my sample were spread
over a four year period, with the first family arriving
in early 1974 and the last in 1978. By far the largest
group, however, arrived in the secondhalf of 1974 and
throughout 1975.
Given the politicized men's expressed preference to
remain in Latin America or to go to a country of the socialist
bloc, their eventual exile to Britain came about through
a number of different circumstances. Firstly, the range
of options within Latin America had been curtailed by the
spread of right-wing military regimes as occurred in
Argentina. Furthermore, as time passed Venezuela and
Mexico, the other two main centres of Chilean exiles on the
continent became increasingly saturated and difficult to
enter. Secondly, some had applied to socialist countries
and been turned down; others had eliminated themselves with
the thinking that such countries as Cuba and the Soviet
Union only took in the political heavyweights; yet others
had been awaiting word from a socialist country when Britain
replied affirmatively and it was deemed prudent to accept.
Whilst some exiles had specific reasons for coming to
Britain, others had arrived through chance factors and
some with considerable misgivings. The degree of positive
or negative feelings towards coming here thus varied
substantially. Alejandro,who had exercised little control
over the location of his exile, related how:-
"NoAot/ioa no eAcogimoA Q/ian B/ietana, eA ta ve/idad,
y ademaA no AaPiamoA que, haPta una eampana de
aoPida/iidad aca. SoP.ame.nte. tenlamoA a todoA do a
paeAeA po/i dePante. No AaPtamoa euaPeA enan Poa
mejo/ieA. La calda aqui -fLue ma.a que todo Pa p/iimena
opo/itunidad que Ae p/ieAento peno de toda m.ane/ia
en eAe ti.em.po uno venia penAando que eAO iPa a Aee
muy eoyuntusiaP. Aho/ia yo no tenia muchaA ganaA
de veni/ime a Q/ian B/ietaha. {jo haPnia p/ie/.e/iido
aPgiln paeA Patinomae/iieano , eAta/i maA ce/iea."
Joint Working Group Interim Report, Refugees from Chile,
London, December 1975, p.78; A. Browne, op.cit., p.33.
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(The truth is that we didn't choose Britain.
We didn't even know that there was a solidarity
campaign here. We only had all the countries
in front of us. We didn't know which were the
best. My coming here occurred largely because
it was the first opportunity to present itself.
But in any case I didn't think it was going to
be for very long at the time. Still I didn't
have much desire to come to Britain. I would
have preferred some other Latin American country,
to be nearer.)
Four men and one woman had come to Britain under the
World University Service (WUS) grant scheme and had been
accepted for postgraduate studies by British universities.
Five couples had some connection - personal, family or
political - with Britain. The Chilean Radical party, like
its sister party the British Labour party, belongs to the
social democratic international and the Radicals in the
sample gave this link as one reason for coming here"} A
few men mentioned a preference for an English speaking
country as a facilitating factor for themselves and for
their children's education, and one which outweighed the
more favourable political climate expected in a socialist
country. Two workers had had prison sentences commuted
into exile and.came to Britain through having been adopted
by British trade unions.
Given the differing background circumstances behind
departure, leaving Chile had been accompanied by varying
degrees of drama and under different frames of mind. The
most dramatic departures had often been the early exits
to the border countries of Argentina and Peru, where the
men had been fleeing probable imprisonment and torture in
Chile. For those who had prison sentences commuted into
exile, the day of release had often come as an unexpected
surprise, something they had dreamt about but never thought
would happen. In some cases, release was tinged with
sorrow at the break up of close-knit groups built up in
prison. Others had become so institutionalized by prison
life that any deviation caused disturbance. Julio
The Radical party had been one of the more moderate
parties in the Popular Unity coalition. Most of the
remaining parties were more firmly grounded in Marxist
theory and, thereby, dismissive of social democracy.
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recalled how:-
" I waA taken At/iaight £/iom the. p/iiAon one a£ten.-
noon and put on a plane. I almost didn't ziealize
what waA happening to me it waA all ao Audden .
I continued to think. I waA in p/iiAon. I u>aA
conAtantly on edge. 1 had gnown ao accuAtomed
to pniAon /LOutineA."
Crossing the threshold from prison to exile had been highly-
precarious. Something could go wrong at any moment. Carlos
gave a vivid description of all the last minute pitfalls
which could arise:-
"lino nunca Ae Aiente lil/ie aunque te digan, mahana
Lid. a laA do a Ae va en el avion. P e/io uno nunca
Ae Aiente lil/ie. Aho/ia Ae Aiente pneAo todo el
vuelo po/i tlltimo que puede hacen. volve/i el avidn
y que coAa. lino Aiemp/ie eAta dudando de eAta
gente po/ique eA conocido el t/iato que a uno miAmo
le die/ion. P e/io de tal mane/ia que uno no Aale que
p/iollemaA Ae puede encont/ian. Po/i ejemplo, a la
llegada al pacA puede hale/i un en/io/i de do cumentacion
que te hace pnollemaA pa/ia ent/ia/i."
(You never feel free even though they tell you that
tomorrow at 2 p.m. you're going to take the plane.
You still never feel free.. You feel imprisoned the
whole flight because, who knows, they might call
the plane back or something. You don't believe
anything you are told because you already know what
kind of treatment to expect from these people.
So you never know what problems could arise. For
example, when you arrive there might be a mistake
in your papers which makes it difficult for you to
enter.)
Many of those coming direct from prison arrived distraught
and confused. On the plane married men had met up with
their wives and children, last seen on fleeting and tension-
ridden prison visits. Learning to live again, let alone in
another country, was going to take some time.
For the remainder, departure had also been a nerve-
wracking process, for to leave the country one had to pass
through security clearance which could provide a chance
for the military authorities to detain or investigate
suspects. Departure had often been shrouded in secrecy
and kept from neighbours to prevent gossip or drawing
attention to one's situation. Departure had also brought
emotional farewells with family and friends and last minute
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embraces with elderly parents. Some too had suffered the
final round of abuse from the airport police, "/"lo/ie. who
ane /tunning away. Ane you going to sgueal alnoad?", they
had taunted.
The exiles had arrived with confused and conflicting
images in their minds as to what they would find here. One
image of Britain amongst the politicized actors was that of
a country politically lukewarm to their cause, a capitalist
country and a former imperialist power. However, an equally
powerful ima.ge of Britain or the European continent was one
which held a certain amount of glamour and attraction. At
the same time as being regarded as the " capitalist monsten" ,
Europe was also seen as the centre of culture and learning.
This part of the world, which had previously been restricted
to members of the wealthy Chilean bourgeoisie, exercised a
certain pull as well as repulsion. Juan,who had arrived here
directly from prison, related how:-
"Coming to Cunope Ae.e.m£.d like embanking on a
fantastic voyage., something which only happens
in d/ieams, not in neality. {jou know how tunope
is seen in Latin Amenica. Ton. me , coming itnom
the hole in the gnound, the abyss into which I
had lived JLon two yeans, it was unbelievable."
Accompanying this idealized image of Europe had gone a
sense of inferiority in front of the European, a feeling
which was particularly aired by some housewives as well
as by workers. Silvia mentioned that:-
"I cnied when I knew we wene coming hene. I thought
the Cnglish would see us as indians (indios) and
would send us to the outback."
The majority had arrived knowing very little of what
they could personally expect from exile in such a country.
Cristina, a professional woman, mentioned the competing
imagery in her mind as to what their lot would be:-
"Al mismo tiempo gue pensan gue nos ibamos a
encontnan tnabajando en una o-fLicina al/.ombnada,
al mismo tiempo tenlamos vivo al cuadno con la
la misma £uenz.a de la pelccula, gue tu. vetas los
nejLugiadoA en las estaciones sentados llenos de
(Lultos. Lna po sHie gue alia tendnlamos gue donmin
lajo los puentes. Peno nada te impontala. Sohala,
clano, como cualguiena pueda sohan de una otLicina
al£omlLnada peno temlas en el £utuno
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(At the same time as thinking we might find our¬
selves working in carpeted offices, equally-
vivid was the image of refugees waiting on station
platforms surrounded by trunks. It might be
that we would have to sleep rough under the
bridges. But nothing mattered. . You dreamt as
anyone might dream of a carpeted office but you
also feared for the future.)
And Margarita had stuffed a suitcase full of blankets
"
juAt in caAe" .
Those who had arrived with WUS grants had a specific
project and activity in view and often had a different out¬
look from those who had arrived not knowing what to expect.
Isabel, the wife of an award-holder, related how:-
"He annived with gneat anticipation, almoAt
enthuAiaAm at getting to know anoth.cn. conning,
anothen cultune, anothen language. He wene
veng much (Looking -fLo nwand to what wc would iind
henc. He Aaw it aA an oppontunitg to ennich oun-
AelveA. 7hiA waA poAAible becauAe we hadn't
penAonallg Aui/ened a gneat deal aJLten the coup.
Pedno had not teen detained."
The Joint Working Group's work began with meeting the
exiles at the airport, guiding them through immigration
and settling them into temporary accommodation at reception
centres in London and, later, Birmingham. For exiles fleeing
Chile in dramatic and unfortunate circumstances, the JWG
acted to cushion the shock of arrival. The majority of
its workers were young, female, Spanish speaking and
politically concerned. A few had had personal experience
of the Popular Unity years themselves. They were to pro¬
vide a vital bridge between the exiles' past and present
in this country. Margarita's comment is typical of many:-
"The 3-HQ on comite (aA it iA called (Lg the ChileanA)
waA tnemendouA. you didn't initiallg -fLeel the Ahock
0/ coming to a comp letelg di-fL-fLenent conning with
anothen language and cultune. HembenA 0/ the comite
Apoke to gou in SpaniAh, accompanied gou evengwhene.
7heg wene even concenned about Auch queAtionA aA
■jLamilg p lann ing and o nganized a meeting ion the
women."
The JWG, then, acted as a buffer between the newly arrived
and the world at large; so much so that Enrique remarked:-
"I waA one oJL the /aw who nealized at the beginning
that theg Apeak a diiienent language hene. In the
neception centne gou ane living in a diiienent wonld."
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The key role of the JWG is highlighted not only by
the recurring expressions of gratitude and appreciation
of its work by the exiles themselves but also by one
instance where, through an unfortunate misunderstanding,
the JWG had failed to be informed of an arrival. Alejandro
painted a desolate picture of his first few hours in this
country:-
"La ve/idad eA que no kadLa nadie eApenandome, Nadie.
0 Ana venia con dodo ed pn.od.dema de dipo animico
en ed Aendido de. que no denia ninguna expe/iiencia
pa/ia deAenvQ dve/ime en una Aocledad como eAda, con
an idioma di£e/iende, con gende dan dijienende. ReAudda
que pnimena vez. en mi vida que viajo ad ex.den.ion . . .
venia mug pneocupado ... con do A ne/ivioA en denAion.
La pnimena imp/ieA ion que me dio JOue mug mada pon ed
d/iado que Ae me quiAo imponen ... ed d/iado deAconAidenado
de da penAona... La vendad eA que go no dnaia
documendoA de Cfiide g Ae ap/io vecka/ion de que no
dnaia documendoA pana juAd i/.i can. au accion de dipo
n.ep/ieA ivo , "
(The truth is that there was no-one waiting to
meet me. Nobody. Here I was with all kinds of
psychological problems, in the sense that I had
absolutely no experience of acting in a society
like this one, with a different language and such
different people. This was the first time I had
travelled abroad.. I was already very worried. My
nerves were all on edge. My first impression here
was very bad because of the treatment I received
(from immigration officials), totally without
consideration for the person. The fact was that
1 didn't have any documents from Chile with me and
they took advantage of this to justify their
repressive behaviour.)
After spending an agonizing night in a nearby hotel, Alejandro
had found out about the existence of the JWG by telephoning
Amnesty International for help. H& heaved a sigh of relief:-
"... coAa que -/due una nodicia inmenAa po/ique go
ga veLa^que paped iLa a deAempenan. addL ao do? {jo
Aad-la que en.a uno de do a pocoA en da emdajada que
venia a 1ngdadenma. LndonceA me imaginada que
de dodaA maneeaA go vog a eAdan. ao do acd. AaL
que Jdue un deAcanAO
(This was a tremendous piece of news because I was
already beginning to wonder what role I could play
here by myself. I knew I was one of the few in the
embassy coming to England so I had begun to imagine
that I would be on my own here. To learn otherwise
was a great relief.)
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For many the JWG represented a guarantee of security,
that here was an organization sympathetic to their point
of view, active in securing their release and of bringing
them to this country. After the tense departure from prison
to airport in Chile, Carlos related how:-
"Aho/ia da p/timeea vez que yo aie.alme.nte. me Aenti
did/ie /ue euando en Lond/ieA ed comite de deeechoA
humanoA /ue a eec^i di/ime. Addi me Aenti con
adguien que me dada una AenAacion de Aegueidad."
(The first time I really felt free was in London
when the Chile Committee for Human Rights met me.
Only then did I feel I was with someone who gave
me a sense of security.)
The initial time in the reception centre had often
been spent in a daze. Mario described thejfeeling of numb¬
ness he had experienced at the time:-
"1 -fiedt had-fL pa/iadyzed. I couddn't Adeep. 1
couddn' t get /iid oJL the pictu/ie o t Chide {./torn
my head."
Elena was amazed that without ever having known the Chilean
capital, Santiago, she now found herself in a much bigger
and more prestigious metropolis, London. Another privatized
woman, Catalina, recalled her sense of panic and fear of
the unknown. Yet others spoke of the joy they had felt on
arrival,the . relief and sense of freedom at being able to
walk around the streets at any hour after the loss of liberty
in Chile. The most common feeling, however, related to
the large question mark which was hanging over everyone's
head. How long was exile going to last? Cristina related
how: -
" t/ia una Aituacion may con-jduAa. 7u eAtadaA en una
A ituacion que te impedla penAa/i, La deci/i nada Ae podia
pdanitica/i. tziAtia una duda geande en ziedacion con
todo . N o ten tamo A nocio'n de diAtancia, no teniamoA
nocion de dineeo , nada. {J no A dada exactamente como
do miAmo . ni ed tiempo tenia vado/i, ni tenia
Aentido."
(it was a very confused situation, the kind of situation
in which you couldn't think straight about anything.
Everything was thrown into doubt. We had no notion
of distance, mone^y, nothing. We felt totally
indifferent about things. Even time had lost all
value, had lost all meaning.)
It was with the aim of sorting out this initial con¬
fusion and easing some of the anxiety that the JWG reception
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centre had been set up. During their time in the centre,
JWG members gave talks aimed at explaining something of the
"realities of life in Britain, dispelling illusions and
clarifying misunderstandings."^" Time spent in the centre
also gave the exiles a chance to talk over their problems,
hand over information to the human rights committee,
receive immediate medical attention and for a degree of
trust to be established between JWG members and the exiles.
Perhaps understandably life in the reception centres
was often full of tension and suspicion. The latest arrivals
had often felt sized up by their compatriots and a cloud
of unformulated questioning had seemed to cross the others'
eyes. jQuieneA Aon?" (Who are they?), everyone had seemed
to be thinking. After years of living with the repression
in Chile, defensive posture had become second nature. Enrique
related how:-
"At the. (Leginning you don't want to tadk. too
much. you continue cenAO/iing younAed-fi aA you
had done in Chide with At/iangenA. you a/ie
Atidd in a de/.enAive mood and Aome maintain
thiA throughout the yea/iA."
Uprooted not only from their country but also from the
particular membership groups by whom they were known and
trusted, personal relations between exiles drawn together
by the lot of the visa draw, were often reserved and difficult.
assignment to Scotland
Although the reception centre played an important role
during the exiles' first weeks in this country, the JWG
deemed too long a stay counterproductive, as its transit
atmosphere could hamper later resettlement. Four weeks
were held to be about right.
In resettling the exiles in this country, the JWG
relied upon an informal and voluntary network of local
Chile Defence Committees which had sprung up around the
1
A detailed account of the work of the Joint Working
Group appears in the Joint Working Group Interim Report,
op.cit.
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country as part of the Chile Solidarity Campaign."'" The
fact that the solidarity campaign had been able to mobiliz
a large section of the labour movement and could draw on
this support in resettling the exiles, greatly facilitated
the JWG's work. In the latter's view, the local committee
2
had played a vital role:-
"The most important and significant contribution
to resettlement has been the major effort made by
the Refugee Reception Committees formed by local
committees of the Chile-Solidarity Campaign and
the Chile Committee for Human Rights. With the
arrival of refugees the local committees under¬
took the task of organising reception facilities,
housing, providing language courses, and assisting
the refugees in finding employment. This arrange¬
ment offers great advantages in that the local
committees have in most cases direct contact with
local councils and the trade union movement, which
helps considerably in finding housing and employ¬
ment."
After a short stay in the reception centre, the exile
were then dispersed to towns and cities throughout Britain
In settling the exiles, prime consideration was given by
the JWG to the availability of local authority housing.
The best openings lay in cities where the labour movement
was strong and could bring some pressure to bear upon
local authorities to earmark a certain number of council
houses for Chilean families. Outside London, Scotland is
one of the main population centres of Chilean exiles in
this country. The JWG reported in December 1975 that:-
"Proportionally, Scotland has resettled the
largest number of refugees. 63 families have
been settled in Scotland, 29 of these In the
Strathclyde region .... Local authorities
throughout Scotland have been particularly
This local and voluntary effort had characterized the
Chile refugee programme from the start. Although the
JWG had been formed in July 1971, it was not until
'
September 1974- that the government had stepped in
with an initial grant to the JWG of £10,000. Early
financial backing for its work had come from the trade
union movement and many other voluntary organizations.
The JWG lists over 350 organizations up and down
the country which helped in one way or another with
the resettlement of the Chilean exiles. JWG Interim
Report, op. cit. , pp. 68 -77.
^
ibid. , p . 8.
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understanding and helpful in the resettling of
the refugee families. Of the 63 families in
Scotland, 4-5 have been found local authority
housing. Support has been forthcoming from all
sectors of Scottish society - trade unions, trades
and town councils, political parties, education
authorities, universities (staff an| students),
churches and scores of individuals.
Although the JWG encouraged exiles to move out of
London because of the difficulties of securing family-type
accommodation there, London .in fact turned out to be one
of the largest settlement zones. Resistance to moving
out of the metropolis was not solely due to the opportunities
it was perceived as offering. There could also be a
political case for remaining in London. Not only did the
main solidarity and political activities take place there,
but the Chilean political parties initially restricted
the area of their operations to London and some put
pressure on their members to remain there in order to
centralize party activity.
Some exiles had deliberately suppressed their own
personal preferences with respect to location in order to
cooperate with the JWG. Enrique spoke of facilitating the
work of the JWG as forming part of a politically responsible
attitude: -
" 7ke tsiuly political didn't make, any p/ioHemA
ovest t^he/te tkey toeste aAAigned. 7ke 3-ldQ we/ie
al/teady doing a lot and an e/./.osit should (Le made
to {.aei litate, not kindest, thei/i uo/tk. "
It was the economicoA, those seen to be of dubious political
quality, who complained and sought to maximise personal
advantage. Some privatized women also shared in the public
criticism of those who obstructed the work of the JWG.
Catalina felt that they owed a measure of support to people
who had shown them a great deal of goodwill:-
ibid., p.10. For an overall picture of the situation
of Chilean exiles in the West of Scotland, see Appendix,
Table 3.
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"Some, people expect ev e/iything to le neady -ton.
them on a/iniual and to le alle to choose whene
they a/ie going to live. hie didn't complain
tut let them Aend ua whe/ie they wanted."
The unplanned nature of arrivals meant, that much of
the resettling had to be improvised. Temporary accommodation
had sometimes to be found in the settlement area until
council housing became available. This often meant doubling
up with previously settled Chilean families or living in
with Scottish families. It was a situation requiring
comprehension and tolerance on both sides.
Some of the exiles had special reasons for coming to
Scotland such as acceptance by a Scottish university or
adoption by a Scottish trade union in the case of political
prisoners. The latter brought emotional encounters with
Scottish comrades who had been responsible for securing
the political prisoners' release. Carlos recalled his
experience of meeting up with the Scottish trade union
which had adopted him in the following way:-
"La lilentad mia Ae delio at Aindiaato de to a
t/ialajadoneA eAeoceAeA, Cuando yo llegu£ tiui
itecilido po/i elloA y alii dl mi ag/iQ-decimiento,
dije todo to gue halta que decin. 0 Aea no
todo po/ique no Ae puede deci/i todo el ag/iadecimiento
que uno Aiente cuando uno viene de la cd/icel,
Aolne todo de la cancel de Chile y que delta la
lile/itad p/iacticamente a elloA. CntonceA /ue
may di/.cci I. CntonceA yo en £0/ima Aimlo'lica
ent/iegue eAo a t/ialaj 0 a a/iteAanaleA y leA expneAe
miA ag/iedecimientoA. y en eAa miAma noche me
hicienon miemlno del Aindicato
(My freedom was due to the Scottish workers trade
union. When I arrived I was welcomed by them and
I gave them my thanks. I said everything that
had to be said. Or rather not everything, because
you can never express all the gratitude which you
feel coming directly from prison, and especially
from prison in Chile, and to people to whom I
practically owed my freedom. It was very difficult.
So, as a symbolic gesture, I handed over some
handicrafts which we used to make in prison. And
that same evening they enrolled me as a member
of the trade union.)
Apart from these meetings which were particularly
emotionally charged, all the exiles had been met on arrival
in Scotland by members of the local Chile committee. When
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a particular trade union heard that a Chilean comrade was
to arrive, they would often send a special welcoming
delegation. These intial gestures of solidarity were
always recalled with particular appreciation in the men's
and women's accounts.
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DEPRIVATION
Arrival in Scotland marked the end of the journey into
exile and marked the beginning of a new stage where the
very fact of being in exile, which was initially resisted
by many, had slowly to be confronted.
citizen to refugee
For the politicized actors, exile brought a further
experience of powerlessness to that already suffered in
Chile since the coup. Initially, the exiles were often
forced to assume a number of dependency roles as refugees
and claimants. Whilst in Chile their claims to citizenship
had been taken away by force, the exiles experienced their
position here as vulnerable too,for they were not full
members of this society, but refugees who had been taken
2
in, given shelter and protection.
Indeed the question of where the exiles were to be
housed had been the first example of an issue which would
Some authors have used the Janus metaphore to describe
the initial experiences of the exiles. This Roman god
has two faces enabling him to look in both directions
simultaneously. Likewise, the exiles had one face
looking backwards towards the past, reflecting their
loss at what had been left behind, and one looking
forwards towards the future, reflecting their uncertainty
as to their new situation in exile. COLAT,(Colectivo
Latinoamericano de Trabajo Psico-Social), El Mundo del
Exilado Politico, Reflexiones Preliminares, Escritos
No. 1, Louvain, Belgium 1977, p.2.
2
-Some Chilean political leaders had literally been stripped
of Chilean nationality by the military Junta for their
political activities in exile. For example, Orlando
Letelier,shortly before his assassination in Washington
D.C. More generally the suppression of political
activity in Chile deprived the population of the rights
of citizenship.
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normally have fallen within their jurisdiction and which
now lay partly outside their control. Although the JWG
aimed to make the exiles' destination a matter of "mutual
agreement" rather than unilateral imposition, many exiles
related their accounts of their assignment to Scotland in
terms of "we weee told" or "we we/ie inhoemed" and saw
themselves as having had little say in the matter. To
Rafael this was all part and parcel of becoming a refugee:-
"I played no pa/it in the decision to teanAhe.e
to Scotland. 1 JLelt I had no eight to complain.
I didn't come heee oh my own -(Leee will. I
conAideeed myAelh an object which could be put
down wheeevee waA decided."
This change in status from subject to object and the shift
from the active to the passive tense when talking about
certain exile experiences, reflects the loss of power involved,
Yet another woman, looking back over her time in exile,
remarked:-
"Ovee the paAt -flew yeaeA I ' ue Jielt like an object,
that eveey deciAion haA been made h°e me. I £elt
that theee waA no way I could begin to beeak theough
the eejiugee label ao that people would Aee me aA an
individual, a human being."
Whilst in Chile after the coup, the exiles had been
silenced by a change in the power structure which had trans¬
formed them overnight into the "outs", in Britain the Chileans
were outsiders in another way. It was not their history
which was unfolding here, but another people's. On assuming
the status of refugees in this society, the Chileans did
not enjoy the same rights of citizenship as the local
population. Francisca remarked on this loss:-
"It'A the Reeling oh being a citizen which we
lack. heee. you live in a cloAed woeld. Ue
knew what it meant to (Le an active paet oh public
del-ate. Idhen the local elect ionA weee held heee,
we weee appeoached (Ly po litical canvaAAeeA hut
when they eealized we weeen't BeitiAh, they leht
without hLLn.thee ado. bJe lack the he-e-l(-n9 °h
(Leing uAehal heee."
This loss of power which was involved on becoming a
refugee was reinforced by the dominant image of refugees -
as poor helpless creatures, in a desperate plight and
without the resources or capacity to fend for themselves -
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held by the British public at large. The paternalistic
attitudes which this image brought forth from a wide
variety of organizations and individuals struck the wrong
note for it made the Chileans feel personally as well as
socially powerless. The assumption that the exiles were
helpless and had to have everything done for them was
experienced as humiliating and depersonalizing.
Both the politicized and privatized actors acknowledged
the generous material support they had received from their
Scots neighbours. People had attended to their minutest
needs and had shown warmth and kindness through their
gestures and offerings. However, some had shown little
comprehension of the origin of their exile. Some had never
even asked where they were from. Others had thought they
were fleeing communist regimes. Many presumed that they
had wanted to come to Britain. Pepe felt that the Chileans
had initially held out a certain exotic appeal to the local
population, curious to see what "a Chilean" looked like.
However, the inner wound which anguished the politicized
actors could never be shared or fully understood by a
people without such a drama in their recent historical
past. As Pepe remarked on the gulf:-
"Nunca van a entenden el dolo/i que. AentimoA
noAot/ioA. "
(They'll never be able to understand our grief.)
This shift in status was not confined to the politicized
men. The privatized women had also experienced some well-
meaning offers of help as wounding dignity. When a symp¬
athetic language volunteer brought in a bag of second-hand
clothing, all the women present refused to accept anything.
Silvia th^oughtthat they were mistaken, that they were
simply too proud:-
"... Hud we a/ie neJlugeeA. 1hat doeAn't mean to
Aay that they can t/ieat ua like anlmalA tut neithen.
can we aAk a lot. Ide've got to accept Aome thingA
which we don't like."
The question of women's dress was much talked about amongst
the privatized women. In Chile it was felt women dressed
up to a much greater extent for social occasions than here.
Second-hand clothing would never be admitted to.
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Paternalistic attitudes were not so starkly expressed
amongst the politically aware British, such as those
involved in the solidarity campaign. On the contrary, many
were interested in learning from the Chileans' experiences
and in offering political sympathy and support. The JWG
also consciously struggled with the paternalistic assumptions
underlying the work of many refugee bodies and actively
encouraged the Chileans to participate in the settlement
programme.
Attempts by the Chileans to break through the refugee
label were not always successful. When Ricardo tried to
correct the image in broken English, he noticed a veil of
suspicion clouding his Scots neighbour's face. For by
emphasizing the political nature of his exile, Ricardo passed
from being a "refugee" to a "communist", which if closer
to his own self-conception, made him even more strange - if
not a little dangerous - in his neighbour's eyes. Ricardo
related how:-
" Uhnn I t/iie.d to e.xp Pain that 1 ioaA a poPiticaP
e-xiPe., my nnighPou/i imm e.d iat e&j thought 1 muAt Pe.
a communist. Aa a poPiticaP /ie.-/Pug£.e, you a/ie. an
oPje.ct o-fL AUAp icion
The reverse situation - where the political fame of
the Chileans was known - presented a different problem to
some privatized women in the sample. Many felt insecure
with the political label by which they were identified as
exiles. Ana evaded any problems she anticipated by saying
she was from Argentina when asked. Unlike the politicized
men, some privatized women attempted to play down the
political origin of their arrival here.
producer to claimant
The exiles were not only demobilized on arrival by a-
I have generally used the term "exile" in preference to
"refugee". Whereas exile points to the political origin
of uprooting, the term "refugee" can refer to those
caught up in a war situation, a famine or natural disaster
without prior active political participation. The politicized
act&rs in the sample referred to themselves as
/ie./ugiadoA poPlticoA (political refugees), or,more commonly,
as e.xiPiadoA (exiles).
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misguided paternalism which deprived them of acting and
speaking for themselves. All men and all public-private
women - with the exception of those few who arrived with
WUS grants - experienced spells of unemployment. The
general lack of activity which hit the exiles on arrival
meant hours in the home with nothing to do but sit and
brood. Comparisons were often drawn between the hyper¬
activity of the Popular Unity years and the all-time low
reached in exile. Jorge recalled how:-
"At the. beginning when I waA unemp to yed. the/ie waA
Auch a cont/iaAt between my level oj activity in
Chile and. my Aituation he/ie with nothing to do,
da/iing P opulan. Unity, I uAed to wo/ik jnom 8 to
5 at my job, j/iom 5 to 10 jon. the pa/ity, and
0 ccaA ionally I would put in anothen couple oj
hou/iA making p/iog/iammeA jo /i a local /tadio Atation,"
The politicized men were cut off from a life-project,
condemned to a day by day, hand to mouth existence. The
sudden closure of their political goals and collective
projects brought a feeling of closure to their own personal
lives. Pepe frequently described himself as "jeeling dead",
as "Atagnating" and "without a jutune". He went on to say:-
"1t'A no jun living outAide Chile, having no
psioject, not being able to plan you/i lije. In
Chile I had a p/ioject jon. twenty yeacA o/i AO,
de/ie I have no Auch psioject. Uhen 1 Aee all the
new A cha.o IA he/ie and the educational jacilitieA,
1 jeel fieally j/iuAtsiated. IheAe a/ie what I
d/ieamt oj bat they a/ten't in my count/iy and I
don't have any link with them."
A long empty space seemed to stretch indefinitely ahead and
weigh heavily on their shoulders. When I chanced to remark
optimistically about the approaching.long, summer evenings,
Pepe retorted gloomily:-
"I don't like the light eveningA. fly lije jeelA
emptie/i than even then. 7he/ie Aeem to be AO many
mo ee hou/iA in the day and nothing to jill them
with."
Some filled the time with sleep, preferring the unconscious
to the conscious state. At least asleep you were not always
thinking of your problems. Jorge would sometimes lie in
bed twelve hours, compared to the six hours' sleep he had
made do with during Popular Unity. However, even sleep was
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often denied to the politicized actors as they tossed and
turned, fretted and worried about those back home and
their inactivity here.
For most men unemployment accentuated the feeling of
not being a legitimate actor in this society, of not having
the right to. complain or speak up. For Carlos, a manual
worker, not having work deprived man of his essence:-
"En tenminoA de penAona, como Ann humano, yo me.
Aiento mal, ponque tu AaleA lo'^que el tnalajo
Aigni-^ica. El oi.no dta eAtuve ayucLando y me
Aentl (Lien, me Aenti totalmente necneacLo . Ea
cLecin pana mi tnalajan eA una necneacion. Eao
eA el eJLecto . Eao me moleAta. EaEo me en-jlenma
incluAive. A veeeA no me Aiento lien pon la -talta
de haeen algo pnoductivo, pnactic^an algo, hacen
algo
(As a person, as a human being, I feel bad because
you know what work means. The other day I helped
out and I felt good, totally renewed. For me work
is like a recreation. So it bothers me a lot not
working. It makes me ill in fact. Sometimes I
feel ill through not having a productive activity,
not practising anything, not doing anything.)
The men felt silently condemned by those in work, not by
anything which had been explicitly said or done, but simply
by the social standards upon which bourgeois society is
based. The men were equally sensitive to the labelling of
social security claimants as "scroungers", "dodgers" or
"shirkers". "7wenty-eight yeanA in one induAtny", was
almost the first thing Pablo, a skilled manual worker,
told me. It was his way of saying that he had produced,
he had a work record. Cristian thought that:-
" 7he BnitiAh notice mo ne than you think.. 7hey
know who iA living o// Aocial Aecunity, who iA
taking advantage o-fL thing A
Others felt the need to explain to social security officials,
whom they believed to be implicitly judging them, the
reasons for their claim and unemployed status.
The existence of social security and other welfare
benefits were often initially regarded as a " godAend"
and a " nelie-fL" , particularly by the privatized women.
Some manual workers, for whom this level of welfare provision
was unheard of and which had formed a goal of their struggle
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in Chile, initially confused the system with socialism.
Antonio, pulled out a pair of spectacles he had acquired
on the National Health Service "in a week and {oe nothing" ,
whilst in Chile he would have had to save up for months.
Similarly he pointed to the new shoes his son was wearing,
whilst in Chile since the coup he had gone around with shoes
full of holes. Likewise Mario mentioned that:-
"To/i the. woekee who haA endaeed haedAhip in Chile,
the existence o{ AOcial Aecaeity, the daily pint
0/ milk., make exile mo/ie leaealle."
However, initial relief soon gave way to despair as unemploy
ment stretched into months and in some cases years.
Although aware of their rights as refugees to draw
social security, most felt extremely uncomfortable doing so.
Many, like Juan, felt awkward receiving money as a foreigner
"I don't like living on Aocial Aecaeity, receiving
money aA a {oeeignee in thiA coantey. It makeA me
{eel lad. I know it' a pa/it 0/ my eightA aA a
po litieal /ie{agee Cat I {.eel ancom{oetalle in {eont
o{ othee BeitiAh people."
It was the lack of reparation which bothered the men.
Cristian, a worker, talked about his reservations at "taking
money away {atorn the ScottiAh woekeeA' {and" andjRafael, from
the middle sectors, said:-
"1 don't like taking money oat o{ a {and to which
1 ' ve neve/i conteilated. In Chile I woald have no
gaalmA. Bat it' a not eight, not peopee to Aieceive
money withoat having conteilated and I' 11 have to
{ind a way o{ ziepaying it. One way iA (Ly leing a
good Anglo-Chi lean citizen."
Although many politicized men were only too well aware
of thejparticular handicaps they faced (language, inappropria
skills, racism) in obtaining employment and of the depressed
economic climate in general, the degree of personal dis¬
comfort at living off social security was acute and affected
all class sectors. Carlos, a worker, commented how:-
"
pa/ia mi no eA may digno tenee gae ie todaA laA
AemanaA y Aolee todo caando eAtoy en condicioneA
de hacee caalgaiee tipo de tealajo."
(To me it's not very dignified to have to sign on
each 1 ecially when I'm willing to do any
kind
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I was also told of some middle sector exiles who fretted
at having to queue up alongside the ziotoA (the down and
outs) to collect their benefit. One former, higher civil
servant attempted to manage the tension which his weekly
visits to the local social security office provoked by
assuming a breezy, polite and confident manner. His account
shows his attempt to distance himself from the claimant
role by signalling through his bearing who he really was
and by engaging officials in conversation as equals.
public to private sphere
The politicized men spoke of feeling small in exile,
of living in a closed world far removed from the corridors
of power. Rafael, from the middle sectors, mentioned his
feelings of isolation in this society and his removal
from such groups as parliamentarians and public officials
to whom he had had easy access in Chile. Cristian, from
the working class, spoke of the world that had been taken
away and his acute feelings of public deprivation are echoed
in many other politicized men's accounts:-
"In exile you loAe tke /ligkt to communicate.. {jou
loAe you/i po litical loo/l/c. you loAe you/i Aocial
li-Jie. you loAe leing in tke Aociety o-/L men. Ike.
only u)0/ilcL le/.t to the exile iA tke wo/ild. o-fL tke
home."
This shift into the private sphere was also experienced
by the public-private women who had worked outside the
home in Chile. Unlike the men,however, who experienced this
shift into the home as undermining their masculinity, the
public-private women had a place in the home. However,
as will be seen later, this was not experienced unproblematically
by these women either.
Stripped of public position, the men were also stripped
of the structural basis for their position as family head.
The- men, then, felt superfluous not only to what was going
on in the public sphere but also to wives and children in
the family. Jorge described the time when he was unemployed,
before finding work, in the following way: -
"I £elt I'd lo At all neApect in y./iont o-jL tke
ckild/ien. 11' A not /ligkt JLo /i tkem to Aee tkei/i
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{.athen Atill in (Led when they a/ie Aetting o//
/o/l Achoot on to Aee him at home, when they
/ietiL/in in the a-jLtennoon
The private repercussions of the loss of the men's
wage-earning role often cut so deep that it remained unspoken
between husbands and wives. It was experienced as profoundly
threatening by many men. Not only had they lost control
in the public domain but their authority in the private
sphere was also being chipped away. Their discomfort
surfaced in quarrels and arguments at home. Jorge went
on to say that it was during this period of unemployment
that tensions had arisen between Carmen and himself, although
they had been very united as a couple in Chile.
private deprivation
Whilst the men's deprivation focused on their exclusion
from public life, the privatized women's sense of deprivation
centred around their removal from an extended family group."'"
In one fell swoop, thejprivatized women had lost a large
part of the membership of their private world. Just as the
stripping of the men's public world had repercussions for
their identities in exile, so the stripping of the women's
private world deprived them of those who had sustained
their identity and place in society. When talking about
the family, many privatized women brought out treasured
photo albums for me to see. Invariably there would be
scenes of large family gatherings celebrating Christmas, New
Year, birthdays and weddings, which stood in marked contrast
to the poverty and poignancy of such events in exile.
"In its simplest form an extended family involves the
presence of any relative in the house besides a husband,
wife and their children." However, where there are
"extensive family contacts day to day between related
groups of parents and children" and where the "circle
-of relatives often defines the circle of friends
available to individuals", the extended family can
also be said to exist. It is in this latter sense that
the term extended family is used here. R. Sennett and
J. Cobb, The Hidden Injuries of Class, Cambridge
University Press, 1972, pp. 105-6.
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Within the kinship group, the strongest bonds had
often been between mothers and daughters. Gloria's
account which she saw as typifying many Chilean women's
experiences highlights the extreme dependence of the
daughter on the mother as well as the control exercised
by the mother over the daughter's life:-
"fly mothee wanted to (Le the. whole. oJL my woeld to
the exclusion o/ any othee teiendAhip A I might
make. She waA like my leAt teiend. She would
adviAe me on eveeything. She waA the only one
who eeally knew what Auited me on not. She would
tell me which colou/iA to wean, how to coml my
haie. I alwayA £o llowed hen advice. I had veey
tew gielteiendA. Somehow my mo thee made me waey
0/ enteeing into -fLei endAh ipA. I nevee went to
paetieA 0/1 danceA, 1t I went to the cinema, it
waA with my mothee, Idhen Ahe JLell ill, I gave
up my AtudieA to Atay at home and look attee hen.
b)hen I Ataeted going out with loyA, it my mothee
didn't like them it waA impOAAille to continue
the eelationAhip. Luckily my mothee took to
3-uan oj1 I might neven. have ma/i/iied at all."
Nor did dependence end on marriage. When Gloria married,
she continued visiting her mother every day. On the birth
of theirjfirst child, Juan and Gloria moved in to the house
next door so that Gloria could continue visiting. It is
not surprising that Gloria was devastated on coming into
exile. Her world had collapsed.
Ana also spoke of the overwhelming influence her
mother had exercised in her life. She described herself
as "la eegalona de la /amilia" (the spoilt one of the family)
and her account reflects the way in which the private
domain could be experienced as a sphere of protection and
privilege for women as compared to its negative connotation
for men:-
"I JLelt myAelJL to (Le peotected and cuAhioned. fly
family weee AuJLLiciently com^o /italle £0/1 me to
pick up and d/10 p j o (La aA I p leaAed. When my Li/iAt
child waA (.0en, it waA my mothee who (.nought him
up, aA we weee living at home at the time. When
we moved to oue own home, thiA waA the JLieAt time
that I'd evee lived away Leom my mothee. I woeeied
it I didn't Aee hee eveey Aingle day."
Not all th^privatized women missed their family
networks to this extent. Where relations had been poor
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before exile, the women's sense of deprivation was not
so acute. As mentioned earlier, neither Laura nor Silvia
had had very much family life in Chile. Never having felt
the support of an extended family, they felt they had
little to lose in this respect.
These different expressions of loss between politicized
and privatized actors were not regarded as equally important
by the politicized men. When Mariana began to describe
at length the moment of parting from her family in Chile,
Cristian interrupted impatiently to talk about the "real
loss", the defeat of the men's political project and the
loss of their political roles. It was taken-for-granted
by men that the family, and particularly women, would sob
at parting and it was not seen as a topic of any public
importan ce.
Many privatized women initially spent hours weeping in
the home. Letters from family in Chile would trigger off
floods of tears. In contrast to the men's political loss
which was publicly lamented and recognized, the women's
private loss remained hidden from public view and, sometimes,
even from husbands. Isabel remarked how:-
" Both. men and women (Lut in di-fi-fLe.fLe.nt wayA.
1 tie woman' A Auffe/ting iA often hidden and eeftected
in outdu/iAtA againAt hee ehitd/ien on. huAHand. 7he
man' A Auffeeing iA moee open. He haA to conf/iont
the peo (LtemA peeAented (Ly the new Aitaation and
find aotutionA
The deprivation of the privatized women's lives in exile
was no less keenly felt than the men's public deprivation.
material deprivation?
Given the dimunition of public life in exile, the home
and its surroundings loomed much larger in many actors'
lives than it had done in Chile. Geographically the exiles
were scattered over a wide area of the West of Scotland,
including not only the city of Glasgow but many smaller
towns up to an hour's bus ride away. As will be seen,this
scattering - imposed by the overall scarcity of council
accommodation - was to have implications for the organization
of the exile community. The wide area covered meant that
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the quality of council housing varied considerably, reflecting
the shifting trends in public housing policy since the
inter-war period. Some were allocated attractive houses
and gardens in the outlying new towns, generally judged
successes of modern town planning; others were assigned
apartments or houses on well-established and "respectable"
council estates; a few were in tower blocks and some ended
up in areas of multiple deprivation, or "problem estates",
which concentrated what the council considered to be "undesirable
tenants".
The material conditions of the home not only varied
between the exiles themselves but also from what the exiles
had known in Chile. The significance of these material
differences, whether for better - as in the case of many
working class exiles - or for worse - as in the case of
many middle sector exiles - was generally denied by the
politicized men. Such questions of relative personal comfort
were regarded as irrelevant compared with the political
defeat sustained. Women, however, for whom the home retained
a greater emotional and physical significance, were more
vocal about their feelings, even those who were party members.
Material deprivation was particularly striking for
the professional couples, especially those who had lived
in the laeeio alto in Santiago. As we huddled around the
coal fire, Claudia looked around her sparsely furnished
council flat and sighed:-
" 11' A not that I'm mateeialiAt, (Lut we. live Auch
a deal existence heee. Ide had to leave eveeything
in Chile to eome heee wheee we have nothing at all."
To Raul's obvious embarrassment, she brought out a photo
of a comfortable, detached house and garden in Chile for
me to see.
The laeeio alto is the upper and middle class residential
area of Santiago. Extending eastwards to the foothills
of the Andes, it is characterized by large houses and
gardens,modern apartment blocks, green spaces, and well-
maintained infrastructure.
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Material differences in housing were less striking for
the white-collar couples, especially those assigned the
higher quality council accommodation. Some workers,
meanwhile, experienced a notable improvement in living
standards. This was often regarded problematically by
politicized workers, who defensively denied the importance
of any such material improvements. "IhiA houAe would He
no uac in Chile." , said Xavier, " thiA type o/ conAt/iuction
would le too hot -ton. ou/i climate." Elena, however, looked
unconvinced. She was more ready to recognize that they
had never had so many rooms or such high quality fittings
in their lives before.
More commented on than the physical structure of the
home, was the social space within which it was located. For
some middle sector exiles, the council estate was their
first sustained contact with working class life. Cristina,
a professional woman, observed that:-
"VivimoA en un (La/inio que no eA equivalente a lo ■>
que vivlamoA en Chile. CntonceA no podemoA hacee
compa/iacioneA. ReAulta que no AalemoA. 7engo la
imp/ieAion que el eAtanda/id de vida eA Aupe/iio /i
peeo yo te di/ila que eA malo de toda manena."
(We are living in a neighbourhood which is not
equivalent to our neighbourhood in Chile, so we can't
make comparisons. My impression is that the standard
of living is higher here (than in a working class
neighbourhood in Chile) but I would say that it's
still bad all the same.)
The middle sector exiles did not easily fit into the pattern
of working class life on the council estates. The fact
that some Chilean men, and later some women, went to the
university made them highly atypical of the local population,
Doris related her experiences with her neighbours:-
"At the leg inn ing we we/ie all teeated aA a lump -
aA all -fLu-P-Q-i-n-Q into the genenal catego/iy o-/L
/iet-iagee. Uhen you t/iy to l/ieak. th/iough thiA
image Cy telling mo/ie alout you/iAel-t, you only
make the othe/i pe/iAon -f.".eel uncom-fLo/italle and the
conve/iAation lapAeA into Ailence. It lecomeA
appa/ient to them that you lelong to anothe/i claAA
o-t pen.Aon whom they wouldn't no/imally le Aha/iing
a pint with o/i having aA neighCou/iA, To/t example,
I met Aomeone who wonked in the Aame induAt/iy aA
I had done in Chile and I mentioned thiA to Ahow
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that we had AOme.th.lng in common. But then it
tunned out that whilAt he wo/iked on the Ahop
■/ttoosi, 1 had teen pant o/ the adminiAtnation,
and he immediately became awa/ie 0/ ou/i Aociat
di-t/.enence and began to JLeel uncomjio/itable. I ' ve
come to the conctuAion that it' A bette/i to keep
quiet about ou/i expenienceA he/ie,"
For the professional workers in particular, their
education and social status often created barriers to rapp-
rochementwith neighbours. Social differences were not so
marked amongst the white-collar workers. In particular,
the women's work in Chile, as nurses, secretaries, teachers,
did not jar to quite the same extent as the professional
women's jobs. Some enjoyed a new-found respect amongst
their Scottish neighbours who could look up to a school
teacher without the feeling of awe or social inferiority
which a university lecturer in their midst provoked. Manual
workers were able to establish relations with neighbours
on a more equal footing. Some later worked in the neigh¬
bouring factories alongside the local population.
Middle sector exiles chose to insulate themselves from
the neighbourhood not only through social differences but
also because of the dangers which the working class neigh¬
bourhood was perceived as holding, especially for their
children. Cristina, who came up against a case of child
rape, which involved people she had had some contact with,
arrived home one day to say to her husband, "LJe've got to
get out 0/ heyie" . To drive home her point, she added:-
" Lac tipo de co aua paAa donde uivimoA noAot/ioA
y eAtamo a v iv iendo . A ml me da temo/i peno po/i
un nato no maA po/ique deApueA digo yo, yo no
tengo nada que ven. con eAO . "
(These kind of things go on where we live and
are still living. It made me really frightened
but only for a moment as later I told myself ...
this has nothing to do with me.)
The neighbourhood was also experienced as distressing
by some workers and housewives, particularly by those living
on the "tough" estates which had little community spirit
and where the Chileans as a group had beenthe subject of
some hostility. Many residents were said to be annoyed that
they, as foreigners, should be assigned houses before their
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own kind. Laura, a housewife, described her surroundings
in the following way:-
" Uhat lothen.A me iA the way people (Live tie/ie -
the unemp (o yment, the dinty kidA, the language,
the tone in which people Apeak., aA iJL they a/ie
conAtantly annoyed. lo get to my JLlat I have
to walk up two -fLlightA 0-/L JLilth. In Chile I
lived in neithe/i good no/i lad aneaA. I know
you alAO /ind di/ity kidA, poo/ily d/ieAAed, unwaAhed
in Chile, lut thiA iA juAti-^ied lecauAe thene iA
no Aocial Aecun.ity. dene the/ie iA no acute
■financial p/iollem AO people Ahould le alle to
keep thein. child/ten clean. But many o/ theAe
people lack education JLnom genenationA lack."
Moving out to privately rented accommodation, as the WUS
award holders had the financial means of doing, did not
always solve the problem of social interaction. Sergio,
who rented a bungalow in a middle class area of the city,
found that:-
"La gente en el lannio a peAan. de gue hay vaeiaA
pa/iejaA de la edad nueAtna, Aon ideo lo g i camente
tan di£Le/ien£eA a noAotno A gue eA impo a ille ....
y o me n.eJLieno ideo Idg icamente no a poAicioneA
pollticaA, peno el eAtilo de vida, en el eAtilo
de cultuna , de Au " po liteneAA" , de Au -fLo nma de
ex.ten.ion.iz.an.Ae, de lo gue elloA guienen, de lo
gue elloA pienAan, de lo gue elloA te pneguntan,
de Au^nuevo auto, de cual eA tu. Aueno en la vida,
eA totalmente di-/Len.en£e al nueAt/io . tntonceA no
tenemoA pnact icamente nada en comlin . lenemoA
gue hacen. un eA-fLuenzo muy gnande pan.a eAtan.
conven.Aando con elloA."
(Although there are several couples our own age
in the neighbourhood, they are ideologically so
different from us that it's almost impossible ....
By ideological, I'm not referring to political
positions, but to their style of life, their
culture, their way of being, their politeness,
their way of expressing themselves, what they
want, what they think, what they ask you., about
their new car, their dream in life, it's all so
totally different from ours. It turns out that
we have practically nothing in common so we have
to make a big effort to talk to them.)
■ Life in general was experienced as much more privatized
than in Chile. People here seemed to live behind closed
doors and keep to themselves. Of course, climatic diff¬
erences mean that more social life takes place indoors
here than in Chile. Many of the middle sector exiles had
been accustomed to spending weekends at the beach, an
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hour's drive from Santiago, or in the condillena, the
Andean foothills. Cristina described how her feelings of
privatization were echoed by the general enclosure of
life she observed around her. The very architecture
of the council estate seemed to militate against any
opening and to close in upon the inhabitants:-
"No me gaAta el encien.n.0 cLe laA majeeeA ... go
Aajlno penAando en eAaA AehoeaA gae lavan todo el
dla y gae tienden todoA lo A dlaA y gae eAtan
todo el dla haciendo la miAma coAa y vlendo, a
mi modo de ven., pn.ogn.amaA de telev iAon gae Aon
maloA. 0 Aea la vida aAt yo no encaenteo ningana
g/iacia, Lo gae eA Undo pa/ia ml en la vida eA
diA/.eatae de an paiAaje, de an lideo, de maAica,
de ana conveeAacion con ot/ia gente. P en.o aI la
vida Ae teata de eAtan. todo el dla en la caAa,
a peAan. de gae tu tengaA todoA Ioa inAtnamentoA
hadidoA y pon. haden. y deApaeA in. al pad el dla
vieeneA, no tiene ningana g/iacia. lampoco paea
ml no tiene ningana geacia eAtaA eno/imeA cantidadeA
de caAaA todaA igaaleA, {Jo imagino gae laA miean
de aeeida y Ae me ocan.ee gae Aon como cajitaA de
papel, donde la gente vive aiAlada del eeAto de AaA
AemejanteA, enceeeadaA en caAaA eAtn.ech.aA gae me
da ganaA de adein. todaA laA panedeA, gae Ae ad/ien
laA ventanaA y gae la gente mi/ia pa/ia a£aeea. 0
Aea ana vida may apagada, gae el aato no la
comp leta, gae no la comp leta el televiAon. a
colon, y no la completa el pad nada,"
(I don't like the enclosure jo? the women. I suffer
just thinking of those women washing and hanging
out clothes every day and watching, in my opinion,
poor programmes on television. I don't find any
charm in such a life. What I enjoy is a landscape,
a book, music or a conversation with other people.
But if life is reduced to the four walls of the
home, even if you've got every gadget going, and
the pub on Fridays, where's the charm in that? Nor
do I like the row upon row of identical houses.
Sometimes I imagine that I'm looking down from on
high and they seem just like little cardboard
boxes, where people live isolated from one another,
cooped up in confined spaces. I feel like knocking
down all the walls, opening up the windows so
that people can look outside. It's a deadening
'
. life, which neither a car, nor a colour tv and,
least of all, the pub can compensate for.)
rv
In the search for company and conversation, some men fell
into the pattern of pub life predominant here. Carlos
was aware of the dangers this could lead to. Another
worker began to drink heavily when he found a Scottish
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drinking partner. Carlos had tried to resolve his need
for social life by knocking at neighbours' doors but had
found that they tended to keep him on the doorstep, unlike
in Chile where:-
"la go IpeatLa a y te necHLtan, te hacian paAan. P eno
aqul no. No tienen eAa coAi-um.IL/ie.."
(You knocked on someone's door and they invited
you in. But here not. They don't do that here.)
Mariana, a housewife, also commented on the quietness of
her neighbourhood in exile, a respectable, working class
council estate:-
" 7hene' A onty teen one JLlqtii att the time 1' ue
(Leen hene. Aa -fLo n He neighdounA , I ' ve oniy
Aeen them two o/i th/iee timeA in a yean."
Mariana compared this with her neighbourhood in Chile where
outbursts of aggression as well as expressions of support
had been part of the texture of daily life, where you would
see and talk to your neighbours two or three times a day,
where privacy, in fact, had been something of a luxury.
speech deprivation
The exiles' experience of privatization in their
neighbourhoods was accentuated by their difficulties in
speaking and understanding English. Although the quickest
route/of this situation was by learning the language, this
was not regarded as unproblematic by either politicized
or privatized actors for it touched upon the thorny question
of integration into British society. The JWG experienced
great problems in providing language classes for the Chileans
and describe their efforts to battle against overwhelming
odds as "nightmarish":-"'"
"Not only have we struggled financially but also
we have had to battle against under-provision of
English langage classes by local authorities, long
waiting lists, sporadic arrivals of the refugees •
in relation to course schedules and the difficult,
if understandable, attitudes of the Chileans
themselves."
Joint Working Group Interim Report, op.cit., p.26.
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For many the announcement of language classes came
as a death knell for it challenged the fiercely held idea
that exile would be a short, transitory affair. Some
experienced the language classes as a form of coercion.
Alejandro, a political activist, explained his resistance
to learning English in the following way:-
" La veedad eA que. ha Aldo una Laeeeea g/iancLe, eA
maA que todo euando uno eAta en una paete que uno
no deAea eAtae. 0 Aea yo nunca deAeata eAtae aqul.
LamentaLtemente tuve que venleme poe aea. yo
ceeo que eAo JLue. et eeeo e maA geande. Nunca me
paAi pon tLa mente que tenia que apeendee et IngteA.
Poeque aL Lien eA cie/ito que eA muy utlt paea
mucha gente yo tengo metldo en La caLeza que no
tengo que apeendee et IngteA, que et IngteA no me
Aleve. Li IngteA paea ei teaLajo que yo voy a
deAa/i/io ita/i no Aleve paea nada. P eeo maA que
todo eA ia cueAtlon de eAtae InAatlA-fLecko . 0
Aea, me quleeo le, uno eAta. aqul o Lilgadamente."
(The truth is that it (the language) has been an
enormous barrier, especially when you are in a
place you don't want to be in. I never wanted
to come here. Unfortunately I had to come and
I think it was a big mistake. It never entered
my head that I had to learn.English. I know it's
useful for a lot of people, but I've got It fixed
in my mind that I don't need to learn English,
that English is no use to me, not for the kind
of work I want to do. But above all, it's the
fact of being dissatisfied. I want to leave here..
one is here against one's wishes.)
Alejandro sawhis life's work as being bound up as an
activist amongst working class fronts in Latin America, a role
for which English was no use whatsoever. However, further
probing revealed another dimension to Alejandro's resistance.
Alejandro could not disassociate the English language from
certain ideological connotations. To him the English
language symbolized a particular system of domination in
Latin America, which he was struggling to overthrow: -
"A to mejoe eA una eeacclon en contea. Slempee
te he tenldo muy mata - y peedona no eA geneeat -
at AlAtema IngteA, Aodee todo et papet que jugaeon
to A Ing LeAeA en Chlte. Lie paeeee muy geave y yo
te tengo mucha dlAtancla, InceecLte at AlAtema.
yo hago una dlleeencla entee et AlAtema y ta
ctaAe oLeeea o taA ctaAeA atladaA at peotetaelado
en geneeat."
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(It's probably a reaction against - and forgive
me I don't mean this in general - but I've always
disliked the English system, especially the role
which the English played in Chile. This appears
really serious to me and I feel a tremendous
distance from the system. I do make a distinction
between the system and the working class and its
allies.)
Alejandro's distancing from the English language points
to the way he sees it as underpinning a certain institutional
order. In Chile, as in much of Latin America, English is
the language of imperialism and of those sectors of the
local bourgeoisie who have thrown in their lot with foreign
imperialist powers. English was first spoken in Chile in
the 19th Century when Chile's independence from the Spaniards
in 1819, opened up the economy to new imperialist powers.
The British were active in both the commercial sectors,
centred around the port of Valparaiso, and in the northern
saltpeter mines. English has been more widely diffused
this century by the economic and cultural imperialism of
the United States. North American youth culture, pop music,
styles of dress, have penetrated sectors of bourgeois youth
in Santiago's Ha/i/iLo alto . The IoIoa and. lolaA, as these
young men and women are called, could be seenjhaunting the
fashionable boutiques of P ziovLdencLa, a trendy, middle class
shopping district, hanging outside CoppelLa'a ice cream
parlour in their blue jeans and clogs. The Chilean Left
had criticized this scene on both ideological and moral
grounds, as reflecting the total withdrawal from political
and social commitments and as a decadent and amoral way of
life.
Few of the politicized men expressed such clear cut
and prolonged resistance to learning the language as
Alejandro. Others were more pragmatic or instrumental in
their attitude to learning the language, regarding it as
an essential pre-requisite to gaining a degree of public
involvement. Mario, a manual worker, commented straight-
Here Alejandro is referring to the British economic
involvement in the saltpeter mines at the end of the
19t .h Century.
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forwardly, "I juAt had to lea/in tngliAh Z/ 1 waA to /lind
a jol" . Yet others viewed language learning as a challenge
as well as a source of enrichment. At the very least, it
was an activity which kept the brain ticking over.
Different predispositions to learn the language not¬
withstanding, many experienced considerable difficulties
once the task began. Some of these difficulties were class-
related. Some middle sector exiles had a head start, as a
few had attended private schools where a large part of the
teaching had been in English. Likewise, those with a
university education could often read in English, as
bibliographies had often included English texts. Although
English was also taught in the State liceoA, those who
had left school early or long ago did not recall much, if
anything, of the rudimentary knowledge acquired then.
Middle sector exiles also had a better grasp of the
structure of language in.general than the workers. Raril,
from the middle sectors, thought the workers' lack of
familiarity with grammatical rules and their lower levels
of literacy,created additional problems for them in
2
learning a foreign language. Cristian, a worker, conf-
firmed this point of view:-
"Ike. claAAeA a/ie only held once a week..£o/i a
couple o-fL hou/iA and thiA iAn't enough, BeAideA
which thene a/ien't any cou/iAeA Au italic /o/z. ray
needA. I Acancely /enow SpaniAh g/iamma/i, let
alone tngliAh."
Many workers had little idea of what learning a foreign
language entailed. Some thought they would be speaking
fluent English at the end of a six week course. The un-
reflective nature of language learning in infancy had
been taken-for-granted. The magnitude of the task in adult¬
hood was only slowly appreciated and experienced as
profoundly demoralizing.
Three people from amongst this group asked to speak
in English during the interviews.
Although illiteracy had been greatly reduced in Chile
during the Popular Unity period, pockets of illiteracy
remained, especially amongst the rural population.
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The impression that learning a foreign language
posed more problems for working class than middle class
exiles is borne out by a study of Chilean exile children
in Denmark. Hernandez-Walker explains the class diff¬
erences in language attainment which he found by the fact
that amongst working class children " el icLioma natal
tamlien Ae encuent/ia poco deAa/ino llacLo y/o /leAponde a ot/ia
/tealidad eultu/ial" , (their native tongue is also poorly
developed and/or responds to another cultural reality) and
attributes the better educational performance of middle
class children in exile "a £o/imaA ' eunopeiAanteA' que. Ae
han int/io yectado en el palA de o/iigen y a la ealidad
lu/igueAa de au lenguaje eApaho I y au cultu/ia" (to the
more1Europeanized' environment in which they had moved
in Chile and to the bourgeois quality of their Spanish
language and culture). Working class exiles, then, not
only have a poorer grammaticaLbase on which to build, but
their vocabulary and terms of reference are less trans¬
ferable to the conditions found in an advanced capitalist
society than those of the middle sectors, whose environment
in Chile more closely resembled what they find here.
The two workers who spoke good English in the sample
were both unusual in ways which bear upon these general
points. One was living in a similar mining community
in exile to what he had left behind in Chile and had
remarked on the similarity himself. The. other, Carlos,
exhibited a self-consciousness about language which many
workers lacked. Of peasant background, he had also had
industrial experience and a degree of self-education.
Talking of his work in Chile as a grass roots activist
amongst the peasantry, Carlos defined himself as a "translator",
rephrasing Marxist ideas into a language which the peasants
themselves could relate to.
A. Hernandez-Walker, Educacidn de transicion en los hi.jos
de los refugiados politicos, (Algunas ideas para desarrollar
la educadonen elexilio), Institute of Clinical Psychology,
University of Copenhagen, Denmark, mimeo, n.d.
ibid. p.11.
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Many privatized women felt ill at ease in a formal
learning situation and many of the difficulties relating
to workers with less formal education, apply to them too.
Silvia had cried when language classes were first mentioned
and Catalina recalled how she simply did not want to hear
English spoken when she had first arrived. Some privatized
women had simply wanted to shut out the different and alien
world outside the home. Those who were more open to
attending language classes faced problems in attending
classes on a regular basis because of family commitments.
Furthermore, language clases were the first opportunity
for many privatized women to engage in an extra-domestic
activity in exile. In some segregated marriages the woman's
attendance broke down the traditional division of labour
between the couple, whereby the man monopolized public
activities. As will be seen in more detail later, some men
obstructed their wives' attendance.
Given the importance which the politicized actors
attached to the communication of ideas, the foreign language
was yet another dimension o fjtheir public deprivation. Pepe
commented that the problems encountered in speaking English
highlighted "the. impotence which one £eed.A in thiA Aociety" .
It inhibited the expression of complex ideas and kept any
communication at a superficial level. Speaking poor English
was experienced as another aspect of being, stripped of
status by some. Rafael preferred to keep quiet rather
than risk making a mistake. He thought that people here
would not take him seriously if he could not speak correctly.
Likewise, Cristian, an articulate trade union leader,
compared himself with "an anaH-fLalLeto" (an illiterate) in
exile.
The privatized women did not experience the same degree
of speech deprivation as themen, as thejworld which mattered
most to them - that of family and home -was still articulated
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in Spanish."*" Many privatized women initially learnt only
what was necessary for their brief and fleeting forays
into the public sphere, generally for shopping expeditions.
They did not share the men's feelings of losing a public
voice in exile. Ana remarked that she did not mind being
unable to speak the language but disliked not being able
to understand what was said to her. Her attitude reflects
a more passive stance fcLwv the active one desired by the
politicized men.
self defences
In summary both the politicized and privatized actors
experienced the breakdown of their respective worlds since
the coup and on coming into exile. Forms of consciousness
are rooted in particular social circumstances and diffused
2
through specific institutions. The collapse of the men's
political project and the disruption of their political
networks disturbed the social base of their politicized
worldview. Likewise, the cutting of the privatized women's
family networks uprooted the women from the carriers of
their privatized worldview. Both sets of actor experienced
a shrinking of their respective domains and a related
process of "stripping" of their public and private networks.
The loss of their respective support groups, which had
sustained and validated their place in the world, plunged
As time went by, however, English did penetrate the home
as children increasingly spoke English between themselves
and/or to their parents. Children picked up the language
with greater facility and speed than many of their
parents and an important part of their socialization
was now taking place in English at school. Some children
exhibited feelings of shame when Spanish was spoken
in front of Scottish friends. Carmen's children suddenly
started answering back in English, to her great
frustration and despair. Parents, then experienced a
certain loss of control over their children who could
often manage more ably in the British public sphere
than the adults could. A. Vasquez and G. Richard,
Problemas de adaptacion de los hijos de refugiados del
cono sur de America Latina en Francia, CIMADE, 1978,
discuss some o'f these issues.
P.L. Berger, B. Berger, H. Kellner, The Homeless Mind,
Penguin, 1973, p.21.
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both men and women into despair."'"
Discontent and dissatisfaction surfaced in a number
of psycho-somatic ailments and disorders. After speaking
at length about the loss of his life-project in exile,
Pepe went on to talk about an illness which was tormenting
him, "la an.Aie.dadL de volve/i" (the anxiety to return). This
sense of aimlessness in exile was reflected in loss of
concentration and memory. Insomnia, ulcers and depression
were also frequent. Was the rest of their life to be
spent in this washed-out existence, this only being half
alive, the men would hardly dare ask themselves. Having
been stripped of everything they had valued and fought
for, life seemed hardly worth living. In one case,
depression led to an attempted suicide. For the person
concerned, even the hustle and bustle of hospital life
came as a welcome break from the monotony and silence
of the home. For the privatized women, isolated and alone
in the home, the reality was not much different.
Some politicized men attempted to counter the
negative labels with which they were strung in exile by
dwelling in the past and looking back to a time when
they had once been publicly valued and reco(n/g\ized.
Indeed, both politicized and privatized actors tried to
hold onto their past by fixing public and private images
2
of Chile in their minds. Yet others tried to minimize
those situations where they felt uncomfortable or ill at
ease. Some lashed out at a society by which they felt
"Every individual requires the ongoing validation of
his world, including crucially the validation of his
identity and place in the world by those few who are
his truly significant others. Just as the individual's
deprivation of relationship with his significant others
will plunge him into anomie, so their continued presence
will sustain for him that nomosjby which he can feel
at home in the world." P.L. Berger and H. Kellner,
"Marriage and the Construction of Reality", in P.L.
Berger, Facing Up to Modernity, Penguin, 1979, p.29.
L. Munoz depicts the exiles as living in a "ghost
reality" by preserving images of the past world which
has been left behind. L. Muhoz, "Exile as bereavement:
socio-psychological manifestations of Chilean exiles in
Great Britain", in WUS ,&J5 eminar on Mental Health and
Exile, July 1979, p.14--
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marginalized and misunderstood. The "rosy picture" with
which some had arrived was soon revised. Chauvinism of
a nationalistic kind was one response to the ethnocentric
The most effective defence, however, was seen to lie
in rebuilding and reconstructing the public and private
spheres in exile. The next three chapters examine the way
in which the three categories of social actor set about
redefining their worlds in exile. For the politicized
men, this largely centred around the revival of party
networks and activity. The public-private women and the
privatized women, meanwhile, faced a more daunting task.
Whilst the former had to reconstruct their foothold in
both the public and private spheres under transformed
conditions, the privatized women' s kinship networks could
not be reconstructed in exile.
COLAT, in their analysis of the world of the political
exile, identify a stage of despair and depression
where the exile experiences the external world as
incomprehensible, hostile, racist and marginalizing






RECONSTRUCTING THE PUBLIC SPHERE IN EXILE
" Ue a/ie accu.Ai.ome.dL to maAA meetingA, demonAt/iationA,
AloganA, AhoutA. P o titicat activity in Chite ahAO/iHed
you comp tetely. 7hene u>aA conAtant diAcuAAion o-fL the
gove/inment' a actionA and poti. ycieA aA u>e(l£ aA akout
■jLLoottLad-t. dene thene iA onty /oottLaH. "
Cristian, a manual worker
After an initial period of demobilization, confusion
and loss, the politicized actors were anxious to cast off
their dependency and to carve out a new political space in
exile. They did not intend to remain victims of history
for long but to turn the tide of history once more in their
favour by transforming defeat into a new offensive. This
chapter focuses on the way in which the politicized actors
set about reconstructing their world in exile. It looks
at their attempts to regain a level of collective identity
by regrouping politically. As the most prominent part¬
icipants in this endeavour are men, it is their experiences
which are largely examined here. Women's experiences of
the public domain often differed from men's and will be
considered apart in the next chapter. Where, however, there
is a degree of overlap or women contribute to the discussion
at hand, their experiences have been included here.
The politicized men's attempts to recover a history-
making role in exile had to be undertaken in novel and
unfamiliar political circumstances. Although the Chilean
working-class movement has experienced reversals in the past,
the repression unleashed by the Junta and the exodus which
this provoked from the country are unprecedented. However,
whilst many may never have expected to find themselves
politically banished, exile exists as a hypothetical poss-
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ibility for any militant actively engaged in a revolutionary
struggle. Within the politicized men's worldview there was
a place for exile. Many began casting around for historical
cases of exile within which to insert their own situation."^"
At the same time, the politicized men were able to draw
upon their political socialization to make sense of their
experience and to formulate codes of conduct for living in
exile.
An important part of this code involved the clear and
sharp distinction which the exiles drew between their own
situation as exiles and that of the migrant - both incomers
to British society. Unlike the migrant, for whom economic
motivations were held to be paramount, the politicized men
had not arrived with the intention of inserting themselves
into economic circulation. Most had no desire to be here
at all. As Mario put it:-
" Ue a/ie not tike, the mig /iant who can decide when
he want A to /ietu/in. It)e a/ie JLo/iced to le he/ie knowing
that people in Chile a/ie Au/.^eein g and that the
countey iA (Leing ao Id to JLo/ieign impe/iialiAm
For the politicized men, the economic was of little concern
apart from the satisfaction of basic subsistence. Instead
the men placed political criteria for engaging in any
activity in Britain at the top of their list. As political
goals continued to be bound up with events in Chile, the
exiles regarded their time here as transient. Actions
which involved putting down too many roots were discouraged.
Alejandro, an activist, made it clear that:-
"UnaA de laA coaoa que a ml no me p/ieo cupala /ue
lo econo'mi co . , . en la medida en que la intencion
mca en eAe tiempo eea eAtae po/i an co/ito tiempo
aca en tu/iopa. Lo gicamente que yo no que/ica poe
ningun motivo eAtali liz.a/1 mi Aitaacion aqul."
An older exile personally recalled the arrival of the
Spanish Republican exiles to Chile. The Spanish exile
was often quoted by the men as bearing parallels with
the Chilean, although one difference was sometimes noted
with regret - " 1hey -fLought and we didn't" . The length
of the Spanish exile was also noted with trepidation.
Apart from the Brazilian exile following the 1964. coup,
Latin American exile on the present scale is a relatively
recent phenomenon and the literature is sparse, a gap
felt by the politicized men with a hunger for relevant
reading matter.
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(One of the things I wasn't bothered about was
my economic situation... as my intention, at the
time, was to be for a short time in Europe.
Naturally, I didn't want to stabilize my situation
here in any way at all.)
The attempt to reconstruct a political space in exile
had to be undertaken under an enormous handicap, for exile
opened up a gulf between the political front in Chile (the
interior), working in conditions of semi-clandestinity, and
the political front outside (the exterior) which was
scattered across the globe. Many exiles wondered what role
they could play from such a distance. Initially, however,
the panorama looked promising. Chilean events, immediately
after the coup, had made world headlines and international
solidarity movements had sprung up in scores of countries.
Left-wing analyses of the time were characterized by their
apocalyptic tone. Riddled with internal wekanesses and
contradictions, the Junta was seen to be on the verge of
collapse. The solidarity campaign could speed up its
demise by helping to isolate the regime internationally.
The Junta's strident denunication of the "international
communist conspiracy" - as it dubbed the solidarity campaign -
only revealed its vulnerability. Thus, many of the polit¬
icized men arrived with the idea of swelling the ranks of
this movement, giving impetus and direction to the campaign.
At this point it seemed only a matter of time before the
exiles could return. Many kept their suitcases at the ready.
The local Chile Defence Committees provided an immed¬
iate platform from which the exiles could inform, denounce
and publicize their plight. Relying on interpreters, or
their own broken English, many seized every public arena -
party conferences, student unions, trade unions, Church
bodies - as an opportunity to mobilize support for their
cause. Apart from these more structured public platforms,
others used each and every informal encounter - such as the
pub or chatting to neighbours - as a potential consciousness
raising situation. Taking part in this study was regarded
by many as another way in which they could make their voice
heard. Alejandro held that the exiles had a duty to speak
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out. The Junta could not be allowed to silence them:-
"Ahona la o III gacion de cada uno aca en el extenio n.,
pon. Aen. una peeAona que. ha llegado aqut po/ique eAtala
luchancLo po/i un ideal, eA pone/i en ela/io au papel
en el p/io ceAO , . , con el oljeto de que Ain.ua como
expe/iiencia y dodo eAie tipo de expeniencia lo a
compane/loa que han Aalido a Ioa dLJLen.eni.eA patAeA
loA eAtdn dando a con^ocen."
(The obligation of everyone here in the exterior,
as a person who came here because he was fighting
for an ideal, is to re-examine his role in the
process, so that it serves as an experience. And
all these experiences are being made known by
comrades who left for different countries of exile.)
Given the initial buoyancy of the campaign and the
spotlight on Chile, some politicized men - and particularly
the early arrivals - faced a situation of intense public
activity. Alejandro, who described himself as one of the
lucky ones, went from meeting to meeting to give a vision
of what was happening in Chile. The exiles, through their
personal testimonies of torture and imprisonment, as well
as their wider experience of Popular Unity and the coup,
brought a concreteness to the issues and made an impact
which further boosted the campaign. Many more, however,
arrived like Jaime "con un ajan enjen.miz.0 de hace/i algo
pon. Chile" (with a maddening desire to do something for
Chile) only to feel disoriented and demobilized shortly
after. For the campaign notwithstanding, political life
was experienced as being very different from what the
politicized actors had known in Chile, especially during
the heyday of the Popular Unity period.
British public life
Although the politicized actors subscribed to an
internationalist doctrine, and although the existence of
the Chile solidarity campaign bears witness to the existence
and reality of an international public sphere, the diffusion
of international socialist ideas is uneven. Most
politicized men found little overlap between the Chilean
political map and the British political scene. Sergio,
when asked, responded categorically:-
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"Ninguna, LL pasitLdo com^unLAia chide.no tLene
25% deL eLecto ziacLo m Ient sia A aqui tLene mug poco.
y eAto no eA una mesia caAuaLLdad. La LzquLesida
en ChLLe eLLge psieA LdenteA, La Lz.quLe.sida aqul
eA una tsiLLuna. E-AtaA dLfiesiencLaA cuantLtatLvaA
Aon nada maA que expsieALoneA de un ALAtema po LitLco
dLfiesiente, del casiactesi deL psio LetasiLado que ha
tenLdo un deAa/i/ioLLo poLit Leo dL AtLnto y deL
deAa/i/io LLo deL eap LtaL Lauio que tamLLen ha p/ieAentado
condLcLoneA oLjetLvaA dL-fi.esieni.eA, LnioneeA no
hay p siaeiL eamente n Lnguna Aemej anza entsie La
LzquLesida chLLena y La (LsiLtanLca. hay maA Aemejanza
entsie La LzquLesida chLLena y La LtaLLana o La
fisianceAa pesio mucho menoA con La LsiLtan Lea.
(None at all. The Chilean communist party commands
25% of the electorate, whilst here it's very small.
And that's not just by mere chance. These quantit¬
ative differences are nothing more than the expression
of a different political system, of a proletariat
which has had a different political development and
of the development of capitalism which has also
presented different objective conditions. So there
is practically no similarity between the Chilean and
British left. The Chilean left has much more in
common with the Italian or French but much less
with the British.)
The absence of mass-based Marxist political parties
in Britain meant that the Chilean political tendencies
fell outside the mainstream of political life here, where
revolutionary politics makes barely more than a ripple
across the surface. This confined political discourse to
much narrower frames than had been the case in Chile. Not
only were radical politics quantitatively smaller but they
were also qualitatively different here. The anarcho-
libertarian strand in left politics, which has arisen since
the late I960's in Britain and other European countries,
found little echo amongst the Chilean left with its
emphasis on disciplined ranks of militants organized at
the workplace around an overall strategy of combatting
dependency and underdevelopment. The revolutionary left
in .Britain not only appeared miniscule to the Chileans
but its effectiveness further eroded through fragmentation
into sectional interests. Ivan found that:-
" 7he Lefit hesie La aLL dLuLded up. Lach gsioup
do eA LtA own thLng . you've got gay L LLesiatLon,
women' A LLLesiatLon, the tsiade unLonA, and the
po LLtLcaL gsioupA, (Lut thesie doeAn't Aeem to Le
any ovesiaLL dLsiect Lon . "
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To the politicized Chileans, who had lived through
a "political age" in Chile, British public life appeared
dull and lifeless."'" Compared to the expanded political
arena of the Popular Unity years, when politics had spilled
over into every corner of public life, political space
here seemed- both invisible and inaudible. Politics did
not seem to grip or fire people's inner being and rarely
captured the imagination of the ordinary person in the
street. "If A di-tjiicult enough, to inteneAt the. BnitiAh
in thein own political a££ainA, let alone in Chilean", was
an oft-repeated lament. This low level of political interest
was frequently insisted upon and for some constituted the
main difference between life in Britain and life in Chile.
Jaime thought that:-
" 7he di-t-Benence letween Chile and Bnitain Ia not
juAt one o/ nationality. If A a way o/ looting
at po liticA , oJL. ex.pn.eA A ing po litical viewA. 7hene
waA nolody neutnal in Chile. 7he wallA o/ the
AtneetA wene plaAtened with AloganA. If a the
contnaAt letween the Aituation thene, highly
politicized, whene all had an opin ion, whene eveny-
one waA politically defined, and the Aituation
hene, which AtnikeA ua moAt."
Given the passion which the Chileans brought to their
politics, this sea of indifference was a major part of the
"culture shock" encountered here. The mass expenditure of
energy reserved for politics in Chile was seen to be
consumed by football here. Whilst football had been a
popular sport in Chile too, in buses, cafes, bars the con¬
versation had beenjas likely to turn to the political issues
of the day. During Popular Unity this vibrant political
culture had practically taken over the politicized men's
waking hours.
Jorge, who had had a degree of success at putting -
his message across to a group in his local pub still felt
that it did not receive the serious attention it deserved.
C.W. Mills defines thejl930's in the U.S. as a "political
age", reflecting the way in which public life can
become politicized as historical circumstances change.
C.W. Mills, (a), op.cit., p.12.
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It was often mentioned in the same breath as who was to
pay for the next round:-
"7e p/ieguntan de que pala vieneA tu. AlgunoA de
elloA A 2. acuendan de. Allende, le pneguntan, que
paAO? , aL eA ciento lo de laA to/itunaA, aL eA
ciento que mata/io n at p /ieA idente y a muchoA
AimpatizanteA de el? Pe/io deApueA de eAO viene
cualquien ot/io tema, viene ^utlol, o quien tiene que
paga/i la cueAtidn de cenveza. Pe/io de toda mane/ia
do a amigoA Ae kan inteneAado en la coAa, quizaA
no en el g/iado que yo quiAie/ia, eA deci/i eAta/i
Aiemp/ie con elloA conve/iAando /leApecto a eAto
(They ask you where you come from. Some remember
Allende. They ask you what happened, if it's true
that torture took place, that they killed the
president and many of his supporters. But after
that they switch to any topic, football, or who's
to pay for the next round. Two friends have
become interested although not to the extent that
I would like, to be always talking about Chile
with them.)
Equally remarked upon was the degree of apathy which
ordinary people displayed towards their environment.
Margarita, accustomed to the high levels of mobilization
and self-help in the popular la/i/iloA (neighbourhoods) in
Chile, was struck by the non-involvement of her neighbours
here: -
"Nothing iA done in g/ioupA hesie. 7h.e/ie U)aA a
clean up campaign and a lo/i/iy came a/iound JLeom
i,h.e council picking up litten. lut nokody came
out to lend a hand
Unlike the Chileans' experiences during Popular Unity, when
there had been a strong sense of identification with public
spaces and institutions, people here seemed neither to
identify with public bodies nor construct their own auton¬
omous organizations. They had simply given up. The degree
of alienation between people and their environment was
experienced most strongly by those Chileans living on the
"tough" council estates. Sergio, an intellectual, remarked:-
"La diAaAociacion que tiene el joven con el medio-
amliente eA ext/iao/idina/iio . LIIoa deAt/tuyen aua
p/iopioA depa/it amento A , ... el vandaliAmo . No hay
una identi-fiicacion con el medio que cont/iaAta, po/i
ejemplo, con laA po(LlacioneA callampaA maA miAe/ialleA
en Chile donde la Aeho/ia limpia con una eAcoha
un piAO de tie/i/ia, y te pone un mantelito de p laAtico
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Aol/ie lo A cajoneA que hacian cLe meAa con unoA
■filo /ieA de plaAtico a/i/iika. 0 Aea halla una
identi£icaci6n ent/ie la pe/iAona y laA poeaA
co AaA que tenia y laA cuidaka."
(The disassociation between the youth and their
environment is extraordinary. They vandalize and
destroy their own apartments. There's no sense
of identity with the environment, which contrasts
with the situation found in even the most miserable
shanty towns in Chile, where the wo(§/m)n sweeps the
earth floor, puts a plastic cloth over some boxes
which serve as a table and some plastic flowers
on top. There's an identification between the
person and the few things they have and they look
after them.)
Apart from the low level of political interest, the
British body politic was seen to move in a different way
and at a different pace from what the polit^^icized actors
had known in Chile before the coup. Then, a good deal of
political activity had been expressed through grass roots
actions outside formal political institutions. Factory
occupations and seizures of land by the homeless had been
frequently resorted to as methods of struggle. Further¬
more, Chilean political leaders on the left had continually
educated the masses, raising political consciousness and
people's confidence in their own abilities. The politicized
Chileans, then, did not easily fit into the pattern of
political life here. What political activity they wit¬
nessed was experienced as a routinized and bureaucratic
affair. Mass mobilization as a form of struggle was seen
to be regarded with distrust and the political activist
to be a figure of suspicion. Jaime related how:-
"In Chile eve/iything waA done en maAAe to exeet
maximum psieAAu/ie Jlosi change, aA compa/ied to the
methodicalneAA o/ the B/iitiAh, who Aet up
committeeA, delegate sieAponAiki litieA, /iepo/it
Hack.. "
Not only were the politically active sectors of the population
small, and forms of struggle more restricted, but the
range of options open for discussion was also much narrower
than the politicized actors had been accustomed to.
Although political space had shrunk dramatically in
Chile since the coup, the attempt to restrict political
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expression had had to be underpinned by force of arms.
The politicized men held that it would only take a
lifting of the repression for this political culture to
surface once again. The British political sphere, by
contrast, appeared weak and under-populated without the
need to resort to such drastic methods. Rather than
being forced back into small-scale orbits, people here
seemed to choose to inhabit them of their own free will.
Many amongst the politicized actors, explained this
low level of political interest by the fact that whilst
they had a model of an alternative and a glimpse of its
workings in practice, people here had no such vision. Many,
thought, like Jorge, that the tight frames to issues and
actions here meant that the working class had no access
to alternative ways of thinking and acting. The British
public domain was experienced as a fundamentally bourgeois
reproductive sphere:-
"The. working ctaAA iA to/in dead here. It doeAn't
think. 11' a manipulated. 11' A due. to the
dominance o/ one point o-fL view in the maAA media."
This widespread acceptance of working within bourgeois
frames was regarded by many of the politicized Chileans to
be facilitated by the higher standards of living and greater
welfare provision which, workers enjoyed here. The absence
of extreme material deprivation was regarded by the manual
workers in particular as taking the edge off the workers'
struggle. "Rene people have everything eaAy, they don't
need to tight", I was constantly told.
This "flight from politics" which the politicized
Chileans experienced in a particularly acute way has, of
course, formed the theme of much theoretical work on
advanced capitalist society. C.W. Mills writes of the
majority of the population as moving in private orbits,
unaware of the larger structural forces which shape and
restrict their lives; Sennett of the erosion of public
life and a shift towards introspection and personalization
of public issues; O'Neill of the subordination of public
to private space and the growth of individualist, familiarist
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ideologies; Arendt, more philosophically, of the loss
of a polis and the growth of a non-political, social
realm; Berger of the privatization of identity and the
rise of a psychological model of society."'' These authors
are all talking about a retreat from politics as a meaning¬
ful part of the life experience in advanced capitalist society.
Many people are seen to assume their public roles with a
degree of detachment and to shift the focus of their lives
to family and leisure pursuits outside the public sphere.
In this way, they have responded to alienating and opaque
power structures by locating their, "real selves" in the
2
private sphere where they feel comfortable and "at home".
This private option, however, clashed with the stance
adopted by the politicized Chileans who located k key part
of their identities in their public and, particularly, their
political roles. To the politicized men, the private sphere,
whilst bringing a welcome respite from the demands of
public life, was by itself a deprived and impoverished
existence. The politicized men had not assumed their public
roles with detachment but had imbued them with every ounce
of breath in their bodies. Many had suffered torture and
imprisonment for their beliefs and many knew comrades who
had given their lives to the political cause. For many
politicized actors, the political formed their "anchor role",
the one which they merged with their person and which
informed and coloured all the other roles in their
C.W. Mills, op.cit., pp. 1-13; R. Sennett, The Fall
Of Public Man, Cambridge University Press, 1977, Part
Four; J. O'Neill, Sociology as a Skin Trade, Heinemann,
London, 1972, pp. 20-37; H. Arendt, The Human Condition,
Anchor Books, New York, 1959, pp. 23-69; P.L. Berger,
"Towards a So.ciological Understanding of Psychoanalysis",
in P.L. Berger, Facing Up to Modernity, Penguin, 1979,
pp. 4-8-61.
Berger analyses the institutional differentiation of
public and private spheres as leading to a dichotomization
of identity into a public and private self, with the
typical option being to assign priority to the private
self, P.L. Berger, op . cit. , p.57.
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repertoire. Many politicized men, particularly the
activists in the sample, were "political animals" par
excellence.
This shift in the balance of public and private life
in exile pressurized the men's political stance and was
accompanied by a considerable degree of distress. It came
as a tremendous blow to realize that what the politicized
Chileans regarded as the major motivating factor in their
lives was given such low priority by the British. Jaime
who had arrived with a "maddening desire" to do something,
went on to describe the torment he had gone through in
trying to come to terms with this different perspective:-
"I muAt have. keen an cw/iz^ nuisance, to the B/iitiAh.
I juAt couldn't unde/iAtand why they we/ien' t devoting
ait thein. je.ne.sigy to the Chilean cauAe. I uAed to
go to meeting A at which only a hand-fLul o-fL people
tanned up and couldn't lelieve that thene waAn't
mone inte/ieAt. It took me a long time to ziealize
that Chile iA not veny impo/itant to the B/iitiAh
and in the p/ioceAA I lecame a ne/ivouA w/ieck."
Those exiles, who arrived expecting to find political life
as they had known it before the coup and to transfer patterns
of political behaviour to this new setting, soon felt
bewildered and out of place. Many recalled how they had
initially made embarrassing blunders. Accustomed to the
mass mobilization politics of Chile, some had attempted
to stress this form of political activity here. Jaime
found that it had taken him a couple of years to " en-jl/iia/i
el animo" (cool off) and be able to work politically here:-
"It takeA -fL/iom one to two yeanA to leann how to
openate effectively hene and to lea/in that thiA
Aociety iA di-fl-fie/ient, that wayA o£ acting politically
a/ie di-fi-flenent hene, {joa have JLinAt to look, liAten
and only then act,"
"Person and role are said to be merged when there is
-a systematic pattern involving failure of role compart-
mentalization, resistance to abandoning a role in the
face of advants^ous alternatives and the acquisition
of role-appropriate attitudes." R.H. Turner, "The
Role and the Person", in American Journal of Sociology,
Vol. 84-, No. 1, 1978, pp. 1-23.
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Few, however, were in the frame of mind to accept this
degree of self-restraint.
Part of the political adjustment involved the trimming
of political rhetoric and the toning down of political con¬
tent in order to make their message more compatible with
British political language. Many found that too overt a
political line alienated the audience. The men's political
vocabulary,which drew heavily upon Marxist categories, was
very much a minority political code here. By drawing upon
its terms of reference, the politicized men could too easily
be labelled and dimissed as "extremists". Mario, a worker,
had found that:-
"I can't llame capitaliAm, the. multinationalA .
1 can't talk alout the. (Lou/igeo iAie without immediately
CLeing labelled and the dialogue cut, 7he/ie' A an
eno simouA ideological peoHem he/ie - the At/iength
o/ anti-communiAm
Similarly Juan, who had helped organize the showing of a
Chilean film on the life of Victor Jara - a politically
committed folk-singer, assassinated by the Junta - found
that its content proved "too At/iong" for the local audience.
After making a few polite remarks about the landscape, his
neighbours withdrew and never broached the topic again.
Juan concluded that "you have to go ly AtageA he/ie" .
Aligning political behaviour more closely with British
political norms was not without problems, however, for it
could be experienced as a dilution of political ideals.
Depoliticizing language brought particular problems for
those political sectors amongst the exiles who emphasized
the need for a break with reformist politics. Pitching
their message within British frames could seem like
capitulation; like a tacit nod to the "reformists" within
the Chilean camp and thereby, as compromising their own
distinctive political stance. To these sectors, one's
ideological weapons had to be constantly sharpened and,
rather than adjusting to British political norms, one had
to set about changing them. Others, however, made some
form of tactical adjustment on the grounds of political
efficacy.
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The staggered nature of arrivals meant that the
politicized actors did not adjust collectively to this
new political context. Those who had gone through a
"cooling off" period in exile and who attempted to pass
on their accumulated wisdom to the newly-arrived, often
found themselves rebuffed. Jaime recalled how this was
an even more painful experience than the initial dis¬
orientation he had gone through:-
" 1 / dke -Jdi/iAd Adage iA made, up oJL unde/iAdanding
the di££en.ence beduoeen Chilean and B/tidiAk cuddu/teA,
dke Aeeond Adage conAiAdA o/ d/tying do deach dfie
CkideanA toko a/i/iive koto do aed, ... dkad toe a/ie
a monoeidy ke/ie, dkad Id La toe toko a/ie Ad/tange
in dkiA ao ciedy, and toe Akoudd adjuAd ou/i bekav ioun.
aA cdoAedy aA poAAibde do dke B/iidiAk toay o/
acding, Ike mo Ad pain-dud expedience toaA token toe
{.edd siejecded by ou/i oion compad/iiodA toko accuAed ua
o-d kaving become ' boungeo iA' ."
Each and every one of the politicized men who arrived had
to test the political climate for himself. It was something
too serious to be taken on trust. To many of the newly-
arrived, it may have seemed that the "established" had
gently succumbed to the privatizing pressures of a consumer
society and that their "adjustment" was no more than the
rationalization of a comfortable lifestyle.
a miniaturized public world
Having beenjinvolved in the transformation of a society,
political practice in exile dwindled to small-scale tasks -
such as fund-raising socials, lotteries and jumble sales
to support political militants and their families in Chile -
with little or no overt political content. This micro
political practice in exile did little to stem the
politicized actors' feelings of demobilization and political
deprivation. Jorge felt able to summarise his political
activity in exile in a few words, compared to the pages
he'had to say about his time in Chile during Popular Unity:-
" Cn Ckide eea un d"-ende donde du ddegabaA. lu
eAdabaA /teadizando e(L acdiv iAmo po tldico p/tdcd icamende
en cada Aegundo de du exiAdencia y acd no eA aAt.
Dendno ded pa/tdido no va maA adda de una /teun ion
cada do a AemanaA donde d/iadamo a de evadua/i adgunaA
co AaA gue Aon /teadmende inevaduabdeA pa/ta nueAd/ia
Aiduacion acd, donde p/to g/iamamo a adgunaA acdividadeA
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maA AO ciaLeA que po LlticaA, como La -jieAta, o
Aea La zieco Leccion cLe dineno como ta/iea po L It ica.
Aho/ia eAtamOA empehadoAa envia/i /iopa a ChiLe,
a Lo A comedo/ieA infant I LeA, eAO Aon todaA LaA
actividadeA. Si tu compa/iaA eAO con LaA
inum.en.aL.LeA coAaA que Ae puede deci/i cuando tu
eAtaLaA en CkiLe, eA zieaLmente una di-fLe/iencia
cataAt/16 jLica. {jo me at/ievo a.deci/i.que mi
actividad po Let ica eA ce/io, Lo que no Aign ijLica
que no eAto y haciendo nada. La compa/iado con Lo
que anteA Ae hacca."
(in Chile you worked with an organized front. You
carried out political activity practically every
second of your existence. Here it's not like that.
Within the party there's not more than a fortnightly
meeting where we try to evaluate things which it's
practically impossible to evaluate from this distance.
Where we plan a few activities, which are more social
than political, such as fund-raising socials, or
rather the collection of money as a political task.
Now we're trying to send second-hand clothing to
the children's dining rooms in Chile, and that's
about it. When compared to the innumerable things
which you could say about your political work in
Chile, it's really a catastrophic difference. I
would dare to say that my political activity here
is zero, which doesn't mean to say that I'm not
doing anything, only in comparison with what I
did before.)
Whilst most politicized men were able to give a blow
by blow account of the key events in the political struggle
in Chile during Popular Unity and the immediate aftermath
of the coup, in exile there were few such decisive dates
and political life often passed by in a blurry haze. The
difficulty of keeping up to date with political events in
Chile and,often more importantly, of knowing how to
interpret such information as came one's way, exacerbated
this sense of limbo. The single most important date in
the Chilean exile calendar continued to be the 11th
September, the anniversary of the coup. During the initial
years of exile this had been marked by a march organized,
by the Scottish labour movement through the city centre
to a central meeting place by the Clyde or other popular
rallying points. Although lacking the vibrancy of the huge
political rallies which had been so much a part of Chilean
political life during Popular Unity, the march generated
something of the same collective spirit and excitement.
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Sitting alone at home, one's sense of collective identity
and resolve could weaken. Going out onto the streets, the
politicized actors felt them selves to be on the political
stage once again. They were able to recapture, if only
momentarily, something of the exhilaration of mass part¬
icipation. Jaime and Francisca both spoke of the importance
of the march for them:-
"Ue need the ma/ich, Qoing on the ma/ich ziejuvenateA
u/>. Ue JLeet young and -fL/ie^h again."
The march, then, was like an injection; it got the adrenalin
flowing once again. However, it was a single and isolated
event and the momentum was soon lost.
On several occasions the march had been bolstered by
the personal presence of Madame Allende. The region had
seen a number of local campaigns and some important local
victories for the Chile solidarity campaign. The handing
over of two naval frigates, which were in the process of
being refitted in the local shipyards at the time of the
coup was delayed. More significantly, the trade union move¬
ment successfully blocked any attempt to remove a number of
aircraft engines,ordered by the Chilean airforce before the
coup,from the local Rolls Royce factory. After a lengthy
delay and reportedly in non-operational state, the machines
were eventually removed by blackleg labour under cover of
night. A campaign to prevent the Scottish football team
from playing in the national stadium in Chile - the locale
of political detentions, torture and assassination after
the coup - met with less success but provided the chance to
inform public opinion in Scotland, especially when the BBC
transmitted a programme on the plight of the exiles in
connection with the impending visit.
Initially much solidarity work took place across party
labels by locally based groups. The geographical scattering
of the exiles throughout Britain and the initially small
numbers in each locality made party activity impractical.
This lull in partisan life fit in with what many had
experienced in Chile since the coup. In particular, the
organizations of political prisoners had often transcended
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party labels. This inter-party activity facilitated the
participation of women who had a looser or no tie to the
political parties, as well as those men - such as ex members
of the armed forces - without party affiliation. As Sergio
remarked, the tasks in exile were so basic as to make party
membership irrelevant:-
" LaA ta/ieaA Aon eealmente tan ampliaA, tan gene/ialeA,
tan ev identeA, tan pe.que.naA, o tan mlnimaA, que tu
no neeeAitaA Ae/i miem.lt/io cLe un paetido cualquie/ia. "
(The tasks are so broad, so general, so evident, so
minimal that you don't need to belong to any political
party at all to carry them out.)
However, political life in Chile had been highly
structured through party organizations so that in any attempt
to reconstruct a political sphere in exile the parties
sooner or later had a central role to play. As numbers
swelled through new arrivals and population clusters grew,
the parties slowly began the task of recalling militants
to the fold. The passage from general solidarity to party
work was both welcomed and regretted, for, with hindsight,
party divisions came to exercise a controlling influence
over social relations and ideological labels to separate
and divide the politicized actors. Initially, however, the
parties were seen as providing a vital link with Chile
and many rejoined. The parties were like an umbilical
cord linking the exile to the motherland. As Ricardo said:-
"The pa/ity La the only link. a militant haA with
Chile, ao he tendA to Atand (Ly it even mo ne
than even."
The parties provided information about what was going on
back home, satisfying the exiles' hunger for news and to
be connected up. Given the pressures on political commit¬
ment in exile, rejoining the party also served as a guarantee
of one's intentions. Much of the parties' work was directed
at keeping up morale and rekindling the collective spirit.
The parties, then, promised a collective defense against
the consumer society, which was perceived as threatening
the Chileans' political goals.
Apart from expectations that party life would put
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political activity on a new footing, many hoped that its
revival in exile would also bring with it something of
the strength and cohesiveness of party life as they had
known it in Chile. Whilst in Chile the party had been the
politicized actors' key reference and membership group, in
exile the party took on an additional load as an identity-
maintainer and support organization. It promised shelter
from the alien and often incomprehensible British public
domain. Given the cold climate outside in which the polit-
cized actors were often misunderstood and ill at ease, the
party promised familarity, shared understandings, comrade¬
ship and the Spanish language. Many privatized women
remarked how their menfolk, in their opinion, exaggerated
the role of the party, looking to it for the solution of
each and every problem that arose. "CI pa/iticLo" (the party)
would see to all.
However, many of these expectations were only partly
met, for party life was experienced very differently from
what many had known. The travails of exile parties with
their problems of factionalism, ideological cleavages, and
personal pettiness have been studied before, and the Chilean
exile did not differ substantially from this general picture."^"
The collective actor,the party, was vulnerable and fragile
in exile. Firstly, there was the question of leadership.
In Chile leaders had emerged tested and proven by their
deeds to be worthy of their position and removable if found
lacking. They had a public record which could be referred
to and checked. In exile, by contrast, everyone's past was
unknown and there was widespread distrust. Not only did
leaders have difficulty in gaining confidence and respect
but they enjoyed no fund of goodwill to carry them through
P.H. Lewis, The Politics of Exile: Paraguay's Febrerista
Party, University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill,
1968; P.W. Fagen, op.cit.; J.D. Martz, "Latin America's
Exile Politics", Latin American Research Review, Vol.X,
No.l, Spring 1975; C.D. Amer_inger, The Dernggratic Left
in Exile, The Anti-Dictatorial Struggle in the Caribbean,
194-5-19 59, University of Miami Press, 1974-.
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difficult spells. Furthermore, there was a good deal of
jockeying for position amongst the politicized men. Stripped
of public status, the party represented one of the few, and
the most significant, structures for the exercise of power.
Enrique spoke for many when he said:-
" 7he. main peottem iA that evenyone loantA to te
teaden in exite. 7he competition iA exteemety
high. tve/iyone t/iieA to maximiAe hiA note."
Likewise, Antonio noted on arrival that:-
" Hene thene a/ie onty genenatA, no AotdienA.
Lvenyone izantA to command."
With one exception, local political leaders were all
men and, with another exception, all belonged to the middle
sectors. Given the vulnerability of political leaders,
however, there was initially a fair amount of circulation
at the top. To limit the destabilizing effect this had on
party discipline, some political parties overrode local
wishes and imposed leaders from above through a national
party structure in consultation with the party in Chile.
However, this could also be a source of discontent for it
removed the accountability of leaders to the base, and the
person selected in this way was not necessarily the best
placed locally to lead the party.
Given the problems of leadership in exile, some milit¬
ants fell back to thinking what would have happened if
Allende had still been alive. Allende had held a special
charismatic appeal for women Popular Unity supporters as
well as for workers of both sexes. Margarita mentioned
how Allende's death " te do tea de coA.az.on" (grieved her to
the heart) and that women had been weeping in her neigh¬
bourhood when they heard the news of his death. Antonio
compared the.popular affection in which "et chicho" (Allende's
familiar nickname) had been held to that reserved for the
Queen here. Several workers mentioned Allende's extra¬
ordinary ability to communicate with "ordinary people".
Juan and Cristian, amongst many others, missed Allende's
political presence and stature and both asked themselves
the same question:-
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"Uhat would have. happe.ne.cL IJL Allende hacLn't
died (Lu.t had gone Into exile? Ue might have had
a government In exile, the campaign would have
been much stronger and the junta wouldn't have
laAted ao long."
However, Allende's belief in the possibility of peace¬
ful change, which he upheld to the end, was seen by some
as having facilitated the counter-revolution. Although
all recognized Allende's personal qualities and his appeal
to the masses, some political sectors thought he was
profoundly ideologically mistaken.
Apart from the question of unfamiliar leadership, the
nature and composition of party cells also differed from
what political militants had known in Chile. There one's
comrades had often formed part of one's friendship group,
people one had worked alongside, studied together with or
visited at home. They were experienced as binding and
intimate compared to the forced and ad hoc nature of
political groupings here. Jaime related that:-
"In Chile I jlrAt became £rlendA with thoAe who
were later to become my comrades. 1 joined the
party through knowing people on a jrlendAhlp
baAlA. here you meet a lot oj AtrangerA with
dljjerent backgroundA and you jeel obllged to
make jrlendA."
In exile, party cells brought together the theoretical soph¬
istication of the intellectuals with the more rudimentary
Marxism of the workers. Some intellectuals were bothered
by this social mixing. Jaime felt uncomfortable at airing
views which smabked of elitism but recognized it as a
problem: -
"In Chile you were Interacting among equalA. I
jLeel embarraAAed Aaylng thlA but here there are
no common problemA and widely dljjerlng levelA
o -j thought. "
The more heterogeneous social composition of party
cadres did at times bring problems of communication. Cristia'n,
a worker, mentioned how he sometimes had to ask the intellect¬
uals to "come down a little" and to rephrase things in
a way which he could understand. However, he was by no
means taken in by the intellectuals' language for he
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thought the workers' way of expressing themselves was
superior:-
"Ou/i language. La /lichen. (LecauAe it AtemA fnom
pnactice. 1hei/iA' (the intellectual a' ) La (Lull
of venliage, Ue Aag thingA At/iaight. I don't
talk, theonet ical Ig akout ClanxiAm . I juAt talk
aA if I wene explaining thingA to anothen toonken."
At the same time, there was a recognition amongst the
politicized actors that drawing attention to class differences
amongst the exile community was not very "political"
Jorge denied that class had any bearing on the configuration
of the exile community:-
"Se me ocunne a mi que no exiAten mayoneA pnollemaA
con neApecto a eAO. Cneo que el pnollema fundamental
eA la cueAtion ideologica de manena que eAO no influye.
No, no, no, eAo no podnia Aen. Senia lo ultimo que
noA podnia paAan. QuizaA la actitud de algunoA
compahenoA peno actitudeA no del panto de viAta
de Au capa Aocial, Aino que digamoA pnoklemaA
humano a, pno (LlemaA que puede Aungin entne do a
familiaA chilenaA."
(I don't think there are any problems relating
to that (class). The main problem is an ideological
one, so class doesn't have any influence. No, no,
no, that couldn't be. It would be the last straw.
Perhaps the attitude of individual comrades but not
relating to their class position, rather to general
human problems which may arise between any two
Chilean families.)
However, I was told of one political, group which had frag¬
mented partly through the disequilibrium caused by different
levels of thought. Furthermore, there was a tendency for
groups to stick to their own class sector when socializing,
though not exclusively so.
The gap between differing levels of thought might
not have presented such a problem if exile politics had
not altered the balance between theory and practice .. For
Vasquez, writing about Latin American exiles in France,
also notes the "general will among the exile community
not to 'see' class contradictions" and to deny that
there are class differences between them. When these
become apparent, they are explained away as political
problems or personal frictions. A. Vasquez, "Adolescents
from the Southern cone of Latin America in exile: some
psychological problems (1980)", in WUS (UK), (b),
op.cit. p.30.
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theoretical discussion grew as political practice shrank.
This was experienced by many militants as an increase in
talking as opposed to doing. Party meetings were experienced
by some as hours spent talking with few concrete results.
Jaime thought that:-
"flany pa/ity memCe/iA de.iu.de. themAelveA Into thinking
that they have done a lot politically lecauAe they
have Apent housiA talking. In /act thiA siaeely
leadA to any conc/iete action and juAt tul£ilA the
need -ton. company and conve/iAation in Spanish. I'd
like thejpa/it ieA to ope/iate aA in Chile with a
meeting in which one le-fit with a p/teciAe taAk to
can/iy out. he/ie you canjke hou/iA talking nound and
ziound what to do."
And Francisca added by way of explanation
" 7he/ie' A not zieally that much to do, AO it' A
dit-fiicult to aAAign p/ieciAe taAkA."
politics of the workplace
In Chile a large part of the men's political world had
centred around production. Party cells had been organized
at the workplace and problems arising out of the productive
process had given a common focus and coherence to political
activity, as well as rooting it in a materialist base. At
no time had this integration of political and work roles
been more complete than during the Popular Unity period.
During these years, work had taken on an unprecedented
degree of political significance for both middle sector and
working class exiles. Work had become for some a "ruling
passion", in which "even one's innermost private life is
directly expressed by the.giving of labour power". The
high degree of personal conviction and self-direction in
work is evident in all the politicized actors' accounts
of their jobs during Popular Unity. Enrique, a government
official, recalled that it was:-
P.E. Willis distinguishes three possible ways of
applying manual labour to production - through mass
ideological conviction (as occurred during Popular
Unity); through coercion (as o/curred under the Junta)
and through an intermediate way where there is no
obvious coercion and a degree of self-direction (pre-
Popular Unity and, for some, in exile). Many exiles had
thereby had personal experience of all three modes.
P.E. Willis, Learning to Labour, Saxon House, 1978, p.l.
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"
. . the -{Li/iAt time that I -{Lett steal jot AatiA-
jaction, that I didn't complain atout wo/iking
overtime. It waA the -ji/iAt. time that I had teen
given the chance to develop and make a cont/ii tut ion,
the jisiAt time that I waA steAponding to popula/t
demandA siathe/L than to toAAeA o/t managestA."
Nobody had forced them to work overtime or to undertake
voluntary labour. They had done it because they ident¬
ified with the Popular Unity process, because they
believed in the possibility of change and had, thereby,
felt and cared about what was happening in their workplace.
Cristi^n, a manual worker, referred to his work in a
factory expropriated during Popular Unity, as "una ta/iea
tinda" (a beautiful task) and went on to say:-
" tvesiything we did waA tecauAe we -jelt like it.
Ue wostked dag and night. Ide -/Lett and casted atout
the -jacto/iy aA ij. it waA oust own jleAh and Hood."
Although none expected to recapture this experience
of total involvement imwork, seeing it as specific to a
revolutionary process, the politicized actors did hope to
find work which would provide the axis of political activity
as it had done in Chile. At the same time the politicized
Chileans hoped to recover a role in the class struggle.
Alejandro, who had initially resisted the idea of working
here as contradicting his short-term outlook, later came
to regard work as the best way of activating the solidarity
campaign by putting the Chileans in direct contact with
the British working class:-
" Se puede jo/imast an comite alii, inco sipo stasiAe
en ana campaha y en eAa campaha quien mejo/i que
Ioa miAmoA Aindicato A pa/ia tsianA-£o/ima/ilo en algo
activoy g de alii Ae puede imp lementa/i ex.peeienciaA
nueAt/iaA, a la vez. que uno miAmo Aigue dando una
lucha de claAeA, Ae inco /ipo /ia di siect amente en el
* n
pat A .
(You can form a committee there, incorporate
yourself into a campaign and who better than the
trade unions to activate that campaign? From
there you can draw upon our experiences in Chile
at the same time as continuing to participate
in the class struggle by inccjporating ourselves
directly into the country.)
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The desire for work notwithstanding, work was not
easy to find for the same reason which had brought many
exiles to the ar ea - "the availability of council housing
was to work against them as far as finding employment was
concerned. The exiles were located in an economically
depressed region at a time of growing economic gloom. If
work was difficult to find, "politically useful" work was
even more so and the kind of work which many had been
accustomed to doing in Chile, often non-existent.
In the search for employment, both gender and class
differentiated the experience of the exiles. Men, seen to
be unencumbered by domestic or childcare responsibilities,
had more freedom to take up jobs and generally regarded
themselves as having first option on public activities.
As will be seen in the next chapter, many women openly or
tacitly accepted this order of priorities. Working class
and middle class exiles also confronted a different
panorama. The professional workers, in particular, whose
jobs in Chile had often involved the exercise of a degree
of personal influence and autonomy, were unable to find
the equivalent here. Together with living on working
class council estates, many middle sector exiles experienc
downward social mobility, undertaking low status jobs and,
in some case| manual labour in exile. Workers, meanwhile,
had a more uniform experience. They had been manual
workers in Chile and, where they found work here, were
manual workers in exile. Their loss of status was express
in terms of the loss of collective power which had arisen
from the political and organizational context of their
labour in Chile.
middle sectors and employment
The search for work which satisfied both political
criteria and former skills and expertise was particularly
problematic for the middle sectors, especially the
professional workers. With one exception, all middle
sector exiles in the sample had worked in the public secto
of the economy in Chile, whether in government bodies,
social services or more autonomous organizations, such as
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the universities. Many had specifically opted to work
in the public sector for ideological reasons, foregoing
the higher salaries of private enterprise. Cristina
recounted how:-
" I neve/i tiked the. idea o/ wo/iking jon. p/iivate
ente/ip/liAe, 0/ adopting thejpnojit motive. aA
the daAiA joe deciAion-making. I atwayA Aaw
myAetj aA tied up with the State Aecto/i."
Enrique, likewise, commented:-
"I can't woek -toe the peivate Aecto/i decauAe 0/
ideo to g icat dijjeeenceA, tack 0/ jot. AatiAbaction ,
tack 0/ powee, inaditity to Aotve thingA accoeding
to my ideatA."
Before the coup, most middle sector exiles had been
able to find work outside more immediate capitalist productive
relations. They had only become more closely involved with
industry during Popular Unity when there had been a chance
of reorganiz^^ing production along more socialist lines.
If Popular Unity had given their work a more practical
slant, it had not required the middle sectors to "de-prof¬
essionalize" but rather to place their expertise, which
was in short supply, at the service of the revolutionary
process. Some middle sector exiles, and especially the
professional workers had become "important people" during
Popular Unity, acting as policy makers, advisers, factory
administrators and public spokesmen and women. Popular
Unity had created a spac.ee where the radicalized middle
classes could stretch out a hand to the working class,
whilst maintaining a differentiated role in the class
struggle.
In exile, the likelihood of finding similar work in
government agencies and other public bodies was remote .
Those three exiles (two men and a woman) to find work
vaguely comparable to their previous experience, all did so
Revolutionary movements are frequently depleted of
politically committed "experts", many of whom desert
to the|forces of reaction. The need for people who
were both "red" and "expert" was common to both the
Cuban revolutionary process and to the Popular Unity
experience.
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after completion of postgraduate studies here. For the
majority, the prospect of work in the private sector of
the economy loomed larger. Rafael, casting around for
employment, mentioned how nobody was going to employ him
as a civil servant here, and added:-
" I ' ve thought ot t/iying to eAtaHliAh a Amall
HuAineAA Hut to cLo that I'd not only have, to
tind a Scottish paetne/i with capital Hut
Hacome what 1' ve alwayA eeAiAted Hecoming -
a capitaliAt."
With the closure of the revolutionary process, middle
sector exiles were faced with the dilemma of becoming more
closely involved with the capitalist economy. They were
confronted with the option of becoming, if not capitalists,
agents for capitalism or, alternatively, of joining the
ranks of manual labour. Whilst the former strained their
political identity, the latter strained their professional
standing. Middle sector exiles, then, were forced to re¬
integrate into an hierarchy of labour which strained their
political "anchor role" and exposed contradictions which
had previously been obscured.
Jaime's and Jorge's biogaphies which follow illustrate
different aspects of the conflict experienced by middle
sector exiles on assuming a managerial or intellectual
function for capital. Jaime, who was unusual in that his
particular skills were at a premium, worked in a clean,
white-collar environment, selling his expertise to a
multinational company. His colleagues were young, ambitious
and status conscious. They frowned upon trade unionism.
Jaime felt a keen sense of isolation.at his workplace:-
" I can't -/Leel B/iitiAh, Heing an employee in a
company without knowing who can tight my At/iuggleA
to/i me. I tz-Q-H ju-At like an okAeeve/i, a Apectato/i.
I'd like to Helong to a t/iade union aA I did in
Chile."
Jaime's work offered little opportunity for class solidarity.
The way in which, once the revolutionary process is
halted, each person reintegrates into his class, "the
petit bourgeois into the petit bourgeoisie, the worker
into the working class and the intellectual into the
intellectual class" forms an important theme of the
Chilean director Raul Ruiz's film of Chilean exiles
in France, R. Ruiz, Dialogo de Exilados, France, 1974..
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It was hardly an inviting environment in which to elicit
support for the solidarity campaign and Jaime mostly kept
quiet. The initiative, he thought, should come from his
colleagues. They would ask if they wanted to know. They
rarely did. Jaime had considerable political qualms about
working for a multinational company which exploited the
cheaper labour of the Third World as part of its internat¬
ional operations, at seeing imperialism at work "/.nom the
otke/i Aide. "
Apart from these political misgivings, Jaime was also
having to adjust from having been part of the intelligentsia
with a degree of autonomy in Chile, to becoming part of
a mass educated labour force in exile. Here work was reduced
to the simple selling of labour power, highly qualified
mental labour no doubt, but still entailing submitting to
orders from above. It could also be experienced as a form
of proletarianization. Jaime frequently revealed his
personal discomfort at becoming, in his words, "a numke/i in.
a company" ; -
" 7he wo/ik iA AometimeA ve/iy ko/iing. fly (Loaa iA
conAtantty (L/ieathing down my neck., reminding me
o/ deadtineA."
Although Jaime continued to justify his work in terms of
usefulness to Chile - injas much as the skills he was
developing could be drawn upon in a different political
context - he was also eaten up with anxiety by his position.
He began to feel increasingly trapped. The job paid well
and was likely to pay even better in the future. This
new-found affluence seemed at times to be at the cost of
his ideals. Jaime managed the contradiction by clinging
onto an alternative work possibility more in keeping with
his past. He was going to get out soon before it was
too late.
Jorge, by contrast, who had been involved in education
in Chile, had started work in exile as a manual worker in
a small,local industry. By rotating jobs he was able to
pick up a wide range of skills and his flexibility and
quickness to learn soon earned him a reputation as a
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diligent and capable worker. He was shortly promoted
to a supervisory position. This new post paid well and
Jorge participated in some management meetings . However,
he increasingly found his loyalties divided. He dithered
over whether to report instances of misconduct or abuse
he witnessed. If, attimes, he implicitly sided with
management, he also placed clear limits on how far he
would go. When a worker rebelled against an arbitrary
and authoritarian managerial decision, Jorge spoke up
in the worker's defence. He was demoted and later dismisse
By maintaining an open class identification with the work¬
force, Jorge proved an unreliable and untrustworthy ally
for management.
Working for private enterprise at a level which drew
upon the middle sectors' technical or organizational skills
if more in keeping with past status, strained political
identities at times to breaking point. Such jobs, stripped
of political commitments, appeared like the naked endorse¬
ment of capitalist goals.
middle sectors and manual labour
By comparison with Jaime's and Jorge's experiences, it
might be presumed that joining the ranks of manual labour
would be less problematic for the exiles' political stance.
However, manual work was often found in marginal and un¬
organized sectors of the labour force, where the poss¬
ibility of carrying out any political work or gaining any
political experience was minimal. Alejandro's ideal of
reclaiming a political activity through work had been
totally frustrated in practice:-
"A ml me. ha tocado la expe/iiencia de tn.al.aja/i como
' cleanen.' . &Ae eA el tipo de tn.al.ajo gae ano puede
eneont/ia/i aca, el tn.al.ajo gae Ioa IngleAeA no hacen.
P e/io daAcan. an tn.al.ajo como deAan.n.0 llaHa ano en
latino ame/iica o como la p/iojeAion que ano tiene,
agal eA impOAille po/igae agal tamlien hay macha
demanda. Poji lo tanto eA may dijtcil llegan. a
o Itenen. an paeAto yae le paede entsiegan. alganaA
ex-penienciaA a ano pa/ia lat ino ame/iica . Aho/ia
la ex.pe/iiencia gae le paede ent/iegan an t/ialajo
como ' clean en.' o de an tn.al.ajo pa/iecido, deApaeA
de 8, 9 meAeA no eA ningana expeniencia, Al cont/ia/iio
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uno Ae deAiluAiona cada vez. maA con la gente
que. tiene que tealajae alii."
(I had the chance to work as a cleaner. That's
the sort of work you can find here, the sort that
the English don't want to do. It's impossible
to find work of the sort we used to do in Latin
America or to exercise one's profession here
because there's already so much demand. So it's
really difficult to find work that i.provides you
some experience of value for Latin America. The
type of experience you get working as a cleaner
or such like, for 8 or 9 months, is absolutely
minimal. On the contrary, you just end up more
and more disillusioned with the people who have
to work there.)
Alejandro, a political activist, was the only person to
talk of a conflict between.his job and his politics in
terms of a conflict of time as well as ideals. He event¬
ually gave the job up, preferring to dedicate his time to
more valuable political work elsewhere.. Alejandro had
come to ask himself what on earth he was working for:-
"Lac tealajo me a-fiecto laAtante en el Aentido de
que uno Ae vela Aiempee inquieto. {jo Aiempee eea
una peeAona que Ae inquietala mucho po/i el t/ialajo
politico y alll gaAtada 8,9 ho/iaA dia/iiaA y no
podia dedicaeme de lleno o no/imalmente al tealajo
politico. AdemaA la peiApectiva de eAta/i alll
todoA lo A dlaA (La/i/i iendo me tenia lien cho eeado
poeque no tenia ningun incentivo. II incentivo
eea eecilie unaA 50 lil/iaA a la Aemana."
(That job really affected me. I was continually
anxious. I've always been a person who worried
about political work, about learning politically,
and there I was spending up to 8 or 9 hours a day
not being able to devote myself fully to political
activity. Besides which the prospect of spending
every day sweeping made me really fed up. There
was absolutely no incentive. The only incentive was
to receive some £50 at the end of the month.)
In the end Alejandro came to the conclusion that the
hours he spent at work were simply "dead hours". Against
his will he was objectively assuming the role assigned to
migrants from the Third World. He was simply acting to
reproduce capitalist structures without any political
practice to challenge them or defend himself from
exploitation.
If insertion into the manual labour force did not
always lead to political practice, it was at least more in
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keeping with the men's political stance. Indeed a certain
status could be gained within the exile community by
showing readiness to work manually. It reflected distance
from status preoccupations and " annitiAta" attitudes.
Enrique felt a sense of pride at having been willing to
undertake manual labour for the first time in his life. It
had not been without its difficulties however:-
"At the teginning it waA neatty hand, tut I
de.Ape.nate.ty wanted to wo nk and thiA made me
oveneome any pnottemA, I -/Lett that I gained
a eentain amount o/ neApect {.nom othen ChiteanA
JLon having done thiA
Enrique was engaged in hard physical labour on a construct¬
ion site,totally unlike the administrative work he had been
accustomed to in Chile. He stuck it out for six months,
during which time he learnt the ropes and moved up the
hierarchy of labour amongst the construction workers:-
"At the teg inning I waA given the eaAy taAkA.
1he -t-inAt day 1 had to toad and untoad cement.
7he next day I wonked with the compneAAon
dnitt. It'A tennitte. It AhakeA up att youn
inA ideA, tut I Atuck at it -fLo n two weekA.
7hen I waA Aent to make hoteA with a pick and
Ahovet. A/.ten a white I paAAed -(Lnom teing
exptoited to one o-fL the exptoitenA o-fL thoAe
juAt annived and who had yet to teann the nopeA."
The job had not been without its rewards however. Enrique
spoke of the satisfaction he felt at seeing a physical
product of his labour, compared with the more ephemeral
products of mental labour. A trace remained of where he
had worked:-
"It waA a veny AatiA-fiying expenience tecauAe
at the teg inn ing thene waA nothing and at the
end thene waA a gnoup o£ houAeA which I had
hetped to tuitd. Uheneven I pa a a ty thene, 1
teet thiA AenAe o-fL Aati Abaction."
Although manual labour was more in keeping with the
men's political stance, it nevertheless strained former
status and skills. Some attempted to distance themselves
from the role by regarding manual work as a temporary
work situation. Indeed Enrique eventually left to take
up a grant to study, whilst his working class Chilean
mate - with no such escape - continued working on the site.
Some regarded manual work as providing welcome insights
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into and experience of British working class life; others
saw it as an initial stepping stone whilst learning the
language. In all cases the person retained another identity
The manual worker was not the "real me".
Cristina thought that the exile situation itself
facilitated this process of role-distancing. In Chile
right-wing neighbours would gloat at your misfortune; parent
would suffer at seeing their children come down in the world
Becoming peripheral in a situation where one had once been
central was easier to bear when defeat was not rubbed in
as part of daily life. In Cristina's view:-
" &n tu palA eA dLJLleil que. tu puedaA tn.al.ajan
Ai no kaA Aldo eamaneno en an hotel o ehojen de
camioneA, &A may dijlcil que. de la no eke a la
mahana tu . puedaA haeen el tnalajo aunque te
olliganaA. 0 Aea eA muy dijlcil. In eamlio
cuando tu eAtaA juena como que a tl nada te
im.pon.ta. lu no temeA henin a tuA padneA o a
loA amigOA o Aea ni Aiquiena tl miAmo. "
(in your own country it's difficult to work as
a chambermaid or a lorry driver if you've never
done so before. It's very difficult to change
overnight and accept this kind of work even if
you"force yourself.1t's very difficult. Mean¬
while when you're outside it's as if nothing
matters so much. You don't worry about hurting
your parents, your friends, or even yourself.)
The wound, then, was easier to bear in exile where nobody
knew you. Outside you didjnot have to confront family,
friends, neighbours who knew of your changed circumstances
and who served as constant reminders of the transformation.
Cristina went on to talk about the part which language
played in facilitating this acceptance of a lower status:-
"AdemaA al miAmo tiempo que el idioma te pnoduce
un pn.ol.lema que te dljieulta la vida,pon ot/io lado
te la JLaeilita en el Aentido que te cnea una
eApeeie de m.eml.n.ana donde tu eAtcla metido adentno .
tntonceA el mundo no te toca. £ao te hace tnalajan
en eualquien pante, y Aiquiena vivin. en eualquien
pan.te, ponque todo pien.de impontaneia aJLuena,
lo que te podnta ama/igan. mucko en tu eaAa,"
(At the same time as the language makes things
difficult for you, it also makes life easier, in
the sense that it creates a kind of web around
you. So the world doesn't touch you. This
enables you to work at anything, even live
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anywhere, because everything loses importance
in exile, things which would bother you a lot
back home.)
In exile, in other words, it was possible to shut
society out more easily than in Chile. Things did not
penetrate so deeply here. In this alien context, roles
and activities acquired only a partial reality, a fact
which brought some benefits,as well as costs. By not
locating oneself fully in terms of the British social
structure, downward mobility was eas\gfi)r to accept than a
corresponding fall in status in Chilean society. In this
respect, I frequently perceived that people felt more
comfortable talking to me about their present plight and
fall in status, after I had appreciated what they had
once been or done in Chile. Accompanying this, however,
was the temptation to elevate past status in Chile not
only to myself but also to other members of the Chilean
exile community.
Given that work rarely led to any political practice,
or was rarely found in a supportive political context,
the same political code which l&gitimized thejsearch for work
in exile could also be used to legitimize not working. Some
concluded,as Alejandro had done, that by working in a
capitalist society one was merely reproducing bourgeois
society and capitalist relations of production, with the
added danger that one might become ensnared in the process.
Some politicized exil® thought it was better to have no
truck with the capitalist machine. Enrique disagreed
with this position:-
" I t' A caAy to Aay, aA Aome do, that they' nc not.
going to monk hcnc kecauAc thiA La a ktoody
capitatiAt Aocicty (Lut I think they' nc mnong.
you can tcann a tot {nom thiA Aont o{ cx.pcn.ie.nce.,
I Ace myAct{ aA a hia/ixi At-L.cn in iAt and {.on. me monk
iA impontant not juAt to cat (Lut in tcnmA o{
■ AatiA{action at pnoducing Aomcthing, even in an
unequat Aocicty,"
Enrique thougtfc that this "keep out" position was sometimes
a cover-up for not accepting manual work,the most likely
jobs to be found.
The manual.workers in the sample often made their own
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diagnosis as to who amongst the middle sectors would or
would not be willing to undertake manual labour in exile.
Their perceptions were based on age, rank and knowledge
of position occupied in Chile. Cristian thought that:-
"It muAt be difficult fosi a pe/iAon accuAtomed
to anothe.fi kind of wo/ik to adjua£ . 1hey may
know the theo/iy behind thejp/tactice, they may
know it at H f/iom bookA, bat they don' £ know
how a machine wo/ikA on the facto/iy flooe. Some
may Aa-f.-f.ee feom a feeling of p/iide,
Cristian's views are partly based from his experiences
during Popular Unity where left-wing administrators had
taken over the running of the factory, sometimes with very
c
,
little prior experience of factory mana^ient. In Cristian
view, the book-type knowledge of the middle sectors simply
did not equip them for living in the real world.
Mario was less tolerant of middle class status pre¬
occupations in exile. In his view, the middle sectors
should not expectjto maintain the privileges and comfortabl
lifestyle many had enjoyed in Chile:-
"The middle Aecto/iA aee moee politically educated
than we a/ie and they Ahould be moee awa/ie. 1hey
Ahould t/iy to beidge the gap between theo/iy and
peactice. I'm not Aaying thiA becauAe I'm a
wo/ikee. 1he middle Aecto/iA Ahould hand ovee the
knowledge they have but the ex.peeience of ha/id-
Ahip which they hadn'£ known befoee in Chile
Ahould make them eeflect about the natuee of theie
commitment,"
Mario's attitude, which wavered between respect and dis¬
trust, reflects the workers' feeling of ambivalence toward
the middle class radical, for while he thinks that they
have more political education than most workers, he also
thinks that their political commitment is more volatile.
Only three people.amongst the middle sectors found
work which bore some resemblance to their jobs in Chile
and which more nearly fit both political and professional
goals. This was either found in research or in public
employment. Whilst the work often focused on British publ
issues, these issues were those of public sector policy
or social service which squared more readily with their
former public sector ethos. Unlike Jaime's sensation
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of being a spectator at his workplace in private industry,
these three felt themselves to be active participants
in a public debate. One of them reflected:-
"fly work brings me into contact with. dLi-fL-fi.en.ent
institutions, bodies, councils. I'ue begun to
feel as if I were back, in Chile, attending
meetings, participating in decisions, having
my own office, access to other staff,"
Whilst the few feltjuseful and valued in their employ¬
ment, the dominant sensation amongst the middle sector
exiles was that their expertise and background was irrelevant
here. Not only was any work found generally stripped of
political expression but it was often way below former
skill levels. Where expertise was drawn upon, it was often
for purposes which conflicted with the politicized actors'
goals. As will be seen, this dilemma was postponed for
most middle sector exiles through the existence of the
World University Service (WUS) scholarship programme.
Before discussing this, however, I shall first turn to the
experiences of the manual workers in the sample.
manual workers and employment
Manual workers in exile did.not experience the same
fall in status as the middle sectors. As mentioned, they
had been manual workers in Chile and, where they found work
in exile, continued to be manual workers here. Furthermore,
many experienced a notable improvement in their material
standard of living. Manual labour, however, is subject
to the same shif___fing connotations as other kinds of work.
The association of manual work with toughness and masculinity
was implicit in the way some Chilean workers smiled at
thd mere suggestion of some named middle sector exiles
engaging in manual labour. In the workers' eyes, they
simply were not up to the rough and tumble of the physical
world, they lacked the stamina needed to work in the mines
Willis also notes how manual workers in capitalist
society come to accept their low status by inverting
the relative value of mental and manual labour. This
inversion is achieved by cross-valuing two sets of
structures (mental/manual labour and patriarchy) so
that mental labour is associated with the social inf¬
eriority of feminity and manual labour with the social
superiority of masculinity. P.E. Willis, op.pit,,pp.117-152.
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or handle the pneumatic drill. This "machismo of manual
labour" was evident too in the metaphor s which workers
used in everyday conversation. One worker, talking to
another in my presence, cast an apologetic glance in my
direction before comparing picking up a sack of cement to
taking a woman by the waist.
However, manual labour had acquired another connotation
for many Chilean workers during the Popular Unity government.
At this time the incipient public diffusion of a socialist
value system had elevated the status of manual work. Accord¬
ing to its terms of reference, manual workers were the ones
who produced the goods, moved the machines, created value.
In this new Chile, being a manual worker had been a matter
of pride rather than shame. Workers had turned out for
the huge political rallies wearing their overalls, safety
helmets and driving their heavy goods vehicles along the
principle avenue of Santiago."'" Nowhere had this new-found
sense of dignity been stronger than amongst workers in
the newly expropriated industries where most of the workers
in the sample had been employed. Unlike some of the
more personally influential middle sector exiles, few
manual workers had been in.a position to exercise power
individually. Their strength had stemmed from their
collective organizations: their trade unions and their
affiliation to the Popular Unity parties.
By taking up work in exile, many workers were hoping
to recreate this collective, fraternal world they had
lost. However, only three out of the six workers inter¬
viewed, found jobs during the period of fieldwork. Carlos
and Mario found work through the trade unions in highly
organized sectors of the labourforce, whilst Cristian
found work through a personal, political contact in a small
One middle sector exile, a government official during
Popular Unity, had kept an old pair of trousers and
a cciaco (safety helmet) in his desk drawer, to change
into for the political rallies.
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private industry with an unorganized and predominantly
female workforce.
Carlos and Mario, in the organized work situation,
displayed the same degree of interest in their work as they
had done in Chile. They involved themselves with union
affairs, familiarised themselves with wage structures,
methods of collective bargaining, union strategy and policy.
Both began analysing thejproblems of their respective indus¬
tries, their location in the British and international
economy, their structural problems and history. Both, too,
found a similar basis of working class solidarity to what
they had known and enjoyed in Chile. Carlos had owed his
release from prison in Chile to his Scottish comrades and
Mario had received a warm reception from his trade union
comrades on arrival. It was through this early contact
with the trade union movement that they had later found
employment. This form of solidarity, not often enjoyed,
by middle sector exiles, made them feel valued as workers
and was highly treasured. It was particularly strongly
felt by the miner amongst the group:-
"I'm ex.t/iemely g/iateful to have, had thiA expe/iience
he/ie, eApecially with the m ine/iA . 1he mine/iA'
lifeAtyle iA ue/iy much the. Aame aA in Chile. Ue
a/ie the Aame type - ha/idwo/iking, long-Auffe/iing,
ha/id d/iinking, chee/iful, with ou'/i own language,
jokeA and Aupe/iAtit ionA, the Aame eaAy-go ing
confidence amongAt the wo/ike/iA."
Mario, then, refound the same sense of fraternity amongst
the Scottish miners that he had known with his Chilean
comrades. He recognized himself in them and, likewise,
the Scots miners that he was "one of us". His arrival
in the local mining town had been publicized by the local
press. People had come around with food, gifts or simply
to shake hands. Although outwardly assuming a tough stance,
Mario is a sensitive and emotional man. He was overwhelmed
by these gestures from a people he did not know and whose
language he did not speak. In his words, they made exile
"
AO ha/id and yet AO ag/ieealle at one and the Aame time" .
Mario found himself in a close-knit community which
embraced his wife and children. His working life, his
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political activity and his social life all revolved around
the mine. There was a lot of discussion and Mario welcomed
the chance of feeling involved. His workmates showed him
the ropes, helped him with the language, invited him to
the club. He was constantly in conversation with everybody
and people would stop him in the street, calling him by
name. His English improved with dramatic speed.
Carlos also found his work highly satisfying. He was
learning new skills and techniques but above all he was
happy to be working again after the years spent in prison
and being unemployed here. Carlos's work situation, however,
did not spill over into his neighbourhood as in Mario's
case. This was an important gap in Carlos's life as he
had always made a point of sharing in the life of those
around him:-
"
yo Aiemp/ie he tenido ta eoAtumt/ie de que pa/ia
conoce/L una gente hay que indent i-l.iean.Ae eon
etta, IdentiJLieaeidn pa/ia ml eA eonvivi/i, hace/iAe
uno maA de ettoA, viui/i, Au^/iie, eome/i iguat,
tene/i ta miAma expenieneia que tienen ettoA.
tAto ha tenido do A exeep eioneA, ta ea/ieet y aed
en eAte (La/i/iio . Aed yo no pod/iia haee/i eAto
po/ique et ta/i/iio no eA muy (Lueno. No eA eomo
ta Aituaeion en Chite de eonoee/i todo et ta/i/iio
y Ai quieneA inv ita/i a euatquie/ia o haee/ite
amigo de euatquie/i pe/iAona. 7u nunea AaHeA
eon qud gente eAtaA teat an do, uiene de todo.
P e/io et amtiente no eAjpa/ia eonvivin. eon ta gente
y inuitae a euatquie/ia a ta eaAa."
(I've always held that to know a people you've
got to live alongside them, become one of them,
live, suffer, eat the same, share their exper¬
iences. There have been two exceptions to this,
prison in Chile and here in this neighbourhood.
I can't here because this area isn't very good.
It's not like in Chile where you know the whole
neighbourhood and you can invite anyone to your
house, be friendly with anybody. Here you never
know exactly to whom you're talking. There
are all sorts here. It's not the kind of environ¬
ment where you can live alongside the people and
invite anyone in.)
In Chile the physical concentration of class-conscious
workers in certain neighbourhoods had facilitated the
continuity between factory and " da/i/iio" (neighbourhood).
Some districts, such as San Miguel, had been popularly
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known as " la comuna /ioja" (the red municipality). Clyde-
side also had its reputation for militancy but the Chilean
workers had yet to experience this firsthand.
Although both Mario and Carlos found a degree of
fraternity at work, it was a fraternity which did not have
a strong political content. Mario was dismayed when he
first attended a branch meeting to find that only a handful
of people turned up. In Chile union meetings had often
been mass affairs. He admitted that small meetings enabled
union business to be dealt with more quickly and efficiently
but he also saw some drawbacks:-
" 1he dange/i iA that when the claAA At/iug g le
deepenA, they won't have, a HaAe to modilize."
In Chile trade union struggles had been encapsulated within
a wider political struggle to overthrow a power structure
which underpinned inequality. The Chilean workers felt
that workers here were largely disconnected from a political
practice. " H.e/ie you Aee the decadence o£ the AyAtem, the
economiAm o/ the wonke/iA" , said Mario. Mario often felt
frustrated at not being able to talk to the Scottish worker
on equal terms, at not being able to point out that both
the Chilean and British worker were exploited under capit¬
alism, at not being able to combine in a revolutionary
struggle. Instead Mario was forced to make it clear that:-
"Uhat we want -ton. ou/i society may not He the Aame
aA JLojz. he/ie, Uhe/ieaA Aocial democracy may wo nk
and p/iov ide a Aolution hene, it doeAn't in Chile."
If the Chileans were forced into differentiating their
struggle from the workers' struggle here, some felt that
the Scottish workers also wanted to differentiate themselves
from the Chileans. Mario felt that solidarity was sometimes
expressed paternalistically, in terms of helping "el pok/ie
chileno" (the poor Chilean). This implied differences,
inequalities, a certain looking down upon somebody who
was weaker. Although well-intentioned, Mario felt that
this was not true solidarity expressed from one class
brother to another. It negated the political goals which
should orient their actions.
If fraternity had its limits and union meetings were
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experienced as ritualized, bureaucratic affairs, at least
they took place. Cristian, working in a small, private
industry amongst mainly women workers, faced a much more
unfavourable situation. Before being hired, the boss had
asked if he was a communist and Cristia'n had immediately
felt vulnerable and insecure. To Cristidui, the situation
he encountered in the factory resembled the bad, old days
in Chile, before Popular Unity, when the factory had been
in private hands and the workers had trembled at the sound
of the boss's voice:-
" 7he/ie' A no tnade union in thiA /acto/iy, no wonke/iA'
pcLfii.ic.ipat.ion, onty o/ide/iA. 1he wo/ike/iA have ve/iy
■tew fiightA, no p/iotect ion and. poo/i Aa-/Lety Atanda/idA."
Cristian was amazed at the lack of organization amongst the
workforce and reTI'ected with pride on the strength of the
Chilean labour movement before the coup. Here there was
no outlet for the experience he had acquired over the years
of trade union struggle. Although Cristian had initially
looked forward to communicating his ideas to the women
workers, whom he regarded as "political vinginA", he soon
found that there was little point of contact:-
" 7he wo/ike/iA a/te ant i-evenythin g. 11' A di-tticutt
■f.o/1 me to tatk to them. I might go keyond what
they want. I don't (Lelieve in fielating my
expedience juAt -fLoft the Aake o-fL it."
Cristian looked longingly at the large, nationalized
industry near his home where he was sure there would be
" aAam&d-eaA" (mass meetings). There had been an attempt
to form a trade union in the factory and the younger workers,
in particular, were keen but they lacked signatures. Given
his vulnerability in the factory, Cristian decided not to
sign. It was with great difficulty that he tried to explain
in his broken English that he was with them in spirit and
supported them, but could not add his name to the list.
Compared to the hours which Cristian had put in during
Popular Unity, his work shift here was relatively light.
Mariana was delighted but Cristian would remember the after
work meetings in Chile and the constant buzz of activity
and discussion. He was never to experience the warmth and
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solidarity which Mario enjoyed. Although friendly approaches
had been made, Cristian could never understand what was said,
felt embarrassed and uncomfortable. He would fret over
his lack of progress in speaking and understanding English
and sit poring over grammar books during tea breaks. He
began to avoid and dread contact and withdraw more and more
into himself. He cut down the time he spent in the factory
by opting for the weekend shift so that he could spend the
rest of the week at home. Cristian felt increasingly
dehumanized. His work was stripped of all meaning, of
comradeship, of political and trade union activity. He
felt stupid, ignorant and powerless. The situation finally
became more than he could bear and he handed in his resig¬
nation .
Cristian, whose stomach ulcers had started up when he
was unemployed, now found, his body rebelling once again
through the tensions he experienced at work. Although
unemployment, which three workers in the sample had
continued to experience, was a source-of profound discontent,
work in itself did not bring an end to the men's problems.
Only two workers were able to reconstruct something of
their class identity as workers and this,as seen, had limits.
World University Service (WUS) scholarship programme
In the search for public roles, the WUS programme for
Chilean refugees was an important factor in the different¬
iation of experience. It opened up a separate path for
middle sector exiles and one which all men in this group,
bar one, and many women followed. Workers were largely
excluded from the terms of reference for WUS grants, part¬
icularly those relating to academic standards."""
The terms of reference set by the Ministry of Overseas
Development at the time were a) applicants had to be
Chilean and in social need, e.g. expelled from University
o r imprisoned in Chile b) of sufficient merit to be
acceptable for education in the U.K. c) the subject of
study had to be development-oriented. Joint Working
Group Interim Report, op•eft., p.22. WUS pressurised
the government unsuccessfully to provide funds for
training schemes so that workers would have a better
chance of employment here.
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Applications for WUS awards could either be made
from Chile or another Latin American country of refuge
or after arrival in the U.K. In overall terms the
existence of the WUS scheme brought a high percentage
of educated exiles to Britain. An estimated 50 per cent
of all exiles are students and Glas gow onejof the main
study centres."'" Those in the sample who arrived with
grants (5 men and 1 woman) tended to be the more academic¬
ally inclined. Several had been considering or had already
embarked upon an academic career in Chile. A few had
left the University behind to take up government posts
during Popular Unity and now contemplated a shift back to
academic work with the political closure. They were
pursuing postgraduate studies, at doctoral or master's
level, in British universities. A larger group took up
WUS awards after arrival in Britain, often after initial
searches for employment had proved fruitless. They were
not all so highly qualified as the former group and many
followed short, one-year diploma courses at colleges of
technology.
Studying abroad was an option which some could have
considered under less dramatic circumstances. A precedent
existed for top Chilean academics to pursue doctoral
work abroad, particularly in the States and, to a lesser
extent, Europe. During Popular Unity, less importance
had been attached to studies abroad and some regarded
those who had absented themselves from the country for
this reason to have had the wrong priorities. There had
also been a slight increase in the flow of students to
countries of the socialist bloc.
In exile, studying seemed to fit the politicized
actors' code of conduct better than most of the available
employment opportunities. It could be more readily
encapsulated within a political commitment and, in some
Of the 1,279 refugees in UK in December 1975, 233 were
brought over by WUS and a further 324- received scholar¬
ships after arrival. Joint Working Group Interim Report,
op.cat. p.20.
cases, received party backing. By orienting studies around
political goals and studying "what the count/iy needed." ,
the politicized Chileans hoped to return equipped with
skills to put at the service of the revolutionary process.
Furthermore, studying avoided the prickly question of
integration into this society raised by work, for the
student role is by definition a transitional one. The two
or three year study period corresponded to what many thought
would be the length of their exile. By the time their
studies ended, many expected to be in a position to return
to Chile.
Students were located in Latin American Institutes,
in development studies, on Third World courses and in
mainstream departments. A large proportion of the total
number of Chileans studying here were in social science
and arts faculties - the most politicized faculties in
2
Chile and the target of intense repression by the Junta.
Although the University brought a degree of institutional
continuity for some, the British University was experienced
as being very different from its Chilean counterpart. Sergio
found that:-
"La univenAidad aca eA un cent/io may acadd.rn.ieo,
maeginado. £L ap/iendizaj e eA Aumamente divo/iciado
deL medio amLiente en La cuaL Ae encuent/ia, dlient/iaA
en ChiLe LaA an ive/iA idadeA Lue/ion convu La ionadaA y
AacudidaA po/i cada unaA de LaA coAaA que paAaLan
en eL pacA. {Jo c/ieo que aca eA te/i/iLLLemente
many in ado o aiALado eL inteLectuaL (L/iitdn ico como
Ae/i, en tenminoA de Au inveAtigacio'n may individuaL."
There had been a vocabulary of orienting studies towards
political and economic development goals before exile.
During Popular Unity, Allende had thrown out a challenge
to university students to make their contribution to the
country's development. However, the Chileans' definition
of what constituted development-related work was often
broader than the ODM's terms of reference, for the
"Chileans related development not only to material change
but also to cultural and ideological changes. Conscious¬
ness raising through song, theatre, the arts, was thereby
regarded as a development-related issue .
2
WUS (UK), Education for Refugees, March 1977, p.74-.
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(The University here is a very academic centre,
completely marginal. Teaching is highly divorced
from the environment in which it is located, whilst
in Chile the Universities were shaken and convulsed
by each and every event which happened in the
country. I think the British intellectual is
terribly marginal and isolated, carrying out his own,
very individual research.)
Just as the Chileans had shifted through different
political and economic contexts, so many had also moved
through different educational settings. In analysing these
shifts in educational experience, Bernstein's typology
of educational knowledge codes - the underlying principles
through which a society selects, transmits and evaluates
the educational knowledge it considers valid - is helpful."'"
Bernstein distinguishes between an integrated code and a
collection code by the strength of classification and framing
2
involved. As these codes underpin the distribution of
power in society, a change in code reflects a change in
the wider power structure. Those exiles who had been through
the Chilean universities during Bopular Unity had experienced
a shift towards an integrated code, a shift back towards
a strong ver\i/§pn of the collection code under the Junta and
a shift to a weaker version of the collection code in exile.
B. Bernstein, op.cit.,. Ch.5. The analysis which follows
concentrates on shifts in educational experience at the
level of higher education. However these shifts also
apply to the school system. For an analysis of the latter
and the problems experienced by Chilean children in exile,
see A. Vasquez, op .cit. , pp. 24.-27.
Classification relates to the.strength of the boundary be¬
tween different contents of the curriculum. An integrated
code is characterized by weak classification; contents
being integrated around a relational idea and an emphasis
placed on interdisciplinary work. A collection code is
defined by strong classification, with an emphasis on
specialization and separation of subject matters. Framing
* refers to the nature of the pedagogical relationship and
the distribution of power between teacher and student.
Where framing is strong, the teaching relationship is
hierarchical and students have little say; where weak,
power is more widely dispersed and students consequently
have more control over the teaching situation.
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The integrated code.which Popular Unity had initiated
in the educational system had had implications for what
was taught, how it was taught and how it was evaluated.
In terms of the curriculum, there had been a move towards
declassifying by integrating different subject matters
around a Marxist synthesis. The boundary between the
university and society had also been loosened and links
with experiential, community-based knowledge encouraged,
drawing upon the school of .life;"'" kence the emphasis on
students going out of the clasjroom and into the field to
sensitize them to social issues. Teaching practice had
been characterized by a more egalitarian relationship
between students and.staff and there had been a shift
towards group learning. Whilst formal.evaluation had
continued, more emphasis had been placed on students
finding things out and becoming aware. This attempt to
declassify and move towards an integrated code had there-
2
forehad substantial conscientizing potential.
Under the military Junta there has been a dramatic
reimposition of a strong collection code. The different
subject matters of the . curriculum have been closed off
from each other and specialization reintroduced with the
associated idea of knowledge as being the private property
of specific disciplines. What counts as valid knowledge
has been redefined, with some subjects suppressed from
the curriculum, particularly those encouraging connections
with everyday life. Hierarchical relations have
been introduced into the classroom, with students
The work of Paulo Freire, who was in Chile during Popular
Unity, had some influence here. P. Freire, Education
for a Critical Consciousness, Sheed & Ward, London, 1973.
The shift towards an integrated code was neither uniform
nor complete. The battle over educational knowledge
codes had been part of the wider power struggle taking
place in Chilean society during Popular Unity. Within
the university, this struggle can be exemplified by the
School of Economics which split into two Faculties each
with its own distinct view of the discipline. The
ideological right formed the Faculty of Economics and
Administrative Sciences, which emphasised economics as
a specialized science (collection code). The left, mean¬
while, created the Faculty of Political Economy, which
placed the study of economics within a socio-political
context and integrated economics with the social sciences
(integrated code).
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having little control over the content or pace of their
work. Students unions have lost their autonomy and had
their functions heavily curtailed. Rather the emphasis is
being "placed on students receiving knowledge from experts,
on discipline and formal evaluation.
None of the interview group had had personal experience
of any length of time of the situation in the Chilean
university after the coup, for they had either been dis¬
missed for their "sectarian and proselytising attitudes"
or had absented themselves for security reasons. In exile,
however, many commented on the different experience of
higher education here. Sergio's account illustrates his
experience of the shift in educational codes:-
"Aca hay pnotattemenie an mejon honanio en taA
ctaAeA pe.no yo veo que. iodo et eniuA laAmo cLe
to A eAi.udLLani.eA en (La maienla o en (La dlAeuA ion,
... Aon mucho maA neeepiivoA que cnciicoA, ta
unlvenAidad much maA Ae Lmpone que to que eAiimuta
y maA (Lien paAan et eu/iAo eA ap ziende/i, de conocen
ta maienia y ienen atgun manejo eon etta. flleninaA
en Chite hadta mucho maA un eAilmuto hacia tuAcan
taA coAaA y enionceA hay un pnoceAO conAianie de
nev tAion y camtioA de pnognama. Von. eAio mcAmo
JLue mucho maA deAOndenado peno cneo iamt-ien mucho
maA nica .A ca eA unjapanaio que JLuncLona peno to
encuenino may poco nlco
(Here there's probably better time-keeping but
as for the students' enthusiasm for what they
are learning or for discussing,... I think they
are much more receptive than critical, the univ¬
ersity imposes much more than it stimulates and
to pass a course is to swot up and be familiar
with the material. In Chile there was much
more stimulus to find things out so that the
curriculum was continually revised. That's why
it was more disorderly, but I also think much
richer. Here the university functions well but
I don't find it very stimulating.)
The University here was experienced as a disciplined,
orderly and well-oiled machine but one which did not
arouse creativity or critical thought. Students were seen
to be largely passive receivers and studying to be oriented
towards swotting up blocks of material to pass examinations
and obtain degrees. It was an individualized, competitive
way of learning.
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Many exiles initially felt lost in the British higher
educational system, for they entered a very different
intellectual climate from the one they had left behind
in Chile during Popular Unity. Although the intellectual
scene in Britain is differentiated, some students entered
departments dominated by the British empiricist tradition.
Most exiles,' by contrast, worked with varying levels of
sophistication within a Marxist framework. Coming from the
highly politicized Chilean university where what was said
had been judged by its implications for class alliances
and power structures rather than how it was substantiated,
British academic life came as something of a shock. Here
the Chilean students were confronted with requests for
formal academic papers, footnotes, bibliographies and when
these came from politically unsympathetic members of staff,
they often fell on deaf ears.
Although the avowed aim was to follow courses which
would improve the technical capacity or ideological prep¬
aration of militants in exile, in practice this objective
was difficult to achieve, for British courses were largely
geared to British students and British reality. Jorge
remarked that:-
" No c/ie-o que vamoA a ZZega/i maA caZi-fiicado a a
CkiZe, QuizaA vamoA a ZZega/i con dipZomaA,
tltuZoA g coAaA aAt pe/io que en ningun caAO van
a Ae/i utiZizadoA aZZa po/ique Za -fLo/iraa cLe eAtudia/i,
Za -/!.osuna de enAehanza eA pa/ia eZ (L/iitan ico, y no
pa/ia eZ Zatinoame/ilcano o cludadano deZ te/icen.
mundo."
(I don't think we're going to return more qualified
to Chile. We might go back with diplomas, degrees
and so forth, but they're not going to be used
there because the form of studying, the form of
teaching here is for the British and not the for
the Latin American or Third World citizen.)
Those who argued that they would return better qualified
were held by others to be deluding themselves for the bias
of knowledge here meant that courses were geared to solving
the problems of an advanced capitalist society, and then
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only certain of these problems."'" Even courses specifically
oriented towards students from the Third World, which many
td
followed, were not regard/,as of great value. This was
partly because the high level of generality at which they
were taught did violence to historical specificities about
which the Chileans were particularly sensitive. Julio
winced every times these differences were glossed over: -
"It annoys me when lectu/iens meat Ion such tynannies
as Uganda unden. Amin and Chile unden. Pinochet in
the same (L/ieath, 1hey don't distinguish Latin
Amenica sufficiently f/iom Asia and Af/iica, pa/itly
thnough lack of knowledge alout the level of
development of ou/i people."
Furthermore, many found that the discussion of develop¬
ment options stopped short of serious consideration of
socialism as an alternative. Strong framing was seen to
underpin a structure of power which largely ruled out the
airing of socialist issues in class. Even politically
sympathetic lecturers were seen to prefer not to stick
their necks out in public. Jorge observed that;-
" 11'A ex.tn.emely difficult fo n. any lectun.ee. to
p/iess fo/i a socialist development option fon.
the developing countries. 7/ they do, they
n.isk losing thein. jo <Ls, One lectu/ien. adopted
a capitalist posit ion in class and only p/iivately
nevealed he was a socialist outside the class noom."
Many too were dismayed to find that many of their fellow
Third World students came from wealthy families, sent over
by often conservative governments in whose ministries they
were slated for posts.
Given that the structure of higher education here neither
supported the material requirements of a developing country,
nor the exiles' political aims, the Chilean students had
to make the most of what was offered. They had to sort
out for themselves the bits and pieces which could be
P. Rojas discusses some of these issues in P. Rojas
"Making British courses relevant", WUS News, March
1978, pp.6,7. A regional seminar held by WUS on
"Overseas Students as an Educative Force in the First
World" also discusses some of the problems involved
in Third World students training in the advanced
capitalist world, WUS News, May 1978.
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salvaged for their own political and developmental goals.^
Some stressed the importance of acquiring technical skills,
generally regarded as more "value-free". Enrique, whose
course had been described to me by another as a " waAte o£
time. unleAA staying in B/iitain /on the eeAt o/ youn. li£e" ,
countered with:-
" 11'A teue that pa/itA o/ the cou/iAe a/ie not
teana-tenable, but I'm alAO lea/ining a Ae/iieA o/
teehnigueA, economet/ii ca , computing and AtatiAticA
which a/ie UAejiul independently o/ the philoAophy
they a/ie embedded in."
Jorge thought that those doing research degrees were the
only ones in a position to place their studies "at Ae/ivicio
del patAn (at the country's service) for they had a degree
of control over the topic of study. Most social scientists
in the sample opted to examine aspects of Chilean economic
and political development, and often the Popular Unity
process itself. In this way their academic work developed
alongside an ongoing process of personal and political
reflection.
Those working in a more supportive intellectual climate
found their experience of Marxism here to be different from
n
what they had know/. Whilst in Chile Marxist theory had
developed alongside a political praxis, here it was seen
to be subject to the same depoliticizing frames as other
bodies of knowledge. "Lea/in flanx, Atudy bla/ix but don't
diAcuAA politicA", quipped one intellectual. Marxism had
been made safe here because its theoretical core had been
severed from a revolutionary political practice. Marxism
did not spill out of the university and find echo in
working class struggles. This separation, which deprived
Marxism of its revolutionary charge, meant that it could
be experienced as just as abstract as other bodies of
theory. Here the Chilean students encountered a personage,
Initial assignment to courses was often made on an
ad hoc basis rather than as the result of informed
decision. However, there were later attempts to
pool information about courses through WUS.
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the Marxist scholar, who is little known in Chile. The
gulf between a more highly theoretically developed Marxism
in Europe and the more vibrant Marxist praxis in Chile,
was most acutely felt by the political activists in the
sample who studied here. Alejandro .felt like a fish out
of water in the British academic world and never adjusted
to the'ivory tower'character of university life here:-
"La un ive/iA icLad. aca eA an medio en lo cual nueAtea
expeeiencia no pod/ica Aeevl/i po/ique eA un medio
muy ac.add.mico, unive.nAit.anLo, La un medio en que
la expe/iiencia nueAt/ia quizaA Ai/iva un poco pen.0
no eA lo miAmo que aL tuvieeamoA contacto con la
m iAma claAe oleeea."
(The university here is an environment in which
our experience in Chile is not of much use, because
it's a very academic environment. Our experience
might serve a little but it's not the same as if
we had contact with the working class itself.)
Meanwhile, Sergio, who was more academically inclined,
became immersed in theory and withdrew into an island of
his own, an option.facilitated - if not enforced - by the
nature of postgraduate study in Britain. Sergio felt that
whilst political activity was limited in exile, there
was the possibility of grappling with theoretical questions,
pushed aside in the heat of the Popular Unity process. In
Sergio's experience of exile, studying figured as an
important and worthwhile pursuit:-
"7u puedeA siealiza/i una actividad academica aca.
In el caAO mio eA una aci.lv idad aliamenie
inteeeAante y en /tealidad me AatiA/ace muchcAimo .
QuizaA ha Aido la leca, una Hill ioteca y un pan
de amigOA lo que maA me ha Aeevldo."
(You can pursue an academic activity here. In
my case, it's a highly interesting activity and
it satisfies me enormously. Perhaps it's been
the grant, the library and a couple of friends
which have kept me going here.)
Many more, however, expressed concern at the effect
which studying could have on political commitments. Study¬
ing was regarded by some as encouraging certain "devlatlonA".
In Chile the acquisition of knowledge had been politically
approved if it was placed at the service of the working
class, if it was oriented towards changing structures, or
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raising consciousness. In exile it was by no means clear
that the acquisition of knowledge would further any of
these aims. On the contrary, acquiring knowledge here
seemed to many of the politicized men to be regarded as
a stepping stone to more lucrative positions. Rather than
an instrument of social change, knowledge could become
a vehicle of social mobility. Aspirations of this kind'
were seen to be especially common amongst those who had
had only marginal access to .higher education in Chile. In
Pepe1s view:-
"It t/ian*/.o /im* them. 7hey leg in to think, in te/im*
o/ getting a can o/i a colou/i telev i* ion. And -fio/i
tho*e in the. tlnive/i*ity, the othe/i Chilean* come
to He /tega/ided a* *e cond-cla** Chilean*. 1he
un ive/i*ity, £o/i all it* advantage*, can c/ieate a
*upe/iio/lit y complex,"
Those who were held to wear their political commitments
more lightly, the econo'mico *, were seen to be the first to
succumb to the privatizing pressures of studying. However,
even the more firmly politically committed could lose
their way, given the lack of structural support for their
views. Alejandro felt that:-
" Cada vez *on meno* lo * act iv i*ta* que e*tdn
quedando pa/ia la cue*tion de camlio *ocial y
cada vez *on ma* lo * que van a *e/ivi/i como
tecnico*, tecndc/iata*. Cada vez *on ma* la*
pe/i*ona* que *e de-fLienden lien en lo* *i*tema*
cap itali*ta* pe/io *on in capace* de di/iig i/i
camlio*. Cntonce* e*o e* la p/ieo cupacion,
me pa/iece que no e* mia *ola, *ino que de
mucha gente de izquie/ida,"
(There are fewer and fewer activists as time
goes by who are for social change and more and
more who are going to find work as technicians
or technocrats. There are more and more people
who know how to defend themselves in a capitalist
system but who are incapable of directing change.
That's the worry, not just mine, but of many
on the left.)
•
Many of these points were echoed by manual workers
when talking about the middle sector exiles' studies. They
were only too well aware of the way in which knowledge
could be used to dominate and oppress as well as liberate.
"7ho*e Chilean* in the lln ive/i*ity £o/iget alout the *t/iugg le
in Chile", charged Pablo. Underlying this may have been
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a desire to defend themselves from feelings of inadequacy
which expressions of middle class educational superiority
aroused. Workers were conscious of forming a minority
in the exile community and of being regarded by some
middle sector exiles as " Ae.con.cL claAA ChileanA". Cristian
estimated that "ninety pesi cent o/ exileA asie Atudy in y; thesie
asie vesiy tew wosikesiA."
Workers also felt ambivalent about the middle sectors'
studies because they failed-to see the revelance or
utility of much that was being studied. Cristian, in
particular, criticized the theoretical bent of many of
the courses:-
" I t' A (Le.tte.si to He Atu.dL.ying than living on Aocial
Aecu/iity, Hut they AhouHd Atudy uAetul thingA that
will help Chile, But noHody doeA. 7hey Ahould
take psiactical cousiAeA - t/iaining /osi a tusinesi osi
an electsii cian . bJhat do they want to Atudy mo/ie
and mo sie eeonomicA, mo sie and mosie Aocial AcieneeA,
to si? 1he theosiieA asie alsieady losiitten. Ue know
them, Uhat we need to Aee iA how to apply them,
7ho Ac Atudy ing theosietteal topicA asie nwesi going
to t-ind wo sik hesie eithesi."
To Cristian, this accumulation of more and more theoretical
knowledge which was already known and unlikely to be ever
practically applied was pointless, idiotic. The only
rationale could be to maintain a status position.
The privatized women rarely shared in these critiques.
Most valued higher education extremely positively as a
form of social advancement, if not for themselves, for
their husbands and, more particularly, their children.
Studying, for the privatized women, formed part and
parcel of their goals of "getting on" in the world.
a divided public world
The men's insertion into production here seldom led
to any sustained political practice. The model of trans¬
forming the workplace into the arena of political action,
as in Chile, was rarely found to be repeatable here. Nor
was the.men's desire to take the Chilean message to the
British workforce in order to activate the solidarity
campaign often fulfilled. The politicized men were located
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on the wrong side of the class divide, where they had to
suppress political opinions which jarred with .those around
them or risk dismissal; or they were located in an
academic environment, such as the university, where
radical ideas were tolerated only so long as they remained
divorced from working class struggles; or they were
located in unorganized sectors of the labourforee amongst
temporary, casual and immigrant workers. In those few
instances where the politicized men formed part of the
mainstream of the British labour movement, they came up
against a new boundary to political life - that between
wage-based, trade union struggles and wider political
issues. Unlike the Popular Unity period, where work and
politics had gone hand in hand, work roles in exile -with
few exceptions - were hived off from a political practice.
Exile, then, opened up a split in the men's public
lives between the largely non-political sphere of work
in the British public sphere and the highly politicized
Chilean miniaturized public sphere. This divided public
world forced a division in the men's public identities
and was accompanied by varying degrees of personal tension
and unease. Some, like Alejandro and Cristian, withdrew
from work which was stripped of political expression. Others,
like Jaime, continued working in a depoliticized context,
with a considerable degree of inner anxiety. Yet others
consciously divided their person into acting one way in
the British public sphere and another way in the Chilean.
Thus Enrique, in his work, behaved " aA L£ conulnc&d Hy
the. AyAte.m" , whilst engaging in a socialist critique of
capitalist society in the Chilean setting. Likewise Mario
confined his politics to social democratic frames when
with his British comrades but pressed for revolutionary
solutions with his fellow Chileans.
P
This suj^ression of personal meaning and political
involvement in work had already been experienced in an
extreme form by those who had continued working in Chile
after the coup. Under the military regime, the process
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of democratization of decision-making and the schemes
of workers' participation begun under Popular Unity, had
been abolished and a new repressive work regime enforced.
In some vital economic sectors, such as the copper mines,
this had initially meant an armed presence at the site of
production. Mario, a manual worker, recalled how the
workers in his factory who had exerted themselves to the
utmost during Popular Unity, had no longer cared what
happened to production and did the minimum to get through
the working day without being dismissed. Cristina and
Doris, two professional workers, had had to implement
orders whose social consequences they found immoral and
unjust. Cristina had worn a wig, painted her nails and
applied heavy make-up, in contrast to her informal appear¬
ance under Popular Unity, as a way of distancing her
person from her role.
Whilst the depoliticization of work in Chile had been
enforced through coercion, the depoliticizing pressures
at work within British society were perceived to be more
subtle. The advanced consumer society encountered here
was seen as threatening the men's political stance and
of supplanting the social and political connotation of
their public roles with the dominant privatized meanings
which prevailed here. For many politicized men, the
answer lay in strengthening their ideological weapons
and of looking to the party to collectively enforce their
political vows..
If the politicized men faced a new boundary between
areas of public life which had been integrated in Chile,
one area of experience which had largely been bracketed
out of the men's worldview - the private sphere - increas¬
ingly intruded into their line of vision in exile. To
understand how this came about, it is necessary to look
beyond the public sphere to see what was happening to





"In Chile, women' a wo/i/t La not ao heavy aA in Curope.
To/l ua pro-^eAA ional women it waA relatively eaAy to
employ a maid ao you didn't wo/l/c a doulle Ahi/.t. 1he
reality -fior many here haA keen all the running o/ the
home pluA Atudy or work outAide. 7ho ae who remain at
home juAt -jLeel more and more JiruAtrated at Aeeing
their compahero going out to Atudy, whilAt what do
they do here?"
Cristina, a professional woman
This chapter and'the following set out to document the
experiences of women in exile. Here the experience of those
women who worked outside the home in Chile (the public-
private women) is examined, whilst Chapter 6 takes up the
story from the point of view of the private women in the
home. It is important to clarify that this difference in
social location correspond^ to a class difference. All
women who had worked outside the home in Chile had been
employed in white-blouse or professional work, whilst all
women in the home, except one, were married to manual
workers. In each case, the significance of being female
diverged considerably."'" Whilst the public-private women
had enjoyed a degree of economic independence, the private
women had been wholly dependent upon a male breadwinner.
"... the significance of being female . varies with
technology, setting, class, context, task, rank, age,
profession, kinship, wealth and economics .... with any
or all of the dimensions of a situation of which it
can only form a part." S. Wallman, "Difference,
differentiation, discrimination", New Community, 5,
(1) and (2), 1976, p.12.
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Whilst some professional women had been directing teams
of men at the workplace, some housewives had been expressly
forbidden from working outside the home by their husbands.
As Bujra points out, gender may be a universal category
but its meaning and imperatives differ widely between groups
of women."'" In particular the ability of the public-private
women to employ a maid in Chil.e had sharply differentiated
their life-experiences from those who could not. Should
the private women have found work outside the home in Chile,
they would still have had. to take full responsibility for
2
the home, as did most women in manual or casual employment.
The paths of these two groups of women would have been
unlikely to cross before exile. Whilst men from different
class sectors met up in party gatherings or at the workplace,
these two groups of women did not share a public arena. The
only context in which they might have met up was one marked
by inequality for one group was a potential source of
domestic labour for the other. Indeed two housewives had
had personal experience working as maids in middle class
households in Chile - one after the coup and one before
marriage.
Coming from such divergent backgrounds in Chile, these
two groups of women faced very different situations in exile.
For the public-private women, the main problem was that of
accommodating their dual role as both wage workers and
domestic workers in a situation where they were bereft of
domestic help. The private women's problems centred around
the loss of their kinship networks. Given that both groups
of women lost important support structures in the home in
J.M. Bujra, "Introductory: Female solidarity and the sexual
division of labour", in P.Caplan and J.M. Bujra, eds.,
Women United, Women Divided, Tavistock Publications,
London, 1978, p.19.
Ribeiro and de Barbiere examine the conflict between wage
work and home for a group of women factory workers in
Chile - a conflict which persisted during the Popular
Unity period., L. Ribeiro and T.M. de Barbiere, "La
mujer obrera chilena", Cuadernos de la Realidad Nacional,
No. 16, 1973.
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exile, the extent to which they could ally and construct
a basis of female solidarity will be examined in Chapter 7.
domesticity, dependence and discontent
Exile brought a high cost for the public-private women
for they initially had to renounce many public activities
through the demands of childcare. In the beginning, however,
many public-private women accepted this re-ordering of their
lives for the chance it gave of re-establishing family life.
In this process of home-building it was taken for granted
by both men and women that it was the woman - the wife and
mother - who had the key role to play. This way of seeing
things eased the loss of their public roles as their private
ones were seen - temporarily in most cases - as having
priority. These women's public commitments in Chile,
especially those who had been actively engaged in the Popular
Unity process, had meant that a certain distance had grown
up between parents and children. Cristina remarked on the
difference in exile:-
"Hay una dljLesiencia que. eA muy poAitiva , N oAot/iaA,
La mujeeeA, podemoA eAi.a/1 mucho maA con Loa hijoA.
LaLo eA inceelLLe. {jo nunca he eAtado maA con miA
hijoA que ahoea. Nunca Loa haLla tenido maA ce/ica.
Nunca he eAdado maA ceeca a aua peoL.Lem.aA. {jo
eeco^nozco que eAto ha Aido t/iemendamenLe poA-itivo
(There is one very positive difference. We women
can be much more with our children. It's incredible.
I've never been so close to my children as now. I've
never been so involved with their problems. I do
recognize that this has been tremendously positive.)
Many public-private women felt that mothering took on an
added importance in the exile situation and that they owed
it to their children to provide a focal point of stability
at a time of maximum disruption in their children's lives.
There was a desire by some to compensate for the hard times
the family had been through, especially where the man had
been imprisoned.
At the same time, these women realized that this
renewed commitment to family life had a price - the renunc¬
iation of public activity into which many had invested
an important part of their self-image. A clear expression
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of this sacrifice appears in a latter a professional woman
wrote explaining why she had decided not to pursue an
opportunity to study shortly after arrival:-
" S I Hen eA ele/ito que lo hago a la luz del
ea/ilho, Impllea aAlmlAmo la eenuncla cLe una pa/ite
Impo/itante pa/ia m-c, txlAten momento a en que
eleetaA coaoa acLquie/ien mayo/i impoetanela que en
AltuaeloneA no/imaleA, y unaA cLe tAtaA eA la Camilla.
La po/i eAto que he deeidido poAponen. miA amllncloneA
p/io JLeA lonaleA y emp/iendesi una ta/iea pienAO que
aun ma A amllelo Aa - la de Ae/i el AOpo site de Ioa
que quie/io. No plenAeA que le demo al eA-fLue/izo
del eAtudio, Al eonteaeio, ceeo que lo que me
p/iopon go /lequie/ie de ml un eAjHuesizo mayoe, ya
que Aiemp/ie he eAtado ligada al t/ialajo y al
eAtudio."
(Although I'm doing this out of love, it still
means giving up an important part of myself. There
are times, however, when certain things take on
greater importance than under normal circumstances
and one of these is the family. This is why I've
decided to postpone my professional ambitions and
undertake a task which.I think is even more
ambitious - that of supporting those I love.
Don't think I'm shying away from the effort
involved in studying. On the contrary, what I
propose will require an even greater effort on
my part, as I've always been linked to the world
of work and study.)
Unlike the private women whose very lives were con¬
ceived of as one, long sacrifice to husbands and children,
the professional women had been called upon to make very
little sacrifice until exile. Reconciling motherhood
with work outside the home had not presented insurmountable
obstacles to the public-private women in Chile. Cultural
barriers to women working outside the home were notably
lower amongst the urban middle sectors than amongst the
working class or bourgeoisie, where more traditional
notions of "women's place" held sway, especially amongst
"In the case of the private women from the working
class this sacrifice began the moment a girl was born.
Silvia had bemoaned the arrival of another daughter,
"Oh no, not anothe/i glel, not anothee one who' a got
to AuJL-fLee. I don't want moee daughte/iA
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men."*" Models of women in Latin American women's magazines
were more likely to portray the middle class heroine as
working outside the home - and often in "meaningful" work -
2
than her working class counterpart. Chilean women had
made relatively early entry into, and significant progress
3
within, the professions. More recently, this greater
receptivity to middle class women working outside the home
can be related to changes in the pattern of demand for
female wage labour.^ The expansion of the service sector
of the economy and the growth of the state bureaucracy have
created jobs for women with a degree of education in clerical
work, public administration and the social services. Women
from the middle sectors, then, had had jobs to go to unlike
many working class women as the sluggish performance of
industry and the capital intensive industrialization have
reduced the size of the female proletariat. Whilst some
35 per cent o-f the Chilean female labourforce is made
up of married women. E.M. Chaney in A. Pescatello, ed.,
op.city p.106. A survey carried out in 1968 found that
amongst the urban population,80$ of "lower class" men
disapproved of women working outside the home, as com¬
pared to 76$ of "lower middle class" men, 4-8$ of "upper
middle class"men and 70$ of "upper class" men. Women
were less disapproving. 48$ of "lower class " women
disapproved, 26$ of "lower middle class" women, 30$ of
"upper middle class" women and 20$ of "upper class"
women. A. and M. Mattelart, La Mujer Chilena en Una
Nueva Socledad, Editorial del Pacifico, Santiago, 1968,
p.114.
2
C. Butler Flora, "Thelhssive Female and Social Change:
A Cross-Cultural Comparison of Women's Magazine Fiction",
in A. Pescatello, ed., op.cit., p.74
3 Chilean women medical doctors received their first degrees
in 1887. E.M. Chaney, "Old and New Feminists in Latin
America: The Case of Peru and Chile", Journal of Marriage
and the Family, Vol.35, May 1973, p.33~. By 1968, worn en
accounted for 46.1$ of university students in the Univ¬
ersity of Chile. E.M. Chaney in A. Pescatello, ed.,
op.cit., p.107
^ H.I. Safa, "The changing class composition of the female
labour force in Latin America", Latin American Perspectives,
Issue 15, Vol IV, No.4, Fall 1977. See Tables 7 and 8
in Appendix for a breakdown of the female labour force
by economic sector and by occupational category.
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public-private women had mothers who had also worked out¬
side the home, others had experienced women's involvement
in the labourforce to be a more recent change. Gloria,
in her early 30's, thought that it was only since her
generation that women had started working outside the home
and she had experienced some opposition from her father,
not her husband, when she had taken up a job after
marriage.
If women in this class sector had experienced no
significant opposition to, nor difficulty in finding work
outside the home, nor had they experienced great practical
problems in combining jobs with domestic responsibilities.
Given their material situation, they had been able to
continue working after childbirth by engaging a maid. In
the case of the professional women, the maid had generally
lived under the same roof (pue./itaA ade.nt/io) and had taken
charge of most household chores as well as being available
for childcare. In other cases, domestic help had been
hired on a daily or part-time basis to help out with
specific tasks, such as washing and ironing. During the
Popular Unity government, this private solution had been
supplemented by the increased level of collective childcare
provision at the workplace. Some women, then, not only had
recourse to a permanent childminder in the home but also
to socialized, and often 'quality', childcare at their
place of work. As a last resort many of these women had
been able to count on female kin living in the vicinity.
s
The loss of^public role in exile had a more marked
effect on those women who had held down professional jobs
in Chile. Indeed some of these women became full-time
housewives for the first time in their married lives. Even
The standard of collective childcare varied. Some
professional women had had access to 'quality' childcare,
in terms of the availability of qualified staff and the
high level of attention the children received, such as
that provided for United Nations personnel.
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after the coup in Chile, many had maintained their jobs
or found alternative employment. This shift from wage
labour to domestic labour in exile then marked a breaking
point in some women's biographies. Doris remarked that:-
"At teaAt a£te/i the. coup I continued wo/iking,
despite att the JL/iuAt/iationA o/ the jo(L. 1he
change waA not ao d/iaAt ic aA compa/ied to the
situation hene."
Assuming a housewife role .can be problematic for highly
educated women accustomed to holding down demanding jobs
in the public sphere."'" The professional women in Chile
had occupied a relatively favourable niche in the occupat¬
ional structure in high status, well paid and often satis¬
fying work. Furthermore, they had been less subject to
sexual stereotyping than those women in white blouse work,
for the demand for professional expertise had often out-
2
weighed gender considerations in recruitment. As has been
seen, only one out of the five professional women was in
a distinctly "feminine" profession. Thus, these women had
constituted a privileged group of women in Chile, whose
class position and educational level had blunted the dis¬
advantages of gender to the. extent that many denied the
relevance of gender discrimination to their lives. Fran-
cisca, who had undergone five years' university training,
qualified and found a professional post, remarked about
her life in Chile:-
" I neue/i -{Lett that my £utu/ie had to ke cut kecauAe
I waA a woman, I neve/i -fLett any diAc/iimination o/i
waA made to £eek teAA akke than a man."
Most of these women resisted differentiating their exper¬
iences from men's in any way. They saw themselves as
Indeed the passage from paid labour to unpaid labour in
the home has been analysed as a life -crisis. A. Oakiey,
Housewife, Penguin, 1974-, p.114-.
This is not to deny that Chilean women were not dis¬
proportionately concentrated in certain professions.
However, Chilean women compare well with their North
American counterparts in some "masculine" or more
"neutral" professions. E.M. Chaney, in A. Pescatello,
ed., op.cit., p.109.
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being like men, competing equally with men,and working
alongside men.
Many of the Chilean professional women perceived gender
differentiation to be more marked in Britain than in Chile.
They contradicted the popular view of less developed
countries as being more sexually stereotyped than the
developed world. Two were to be the only women students
on postgraduate courses in natural sciences, and a third
was to be one of a small minority of women on a management
course, when they later entered university here. One of
them reflected:-
"A peAan del AuCdeAanno llo nueAtno, me da la
impneAion como que la mujen deAtacaCa maA en
Chile. La poAiCle que aqul tengan la Aehona
7hatchen peno en tenminoA medioA digamo A. {Jo
AO y la unica muj en que tiene un ClaAtenA en
Ingenie/ila aqul, entonaeA pa/ia elloA AO g mug
ex.tnaha, tj a mi. me han p/ieguntado muchaA veeeA
g eon mueha extnaneza po/i que AO g ingenie/ia. Ln
Chile eAo ga paAO de moda."
(Despite our underdevelopment, I get the impress¬
ion that women stood out more in Chile. I know
you have Mrs. Thatcher here but I mean on average.
I'm the only women with a Master's degree in
engineering here so I appear very unusual. And
I'm always being asked with great surprise why I
chose to study engineering. In Chile that sort
of question went out long ago.)
Many professional women felt that they had more of a
role to play in Chile compared to their British counter¬
parts. The fact that they were perceived as unusual by
British people came as a surprise for it shattered prior
expectations. Many had arrived with high hopes about the
di.
level of chi3^care provision they would find in a developed
country only to discover that British women were, in turn,
amazed that they had left their children in nurseries and
creches at the workplace from an early age in Chile. Some
were also struck by the apparent domestic outlook of
British women. In Francisca's words:-
" 7he Aituation o J. women in Scotland iA ve/ig
AunpniAing Jon. the Chilean woman. hJe ane hit
Cg the nealitg hene and thiA iA Aomething common
to all Chilean pnoJeAAional women. Uheneven a
gnoup oJ Chilean women get to gethen theg talk
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alout theisi wo/ik. 11'A tsiue that thiA may have.
(Leen AOmething new dusting Populasi Unity. CloAt
Bnit i Ah women Aeem to josiget theisi degsieeA aA
Aoon aA they have them. 1hey think I'm AO anxiouA
to wo/ik (LecauAe 1 need the money and they pity
me that my hu.AH.and can't Auppo/it me. Uo/iAt o/ alt,
B/iitiAh women don't Aeem to mind Ataying at home
to look attest the child/ien. It do eAn't hunt them,
whesieaA it would a Chilean."
This work-centred outlook of the Chilean woman was
regarded by some as having been further bolstered by the
Popular Unity government. Cristina, who had previously
been overlooked for promotion, had been given the chance
under Popular Unity to direct a team of twenty people,
mainly men. Generalizing from her own experience, Cristina
related how during Popular Unity:-
"7odo nueAtsio g/iupo de mujesieA que no Ae halia
deAa/L/io llado comp letamente tuvo la po a iCi I idad
de hacesilo po/ique Ae hizo e£ectivo el psiincip io -
ponque huCo un vuelco en la JLiloAojla - de que
no po/i el heeho de Aesi mujesi tu tentaA una
limitacion. CI gokiesino le dio jacilidadeA pa/ia
pasiticipasi post au mayosi psieo cupacidn po/i Ioa
hijoA. y como el AiAtema llevala una cienta
mtAtica de igualdad de denechoA de homl/ieA y
mujeneA, laA mujeneA JLuenon elegidaA como
nep/ieAentanteA con mayo/i {.aci lidad que anteA.
Po/ique e.A'o eAtaka dent/io del eAquema, el denecho
de la mujesi a t/iaCajo, a panticipa/i. Se hakld
mucho del CliniAtenio de la Cluje/i. CntonceA la
mujesi ya penAada que tenca maA puno
(All our group of women who hadn't been able to
develop fully had the chance to do so because
there was a change in philosophy which made
effective the principle that the fact of being
a woman did not imply a limitation. The govern¬
ment enabled women to participate by the increased
provision of childcare. And as there was a certain
mystique of equal rights for men and women, women
were elected as representatives more easily than
before, because part of the scheme was the right
of women to work, to participation. There was
also a lot of talk about a Ministry of the Woman,
so women felt that they carried more weight.)
Those women who had experienced the Popular Unity period
as marking a lowering of sexual barriers and of expanding
women's job opportunities and political role, faced a
situation of sudden closure and contraction in exile.
Not all public-private women, however, had experienced
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Popular Unity as having expanded their vistas or horizons.
Nor did all concur with some professional women's views
about gender equality in Chile. "Domen in Chile, have always
keen seconda/iy" , remarked Isabel with a degree of resignation.
Those women in white blouse work had experienced more
restricted job opportunities and they had not generally
projected themselves through their jobs to the same extent.
Some consistently downgraded and devalued their work in
Chile, reflecting the low esteem in which such typically
female occupations are held. Having less prestigious public
roles, many of these women continued to locate an important
part of their identity in the private, sphere and some had
already had spells in the home in Chile. One had worked
part-time.
Irrespective of remuneration and status of occupations,
however, work had acquired a political connotation for some
women during Popular Unity, which had further bolstered
their public identities. Some women regarded the fact that
they had continued working outside the home in Chile, when
they had had the option of dropping into domesticity, as
part and parcel of their political contribution. Like the
men, then, the loss of a job could also mean the loss of
a political dimension to the women's lives. Where work had
carried this expanded.meaning, housework carried the negative
connotation of being privatized labour, associated with
narrow and conservative views of the world. Two women,
however, had worked outside the home whilst remaining aloof
from political participation. Both Isabel and Gloria had
resisted the politicization of their work roles and had
kept out of politics at the workplace, regarding this as
an unwelcome interference to "getting on with the jol" .
Irrespective of whether work outside the home carried
a political dimension or not, many public-private women soon
felt bored and restless in the home in exile. They described
themselves as "cooped, up" , " imp/iisoned" and housework as
"monotonous" , "unsatisfying" , "living f/iom day to day with
no development" . Even those who had initially looked for¬
ward to spending more time with their children came to
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despair at being in the house, all day. Many found it
difficult to hold onto the conception of themselves as
having a non-domestic identity, given the lack of positive
affirmation in exile. Doris spoke at length about the
denting of her self-image:-
"I /eel, mo/ie and mo/ie con/uAed adout who I am.
I /ea/i I'm decoming n£.u/iottc. I'm na/iely adle
to exp/ieAA what I /eel. 11' A pa/itly the language,
pa/itly the tack. o/ actio it y. 1he only outlet
I have it a -{Lew //liendA."
Likewise, Claudia felt that her own children had even begun
to see her differently, as "little dette/i than a maid, the/ie
to /etch and ca/i/iy and tidy up a/ten. them" , for the maid
had not only taken the drudgery out of domestic labour but
had also obscured its servile character.
egalitarian marriages?
In many cases, these women's loss of a public role was
initially shared with their men. As the men, however,
gradually regained a foothold in the public sphere, the
marriage took on the pattern of the highly segregated
marriages, typified by Marcelo and Monica in Chapter 2.
Apart from the loss of their economic independence, these
women came to assume their husbands' surname in exile - at
least for official British purposes - as is customary here."'"
The loss of their own family name was just one indicator
of a much wider loss but one which seemed to rub their
dependent status in. Although the public-private women
were glad to see their men getting on, the contrast between
the men's activity and their own stagnation was hard to
take, especially where the women considered themselves to
be professional equals.. The fact that women took over the
running of the household enabled the men to cut themselves
off from domestic affairs and immerse themselves in their
studies.
Upon marriage a Chilean woman maintains her family name,
her husband's surname being added to her own with the
prefix de (of). In practice, however, this is often
omitted and for all general purposes, the woman is
known and referred to by her family name.
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Many men sympathized with their wives' complaints of
boredom and isolation in the home and tried to ease the
situation by not lingering too long away from home or
returning early for the evening meal. Where men showed
this sort of personal consideration, the women's sacrifice
was easier to bear. With or without this display of
sympathy, however, relations between husbands and wives
in the integrated marriages were sorely tested. Two
marriages foundered at this point and one woman made her
way separately back to Chile with the children. Exile, then,
exposed gaps in what had often been regarded as egalitarian
relationships. Until exile, these women had been able to
compete, if not equally with men, much more equally than
they could here, stripped of all support in the home. As
time passed, more public-private women expressed a growing
awareness and resentment that the costs of exile were not
being equally shouldered- by men and women. For had not
the women also had careers cut and studies interrupted by
the coup? And, if this was so, why should.men have the
monopoly of public activity?
Given the difficult employment situation, the public-
private women's desires for a public activity could easily
have been frustrated but for the existence of the WUS
programme. Initially, however, the WUS scheme underpinned
gender roles by restricting grants to one per household
and these largely went to men."'" As the women became
increasingly vocal about the " /taw cLeat" which they had in
exile, their grievances surfaced in public circles with
favourable results: WUS later eased up on this restriction
in response to what one WUS worker referred to as "the.
This policy did not reflect deliberate sexual discrimina¬
tion but was a way of spreading resources as widely as
possible so that the maximum number of families could
leave the country who needed to do so. More grants
went to men than women in Chile, as men were more fre¬
quently in physical danger, one of the criteria for
awarding grants. However, even after easing up on
this restriction, 15% of WUS awardholders are men,
increasing to 88% at doctoral level. WUS (UK), (a),
op. ci't. , p.15.
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/tevott o/ the wiveA". All but one professional woman and
one white-blouse woman, took up WUS grants and these two
exceptions found part-time or full-time work outside the
home. All women, who had worked outside the home in Chile,
then, succeeded sooner or later in recuperating a public
activity in exile.
The public-private women's motives for reclaiming a
public role were not always articulated in terms of the
men's political vocabulary. Few spoke of studying " to que
et pa La ne.ce.Aita" (what the country needs) which was so
common amongst the men. Ideology could clash with more
practical considerations - the need to find employment on
return to a Chile dominated by the aggressive revival
of the market economy - and some women were more openly
pragmatic about their choice of study. Others spoke of
continuing professional careers by regarding their studies
as pe/i£ecclonam lento (training) or of furthering amticioneA
peo-fLeAionateA (professional ambitions). This kind of
language was not used by the white-blouse women whose skills
were not at such a premium. They tended to phrase their
desire for a job or studies in terms of escaping boredom
in the home or finding an independent and non-domestic
identity.
One professional woman, however, openly talked of
studying as "the HeAt way o-fL Aotuing ou/i economic Aituation" .
That studying could encapsulate an economic motive was
recognized by the men but generally disowned as a personal
motive. The fact that studying could be a way of propping
up a material standard of living for the middle sectors
became clear in a few cases where the woman's entrance into
the public sphere was largely motivated by economic consid¬
erations. As the men's studies, came.to an end and the
likelihood of their finding a job seemed low, the couple
faced the choice, of living on social security or for the
woman to apply for a grant herself. In most cases, this
no more than coincided with the woman's desire for an
extra-domestic activity. However, a few public-private
women, whose public identities were weaker or whose private
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commitments higher, were not over-anxious to leave the
home. Carmen, who had recently given birth and declared
herself content to be at home, suddenly found herself
propelled into the public sphere by an economic logic
which enabled her to draw more income than her husband
could. In a number of cases, then, WUS policy had the
unintended consequences of modifying male-female relations
by presenting women with a non-market, remunerated activity.
impulse to penetrate"^
Regaining a public activity, however, did not put an
end to the public-private women's problems for it forced
them to find ways-of accommodating their public and private
commitments. As has been seen, in Chile the escape outlet
c*r the maid had enabled these women to take up wage work
2
without experiencing the full force of the 'double shift'.
Furthermore, the availability of maids had also underpinned
the pattern of male non-involvement in domestic life. By
enabling women to work outside the home without challenging
the sexual division of labour within the family, the maid
had also kept the potential conflict between men and women
in the family at bay. Rather both men and women had drawn
upon an egalitarian or complementary model of male-female
relations. In exile, meanwhile,the public-private women
faced head on that very dual and contradictory position
which has been identified as imparting a specific dynamic
to their situation and without which their position, "however
3
oppressive, would be essentially unproblematic". Being
female in this society was therefore experienced as much
more oppressive by this group of women than what they had
known in Chile, where gender subordination had been cushioned
To penetrate is to uncover the structure determining
one's situation in society, and to demystify. P.E. Willis,
op. cit. p.119-
2
One professional couple had toyed with the idea of bring¬
ing the maid with them into exile but had discarded this
for fear of the unhappiness this might entail.
M. Coulson et al., op.citp. 60.
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by class privilege.
In exile, then, the public-private women experienced
the contradiction between their family and public roles in
heightened form. By bringing men's and women's different
commitments and responsibilities in the home clearly into
view, these women were in a position to penetrate the
connections between public and private spheres and to
uncover the way in which the sexual division of labour in
the family prevented them from participating on equal
terms with men in the public sphere. Not only were these
women in a position to challenge the female definition of
domestic labour but also to penetrate its private status
by raising it as a public issue. They were in a position
to challenge the men's boundaries of the political by-
putting gender onto the political agenda. How the public-
private women set about containing or confronting this
contradiction forms the subject of the remainder of this
chapter.
domestic labour: a female task?
The immediate impa'ct of this contradiction was felt
at the level of each individual household. Regaining a
public role often ushered in a period of tension and
conflict in the home as women battled to cope with the
competing demands of studies, childeare and housework.
Of course, family commitments are not of the same magnitude
for all women. Those with small, pre-sehool age children
faced the greatest potential conflict. In all cases,
however, women's entry into the public sphere entailed some
reorganization of the household. Amongst the strategies
adopted by women to manage the contradiction were the
rationalization of household tasks, the redistribution
of chores amongst family members, the use of local authority
and'private day nurseries, and childminders. These
strategies presented varying degrees of challenge to the
sexual division of labour in the family.
As has been seen, asking men for help in the home had
not formed part of these women's expectations before exile.
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They had not always needed to, nor had it occurred to them
to do so when it could have been requested."'" The active
involvement of men in the home had generally been regarded
by both men and women as deviant and unmasculine. For
women to challenge men's freedom from domestic duties was
not only to go against established gender norms but -
in the case of longer marriages in particular - to challenge
a well-entrenched pattern of accommodation between husbands
and wives. .Changing this pattern.meant renegotiating the
marriage relationship.
A few public-private women opted not to confront men
and to shoulder the domestic load alone. When I asked
Cristina about men's role in the home in exile, she began
by saying:-
" £a dien cieato que hay ma.A paatieipacion doncLe
to- eApo Aa ten la una empdeada domeAtiea. £d homdne
ve que. eAta pndet ieamente en da miAma A ituaeio'n
de au muje/i. tntoneeA t/iata cLe haeen. do que edda
tampoco haeia en au eaAa,"
(it's true that there is more male participation
where the woman used to have a maid. The man
sees that he is in practically the same situation
as his wife and so he tries to do what she was
not used to doing either in the home.)
However, whilst recognizing the theoretical equality of the
situation faced by men and women in the home, when it came
down to the nitty gritty of who did what in her own home,
it turned out that Cristina did everything and did not expect
Rafael to help:-
"
yo hago todo eAto pene de una manena may Aimpde,
demo A ddegado inenelddemente ad mlnimo de tnadajo
po/i un AeAdema, ddam.an.eamo a naeionad, que hemo a
cneado kaAta ddegan aho/ia."
(I take charge of all that but in a very simple
way. We have arrived at the minimum of work through
a so-called rational system, which we've gradually -
built up over time.)
Doris had had to interrupt her studies in Chile on the
birth of her first child as Ivdn's income (from part-
time work whilst still a student himself) had not
stretched to a maid. However, it had never occurred to
Doris to ask Ivan for help in the home. It was not until
their financial situation improved that Doris could
continue her studies by engaging a maid. Gristina had
postponed marriage, so she said, until she had been in
a position to engage a maid.
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Cristina was extremely vocal in spelling out this
rational system of housekeeping she had devised to me.
The main components were bulk buying and careful budgeting.
First of all, she transferred her allegiance from the
supermarkets to the local shops, developing a personal
relationship on first-name terms with the local grocer. She
made monthly purchases of staple products - drums of oil,
sacks of potatoes, chests of tea. Milk and eggs were
delivered to the home, a weekly order placed with the
butcher and uplifted by the children. Meals were simplified
and transferred from a table in the living room to the
kitchen, where in Chile the maid would normally have eaten
alone. Cristina's command of English was sufficiently good
to enable her to make extensive use of the telephone for
securing repairs, placing orders, making dental and medical
appointments. She proved so efficient that even her
Scottish neighbours would resort to her for advice and help.
Her economic situation also permitted a number of shortcuts.
One of the first items purchased was an automatic washing
machine; the drying cupboard, later discarded as too
expensive, was used to speed the drying of clothes; taxis
occasionally taken to cut down travelling time.
All this expenditure was carefully budgeted to ensure
that expenses did not get out of hand and to allow a margin
of saving. Cristina, who had had considerable experience
through her job in Chile with accounting, now applied this
knowledge to the private sphere, giving domestic labour
the character of an executive function. She periodically
referred to her situation as "may eApeciat" (very special)
not only for the expertise entailed, but also because her
children were relatively adult so she did not experience
severe problems of childcare.
When I probed Cristina for the rationale behind this
system of housekeeping, she replied:-
"Ah.osiA.aA tie.rn.po y enesigla. So tsie todo no
psie.ocu.paA a nadie exceAivamente y Aotsie todo
a to A masiidoA,"
(You save time and energy. Above all you
don't botha- anyone excessively and especially
not your husband.)
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Cristina, then, had specifically designed this system to
avoid conflict which challenging men's freedom from
domestic labour potentially entailed. Indeed, this
solution had only been arrived at after an initial period
of tension in her family had arisen over who did what in
the home. To put an end to this, Cristina had set her
organizing ability to devising a way of rationalizing and
simplifying household tasks so as to take on the house¬
keeping single-handedly.
A second way in which women could reduce the demands
they made on men in the home was by deflecting requests for
help onto older children. Whilst challenging men1s absence
from domestic labour was to challenge the power structure
within the family,children could be given orders comparatively
easily. Both Cristina and Doris had teenage daughters whom
they called upon to help out. Women, however did not
exclusively call on daughters. If many public-private women,
implicitly made allowances for men, socialized into more
rigid definitions of "men's" and "women's" work, some women
were conscious of the need to break down this pattern in
the next generation. Boys were often expected, verbally
at least, to lend a hand even though this was generally
an uphill struggle, Claudia, who had only boys, felt that
the reorganization of domestic labour in her household
had been retarded by this fact. None of the boys' Scottish
friends helped in the home and they resisted Claudia's
attempts to assign them domestic chores, eventually agreeing
to make their own beds and tidy their rooms.
Those public-private women with young children could
not exclude their husbands so readily from the domestic
scene. The help that these women requested from men
varied from a minimal to a more important share in the
running of the home. Women generally regarded their
husbands as doing them a favour rather than carrying out
their rightful share of tasks which had been redefined as
a joint responsibility. Favours, of course, are conditional
and can be withdrawn at any moment. Most public-private
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women tested the psychological atmosphere in the home
first, before deciding when and where to draw the line.
In most cases, women negotiated the reallocation of a
number of specific tasks to their husbands with further
responsibilities being subject to goodwill and the men's
public engagements. The assignation of household chores
to men maintained some sexual patterning. Men commonly
took responsibility for fuel supplies, shopping and
some childcare; ironing, sewing and, to a lesser extent,
cooking proved more resistant to redefinition. All women
however - and . including here the private women - had to
call on their menfolk at special times, such as child¬
birth. The man had sometimes to take full charge of
home and children whilst his. wife was in hospital and
was frequently more involved with the birth than had
been the case in Chile. Some men witnessed the birth
of their child for the first time in exile.
In two cases, however, male participation was of
a more sustained character. Like Cristina, Francisca
had set her mind and energy into devising a household
system which would enable tar to take on a public activity.
Unlike Cristina, however, she incorporated Jaime into the
scheme in an important,, if subordinate, capacity. As
the children were still small, this demanded careful
planning. When both were studying their timetables had
in,
been flexible enough to fit/with school hours and they also
had access to the university creche. Later, when both found
full-time jobs, they resorted to the services of a childminder.
A system of flexi-time at work allowed them to stagger
hours and continue sharing some responsibilities in the
home. Francisca, on the early shift, would wake first "
at 6 a.m., get ready for work and rouse Jaime before she
left. Jaime would then wake the children, dress them,
Jaime thought that this was specifically forbidden
by law in Chile. It was only in exile that Jaime
could fulfil his desire to witness the birth of his
child. Such male interest, however, was rather
unusual.
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fix breakfast and drop them off to school and the child-
minder on his way to work. Francisca returned mid-afternoon,
picked up the children, did some shopping and prepared
tea. When Jaime returned there would be an hour for play
before bed-time. At this point Francisca and Jaime would
sit back and exchange news of their working day.
Whilst Jaime and Francisca both held down jobs as well
as sharing some household chores and childcare, Jorge and
Carmen reversed roles, with Carmen going out to study whilst
Jorge remained at home. This situation had only come about
reluctantly on Carmen's part as she was hesitant to give
up full-time care of a recently born baby. However, she
had been encouraged by Jorge, who saw the chance for Carmen
to study after his own grant expired. Initially, they had
planned to leave the baby with a childminder but Carmen
would be so worried about the baby's welfare that she could
hardly concentrate on her studies. She would ring up the
childminder several times a day from college to check that
he was alright. She fretted that the baby was not receiving
the loving care and attention she had provided. After a
month, Jorge and Carmen both decided that the baby would
be better off in Jorge's hands. Carmen showed him how to
change a nappy and left the baby's food ready prepared.
Jorge then took on "todaA taA ta/ie.a.A cLe. ta mad/ie." (all
the mother's tasks) as well as cooking the evening meal.
Cleaning, ironing and shopping, however, remained Carmen's
responsibility.
men and domestic labour
The new demands which the public-private women made
on men in the home, however hesitantly and however minimal,
forced men to redefine their behaviour at a time when
many were already feeling vulnerable through the devalua¬
tion of their public status. Whilst many men in these
integrated marriages proved understanding and sympathetic
to their wives' increased workload in exile, some resisted
or bluntly refused any domestic involvement. It was
where the gap between the women's requests and the help
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received from men was experienced as too wide by the
woman that marital conflict erupted.
As has been seen, before exile the private sphere
had largely been defined as a female and non-political
domain by men. The women's demands on men's labour in
the home thereby detracted from both their masculine and
political identities. Economic factors played a part
in facilitating some men's receptiveness to gender role
change. As seen, when the men's studies came to an end,
some couples faced the unusual position of the woman being
able to draw more income than the man by applying for a
grant herself. In return for the woman taking on the
breadwinner role, some men - temporarily in most cases -
agreed to play a part in the running of the home and
looking after the children. However, this economic under¬
mining of gender roles was not uniformly welcomed. Some
men fiercely resented the loss of their privileges, for
in these cases women were the ones who controlled the
purse strings. One man fumed when his wife received a
WUS award and he the dependant's allowance. Those men
who resented being placed in this position proved more
inflexible when it came to helping in the home and in these
cases, the woman was forced to work a 'double shift'.
Even those men who proved more accommodating regretted the
passage of some of their privileges. Jaime looked back
longingly to the time when Francisca had been full-time
in the home and he had been able to immerse himself in
his books and return to find the house spick and span.
Men who were more open to helping their wives in the
home reacted to their new role with a mixture of pride
and embarrassment. Joking between men about domestic work
was one way of signalling role distance and managing the
tension. One man carried out his share of the housework
wearing an apron with "men's lib" scrawled across the
front. Whilst he regarded this as no more than a bit of
a laugh, the underlying message read "don't push me too
far". There were also light-hearted attempts by men to
parody female behaviour by asking other men for recipes
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or household advice. Many men had also to contend with
expressions of surprise from Scottish neighbours, college
staff or friends, reinforcing the tendency to regard their
behaviour as deviant.
In a few cases the view that male participation in the
home was deviant and unmasculine came to be supplanted
by a more radical reinterpretation of male involvement in
domestic life as "night and p/tope/t" behaviour for a
socialist militant. Jorge who had to restrict his social
life to weekends, admitted to no such loss of freedom. In
his desire to be consistent in his public and private life,
he felt that he was merely doing "what eo/t/teAponded to him
aA a AociatiAt". The tension between these two standards
of male behaviour is evident not only by the verbal enlarge¬
ment of a minor role in the home but also, in one case,
by the public playing down of a more active role in the
home. Although in this latter instance, the man assumed
an important share of domestic work, the couple insisted
on keeping this confidential and generally reverted back
to the traditional division of labour when visitors appeared
on the scene. The fact that the man clearly wanted m_e to
know and yet not others in the Chilean exile community,
also illustrates the way in which different vocabularies
of motive are brought into play for different audiences.
However, the man was also aware of different shades of
opinion amongst the exiles, for he added:-
" 7hay p/toHaHty think. I'm a neat mate. ehauviniAt
making mg wi-fLe do eve/iything a/tound the home.
Lie have oa/t own p/iivate taagh atout thiA. "
Of course, my questioning the men about their role in the
home only served to accentuate the men's defensiveness,
for it was difficult to probe without levelling the implicit
criticism that they should be doing something, or more. I
always broached the topic extremely hesitantly, and, such
is the force of male hegemony, I felt unable to tackle it
at all in the case of an older man.
The two men who played the most active role in the
home came to redefine not only what housework and childcare
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entailed but also what constituted masculine and fem-inine
behaviour. Jorge, who was in charge of looking after a
baby and two small children whilst Carmen was at college,
was surprised at the work and responsibility involved. He
himself remarked that "the. constant peeo ccupation which.
a mothee /eelA /oe he/i childeen waA unknown ho me. until I
came to aAAume the eeAponAibility /on. myAel/" , Jorge's
close relationship with the baby also revealed an emotional
side which he had not expressed before:-
"I' ve diAcove/ied things about myAel/ which I
hadn't known begone. 7he -/Lathee o/ten AeeA the
mothee making geAtueeA to the. baby which a/ie
typical o/ the /Lemate Aex. But when I took
ovee the mothee eole, I /Lound myAel/ eeAponding
to the baby in the Aame way, I think men aee
basically the Aame in teemA. o/ emotions but that
men a/ie p /levented /eom showing emotion a because
0/ the di//eeent situation they a/ie in. I /.eel
that my love /on. my childeen haA been eneiched
by thiA expedience."
Up to this point I had largely assumed that men's
freedom from domestic life and child-rearing largely
worked to their benefit and that women were the ones
uniquely disadvantaged by a sexual division of labour which
prevents them from participating in the public sphere on
equal terms with men. Jorge and Jaime, however, both
spoke of certain costs of a masculine role, which prevents
men from expressing emotions and excludes them from sus¬
tained contact with young children."'"
Jaime, who had taken an unusually active interest in
his children in Chile, related how his own childhood
experience had followed the typical pattern of the mother
being exclusively involved in the early child-rearing
years and the father stepping in at a later stage when
he became a "pal" to his son. He self-consciously wanted
Barrett also points to some "undesirable consequences"
of the male breadwinner role in depriving men of
significant access to children. M. Barrett, op.cit.
pp. 216-7. Tolson, likewise, analyses the limitations
of the masculine role in A. Tolson, The Limits of
Masculinity, Tavistock Publications, 1977.
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to break down this pattern with his own children. How¬
ever, his attempts to become more closely involved in
child-rearing had often been frustrated in Chile. Jaime
recalled the first time that he and Francisca had pre¬
sented the baby to his parents. His mother had virtually
taken over the child and waved Jaime away whenever he
approached. Although Francisca had been willing to take
a back seat for the duration of the visit, Jaime had only
contained himself with great difficulty and had come away
relieved that his parents did not live nearer. Jaime also
related the " cL Lacsl Lminatosiy tsie.at.me.nt" to which he
had been subject^ in this country. When he and Francisca
had first gone to the university to discuss their respect¬
ive study plans, Jaime noted indignantly how all academic-
type remarks were addressed to him whilst the question of
childcare was directed solely at Francisca. In Jaime's
opinion, it was men who had the "siaw deal" in the way
society was presently arranged:-
"I think. the way that Aoeiety La aststanged at
psieAent La vesty unJLaist to the /athesi, It
doeAn't give him an equal stole to play. Ihe
Jlathesi Ahould. have the Aame stightA aA the
mothesi with sieApeet to the ehLlcLsten."
Jaime thought that the female monopoly of child-rearing
discriminated against men, constituting what he termed an
inverse form of maehlAmo or " machLAmoJ-temen Lno" (feminine
maehiAmo). Just as men could act to keep women out of
the public domain, so in Jaime's view women could act to
keep men out of the private domain. The public-private
split and the related process of gender differentiation,
could be perceived by men as involving certain costs as
well as benefits for themselves. Rather than being
an unwilling or reluctant recruit.into the private sphere
as many men were in exile, Jaime - for one - saw himself
as having been deliberately excluded in the past and
being able to give free rein in exile to his desire for
a greater involvement in child-rearing. In most cases,
however, reinterpretation of the masculine role did not
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go so far, for few men played, or desired to play, so
active a role in the home.
female guilt
Although the degree of male involvement varied sub¬
stantially, in all cases domestic labour and childcare
remained the woman's overall responsibility. Instances
of role reversal were seen by both partners as temporary
arrangements and those cases of more sustained male part¬
icipation were still clearly under female directives.
The public-private women, then, largely acted to
maintain domestic labour and childcare as a female resp¬
onsibility and to blame themselves for shortfalls in their
domestic arrangements in exile. Although often coming back
from college with books to read and essays to write, Doris
still felt compelled to keep the house tidy. Ivan would do
what was asked of him, but he would do that and no more.
Doris's trained eye would see the dust on the mantelpiece,
the pile of ironing mounting by the day, the dirt on the
kitchen floor. Ivan would tell her not to worry, accepting
a lowering of domestic standards rather than a greater
share of domestic chores. Middle class homes in Chile are
rarely untidy and it would be extremely unusual to see
stacks of dirty dishes in the kitchen. By employing a maid,
these women had been able to comply with the high standards
of housekeeping expected and hold down full-time jobs. As
Doris battled in exile to maintain the home and fulfil the
requirements of a demanding postgraduate course, she some¬
times wondered if it was worth all the effort.
As well as the fall in household standards, many public-
private women fretted over the less than satisfactory
arrangements which they had to make for childcare in exile.
Particularly controversial and sensitive in the exile
context was the use of childminders for the implications
of socializing young children into different cultural and
linguistic patterns. As the arrangements made were often
second-best, some women worried that they were depriving
their children of love and attention, even though in Chile
they may not have spent more time with their children and
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often less. Francisca who had had some contact with a
group of Scottish university lecturers' wives who had
opted to remain at home felt that:-
"Uomen heee /eeb guibty oe aee made, do /eeb
guibty about (Leaving theie ehibdeen and going
out to woek. I've begun to /eeb guibty about
tdia myAeb/ because abb the oth.ee kidA have
theie motheeA at home and 1 think mine wibb
notice thiA."
If regaining a public role put an end to a period of
sacrifice in the home, it marked the beginning of another
subjective state - that of female guilt. The public-
private women felt guilty when they saw the house looking
run down or untidy. They felt guilty about bothering
husbands and children for help in the home. They felt
guilty at depriving children of love and affection.
These guilt feelings reflect the way in which gender
roles were often so firmly engraved in these women's
subjectivity as to cause distress and anxiety when violated.
In some cases, as has been seen, the public-private women
continued to openly endorse a gender order which assigned
different priorities for men and women in the public and
private spheres. Some women openly accepted their secondary
and conditional public status. Cristina failed to challenge
the men's freedom from domestic commitments because she
upheld an ideology of gender roles which identified man's
primary role as that of provider in the public sphere and
woman's as that of homemaker in the private sphere. As
she herself commented:-
"LJou can Aay that I'm ant i-/.em in iAt i/ you want,
but I think that wheee a Aoaiety doeAn't peov ide
iLubb empboyment oe wheee the ceeation 0/ eguab
oppoetunitieA /.oe women meanA taking jo bA away
/eom men and /eom theie eobe aA head 0/ the /amiby,
women Ahoubd Atay at home. I'd be the /ieAt to
Atay at home and book a/tee the chibdeen wheee
. theee weee inadequate ehibdeaee /aeibitieA."
Other public-private women,who were more open to
change, related the difficulties they had encountered in
trying to resocialize themselves. Doris was well aware
of the extent to which she had internalized the "good
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houAewi/.e" role but felt, unable to resocialize herself:-
" 11' A incnedille the extent to which. I ' ve had
the. good houAewi-£e note dnilled into me. Iven
though I'm deadleat when I annive home, I Atill
JLeel that I have to keep the houAe neat and tidy.
Ivan will tell me juAt to leave it, lut I Aimply
cannot leave centain cho/ieA."
Where the public-private women delegated chores to men, they
not only had to redefine what was "night and pnopen"
behaviour for women but also what was "night and pnopen"
for men. Francisca mentioned the anxiety which Jaime's
enlarged domestic role had caused her: -
"It waA veny d i // i cu It JLon me to adjuAt to thiA
change nound. I had to leann to aAk %.aime to
panticipate and to fieel com/.ontalle leaving him
alone doing taAkA without conAtantly wonnying
on thinking I Ahould le doing them."
The public-private women,then, not only had to battle
with male opposition to domestic involvement in some cases,
but also against years of gender socialization. Given these
difficulties, the process of redefining the female
character of domestic labour and of reallocating household
tasks between men and women remained partial and incomplete.
private trouble or public issue?
These women's 'guilt' feelings would also seem to
indicate that they acted to confine their difficulties
in the home to the status of a 'private trouble'. However,
many public-private women had access to public arenas
where they could have raised the question of the sexual
division of labour in the family as a 'public issue'. Six
out of the nine public-private women belonged to political
parties, where they could have formulated their grievances
as policy demands. To do so, however, involved challenging
the men's control of the political agenda and dominance
of the party machine.
Before taking up the thread in exile, I shall first
flash back to these women's experiences in the political
sphere in Chile. Several political analysts, writing about
women's political participation in Latin America, have
commented on the slower progress which Latin American women
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have made in political as compared to economic life."'"
Chaney, writing before the Popular Unity period, noted
a tendency for Chilean women to act in a separate political
world to the man, to adopt a distinct female political
2
style and to pursue a "micro-social" approach to change.
Whilst traces of these characteristics are present amongst
my sample, some public-private women had left this older
model behind during the Popular Unity period to become
militants in political cadres alongside men. However,
with few exceptions, women had been subordinate members
of this male political world. Bambirra, writing in the
middle of the Popular Unity government, noted that women
were visibly absent from high political office, whether
in party organizations, government posts, trade unions or
student movements and that in many political settings,
women's presence was little more than that of an "ornament".
The few important national female figures were often
daughters, nieces or relatives of an important political
A
man.
The public-private women's involvement in this pre¬
dominantly male political framework had not been without
its difficulties in Chile. As has been seen, the men had
a particularly powerful model of social reality and one
which had been potentially dominant at societal level during
J. Jaquette, "Female Political Participation in Latin
America", in J. Nash and H. Safa, eds., op.cit.
O
E. Chaney. coins the ten® "supermadre",.whereby women
occupy positions in the public sphere which they look
upon as differing only in magnitude from the nurturant
and affectional tasks which they carry out in the family
in the private sphere. E. Chaney in A. Pescatello, ed.,
op . cit. , p.104-'
V. Bambirra (a), op.cit., p.5.
^ ibid. p.5. The tendency for women to use their relation¬
ships with men in the private sphere as a foothold into
public sphere also forms part of the early history of
women's entry into parliament in this country. M. Stacey
and M. Price, op.cit., pp.92-95-
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the Popular Unity government. This model, however, largely
bracketed the private sphere from serious political consid¬
eration. Those public-private women who were politically
involved had not been able to invest as much of themselves
in their political roles as the men, for their family
roles pulled the other way. The process of role-person merger
around a political anchor role - described for the men in
the last chapter - had been more problematic for women. The
kind of total commitment expected of the exemplary political
militant, without a private life, on call 24 hours a day,
ready to leave at the drop of a hat, had been unattainable
for women with children. Few women, usu_ally those without
family, had enjoyed what the men referred to as an "on.gan.ic.
tic" to the party, whereby a militant surrenders himself
to party work and discipline. This lack of fit between
the men's political model which stopped short at the private
sphere, and women's situation, straddling the public and
private spheres, had the effect of maintaining the
political, especially the higher echelons of party life,
as a predominantly masculine preserve.
This mismatch had already been experienced as a
problem by the "uneasily politicized" women in Chile. Although
these women, especially those in well paid professional
jobs, had been able to count on considerable support in
the home - maids, cars, telephones - none had enjoyed the
same kind of freedom to absent themselves from the home
as the men. During the Vhyped-up' pace of political life
during the Popular Unity years, these women's finely tuned
"Rowbotham et al. depict a similar view of the revolutionary
as a "lonely character without ties, bereft of domestic
emotions, who is hard, erect, self-contained, controlled,
without the time or ability to express loving passion, who
cannot pause to nurture and for whom friendship is a
diversion." Whilst writing about the situation in Britain,
part of this picture of the full time, dedicated, profess¬
ional revolutionary also fits the Chilean Left. They
add, "if this is our version of what it means to be a
socialist, it implies that we see socialism as limited to
a professional elect who can muster these eccentric
qualities. Membership of this elect will for a start be
predominantly male, for if it attracts a minority among
men, it fits even fewer women." S. Rowbotham, L. Segal,
H. Wainwright, Beyond the Fragments, Feminism and the
Making of Socialism, Islington Community Press, 1979,p.35.
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arrangements for balancing their public and private
h<*dL been, St re tohex*-
commitments/to breaking point. Doris spoke of some of
the problems she had experienced:-
"fleet-in gA were held a-£ter oJLJLice hourA. On
the.Ae dayA I would telephone the maid at home
to make Aure that everything waA alright, that
there waA -£ood, an evening meal. A friend
picked up the children £rom A\(i/c>pol, AO 1 didn't
need to worry about that."
Similarly Cristina had made mad dashes home to check
that everything was in order before returning to an evening
stint in the office. If weekly party meetings after
office hours could just about be arranged, when the group
had gone on to meetings at party headquarters where wider
policy issues had been discussed, Doris had had to make
her apologies and hurry home. Weekend work, which all
the men had done, had also been out of the question:-
"It waA the Aame with Saturday and Sunday work.
I could rarely attend. I £elt really /ruAtrated,
uncomfortable in front of the other compaheroA.
7hey were exerting themAelveA to the utmoAt whilAt
my participation waA limited. I felt I waAn't
pulling my weight."
Doris, of course, had also exerted herself to the utmost
but part of her activity, that relating to her work in
the home, had not counted in the same way as the men's
public activities. It had been regarded as a private
matter. The boundary of the political sphere had been so
taken-for-granted that it had never occurred to the women
to raise the question of women's position in the family
at a party meeting. Experience had taught them that this
was not the kind of issue that got discussed there. As
Doris put it:-
"7he party never diAcuAAed the particular problemA
faced by women memberA. Ide only talked about
thingA relating to the workplace and general
political pro blemA. I never felt able to diAcuAA
the role of women' a liberation with the men. Not
that I thought they wouldn't be Aympathetic. I
juAt felt that it waA my reAponAibility to AOrt
out my -family commitmentA. It waAn't Aomething
I -/belt able to bother the men about."
For women to raise the question of the family within the
party setting had been perceived by Doris to be "bothering"
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men; another way in which women were a "nuisance" in a
man's world. Rather than challenging the men's definitions
of'the political 'and challenging their control of the
agenda, women party members had stifled their interests
in order to fit in with the men's way of seeing things.
Although the verbal ideal, repeated to me by many
men, had been for women to work h.omH/10 a hom(L/io (shoulder
to shoulder) alongside men, as equal partners in the class
struggle, the way in which women's position in the family
had prevented this from being achieved in practice, had
been glossed over. The political parties built upon
certain unstated assumptions about the sexual division of
labour in the family by making allowances for women party
members. It had been implicitly understood that women's
domestic responsibilities would affect their level of
political participation. Such high levels of political
activism as befitted a man, had not been expected from
women. In effect, the men redefined what "being political"
meant for women members, so that women could be described
as "politically active" having done a good deal less than
men. Similar allowances for family commitments had not
extended to men. Not only would men absenting themselves
from party work for family duties have reflected the
persistence of " pe.£L£ (Lou/ig 2.0 Ia t/iaitA" but it would also
have brought into question their masculinity. Jaime, who
had cut down his political involvement on the birth of his
first child during Popular Unity, had had to suffer taunts
of "la macL/ie" (the mother) from his fellow (male) comrades
as a result. Gender assumptions about men's and women's
role in the family, then, gave rise to a political sexual
division of labour, whereby men had been the full-time
activists and women, the supporters, who dropped in and
out. of politics as their family commitments permitted.
Few women party members in the sample had been as
politically active as the men, few had been as well-versed
in party history, few had drawn upon the political rhetoric
as freely as the men. Doris, whilst recognizing the
pervasiveness of such political vocabularies during Popular
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Unity, had not used them herself:-
"I didn't change, my way o£ Apeaking. Uhat
changed £0/1 me wene the topicA o-fL conveeAation.
7heAe lecame mo/ie po litical /tathe/i than my
language itAel-fL, I nevee uAed Auch ph/iaAeA aA
"de^endee la claAe" (to defend the claAA) o/i
"la lucha de claAeA" (claAA At/iuggle) which
Aome people UAed aA 1-fL they wene making a
po litical Apeech in o/idina/iy, eve/iyday con-
ve/iAat ion
In many men's eyes, most women had remained only semi-
politicized, occupying the position of raw or incompletely
socialized recruits. However, women party members may
have been ill at ease and less articulate in this political
language not only through being less well rehearsed into
its vocabulary, but also because its terms of reference -
being confined to an analysis of classes in the public
sphere - did not completely fit their dual situation.
For this reason I have preferred to speak of the women
as being "uneasily politicized", as this points to the
tension between the dominant political model and women's
structural location rather than taking the men's model
as the norm to which women should aspire.
Whilst women party members experienced this lack of
fit as problematic, they had maintained this as a personal
tension. Such was the force of male hegemony that women
party members had effectively silenced themselves and
2
reproduced the men's political agenda. In this way
Ardener has analysed the way in which subordinate groups
tend to structure their world through the model of the
dominant group. The fact that the men's model ill-fits
women's structural location clouds their perception, for
women have to engage in "perceptual juggling" in order
to accommodate their situation to the men's way of
thinking. Subordinate groups are, consequently, generally
less articulate than members of the dominant group for
whom the model is tailor made. E. Ardener in S. Ardener,
ed., Perceiving Women, J.M. Dent & Sons, London, 1977, p.xxii.
The ability of power groups to set the agenda so that
certain issues are not deemed appropriate for public
discussion by both dominant and subordinate groups forms
what has been called "the second face of power". P.
Bachrach and M.S. Baratz, Poverty and Power, New York,
Oxford University Press, 1970.
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they formed what has been conceptualized as a "muted
group"."'" Rather than subjecting the men's political
definitions to critical scrutiny, the women had blamed
themselves for not fitting in and for not pulling their
weight. If these women had remained mute in Chile on
issues which inhibited them from participating in public
on equal terms with men, the pressures on them to break
their silence increased in exile where they experienced
the full force of the public-private contradiction and
where the costs of remaining within the men's political
framework correspondingly rose.
political sexual division of labour in exile
An examination of women's role in the political
sphere in exile, however, reveals that the uneasily
politicized women largely maintained their secondary role
and continued to publicly endorse the men's definitions
of what counted as "political issues".
Few women,who had had belonged to political parties
in Chile,resumed the life of a party militant in exile.
Most, however, continued to participate more generally
in the work of the solidarity campaign. Only Maria,
without children, attended party meetings on a more or
less regular basis. Although party meetings were less
frequent in exile, they could be extremely lengthy affairs,
sometimes involving overnight stays away from home.
Attendance was difficult where both husband and wife
were party members and it was usually the man who went.
Women could absent themselves more easily than men, for
the principle of making allowances for female militants
was repeated in exile. Indeed a woman's withdrawal from
party life could pass without comment - unlike the drama
surrounding a man's - for it was taken for granted that
fa-mily commitments made a bid for her time. Furthermore,
as long as her husband continued to be politically active,
he was seen as standing in for her. Unlike the loss of
a job, I rarely heard the public-private women lamenting
the loss of a distinct political role. Political
C. Hardman, quoted in S. Ardener, ed., op.cit. , p.xii.
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deprivation, which was so acute amongst the men, was not
so frequently verbalized by the uneasily politicized
women. Only two women consistently mentioned the loss
of citizenship and political work as a major gap in their
lives.
However family commitments alone do not explain
women's absence from the party political arena in exile.
The growth of theory, documented in the last chapter, trans¬
formed much party activity into ideological debating sessions
with which many women were unfamiliar or ill at ease. As
has been seen, few of the uneasily politicized women had
been actively involved in the higher echelons of party
life in Chile; a position which they shared with some
male workers. Few of these women felt either competent
or confident enough to discuss publicly with the men.
Cristina related how in exile:-
"I o/ten have, to /temind myAed/. that I am juAt aA
much a party memden. aA my huAdand. SometimeA he
receiv eA an inv itation to go down to London and
when he can't go, it occu/ia to me that I coudd
go in hiA pdace. But I guickdy put thiA idea
out o/. my mind."
When I probed Cristina for.the reasons behind her hesitancy,
she continued:-
" 11' A the /.ear o/ deing one pe/iAon too many. I
don't know why I -teed dike thiA. 7here are many
thing A which I'm /ear/ud o/ doing juAt decauAe
I'm a woman. 0/.ten there are no odviouA darrierA
dut I Atidd don't do everything I coudd."
In other words, some women continued to perceive a
certain type of political activity in exile to be the
"men's business". The men were the ones who received the
invitations in the first place, who travelled to and fro
to political meetings across Britain, who issued the
political statements and declarations. The uneasily
politicized women felt out of place in these settings which
were dominated by men and characterized by their masculine
ethos. The men did not always have to actively exclude
the women for they excluded themselves. By way of
explanation, Cristina went on to speak of the way in which
she had grown up with a restricted notion of what women
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could do from her own family:-
"fly /Lather pf.ace.cL a very ctear ce.-Lf.lng on what
my mother coufd do. She waA a ve/iy active and
inteffigent woman, who had participated in the
movement /Lor the women' a vote, had teen pro/eA-
Aionaffy t/iained and a party member, However,
when my /ather withdrew -/from the parity, he with¬
drew my mother' A memberAhip aA weff. fly father
woufd never have permitted my mother to excet
him in any way. 1 don't know what woufd have
happened i/ Ahe had written a took."
Some public-private women internalized their own limitations
and inferiority in the political sphere. Rather than
challenging the men's dominance of the party machine,
they acted to reproduce a political sexual division of
labour.
However, not all the uneasily politicized women with¬
drew from the party arena through their perception of the
ideological as a male sphere. Francisca found the debates
"Aterife" and a "waAte o/ time", a criticism which was
shared by some men. Furthermore, she thought that spending
time with her children was a more valuable political task
in the exile context:-
"In ex.ite, in a /Loreign country, chifdren need
more interaction than ever -(from their parent A,
otherwiAe they wiff forget everything to do
with their cufturaf tackground. 1hey are afready
■/forgetting a tot. They are teing educated here,
have /LriendA here, watch tetevLa ion here, 1he
parenta' attention La there/Lo re extremety impor¬
tant. I know po titicat activity La atAo import¬
ant fut I can atwayA return to it tater."
In this instance, Francisca withdrew from party work through
a disagreement over political priorities in exile. However,
whilst redefining the boundary of the political - to
include child-rearing in exile - her redefinition remained
without public challenge. However, as will be seen later,
this was a view which came to be shared by some men.
If certain spheres of the political became almost
exclusively masculine, mass acts such as the September
rally were decidedly mixed gatherings. Many women and
children went on the march and proceeded to the public
meeting of Chileans held afterwards, making a sizeable
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female presence. However whilst sharing the same political
arena, men and women did not take an equal part in the
proceedings. Public life continued to be sexually diff¬
erentiated, with men maintaining control of the meeting
and women giving support and backing. Women's political
support role emerged clearly in the reply which one of
two women to speak from the floor gave to a speech about
the importance of keeping the campaign alive:-
"Ue p/iomiAe we will impel oun. huAlandA on and
not let them JLo/iget the commitment they have
to the At/iuggle In Chile,"
Some women openly perceived their role to be that of
encouraging their men forward rather than acting independ¬
ently or assuming joint responsibility for political tasks.
Women were not solely to be found in the backseats of
public meetings, however, for many of the guest Chilean
speakers were women. These women speakers had been thrust
into the political limelight through the tragic circumstances
of the death or disappearance of their men, key political
or trade union activists in Chile. Whilst some of these
women had had a degree of independent activity before the
coup - generally in spheres other than politics - others
had had little. Their entry into the political arena had
come about through their personal relationship with a
male politico and as such they were given a hearing."'" One
woman speaker, well aware of the problem of establishing
an independent political identity, related privately how
she had constantly to struggle against the all-encompassing
label vluda de (widow of).
Some of these women speakers limited themselves to
talking about their own personal situation and the issue
of the deAapanecldoa (the disappeared) in Chile. These
women brought an emotional charge to public meetings which
The way in which women act in politics as a surrogate
for a man, rather than standing in their own right,
follows the pattern of "male equivalence" identified
by M.C. Currell in Political Woman, Croom Helm, London,
1974, p.58.
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also touched some men. However, these women's plain
speaking and the fact that their personal tragedy over¬
shadowed their message could also be dismissed by the
men. One woman speaker related how she had heard men
remark that the companena.6 were always" hanp in g on" about
the disappeared. Other women speakers became increasingly
politicized themselves through their involvement in the
campaign and broadened their message to include wider
issues of imperialism and class. However, their contri¬
bution in this area could also be downplayed by the
politicized men. One male intellectual, after listening
to a capable woman speaker who had addressed herself to
such wider questions but without the political rhetoric
of the men, shrugged his shoulders and said to another
in my presence:-
"Ue.ll, what mo/ie can you expect -fL/iorn someone
with A o little po litical -fionmation? "
Women, when addressing topics of particular concern to them,
could be seen as "harping on", whilst when addressing topics
which figured more prominently in the men's political
repertoire could too easily be dismissed as naive or
incompetent. In both instances women had difficulty in
gaining a proper hearing.
Given the shake up in political life in exile, men
and women political actors did not.merely fall back into
the pre-existing sexual division of labour for in many
cases the tasks and spaces had changed. Although some
areas remained clearly marked off as a male preserve,
there was also a perception amongst both men and women
that political practice was not so sexually differentiated
as it had been in Chile. Jaime commented that:-
" dene thene iA no pa/ity activity that can't He
cannied out tLy eithen a man on. a woman. Hene
we ane not Atnugyling to change BnitiAh Aociety
on to change the ideaA o-fi BnitiAh people. All
we ane tnying to do iA win thein Auppont."
If such macro tasks as "changing society" and "consciousness
raising" were implicitly seen as men's work, the micro
political practice in exile did not justify a sexual
division of labour so readily. This meant that the
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boundaries to male and female political space had to
be renegotiated. Demarcation disputes, where women were
perceived by men to be poaching on their territory,
bring into focus the existence of such sexually seg¬
regated spheres. In these instances, men exerted energy
in keeping women out of certain sectors of the public
sphere.""
There were several occasions in which the lower
overall level of political activity in exile created
boundary disputes. As has been seen, liaising with non-
Chilean political organizations and sending delegations
to political activities elsewhere, were generally consid¬
ered by men to be their preserve. When a group of women
arranged to attend a solidarity concert in a nearby town,
some men simply could not accept that women should go
off to a political event whilst they remained at home.
On the day when the bus came to pick the women up, there
were more men than women present. Some.men regarded it
as their prerogative to have first option on all political
activity, arguing that the women "woutdn'£ get cla much
out o-fL it" as the men would. In some men's eyes, it
was simply a wasteful use of what precious little political
space there was in exile.
Another such boundary incident occurred at a public
meeting which was particularly well attended by men,
women and children for the hopes it had raised of setting
up an all party umbrella organization. As the discussion
got under way, a male trade union leader stood up to
say that, although he realized that it was important for
children to witness this act, they were now becoming rather
fidgety and suggested that "I don't think, we need to
keep the compahe/iaA any tonge/i" . The setting up of the'
As Edholm et al. note, "Keeping women out of public
roles is in fact a positive and time-consuming
aspect of social organization." F. Edholm, 0. Harris,
K. Young, op.cit. p.126.
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new structure was clearly men's business, even though the
initial circular had defined the proposed committees as
"
ampHioA, demo c/iatico A, /icp /icAcntat ivo A, conAtituido A con
Ha pa/iticipacion dc todoA Hoa ch.iH.cnoA" (broad, democratic,
representative, formed by the participation of all Chileans).
The assumption that women did not have any opinions to
express on the matter and that it was the compane/iaA who
should leave to look after the children passed without
comment. Although there was by no means a mass exit of
women, a trickle withdrew to play games with the children
in a neighbouring room. The women themselves remained mute
in this public setting. The only woman on the platform,
together with all the other women present, let this anomaly -
if they perceived it as such - pass without challenge.
Normally this boundary problem would not have arisen quite
so publicly for this kind of issue would have been discussed
in arenas where women were largely absent. The fact that
women were physically present on this occasion only to be
withdrawn when the important business came up, brought
men's and women's different political place clearly into
vi ew.
partial penetration"*"
The heightened contradiction which the public-private
women experienced in exile with their dual role made explicit
the conditional and subordinate status of their public
participation. However, these women failed to publicly
and systematically challenge those practices which reproduced
their subordination in the family and in th^fpublic sphere.
Any grievances which they felt were not admitted to the
public domain. The public-private women either withdrew
from the party arena or remained silent in those mixed
public gatherings where they could have put forward an
Penetrations are partial when any insights or under¬
standings reached are distorted, repressed or dis¬
organized so that they are prevented from reaching
their full potential and from being given a political
articulation. P.E. Willis, op.cit., p.45.
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alternative viewpoint. Instead these women made a number
of individual bargains and arrangjfnen ts with their men in
the private sphere. Their skills and energies went into
devising ways of minimizing the impact of the contradiction
through behind the scenes negotiations with their men.
This is. not to deny that some public-private women
struggled in the home, in some cases to the cost of their
marriage} nor that there were flickerings of a gender
consciousness. As has been seen, these women were conscious
of having had a " eaw deaf in exile and took action to
reclaim a public role. However, any penetrations made were
not develped into a coherent, counterpart model which was
admitted to the public sphere. Rather these women often
remained conceptually entangled in the men's political
definitions' and largely respected the men's political
boundaries and hierarchization of political concerns. By
continuing to publicly adhere to the men's political frame¬
work, these women were inhibited from expressing their
concerns. Unless these were expressed in the dominant
male idiom, women, as has been seen, had difficulty in
gaining a proper hearing. Rather than breaking out of the
men's conceptual prism and differentiating their experience,
the uneasily politicized amongst the public-private women
joined with men in downgrading and demoting a set of issues
which were of particular concern to themselves. For many,
"fighting ovee who did the, diAhef was trivial and degrading.
Likewise Francisca commented:_
"I know theee La a geoup of women -flighting foe
equality heee (Lut theee aee ciApectA of thiA
movement which I don't tike. Toe exampte, the
emphaAiA on Aexual tULeeation .... if a man can
have an affaie, why can't a woman? Why can't
men have chitdeen?"
Muted groups may and do developed counterpart models
to the dominant one but these models are generally
subordinate and rarely transformed into a new dominant
model. One of the features of a dominant model is the
way in which it impedes the free expression of alter¬
natives or even inhibits their generation by crowding
out the perceptual space. S. Ardener, ed., op.cit.
p. xxiii.
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Some public-private women joined with men in ridiculing
and trivializing feminism. In this case, the men had
already defined organizing around gender as "divisive",
"bourgeois", "individualist", as will be seen in more
detail later. These political controls were increasingly
stepped up by the men as women struggled in the home. The
public-private women, then, continued to dismiss sexual
politics and feminist vocabularies. In this respect,
they contined to form a "muted group" in exile.
Whilst some women openly endorsed the men's political
meanings, others for whom these definitions had begun to
wear thin, suppressed or deflected insights. Private
conversations with the public-private women often revealed
a tension and dissatisfaction with their situation which
was not followed through in their public speech and
behaviour. It appeared to-me as if there was a female
"conspiracy of silence", of which I was made to feel
conscious of breaking whenever I probed too deeply into
the question of male power. Rather than talking openly
and confidently about their problems, the public-private
women made furtive asides about ma.ch.iAmo outside their
husbands' earshot, and in one case a remark made to me
alone was later withdrawn when I tried to pursue it a
second time in the husband's presence.
Yet other public-private women distorted any insights
they had made into gender subordination by arguing that the
"Chilean woman iA much, mo/ie I iCe/iat ed than the B/iitiAh
woman" and by contrasting the "eaw deal" which women have
in this society with the " (Lette/i deal" which women have
in Chile. The extent to which their "freedom" in Chile
had depende^d upon the exploitation of another woman, in
the form of a maid, remained a blind spot in many women's
accounts. Indeed the maid was treated ambivalently in
Vania Bambirra was one of the few women writing in Chile
during Popular.Unity, to raise the issue of maids and
to point to the way in which the "relative freedom"of
the middle class woman depended upon the exploitation of
a servant class. V. Bambirra, (a), op.cit., p.5.
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many accounts and there was a tendency to mystify, for
as Doris put it, " Ue {.eel Alightly guilty alout thiA" .
In some cases, the public-private women downgraded the
role of the maid in their domestic arrangements in Chile
and upgraded their reliance on collective childcare. In
other cases, the ability of middle class women to employ
maids was equated with the working class strategy of
relying on female kin for childcare. As Cristina held:-
"To/l the. won/ting claAA woman, without a maid,
it waAn't veny di{{enent, She alwayA had an
aunt, a gnandmothen, a mothen, on in the laAt
neAont, the olden childnen to help out."
In this case the class privilege- involved in employing a
maid was minimized.
The tension between ideology and practical interests
had been managed on a personal level by redefining the
typical mistress-servant (Aenona-empleada) relationship
which had prevailed in bourgeois households. The maid had
been "one o{ the -/Lamily" , had been addressed by the informal
" tu" , had sometimes eaten at the same table."'" Furthermore,
her workload had not been too onerous, her free time had
been scrupulously respected, her salary had been comparat-
2
ively generous. Men, who had an equal interest in main¬
taining a system which deflected women's demands from
themselves, sometimes widened the justification in terms
of the employment which domestic service provided for
women with few skills and limited alternative employment
possibilities. The private women, however, were universal
in their condemnation of domestic service as degrading
and humiliating work.
Given the definition of exile as a transitory situation,
some public-private women may well have hoped to take up
Not all maids welcomed this
regime. Doris recalled how
expected to be given orders
as in bourgeois households.
2
There had been some attempt
unions and to regulate thei
during Popular Unity. Inde
feared that they had a "spy
their very roof.
more informal and egalitarian
one maid she had employed
and treated subserviently,
s to organize maids into
r conditions of employment
ed some bourgeois women
" from Popular Unity under
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this solution again on return. Indeed some women
specifically talked about returning to Latin America
as solving the problem of childcare. Yet others welcomed
the more participatory family lifestyle which emerged from
the greater pooling of domestic tasks in exile. Assuming
a share in the running of the home was part of the demo¬
cratization of family life which had occurred since the
coup, when children were increasingly incorporated into
family discussions and had public events explained and
clarified to them. Two women specifically mentioned re¬
thinking the issue of maids on their return. Doris, who
reconsidered the question from an ideological point of
view, still thought that the pressures on her to resort
to this solution again would be too great. Cristina
felt that her system of rationalized housekeeping worked
so well here that she would continue with it in Chile, even
though she recognized that conditions were not identical.
Her reasons for disposing of a maid were more pragmatic
than ideological. Entrusting one's household to another
had its drawbacks and in this case"the problem of the maid"
referred to carelessness, irresponsibility, theft.
The decision not to press their grievances in public
and to confine their struggle to a process of private
renegotiation with men had not been without its benefits
for many women. Some had been able to reach a new accomm¬
odation with their men in the private sphere which dispensed
with the search for collective strategies. Although gender
grievances mounted in exile, many public-private women had
more bargaining power with their husbands than those
private women who had never worked outside the home. In
particular, the professional women's standing in the public
sphere in Chile enabled them to make claims on their
men-with comparative ease, a fact which was openly recog¬
nized by some men. As Jaime put it:-
"/ man/iied a p/io-fLe-AAionat woman, not a h.ouAcwi/.e,
and 1 won't ac.ce.pt that Ate Atioutd kaue to give
thiA up in cxi^e."
In some cases, then, individual strategies did pay off
and in a few cases renegotiation had been quite far-reaching.
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The partiality of this group of women's penetration,
however, was to have wider repercussions, for it was
from amongst the public-private women that the leadership
of the one collective strategy to emerge in exile was
drawn. As will be seen, the deflection of feminist
politics dampened and repressed any penetrations made
by the privatized women. It is to these women's experiences




"Family first, politics second"
"A pa/ity memHe/i haA an oObligation to He in the home
with hiA wi-fLe and chitd/ien. In my opinion the family
AhouHd come /isiAt and the pa/ity Aecond. Idhy AhouHd
my ha AHand' A pa/ity Heave me aHandoned in the home?"
Mariana, a housewife
The privatized women came into exile extrememly ill-
equipped to lead the kind of lives they were about to lead,
for in Chile many had lived almost exclusively within the
micro world of the extended family. Many had never taken
a decision without first discussing matters with the family.
Female kin, in particular, had played a vital part in
sustaining these women's identity and place in the world.
They had consoled, advised and shared what had frequently
gone unshared between husbands and wives, forming a daily
channel of support. In exile, by contrast, the privatized
women were forced to go about their daily lives in strange
surroundings, in a language they did not speak and with
few people outside husbands and children to talk to. Just
at the men's political space shrank in exile, so these
women's private space was also more restricted. Exile,
by disequilibrating the women's private domain, trans¬
formed the texture and meaning of much of their lives,
leading them to question some taken for granted assumptions
or .to articulate some long-held or newly experienced
grievances.
a restricted private domain
Unlike the public-private woman for whom the housewife
role threatened a non-domestic identity, the private woman
regarded being a housewife as part and parcel of her self-
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image. Managing the home and bringing up children were
the activities which legitimized her very existence as
a woman and gave her a sense of purpose in life. Falling
under her exclusive charge, these activities were the one
area where men deferred to her judgement. In short,they
were her domain. Carrying out this role efficiently and
dutifully was a source of some satisfaction as well as
sacrifice. "La no/itena" (the woman from the North of Chile),
"
ia an ex.ceIIent houAewi/e" , said Silvia with pride, "not
like, the Aantiaguina (the woman from the capital, Santiago)
who -fLUetA and neglects ttie home." For many of the private
women, the role of housewife (dueria de cata) carried strong,
moral undertones. By proving skilful at managing the house¬
hold, by struggling and sacrificing for her children, by
being a faithful wife, she earned the respect due to her as
"una mujen Ae/iia" , "una muje/i (Luena" (a good and upright
woman).^ From this moral posture stemmed her leverage over
the rest of the family.
a.
Whilst being/housewife was not experienced as problematic
by many private women, and whilst the business of home-
making and childrearing continued in exile, these activities
took place within a very different context from what they
had known in Chile. If exile brought a major loss to the
woMen,
privatized^by severing their kinship ties, it did give rise
to the possibility of a renewed family life with husband
and children. Indeed, after the turbulent years of Popular
Unity and the coup, many privatised women welcomed the
prospect of a more home-centred existence. Many hoped that
things might get back to normal, that their marriages which
had been so rudely interrupted might now take pride of
place, that the nightmare had been left behind.
Part of this transformed context of the private domain
in" -exile was experienced as being for the better. A word
which recurs in the private women's accounts is " t/iangu i lidad"
A. and M. Mattelart, op.cit., pp. 59-62.
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(tranquillity) and many felt that they had found this in
exile. A major strand in this "tranquillity" was the
provision of social security and welfare services which
removed the women's previous constant anxiety in Chile
about the family budget. The material basis of the private
domain was secure after the scrimping and saving experienced
itMiutof re e r
after the coup in Chile ir[the unemployment or imprisonment
of their men. Many private women had suffered real economic
hardship at that time, having fewer economic resources
and savings than the middle sectors. Silvia described
her contentment in exile in the following way:-
" 7hiA La the ^.i/lat time. 1 ' ve -£ett cakm Aince the
coup, Atl my ne/ivouA tenAion haA dtAappea/iedL and
1 £eet eeatty wett. Ike main /ietLe-/L La not having
to wo/iey akout wheee the ne>ct week.' a money La
comin g -fL/iorn . "
Similarly Ana spoke of the existence of social security as
living "kajo una p/ioteccion" (under protection) and Gloria
of an exile "con ga/iantcaA" (with guarantees). Although the
women sympathized with their men's loss of work and shared
in the men's dislike of receiving moneyjin this way, these
reservations were often eclipsed by their overwhelming
sense of relief. The women's feelings reveal the precarious
nature of the family economy since the coup. Eugenia
remarked how quickly the time passed in exile, a comment
which contrasted sharply with the men's descriptions of time
as hanging on their hands. When I asked why this was so,
she replied:-
" 11' A kecauAe I'm not atwayA woeeying akout money.
In Chite the day AometimeA Aeemed neve/i-ending
kecauAe I nevee knew L-f. the £ood woukd Au-fLJLLce
A second dimension to the women's sense of well-being
was the removal of the threat that their husbands might
suddenly disappear or be detained. In exile they felt
secure, their men out of harm's way. The women were also
content at the educational provision for their children.
Given the difficult economic situation they had faced in
Chile, many children would have had to leave school early
in order to supplement family income. Mariana, for one,
thought that the education her children were receiving
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was: -
"good and Aome.th.ing we. have to take advantage o/.
7he/ie a/ie mo ee oppo/itun it ieA {.o/i ehild/ien to Atudy
he/ie. In Chile the two eldeAt would p/iotally
have had to wo/ik."
With respect to their work in the home, many private
women were able to benefit from the greater rationalization
of domestic labour in a more developed country."^" Many
private women found housework " eaAie/i" in exile, compared
to the public-private women who regarded it as "mo/ie
lu/id-esi -Aome" as they could no longer delegate part of
the responsibility to a maid. Shopping was easier because
of the larger number of supermarkets here where everything
can be bought under one roof. Although supermarkets exist
in Chile, they are notably absent from the popular neigh¬
bourhoods so women had had to go from shop to shop which
was both tiring and time-consuming. Cooking was also
regarded as less troublesome as foods are more processed
here than in Chile and so quicker to prepare. Invariably
the private women mentioned the laborious preparation
involved in making the Chilean popular dishes - po/iotoA
(beans) and eazuela (a hearty soup) - as compared with the
2
simplicity of meals here. Laura recalled how:-
" In Chile a woman haA to p/iepa/te huge mealA at
loth lunch and dinne/i-time. 7he/ie a/ie no Aehool
mealA AO the ehi Id/ienjeome home -fLon. luneh. lime
iA Apent going {.eom Ahop to Ahop luying the meat,
teeAh vegetalleA, Aalad. you get lack home and
then have to Ata/it At/iing in g leanA, Ahelling peaA,
Aoaking the leanA, peepaeing the Aalad. heee you
juAt go to the Aupeemaeket and luy a can o£ leanA."
Although the private women were forced to simplify meals
partly out of necessity as the ingredients for many Chilean
Garrett als.o comments on the low level of household
technology/ana the demands this makes on women's
•time and energy. P. Garrett, Growing Apart: The
Experiences of Rural Men and Women in the Central Valley
of Chile, unpub. Ph.D. thesis, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, 1978, pp. 30-45.
Po/iotoA take three hours to cook; the cazuela two hours
and another hour to add the remaining ingredients.
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recipes are not readily available here, many children
soon took to the Scottish diet and began to leave aside
the Chilean dishes which their mothers sometimes prepared.
The private women were surprised by the relative dis¬
regard for food here, as seen by the popularity of snack
meals, compared with Chile where food is important and
the ritual of the meal a key event in the day."*"
Cleaning was also less trouble as many private women
were able to buy some labour-saving equipment in exile.
Some acquired second-hand washing machines whilst most
had had to wash by hand in Chile where these items are
2
prohibitively expensive and the second-hand market restricted.
Even washing the dishes was regarded as easier as deter¬
gents were seen to be more effective. In Chile the
maintenance of the wooden floors had been a major task.
The floor had first of all to be gone over with wire wool
to remove the ingrained dirt {v i/iutilla/i) , then swept,
polish applied and finally removed. All women agreed what
hard work this was in comparison with passing a carpet
sweeper or hoover over the carpets here.
However, if housework in exile was experienced as
less burdensome it was also more solitary. Housework in
Chile had taken place within the context of wider family
and community relations. An outing to the shops would be
an occasion to stop and chat to a neighbour. Doing the
laundry may involve popping to one's mother1s to use her
machine and perhaps meet other sisters there. Many private
women had used the extended family to break out of the
isolation of the housewife role. They had had a network
The middle sectors had the habit of lingering over the
table and chatting after a meal ( ao (l/ie.me.Aa ) as they had
had a maid to attend and wash up. In the working class,
however, the women would be constantly on her feet,
attending the men and children. Often when I was a
guest in working class homes here, the woman never sat
down at all leaving her husband and myself to eat and
carry out the conversation alone.
The demand for labour-saving equipment in Chile was
restricted partlyjby the.ability of middle and upper income
groups to employ a maid. P. Garrett, op. ci t. , p.4-4-.
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of social relations which had reduced the deprivations
of their labour. Housework in exile, by comparison,
became an impersonal, isolated and solitary activity.
Going into a supermarket was convenient and required the
minimum of language skills, but it also meant that the
women went about their work silently and alone.
Whilst housework was experienced as lighter in exile,
childrearing loomed much larger in the private women's
lives. Many private women had depended heavily on female
kin, especially their mothers, for childcare and child-
rearing advice and support. In two cases, children had
been brought up by their grandmothers. What had been a
shared female concern in Chile, now became the task of
a single woman. Many private women felt an increase in
responsibility caring for their children alone in exile,
for many had to confront more than routine childhood problems.
With the upheavals in family life since the coup -
especially where the father had been arrested - many
children exhibited behavioural problems, revealing the
sensitivity of children to public events. Bed-wetting,
aggressiveness and nightmares were common. Some children
were also fearful of being left alone, making great demands
on their mothers' time and freedom of movement. The absence
of supportive kin^transformed the meaning of having a child.
Catalina on the birth of her first child here.
The private women not only found mothering to be
more burdensome and imprisoning in exile but they also
experienced a social devaluation of motherhood here. In
Chile, "Ae.no/ia con guagua" (woman with baby), had been a
passport to a seat on the overcrowded buses and during
Popular Unity, the surest way to jump the food queues.
Such had been men's resentment at the prerogatives attached
to motherhood that they had even been heard to comment
in the queues, "ah, Ac pone.n a c/tia/i" , (ah, women are
setting out to have children) for the privileges it had
been perceived as entailing. This veneration of women
(I shut myself in), said
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as mothers .had given Chilean women a form of "mother
power", such that some authors even speak of an incipient
matriarchy in the Chilean household.1 Here, by contrast,
the private women experienced motherhood as bringing few
such privileges. In their opinion, many Scottish women
did not take their mothering seriously enough. Compared
to the child-centred focus of Chilean society, children
here were seen to be regarded as a "nuisance" from which
women sought to relieve themselves as fast as they could.
It was not only in terms of the absence of extended
family members that the private women experienced their
domain to be more restricted in exile. Those women who
had enjoyed an active !La/i/iLo (neighbourhood) life in Chile,
felt isolated and marginal in their new neighbourhoods.
For two private women, the Chilean (La/i/iio had provided a
sphere of community action, channelled through such
women's neighbourhood organizations as the Ce.nt/ioA de.
riadsie.A (Mother Centres). For others it had been a social
sphere and for others, simply the taken for granted back¬
drop to their daily lives. For all private women, the
ka/i/iio had formed their "home territory"; a space within
which they had been able to move around freely and com-
3
fortably. Although many women received welcoming visits
from their Scottish neighbours, these dropped off when
they were considered to be settled. It was then that the
reality hit home. Eugenia, who lived on a new housing
estate, commented on the materially helpful but emotionally
cool neighbourhood. She compared it to her (La/i/iio in
Chile where she had lived for over fifteen years:-
V. Bambirra (a), op.cit. p.5. Jaquette notes the stake
which Latin American women have in the family "as a strong
institution in which they have power" through their
control over the socialization of children, the enforce¬
ment of social sanctions and the preservation of moral
values. J.S..Jaquette, in Nash and Safa, eds., op.cit. p.229.
2
A discussion of the Ce.nt/ioA de. flad/ie.A appears in Gh.7.
3
Home territories are defined as areas where regular part¬
icipants have relative freedom.of behaviour, a sense of
intimacy and control over the area. S.M. Lyman and M.B.
Scott, op.cit., p.92.
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" hJhen I took o/i fetched the. ehildeen £/iom Achool,
I alwayA met othe/i women and we would aeeange
activitieA. hie would exchange newA oji one would
invite the eeAt /on tea."
Now life took on a du^ll pattern with little room for the
unexpected or spontaneous. The novelty in the private
women's lives was often provided by their children, who,
through the school, were interacting and mixing with the
local population.
Some private women initially felt extremely vulnerable
in their new surroundings. Some had received visits from
the Housing Inspector, prying into bedrooms and kitchens.
Others had received complaints from neighbours over noise
levels, especially where Chilean families were doubling up
whilst awaiting separate accommodation. The women's
feelings of vulnerability were at their most severe on
the "tough" council estates. Ana related how:-
"1 live in the lad paet oJL the eAtate. I've
keen ha/i^aAAed and inAulted. I've had live
matcheA th/iown theough my lettee lox, u/iine *
too. I live in te/i/io/i not da/iing to go out
■fLon. -(Lean, that Aomeone might (L/ieak in."
An additional dimension to the women's sense of vulnerability
relates to the change in body image brought about by exile.^
Silvia's fears of being treated as "an indian" have already
been mentioned. Other private women voiced fears about
their stature, at skin colouring and complexion. Although
these fears soon dissipated as the private women discovered
that " theee aee -fiat, Amall and ugly people he/ie too" , they
were initially powerful enough to dissuade them from straying
too far from home, particularly when they were unable to
defend themselves in English.
The Church, which had formed part of some private
women's world in Chile, rarely held the same place in their
Vasquez looks at the change in body image as experienced
by adolescent exiles in France, A.Vasquez,op.cit., p.28.
On the one hand Chileans in exile here could be mistaken
for other ethnic groups in the area, notably the Pakistani
population, and experience a degree of racism. In other
social circles, such as the university, the dark, Latin
features of the Chilean women took on an exotic or striking
quality which elevated their social image.
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lives in exile. Some private women had undergone a
certain distancing from the institution, given the negative
attitude of individual church members to their plight
after the coup in Chile. Sectors of the clergy had
welcomed the coup and the women's need for help had
sometimes been spumed on account of their husbands'
"communist" beliefs. Whilst some re-established a loose
contact with the Church here, others continued to experience
some opposition.
Many private women, then, cut off from the network
of family and community relations which they had known
in Chile, experienced their world to be impoverished here.
Compared to the relatively powerful private domain which
some had known in Chile, many experienced an erosion of
their power base in exile and the social devaluation of
their labour in the home. They had lost their "women's
world", in which they had felt respected and valued members
of society. Like the men's loss of public standing, many
private women lost any standing they had enjoyed in the
community in Chile as exemplary mothers and upright people.
Their moral authority was dimmed. Against this loss, many
private women felt that the basic conditions ensuring the
stability of the private domain were met in exile - a
steady and secure flow of income, education for their
children, physical safety of their men and peace and
tranquillity in society at large.
friendship
Given the importance which the kinship system had held
in many private women's lives, many harboured what they
knew to be impossible dreams of bringing family members
over to join them in exile. Ana frequently dwelt on this
but knew it would only involve them in suffering:-
"/ knew in my hea/it that they would, only Au-tJLen
hene, eApecially my mothe/i with. the. language, the
climate, the Ioaa o/ social li-jle. In Chile my
mothe/i went out eve/iy weekend to the leach o/i
count/iyA ide. i)hat would Ahe do hesieZ"
Not all private women were totally disconnected from extended
family members in exile, however. One family group in the
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vicinity included the grandmother and four married brothers
and sisters, thereby reconstructing the extended family in
exile. Given the magnitude of the Chilean exile, a number
of women also had family members in other parts of Britain
or Europe. Furthermore, as time passed, savings were set
aside to enable family members to visit from Chile and
several women later had one, or both, parents to stay.
Given the private women's initial loneliness it is
perhaps surprising to note that those Chilean women within
visiting distance did not see more of each other. However,
this is just one indication of the way in which the
extended family had formed a self-sufficient world for
some privatized women in Chile. Many privatized women had
not been accustomed to visiting and the idea of knocking
at the door of someone, who was not well-known was hard to
countenance. Ana remarked:-
" S omet imeA I get ve/iy depsieAAed when I ' ve nothing
to do att dag. Nobody viAitA. I know I coutd
eaAity go and viAit Aomeone bat I neven. do. In
Chibe I neue/L uiAited anyone outAide the amity.
heste I neve/i knock at anyone' A doo/i."
Many privatized women were unaccustomed to discussing personal
matters outside family circles and had little notion of
friendship. Furthermore, whereas kinship provides an
automatic closure on the circulation of information, friend¬
ship does no such thing and there was a tremendous fear
of gossip. I was frequently told how the Chilean woman
had a bad reputation as a gossipmonger. Indeed both
Ana's and Mariana's self-reported high standing in their
local communities in Chile had been based on their aloof¬
ness from gossip and the way they had kept themselves to
themselves."'" There are a number of expressions used by
the privatized women to denote this perceived female trait -
"ta maj en. petadoea" (the woman who skins you) and"copucheo
■/temenino" (women's gossip). Furthermore, whilst the verb
Naish also discusses the way in which gossip can be a
form of social control over women, keeping them
isolated from each other and from the world of men.
This ideology of "keeping out", or "keeping oneself to
oneself" had negative consequences for the development
of female solidarity. J. Naish, "Desirade: a negative
case", in P. Caplan and J.M. Bujra, eds., op.cit., pp.
245-6.
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describing friendly relations between men - compadnean -
translates into the neutral "to go along with", the female
equivalent - comadnean - translates into the pejorative
"to gossip or tattle". Women were not only seen as
gossiping but also as having sharp tongues. Silvia's
comment is typical of many:-
"I have, little confidence in Chilean women.
1hey ane la AyCodies (chiAmoAaA) who Apnead
numounA. I'd nathen have a Scott iAh woman
aA a f/ii&nd than a Chilean."
Some privatized women withdrew from socializing after bad
experiences here. Isabel, who had put up a family of
Chileans whilst awaiting reallocation, mentioned the strain
this had placed on her and the little gratitude which
she had received in return. She later felt■herself to
be the victim of a slander campaign:-
"I legan to think that evenyone waA talking alout
me behind my lack. I completely withdrew fnom
all contact. I decided neven to have anything to
do with Chilean women again. I'm alwayA on my
gua/id when I Apeak to them. I'm mo ne ApontaneouA
with my S cottiAh neighlou/iA. ChileanA ex.aggen.ate
evenything you Aay to them and Apnead numounA
night anound the community."
Thus, relations between Chilean women tended to be marked
by reserve and distrust.
fcHc.
Some of the difficulties which^privatized women
experienced in entering into social relationships relate
to the mixed social composition of Chileans living in the
same vicinity in exile. Compared to the greater social
uniformity of their lannioA in Chile, the random allocation
of exiles to neighbourhoods here upset a carefully graded
pecking order. Here middle class and working class families were
often living side by side. Regional differences also had
a bearing on social, relations, with those, from Santiago
seeing themselves as a cut above, or simply different from,
those who stemmed from the more distant provinces in Chile.
The privatized women explained the differences between
themselves by the fact that here "you ane mixing with
people you wouldn't nonmally have aA gueAtA in youn home
in Chile", through "jealouAy" or "envy". The women were
divided by subtle differences in their husbands' standing
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whether in Chile or in exile, by material differences
as reflected in the relative comfort of the home, and
by different levels of competence in the English language.
The Chilean women were seen by each other to be constantly
striving to outdo each other, as being proud and putting
on airs. Status rivalries, then, played a part in
keeping the privatized women separated from each other.
Whilst amongst the men it was their political back¬
grounds and identities which were a source of division,
amongst the privatized women it was their social and family
backgrounds which were the important unknowns. The
privatized women tended to judge each other by the way
they fulfilled their roles as mothers and wives. Upbringing
manners and morality were all carefully noted. Most
privatized women denied that the men's party politics
interfered in relations between women. However, to the
extent that women were dependent upon their husbands
for bringing company home, party politics did have some
bearing on the privatized women's relationship to the
exile community at large. Apart from those Chileans living
in the immediate vicinity, a privatized women's know¬
ledge of the community tended to be biased towards her
husband's party comrades. The fact too that many came
to be identified themselves by their husbands' party politic
as will be seen later, also meant that the men's political
divisions were not without repercussions for their wives.
As ideological differences increasingly eroded personal
relations between men, the privatized women's hesitancy
about entering into friendships could only be exacerbated.
Given the low level of solidarity amongst the
privatized women, the interview situation opened up a
space for many to unload a bundle of grievances. Some
came to regard me as a confidante who was sufficiently
inside the community to be familiar with their world and
yet sufficiently outside to overcome the distrust they
had accumulated. Silvia told me one day after relating
some of her more personal memories:-
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"I wouldn't te.ll half theAe th.in.gA to a Chilean
woman aA I have no confidence in them. Uith my
ScottiAh f/iiendA, the/ie iA Atill a language
p/iollem, lut you know the Chilean a and you
Apeak SpaniAh."
the marriage bond
As the privatized women's networks had been cut, they
could only look to their husbands for adult company and
support. However, exile brought men and women in the
segregated marriages face to face with the consequences
of having inhabited different worlds, for they had little
conversation and few shared activities. In Chile there
had been the men's world of work, union and party and the
women's world of neighbours, family and children with very
little interaction between the two. The absence of marital
dialogue in Chile had been shielded by the fact that men
and women had each moved within their respective large
and rewarding domains."'" In exile, meanwhile, both the
men's public domain and the women's private, domain had
shrunk and the empty shell of some marriages was exposed.
Both Ana and Laura spoke of discovering in exile that
they had been living with "strangers". In Laura's words:-
"Ue neve/i acted aA a couple in ou/i ma/i/iiage.
Ide neve/i did anything togethe/i. Lie neve/i
diAcuAAed anything. I feel aA if I've keen
living with a pe/iAon 1' ve neve/i known."
The loss of the public men's and private women's respective
spheres of action made for great instability in marriage
for it gave husband-wife relation.s a load they had not
2
been accustomed to bearing. The desire for affirmation
and gratification from the marriage partner became more
critical. This was particularly true in the case of the
The fact that the mother-daughter bond was as important
in some respects as the husband-wife tie meant that the
Couple.had constructed few joint ;images through marriage.
In this case, marriage rarely constituted a "nomic
rupture", whereby the marriage partner becomes "the
nearest and most decisive coinhabitant of the world".
P.L. Berger and H. Kellner, op. cit. pp.35-4-0.
A study of Chilean exiles , in Belgium also notes the way
in which political actors, deprived of cohesive political
groups in exile and the gratification they had provided
in Chile, look to the family for compensation, becoming
more exacting towards family members. COLAT (a), op.cit.
pp. 4--5.
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privatized women, for whilst men could still count to
some extent on their political comrades, women depended
solely upon their husbands for support.
Given the fragility of the men's and women's worlds
in exile,marriage was increasingly required to function as
a nomos-maintainer. However, al.though husbands and wives
in the segregated marriages had travelled through time
together, they had had such different experiences of events
that they had little common ground on which to build. The
public-private split and the form of divided consciousness
which this gave rise to made for a built in conflict
between the politicized men and the privatized women. The
men's outward gaze conflicted with the women's homeward
view and the men's public priorities were often seen by
the privatized women to be at loggerheads with their private
goals. The need for a degree of marital dialogue and
resolution was particularly acute, when bearing in mind
that the men's political stance had been responsible- for
uprooting the women from their private world. The potential
for recrimination was great.
In three cases, marital communication was further
complicated by the fact that the couple had to reconstruct
the marriage in exile after a lengthy separation in Chile
through the man's imprisonment. Gloria, for one, found
herself married to quite a different man. She described
her husband as "may alte./iacLo" (very changed) by his prison
experience and much more politically convinced than he
had been before. Compared to the strong collective identity
built up amongst men in prison, any collective identity
between women in the prison queues had been fleeting and
short-lived. For the women, the experience remained a
largely private matter. Gloria compared the importance
which the prison experience held for the men with the
equivalent place it held in her life in the following way:-
Marriage as a "nomos-maintainer", that is as an instit¬
ution through which the individual creates order and
sense of the world is discussed in P.L. Berger and H.
Kellner, op . cit. , p. 27.
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"I don't think, akout thiA peniod veny much kut
2-uan iA alwayA going oven. it. 11' A hiA -tavounite
topic. He alwayA tnieA to kning the convenAation
anound to thiA Aukject and he Au-ttenA whilAt
talking akout it. I think he' A maAOchiAtic."
The fact that the men were constantly reliving their time
in prison "bothered" Gloria:-
"7he men' a pneoccupation with thein pniAon
expenience kothenA me. The Aame convenAationA
ane nepeated oven and oven again. Only veny
occaAionally doeA anything new aniAe. I've
heand it all a hundned timeA ke/one."
When I asked Gloria why she thought the men dwelt on this,
she pointed to the political purpose which the retelling
played:-
"If A kecauAe thein paAt iA linked up with thein
pneAent in exile. 11' A a way o-fl keeping up thein
hatned o-/L Pinochet. It kothenA me kut I AuppoAe
if A poAitive in thiA AenAe."
For the men this constant talking through of one of the
key experiences in their lives was a way of keeping their
political commitment alive. In this sense, it might well
have "bothered" the privatized women that politics continued
to hold such an important place in their husbands' lives
and that the men did not put the same emphasis on building
up family life in exile as they did. Unlike Juan, Gloria
wanted to forget about the bad times and return to the
cozy family life she cherished.
The politicized men's and privatized women's projects
increasingly collided in exile for whilst the women were
desperately anxious to re-establish family life on a firmer
footing, the men were equally anxious to rebuild their
political lives. To some privatized women, it seemed that
whenever political demands cropped up, the men would drop
everything and be off without so much as a nod in their
direction. The privatized women's sense of self-worth
was' undermined by this attitude. In Gloria's words:-
"hJhat panticulanly upAetA me iA the way my
huAkand acceptA political engagementA without
conAulting me. If A thiA lack o-t conAultation
which huntA me. It makeA me teel aA it I don't
exiAt."
A related source of tension concerned the different priorities
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which men and women had for spending family income. Living
on social security was tight and the men's travel expenses
to attend political meetings sometimes ate into money which
the privatized women had earmarked for other purposes. To
quote Gloria once again:-
"3-uan recently went down to a meeting in London.
But 1 aAk you why do they all need to go? Uhy
can't the.yjAend a /lep/ieAentativ eZ 1he La/ie down to
London it £30 and AometimeA we' /ie down to the laAt
/ew pence at the end o-t the month. 1hen when he
corner Lack, he doeA nothing Lut comp La in at the
deciAionA which wen.e taken."
Similarly the men's priorities in sending money to political
comrades in Chile sometimes conflicted with the privatized
women's priorities for sending money back home to kin.
This tension between the men's political engagements
and the privatized women's homecentred focuswas not some¬
thing new. During Popular Unity, the men's heavy political
involvement meant that they had practically disappeared
from the home. Given that men were more about the house
in exile, it may seem paradoxical that the privatized women
continued to complain. Indeed not all did. Mariana, for
one, felt that she had won her husband back in exile and
the conflict which had arisen in her marriage during the
Popular Unity years evaporated. However, although the men's
political activity was reduced in exile, its overall impact
on the privatized women alone in the home loomed dispro¬
portionately larger. As Laura remarked:-
"Some women comptain lecauAe they a/ie aLL day
in the houAe with Little oppo/itunity to go out
whilAt the man La conAtantly attending meetinga.
In zieality thiA may Le only once oe twice a week,
Lut to theAe women it LeelA Like all week."
As the women had no other kin to fall back on, men's
absences became more critical. Where the men's absence
from the home was for the purpose of breadwinning, this
was- regarded as legitimate by the privatized women for in
this case the men could be seen to be playing a supportive
family role. Where it was for political purposes, however,
the privatized women were less content for the men seemed
to choose this over and above time spent with the family.
Ana related how:-
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"It waA in exile that I neally came, to appneciate
what it meant when my huAband Aaid that politicA
came JLinAt and then the family. In Chile I
didn't £eel abandoned by hiA political activity,
I /teApected hiA idealA. I AuppoAe it waA pa/itly
becauAe I had my family living nea/iby. Rene,
meanwhile, when my child -fLell ill and had to be
taken ungently to hoApital, my huAband - who waA
in a political meeting at the time - told me to
wait until it had /iniAhed. That waA the laAt
Atnaw."
Even those private women, such as Elena and Eugenia, who
sympathized with their husbands' politics found their
sympathies sorely tested by their men's absences in exile.
Not only did the privatized women desire their
husbands' company in the home, but they were also initially
dependent on their men for all transactions in English.
As the men had more freedom of movement than the women,
they generally picked up the language more quickly. This
meant that the privatized women often had to call on their
f
husbands for such matters as hospital and school appoint¬
ments, where they had once been competent. However, when
the privatized women were looking for their husbands'
support to ease the gap opened up by the loss of their
extended family network, it seemed to many to be unforth-
coming. The privatized women described themselves as
feeling "hunt" and "upAet" by their husbands' behaviour
in exile. After all, they had fulfilled their side of the
marriage contract. They had stood by their men when they
had been imprisoned and done what they could to secure
their release. They had followed their men into exile.
They had been "good wives" and done what was expected of
them and yet what recognition had they received in return?
As Laura said:-
"I alwayA had hiA mealA neady on time. I
looked a-tten the childnen and the home but
I got no neAponAe tnom him at all."
Given this lack of response, some privatized women began to
reconsider the sacrifice they had made in coming into
exile. Gloria, who had not thought twice about leaving at
the time, now came to say:-
"It waA only in exile that I thought about the
AacniJLice I had made."
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Likewise Ana, whose marriage was to break up in exile,
commented:-
"Looking (Lack I Ahould have thought about
coming into ex.ile mo/ie. caee-fLully than I did."
And finally Cataline ventured that:-
"I might not have done the Aame thing now.
// I'd been mo/ie oJL ajwoman at the time, I
might have Atayed in Chile."
a private offensive
This downgrading of the female world was one of the
main grievances of the privatized women. These women were
looking for consideration and respect for their domain
instead of its devaluation. They wanted the men to recog¬
nize not only by their words but also by their deeds that
WOMfcTV
the (were doing a worthwhile job in the home. Given the
social loss of esteem which the privatized women experienc
in this society, they came to depend more upon expressions
of appreciation from husbands for their labours. This was
what made the sacrifice worthwhile in the privatized women
eyes. Sometimes the mere presence of the man in the home
could accomplish this. As Mariana put it:-
" Idhen my hu aband' a at home I JLeel complete.
Uhen he' A not the/ie, 1 £eel alone."
The privatized women reacted to the politicized men's
devaluation of their private domain by trivializing and
ridiculing the "squabbling" which went on between men in
the public sphere. Whilst women got on with the important
business of running the home, men were seen to be the ones
who sat around talking and never did anything. Silvia's
comments about the men's politics are typical of many:-
"1heAe political meetingA nevee accompliAh
anything. It'A all juAt bla, bla, bla. 7heee
a/ie ao many meetingA and they neve/i do anything."
Gloria, likewise, charged:-
Zaretsky also notes the "limbo of private time and
space"experienced by women in the home. "When I am by
myself I am nothing. I only know that I exist because
I am needed by someone who is real, my husband, and by
my children." E. Zaretsky, Capitalism, the Family and
Personal Life, Pluto Press, London, 1976, p.7A-
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"Uhat do the. men achieve? 1hey Apend all theic
time fighting amongst themAelveA. I/ ao and ao'a
going to le the/ie, then I'm not going, they' 11
n
Aay.
Unlike the Popular Unity period when the men had been seen
to be involved in "something big" (even if not to the
privatized women's liking), the men's low level of political
practice in exile could more easily be attacked by the
privatized women. The fact that the men were divided by
words and that the women were confused about the reasons
for these divisions, led many privatized women to question
the value of what the men were up to. To some it was just
pure tonte/iia (nonsense). Yet others described the men
as " fanatical" , " o lAeAAed" , " neu/iotic" , as having lost
all sense of proportion."
Many privatized women held that it was the private
domain - not the public - which was the more important
sphere. In this way, they inverted the men's model by
substituting the primacy of family life for the primacy
2
of politics. The privatized women, then, had a counter¬
part model to the men's and one which they came to
articulate more forcefully and openly in exile, for the
women's thoughts on.this matter were not new. What was new
Porter, writing on Britain, examines the way in which
the men's public world is mediatedto their wives at
home. She also found that some shop stewards' wives
regarded all union involvement as a distraction from
the important business of running the home. When the
men went on strike, these women felt the men "had
taken leave of their senses and rejected the home in
favour of the alien outside world". M. Porter, "Con¬
sciousness and Second-Hand Experience: Husbands and
Wives in Industrial Action", Sociological Review,
Vol.26, No.2, May 1978, pp. 270-1.
Reiter also found that within the highly segregated
.village societies of the South of France, women regarded
the private domain to be "the more important and form¬
ative" . This was a view not shared by their men who
saw themselves as predominating in village life and
who dismissed the importance of women's activities
in the home and their seasonal role in agricultural
labour. R. Reiter, "Men and Women in the South of
France: Public and Private Domains", in R. Reiter,
ed., op.cit., p.253-
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was the way in which these women were no longer willing
to put up with (aguantan.) this devaluation of the private
domain. If the oppression of women had once been seen as
something almost noble, it now came to be regarded as
unjust and demeaning. From having suffered in silence
and been on the defensive about their views, some priva¬
tized women passed to the offensive. Given what many
considered to be their husbands' disregard for their
personal well-being, the privatized women no longer auto¬
matically performed what was expected of them in the home.
They abandoned their servility. Women who had spent time
cooking for men, who then turned up late without apology,
now sometimes told the men to serve themselves. Where
the men took the women's labour for granted, where they
showed no signs of recognition of the sacrifice which
women had made in coming into exile, the privatized women
felt justified in taking action. They were housewives,
not slaves.
There are a number of factors which help to account
for the privatized women's abandonment of their resignation.
Some of these relate to the removal of.control mechanisms
over the women's lives, in exile; others to the privatized
women's own experiences after the coup both in Chile and
in exile. These changed conditions enabled the privatized
women to air grievances which they had previously put up
with or which they experienced with increased vigour in
exile. As Laura said:-
" I £' A not that loomen have, had nothing to Aay
(Le-fLone. 7hey've atwayA had it in them. 7hey've
atuayA had the. potential, <Lat they've. neven. (Leen
aUte to ex.pn.eAA themAetveA (Le-fLo n.e. "
As in the case of the public-private women, exile made
the private women acutely aware of male privilege. The -
Stevens adopts the term rn.an.ian iAmo (from the adoration
of the Virgin Mary) to describe this pattern of female
behaviour, whereby women suffer in silence, reflecting
their moral and spiritual superiority to men. E.P.
Stevens, "Marianismo: The Other Face of Machismo in
Latin America", in A. Pescatello, ed., op.cit., p.91.
Amongst my sample, this pattern of behaviour typified
ta mujen. aguantadona (the woman who puts up with her lot).
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loss of female kin in exile brought into sharp relief the
to
different ability of men and women^in activities outside
the home. To the privatized women, the men's political
OWrv
engagements increasingly came to be linked to their^private
subjection in the home. Men could go out because women
stayed in. The private women mentioned how they always
had to hurry when they went out compared to the freedom
of men who could come and go as they pleased. Silvia
grumbled:-
" h) hen I go out my huAband aLwayA wantA to know
ex.actLy what time. 1' 11 be tack, b)hen he goeA
out though, he AtayA out neaLLy Late and Aome-
timeA AtayA the night oven, at -(L/iiendA. "
"(La may comodo, may cdmodo" , (he just likes to please him¬
self), she repeated several times. And Gloria likewise
complained that:-
"Llen can go out and they don't £eeL ao neAponA-
ibLe towandA thein chiLdnen, 7/ 1 go out, I
wonny aLL the time, I keep Looking at my watch,
2-uan ziecent L y went to a meeting, miAAed the
LaAt t/iain home and /letunned AmiLing the nex.t
mo/ining, 11' A not veny neAponAibLe and I don't
think it' A night -fLo n. a ma/in.ied man. Imagine
what wouLd happen it I did that,"
Whilst the private women described the men's freedom as
"innate" , theirs' was seen to depend on their husbands'
goodwill. The private women's sense of oppression incr¬
eased as any activity they wished to engage in outside
the home - language classes, going into town, visiting -
came to depend upon their husbands' willingness to baby¬
sit. Laura described the conditional nature of women's
freedom in the following way: -
"Hen a/ie ■fi.n.ee, 1hey can go out when they want,
7hey have no pnobLemA ot chiLdca/ie, 1 t a woman
wantA to go out Ahe haA to Ata/it by aAking hen.
huAband what day he iA tnee and,ij. he haA any
Apane time, whet hen he iA wiLLing to Look aJLten
the chiLdnen in it. In Aome caAeA, even when
thiA iA onLy once a month, he iAn't pnepaned to
do thiA. 7hey think that theAe taAkA ane ton
women not ton men. But I Aay they ane hiA chiL¬
dnen a A weLL."
These women experienced their subordination in a
new way in exile. LIachiAmo was probably not a new word
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to the private women. If they had not known what it
meant literally before, they had known what it meant
in practice. Now, however, it was a word which was
frequently on their lips. " tt homt/ie ckile.no eA may
machiAta", (the Chilean man is a real macho), they would
tell me. " Uhat doeA it mean?" , I asked:-
"It meanA the man tkin/cA the woman iA onty good
JLon. the home and chitd/ien and nothing etAe. It
meanA that att the taAk-^which women do in the
home - waAhing up, feeding chitd/ien, cooking -
ane women' a ex.ctuAive dutieA."
hlachiAmo was sometimes defined as an attitude but it was
also seen to encompass a power relationship between men
and women. Laura added, parodying the men's macho stance:-
"It atAO meanA that the man iA the one who nuteA
in the home (manda en ta caAaJ. It'A ne/tected
in Auch AayingA 0/ men aAl I'm the one wea/iing
the t/iouAe/iA (guien tteva to A pantatoneA agui
AO y yo) ;and I'm the one who goeA\ out to wo/ik,
Ahe can't; and, in thiA houAe you do aA I Aay
(en ta caAa Ae hace to gue yo digo)."
The private women, bereft of the cushion of the
extended family in exile, fell under the exclusive and
more naked control of their men. However, if men's con¬
trol became more explicit in exile, the structural basis
for their control was considerably weakened. At one and
the same time, the private women experienced male domina¬
tion as more of an aggravation and yet as not so invinci¬
ble as might once have appeared to be the case. As has
been seen, many men - and manual workers in particular to
whom most of the private women were married - spent long
periods unemployed. The loss of the men's breadwinning role
had implications for their authority over women in the
family, for the wage packet underpinned patriarchal relat¬
ions in the segregated marriages."'" Living off social
Kuhn examines the way in which the property basis of
patriar chy in bourgeois households is displaced onto
the wage form in working class marriages. The wage
comes to underpin male supremacy in the working class
as it is seen to be',the man's property alone and,
therefore, his to dispose of as he wishes. Women's
contribution to the wage through domestic labour re¬
mains obscured. A. Kuhn, "Structures of Patriarchy
and Capital in the Family", in A. Kuhn and A.M. Wolpe,
eds., Feminism and Materialism: Women and Modes of
Production, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1978, pp.56-7.
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security was not regarded by either men or women as
giving the man the same claims over his wife and her
labour as if he had earned the money directly himself.
The private women's perception of the men's auth¬
ority as stemming from their role as wage-earners in the
public sphere is revealed in such comments as Silvia's
that "a man who doeAn't wo /ik, doeAn't /eet head o/ the.
/amity" and Laura's that "the men a/ie the oneA with the
activity, they ea/in the money and a/ie head o/ the /.amity" .
Although the loss of the men's breadwinning role was a
source of anxiety and discomfort for both men and women,
the denting of male supremacy which it entailed enabled
the private women to press their claims with increased
vigour. Furthermore, whilst the private women in Chile -
with few economic opportunities outside the home - had
had little option but to put up with their lot, in exile
the economic factor behind their subordination was weak¬
ened. The fact that the private women, in cases of marital
breakdown could support themselves economically in exile
through the social security system, loosened the economic
dimension to the women's resignation. The social services
filled the gap previously occupied by the extended family
in Chile, whilst exercising few of the moral or controll¬
ing functions of the latter.
This brings us to a second meaning which the extended
family had for the private women. Alongside the support
and comfort proffered by the kinship system, there was
Whilst some British authors have pointed out the way
in which the State, through its family policy and
welfare legislation, acts to maintain and reinforce
the family household system, to the Chileans - and
especially the men - bereft of such provision in
Chile, the welfare sytem here was seen as encouraging
and promoting marital disintegration through its
provisions for single parents and separated women.
M. Mcintosh, "The State and the Oppression of Women",
in A. Kuhn and A.M. Wolpe, eds., op.cit., pp. 254-289.
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also a perception of the control it exercised."^ By-
removing the private women from the bed of kinship, exile
caused great personal suffering but, at the same time,
provided the chance for these women to develop in a
more autonomous way. The extended family had often
worked to resign women to their lot by ironing out
grievances, patching up quarrels and consoling in times
of stress. At the same time as leaving the private
women exposed to their husbands in exile, the absence
of kin permitted the private women to challenge the
men or, in some cases, to get to know them. Although
the extended family generally worked towards maintaining
marital stability, kin frequently got in the way of
marital communication. Kin in Chile, it was generally
agreed, interfered to an unwarranted extent in a couple's
affairs, leaving the married pair very little space to
themselves.
As the private women came to reconstruct their lives
in exile without the presence of the extended family, the
initial sense of loss and helplessness sometimes gave way
to a feeJ-ing of satisfaction at the way in which they
could order their own lives without parental interference.
"Ue can do what we. like" , said Catalina gleefully. Many
came to enjoy the independence which the nuclear family
permitted, and to reflect on the dependent and pampered
way they had been brought up which did not prepare them
for life outside the family and home. The control exer¬
cised by kin in Chile covered broad aspects of the couple's
and each partner's behaviour for the kinship group acted
as the transmitter of moral and social values. The family
upheld notions of respectability, of what was right and
proper behaviour for people of their standing and gender.
Sennett and Cobb point to the dual nature of extended
family relations as both "sustaining bonds" and
"oppressive chains", R. Sennett and J. Cobb, op.cit.
p.107.
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As this control was particularly keenly felt by women,
its removal was potentially more significant for their
lives than the men's. Gloria - one of the privatized
women to work outside the home in Chile - mentioned
some of the negative aspects of extended family life as
she had known it:-
"In Chile, you constantly have to give ex.p lanations
to the -family. {jou have to account {or everything
you do, 1he men in particular like to ex.ercise a
{orm o{ paternal control over the women. In Chile
i{ you continued working a{ter marriage, your
■father immediately thought y own, has land wasn't
alle to support you and he would come in {.or a
lot o{ criticism. Idhen I legan to work a{ter I
married, my {dther and Irother loth legan to
criticize me . "What, does Juare really earn so
little?", they would ask. 1hen my {ather would
show his dtsapproval ly leing over-concerned
alout my well-leing. "Idhat time do you have to
get up? Id hat time do you arrive lack home at
night?", he would ask. 7hey would think: you
poor thing, what a hard li{e you are leading.
1hey don't understand that a woman might like
to work outside the home. Apart {rom the money,
it gives her another activ ity."
Parental authority in Chile had been sufficiently strong
to inhibit the airing of certain opinions or to deter
certain behaviour. The cost of disagreement could be a
degree of family ostracism as both Laura and Silvia had
found out to their cost. To many private women, with
few other networks to fall back on, the-price may have
been deemed too high to pay. In exile, however, the
ability of the extended family to employ sanctions had
been effectively cut. As Jorge put it:-
"Ue still think alout what our parents will say
lut we don't worry too much, as there is not
much they can do i{ they do disagree."
Distance protected the private women from the prying eyes
of kin. In exile there was always the option of with¬
holding information which it was deemed prudent to keep
from family knowledge. However, if the absence of
extended family members was another factor enabling the
private women to contemplate courses of action which would
have been vetoed back home, there was still the question
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of return to consider. Carmen became extremely nervous
when she saw me jotting things down in my notebook ."you' ne
not going to put that clown atout my mothen, ane you?" ,
she cried.
The feeling that women could breathe a little more
freely in exile was also reinforced by the private women's
observations of women's lives in Britain. Unlike the
professional women, many housewives experienced gender
differentiation as being weaker here and relations between
men and women as looser than what they had known in Chile.
Silvia now came to refer to the strict sexual division
of labour she had experienced in Chile as "una tana" (a
drawback). Here she saw women painting, gardening,
fixing things which in Chile would be considered "men's
work" and no woman, even if she wanted, could do these
tasks comfortably. In the same way, she saw men here
carrying out jobs which she had previously known only
as "women's work". Unlike the professional women, who
spoke of the " tack.wan.cL" and " Autondinate" position of
women in this society, Silvia thought women had never had
it so good before. Whilst her husband, Pepe, made constant
references to exploitation under capitalism, Silvia's
views about women's improved lot in this society led her
to deny that exploitation took place here at all. Whilst
Pepe uses the term to refer to the exploitation of wage
labour in the public domain, Silvia's terms of reference
of OfP'tssion
are drawn from women's expertences^in the private domain
of the home:-
"Pepe' A alwayA going on atout ex.plo itation unden
capitaliAm tut I don't Aee any Auch exploitation
taking place hene. Notody haA a maid hene and men
help in the home mone than they do in Chile."
The private women also experienced an extension of
female space in exile,as what had been exclusively male
territory in Chile was seen to be open to women here.
Scottish women were seen going into pubs, going out
unaccompanied at night, engaging men in conversation. My
own movements were frequently commented on by the private
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women, giving me an insight into the restrictions they
came under. "Don't you/i huAland (Le ann.oye.cL at the time
you annive (Lack home?" , they asked when I stayed inter¬
viewing until late and " l-An't it dangenouA to walk alone
at night?". If, as will be seen, some of their observa¬
tions about British women were made disapprovingly, they
did show that women's lives could be different from what
many had previously taken for granted. Laura remarked
on the difference in the following way: -
"In Chile it' A anothe/i way o{ li{e. H.ene you
can go to a pu(L alone aA a woman. (Jou can talk
to men. In Chile you don't Aee women alone.
7hene ane only men in (LanA and it would (Le
ex.tn.emely unuAual {.on a woman to dnink in
pu(Llic. It juAt would neuen occun to a woman
to viAit Auch placeA."
Here Laura reflects back on an undifferentiated past in
Chile. This is how women's lives had always been and
even such radical governments as Popular Unity had not
been seen as transforming their lives in any significant
way. In exile, meanwhile, the more elastic boundaries to
male and female space and activity led the private women
to reflect about where they could or could not go, what
they could or could not do. Some taken for granted ideas
began to crumble. In Ana's words:-
"I didn't Aee thingA AO cleanly in Chile. It'A
only hene CecauAe o{ the di{{enence in the Aocial
AyAtem (Letween Chile and Bnitain that 1 ' ve (Legun
to Aee how thingA could (Le di{{enent."
Not all the private women's learning, however, stemmed
from contact with this society, for some of these women's
own experiences after the coup in Chile had demonstrated
new capabilities and opened doors. Silvia, who had
struggled single-handedly with four small children, spoke
proudly of her ability to cope in an emergency as
compared with what she regarded as men's helplessness
in such situations:-
"I {eel that thene iA alwayA a Aolution to youn
pnollemA. I{ you look hand enough, Aeanch long
enough, thene iA alwayA Aomething that can (Le
done. CIy huAland would dnown in a glaAA o{ waten
(Lut I wouldn't dnown in the middle o{ the ocean."
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Those privatized women who had been forced to take charge
of the household and earn a living whilst their men were
in prison, had often surprised themselves at what they
had been able to do when pushed. Gloria reflected:-
"A/.ter the coup I di4cove.ee.cL a Atrength in my-
Aek-t which I didn' £ know I had. I know now
that 1 can do thingA which I didn't think
poAAikke ketone. I akmoAt can't kekieve my-
Aek£ what I went th/iough then."
Although many privatized women who had been thrust
into the public arena in this way were happy to return to
the home in exile, many were unwilling to shut themselves
in quite as tightly as they had done in the past. Some
were eager to maintain their new-found self-confidence
and skills. As Mariana put it:-
" I no longer thin/c that the woman iA Jua£ -fLo/i
the home. I Auppo Ae thiA idea kegan with all
the changeA I've experienced recently. It ke-
gan in Chike a£ter the coup with the reakiza-
tion that I waA capakke o ■£ doing other thingA
outAide the home."
Unlike their enforced public involvement after the coup
in Chile, some private women voluntarily came to seek
out a degree of extra-domestic activity in exile.
breaking out
The restricted private domain in exile meant that
the private women were gradually forced to overcome some
of their initial hesitancy and seek others out for advice,
help or company. Over time small groups began to grow
up in the exile community and the privatized women began
to exchange some experiences. As Laura put it:-
"In exite you get to know other people. 1here
iA no -fLamiky to talk kack on and no hekp apart
■/Lrom the AO kidarity committee. 7hiA iA what
makeA you mature. {jou are living in another
kind ol environment where you have to manage
without the kind o£L Aupport you had in Chike,"
The privatized women would occasionally resort to others
for baby-sitting, younger women would consult more exper¬
ienced mothers for child-rearing advice, scarce goods
were pooled. In this way, some privatized women began
to develop a notion of friendship. Laura, who frequently
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referred to herself as part of a group, remarked:-
"1 had no women /.eiendA in Chile., 1 didn't
■/Leel I needed the compan y in the way I do
heee. deee you a/ie ponced (Ly the A ituat ion
into Aha/iing, I am one o/ the {.ew with a
laege pan and thia doeA the eoundA o-jlthe
Chilean community when cooking /oe special
o ccaAiona."
Through informal chats, the privatized women exchanged
experiences. By opening up the private side of life to
more public view, women were able to compare notes and
to reflect on their lives in a more informed and self-
conscious way. Laura, who had married at eighteen,
recalled:-
" I had no idea 0-/L masieiage Ce-fLo/ie. {jou lea/in
aCout theAe things JL/iom othe/iA and nolody talked
to me alout theAe things (Le/.o/ie exile. I had
no othe/i Coy£/iiend apasit -fi/iom my huAland. I
waA veey immature le-fLo/ie I came heee, IhoAe who
came into exile Aing^e have Aeen much mo/ie oJL
a couple' A p/iollemA. 1hey will Ce a(Lle to go
into ma/i/iiage with thei/i eyeA open."
The exile situation also called for unprecedented
solutions which upset established patterns of male-female
behaviour. One woman was extremely nervous about remain¬
ing alone at night when her husband travelled away to
political meetings. This was solved by asking one of
the single Chilean men in the community to stay overnight.
The absence of male kin. to play a protective role thus
led to the adoption of solutions previously ruled out as
"scandalous". " Idhat i-ji we Cehaved like thiA in Chile?" ,
Laura sometimes reflected, "People would <Le Ahocked."
After a time some privatized women also developed
friendships with their Scottish neighbours. They would
pop in and out of each other's houses, sometimes when
I was there, and arrange joint activities. Silvia, who
had. been worried about being treated as a social inferior
in this country, now came to say:-
1
Single people in the exile community were either
men who came into exile as batchelors or young
adults who came over as part of a family group.
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"In -tacit I've. touncL He.tte.si treatment hesie than
t-siom my own eompatsiiotA. People a/ie -flsiiendly
and willing to listen
Nor did the private women feel so vulnerable on the streets
as in the beginning. Even Ana, who had experienced such
problems in her neighbourhood, decided against moving as
at least her face was now known.
As the private women began to feel more comfortable
in this society, some expressed a desire for work outside
the home. These women's economic opportunities, however,
were extrememly limited. Mariana, whose children were
fast growing up, wanted to take on a part time job but
did not know what she could do and was worried about the
language problems she might face. Four privatized women,
however, did find employment, three of whom had not worked
outside the home since marriage. One began as a voluntary
helper in a local Oxfam shop. Later she and another Chilean
woman in the sample took up part time shiftwork in a local
factory. A third worked as a home help several mornings a
week. The fourth obtained a local authority grant and was
able to satisfy a long-held ambition to study. In most
of these cases, the hours were such as to allow the women
to squeeze in jobs or studies around the children's time¬
table, although one also depended upon a childminder and
experienced some of the same difficulties as the public-
private women mentioned in the last chapter. If the kind
of work found was intrinsically unappealing, to the women
concerned it provided a welcome respite from the isolation
of work in the home. Alongside such privatized motives
as the desire for additional family income, the desire for
company and conversation was an important factor in their
search for a job. As Ana remarked:-
"
11 a man osi woman wosikA it iA to impsiove the
home mate/iially. {joa wosl/c HecauAe you want to
impsiove yousi Atandasid o/ living. Tosi me wosik.
alAO meanA eAcaping //iora the domeAtie sioutine."
Privatized motives, however, did not exclusively
account for the private women's search for non-domestic
activities. Those women, in particular, who had personally
suffered at the hands of the Junta through the imprisonment
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of their men and had experienced economic hardship, were
open to a degree of participation in the solidarity
campaign. Many privatized women sympathized with the
plight of those families back in Chile, where the child¬
ren went under-nourished and the woman worked long hours
scraping a living under the continual fear of persecution,
and had a desire to help out in whatever way they could.
The small scale political practice in exile, the involve¬
ment of such public bodies as the Church and the centrality
of such issues as human rights, enabled the privatized
women to give expression to their humanitarian concern.
Some privatized women who had kept away from the marches
and political rallies of the Popular Unity period, now took
to the streets alongside their men. This shared public
arena was a novelty for those privatized women, who had
engaged in few activities with their husbands, especially
of a political nature. Furthermore, the presence of a
number of women speakers in the campaign, enabled the
privatized women to identify with their message and the
straightforward language in which it was expressed. In
some cases the privatized women were bound together with
the speaker by their common experiences after the coup,
as wives and mothers of the detained or disappeared. Some
privatized women shared their own personal experiences
with the woman speaker after the meeting, establishing a
rapport which they would have found impossible with a
man. Many women speakers, such as Madame Allende, specif¬
ically appealed to the Chilean women in the audience to
help with the solidarity campaign.
These first steps into the public domain were often
taken extremely hesitantly, for the privatized women had
to undo years of conditioning. Mariana, who had never
attended a meeting before in the twenty years of her
married life, recalled how:-
"At the beginning I -/Lett to tab by inhibited. I
juAt Aat and biAtened to what the othe/iA Aaid.
It waA veey ditticubt £0/1 me aA abb my bi-fLe
had been Apent Ahut in. Bat the main thing
iA that the Atep haA been taken. I no bongen.
eeAteict myAeb-t to the potA and panA."
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Silvia, by contrast, preferred to participate from the
confines of the home:-
"I' 11 do what I can to help, AO long aA it' A
Aomething I can do /nom the home, I don't
want to attend meetingA, I have helped the
campaign making ' empanadaa' (Chilean 1/iidieA)
/on. Aale and Cy knitting woollen poncho A
Although the privatized women's inroads into the
public sphere were small, compared to the sheltered lives
which they had led in the past the change was considerable.
The privatized women gained a.new awareness of the world
outside the home. Their blinkers had been removed. In
three cases, the privatized women acquired the beginnings
of a political dimension to their awakening. Catalina, who
was only seventeen at the time of the coup, repeatedly
apologized to me for her past political ignorance, an
ignorance which had begun to be broken in exile:-
" 11' A only he/ie that I've come to Au//en and
to unde/iAtand what happened in Chile, I /.eel
ang/iy now at how Atupid I uAed to (Le. I coald
have keen o/ mo/ie help Cut noCody even explained
anything to me, I waA 'ana muj en. hue^ca' (a
hollow woman). I didn't know hal/ then, that
I know now,"
Some privatized women, then, came to acquire a retro¬
spective understanding of events. By helping the work
of the solidarity campaign, going on political marches
for Chile, attending some meetings, the private women
had access to political ideas and discussions. Some came
to experience some of the rewards of political partici¬
pation and to gain a sense of making history in exile,
an experience previously confined to their men. Mariana
commented:-
" I /eel impo/itant knowing that I'm doing Aome-
thing /on. Chile. I /eel mo/ie /ul/illed, mone
Chilean, in a way. I'd like to continue wo/iking
■/on. Chile when we go Hack. I don't want to
join a pa/ity Cut I could wo/tk with the Chunch."
Mariana came to feel she was playing a part, however small,
in her country's history. "Uonking /on. Chile" reflected
a very different outlook to the one she had held before
the coup, when the home had been her world. Others, in turn,
came to realize how their own lives were shaped by wider
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structures than the immediate circles in which they moved.
In exile, some privatized women became aware of the connec¬
tion between their own biographies and history. Gloria
spoke of the way in which politics had entered her life
in exile and explained this:-
"... because we're living the consequences of a
government. . . it's the reason we a/ie here. In
Chile, politics is not so fundamental as it is
in ex.ile. In Chile, you have your work, you/i
family, youn. children. But he/ie one is constant¬
ly wonnying about what can happen, what is the
futune? The future is no longer in youn. own
hands, as it was before, but depends upon po I it ical
changes in Chile. It's incredible how politics
shapes youn. life, even someone's like mine, who
hasn't participated politically very much."
Before the coup, Gloria had moved in a strictly private
world and had seen her life as being hers to live out as
she wished. The enforced removal from her private world
through exile led her to reflect why they were here and
why she could not live where she wanted. What had once
been regarded as a matter for individual decision, was
now seen to depend on external forces and events. In
this way Gloria became aware of the extent to which her
private world was not so 'private' after all, but part
of a wider institutional structure. This new way of see¬
ing the.world certainly pierced privatized consciousness,
even if it did not always lead to political action. With¬
out renouncing the importance of their family roles, some
privatized women came to reinterpret the blinkered way
in which they had lived in Chile and their past non-
involvement in political life. The two privatized women,
who went furthest in reinterpreting their personal lives,
however, continued to play no part in the political
affairs of the exile community.
"
. As the private women put one toe in the public sphere
and began to challenge their men in the private domain,
they described themselves as having learnt to speak up.
Two privatized women referred to themselves as having
been "pajaritos" (little birds) or mice, as we would say,
and of having discovered in exile that they also had
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the right to speak. Ana described how she had changed:-
"In Chile. I waA ext/iemely quiet. 1 neve/i gave
an opinion. I let othe/iA decide eve/iything JLo/i
me. II y mothe/i uAed to call me a little Li/id
(paja/iito). Uhat I've lea/int in exile iA that
I ' ve alAO got the /light to Apeak. N ow I give
my opinion, I talk, I d i a cuaa , whe/ie Le/o/ie I
would have ziemained Ailent. 7he gene/ial leAAon
1' ve lea/int he/ie iA to zielate to and know
othe/i people. I'm not going to go Lack to
Chile and Ahut myAel-fl in. / hiA exile expe/iience
iA going to ziemain pa/it oJL my li£e /o/i eve/i.
I'm not going to -flo/iget what I've lea/int he/ie."
In a similar way, Laura related how she had learnt to
break her silence in exile:-
"I've lea/int to Aay thingA he/ie which I would
have kept to myAel-t LeJLo /ie. Be-fLo/ie I waA the
kind oJL woman who putA up with thingA (una
muje/i aguantado/ia) . Now I don't put up with
thingA which I would have done Le-fio/ie. In Chile
I wouldn't da/ie Aay hal{. the thingA to men which
I Aay he/ie, I uAed to think that noLody would
pay any attent ion to me 7/ I p/ieAented my
point o/ view. Now I no longe/i /eel ziidiculouA."
In this way, some privatized women, .by finding a voice
in exile, moved in the opposite . direction to the
politicized men, whose overwhelming sensation was that of
having lost a voice here.
public radicalism - private conservatism
The private women's more assertive stance had reper¬
cussions for their relationships with men, accustomed to
women's more docile behaviour in the home. Most men in
the segregated marriages were not used to their wives
speaking up, going out to work, attending meetings. Some
men openly attempted to curb their wives' new-found
freedom and to maintain their monopoly of public activity.
Both Ana's and Laura's marriages had foundered in exile
in this way. Yet others initiated a new dialogue with
their marriage partner.
If the private women began to speak up in exile, they
needed a vocabulary through which to appeal to their
husbands. As long as the gulf between the men's public
world and the women's private world is regarded as part of
an immutable, natural order, women will lack a vocabulary
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of change. In exile, however, the private women found
powerful new arguments which their husbands could not
so easily ignore, for the men's political beliefs gave
the private women a ready-made framework within which
to insert and press their claims. Although the privatized
women's notions of socialism were generally vague and
confused, the one clear idea which they held was that
it entailed equality. Given the glaring inequalities
which they perceived between their own lives and the
advantages which men enjoyed, the women began asking
questions. Mariana inquired of Cristian:-
"Area't you working /on. an egalitarian Aociety?
Uell, won't it inckucLe. equality He.kwe.nn men
and women?"
Although Mariana was personally quite content at the extra
freedom which she experienced in exile, she came to hear
of some instances where men prevented their wives from
taking up activities outside the home:-
" 7here' A Aomething I don't unde/iAtand" , Ahe
pe/iAtAted. " 1 £ we are ^Lighting -/Lost a ao cialiAt
ao eiet y, why La the man tike thiA with the
woman? 7/ it' A AOcialiAm we' re ajite/i, why
doeA it have to He ao maehiAta (mate chauviniAt)?
DoeAn't AocialiAm mean equal participation o£ men
and women? Idhy are the men Hike thiA with
their wiveA, then? 1he men contradict themAetveA."
The contradiction which the private women penetrated
in their marriages, between the men's public radicalism
and their private conservatism, was highlighted by the
fact that many privatized women came to be addressed as
compahera by the men for the first time in exile. As
the men became increasingly sensitive to charges of
machiAmo in exile, they attempted to accommodate the
private women's grievances by a change of address, which
in practice changed little - for if the women were now .
compah.eraA rather than eApoAaA (wives, in the traditional
sense), the problem was defined away. When I asked the
men what they meant when they used the term compahera,
Carlos, a manual worker,_replied:-
"La maA gue eApoAa, eA maA que madre de tuA
hijoA, o Aea eH concepto de compahera Aerca
eApoAa, madre de miA hijoA, pero ademaA,
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abguien qua. eAte de acue/ido con uno en an camino,
en an peoceAo Aociab, en una bucha Aociab, 7e
acom.pa'na en cacLa aituacion -flam ibia/i, peeAona b,
Aociab, en boA momentoA du/ioA, en bo a momentoA
diJilcibeA. "
(it's more than wife, more than mother of your
children, or rather the concept of compahe/ia
would be not only wife and mother of my children,
but also someone who agrees with you about the
way forward, about a social process, a social
struggle. She is someone who accompanies you
in every situation, family, personal, social,
through the hard and difficult times.)
For Carlos, whose compaheea had left him whilst he was
in prison after the coup in Chile, steadfastness and
loyalty were important parts of the definition. Enrique,
from the middle sectors, related in broadly similar terms:-
" 1t' A di-fLJLe/ient to wi£e. A woman can be a
man' A wijle without being hiA compaheea, It
/leJLtectA an ideab /o em, a t/iue ziebationAhip
between the coup be. 11'A moee than juAt being
maeeied. It meanA the /tebationAhip iA Aobid.
She Auppo/itA the huAband . . . and he Auppo/itA
hen. 1he coupbe coubd be -£on.ma(Lby ma/ieied on
not, but the eAAentiab thing iA that theg have
a -/Lamiby togethee. It /le-jibectA a paetneeAhip
These definitions of compaheea have strong echoes of
a much older model of Chilean woman - that of faithful
wife and mother - with some unspecified degree of political
understanding tagged on. They involved little modifica¬
tion of the sexual division of labour in the family. Indeed,
the term compaheea can be seen as a way of containing
change by politically rationalizing gender roles in the
family. This was implicit in the way in which some men
spoke about women's work in the home as being their
political contribution. Pepe remarked that the Chilean
woman did a great deal so that " eb homb/ie puedejdeAenuobvesiAe mejo/i
en bo pobltico" (the man can become better involved in
politics). By taking charge of the household, women
enabled the men to become the full-time activists that
many of them were. In this view, women constituted an
invisible political front, a home guard. Whilst this
went some way to redefining the 'private' status of
domestic labour, it did nothing to transform its character
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as "women's work". However, the men's attempt to
give housewifery political status was resisted by most
privatized women, with the exception of the two house¬
wives who had been " compane/iaA" in this sense in Chile
and who had supported their men politically before exile.
As has been seen, most privatized women saw themselves
as carrying out their work in the home not for some
lofty political ideal, but for their individual men.
The fact that these same men were seen to repay their
labour of love with absence and neglect was one of their
most persistent grumbles.
Many privatized women rejected this form of address
because they saw through to its meaninglessness in prac¬
tice. If they were compahenaA - as the men indicated -
then why had not they been taken notice of, or only
when it suited the men? Ana asked herself:-
" h)hat iA the me.an.ing o-fL compahena which many
men uAe to /leJLen. to thein. wiveA? 11' a little
mo/ie than a Aham. 11' A totally eont/iad. ieted
in p/iact i ce. "
When I asked her what she thought it should mean, she
replied:-
"It meanA Aha/iing the Aame /tightA, AO that juAt
aA the man can attend political meetingA, I
have the /light to viAit my family and {./liendA,"
Ana's definition points to the way in which the marriage
partners whould have equal rights to pursue often differ¬
ent activities in the public and private domains. Laura,
meanwhile, thought that the term should signal that "noAotsioA
doA vamoA a todaA pa/iteA, no hay Aecneto a" (the two of us go
everywhere together, we have no secrets), as a form of
companionate marriage.
Many privatized women were surprised or indignant
at the way in which men had unilaterally redefined the
relationship. Gloria recalled her first reaction at being
addressed in this way:-
"It Atnuck. me aA Aomething ve/iy At/iange, Aome-
thing un/.amilia/i. It Ahocked me a little. I
waA Au/ipniAed to £ind that I alAO belonged to
that g/ioup oJL people who /ie/.e/i to each othe/i aA
companeno."
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Ana would reply tartly when addressed in this way: "Olga,
yo no aoy (La c.ompa.ne.fia" , (hey - using the formal 'you'
as a means of distancing - I'm not anybody's comrade).
To many privatized women, being addressed in this way
was a further imposition of male authority, another way
in which the men's definitions came to define them too.
Mariana was incensed at being referred to as compahe/ia,
for she saw it as linking her up with the political parties.
The strength of Mariana's indignation is made clear in
one conversation where I remarked how Cristian, her hus¬
band, spoke of his trade union involvement in Chile as
the most significant event in his life and asked Mariana
what event held the equivalent place in her's. Her
reply quite staggered me by its unexpectedness:-
" 7i/iAt o-fL a(L( I would Aay the conflict which
C/iiAtian' A tfiade anion activity cauAed in ou/i
ma/ifiiage and Aecondly, the tact oJL leing
ident i-t-ied aA a mem(Le/i o-fL hiA pa/ity in exile,
b)hy Ahould I le Aeen aA lelong ing to hiA pa/ity?"
" 11' A ndtu/ial that people Ahould Aee you like that" ,
Cristian answered when she raised the point a second time
in his presence. When Laura was identified publicly as
a party member, she counter-attacked furiously:-
"Uhy Ahould you automatically aAAume I'm a
memle/i o-fL the pa/ity juAt lecauAe my huA land
iA? you Ahould JLifiAt o-fL all check thingA
out le-fLo/ie you make tht-A kind o£ aAAumption ."
To some privatized women this form of passive political
incorporation was just another face of machiAmo. Turning
the argument against the men, Laura pointed to the way
in which - if this was the case - then, female party
membership meant something quite different from male
affiliation:-
"
11- T am AuppOAed to le a pa/ity memle/i , then
wheee a/ie all the companesiOA who don't lothe/i
to in-to/im me alout what' A going on? And they
all fiema ined mute ( calladito a) . "
In most cases the men's token identification of the
privatized women with their party politics rode roughshod
over everything which these women held most dear and
implicated them in what they most strongly rejected. Even
those private women who assumed a degree of political
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involvement in exile continued to regard the party as
the "enemy". These women did not want any truck with
the parties because they continued to hold the parties
responsible for their isolation in the home and for the
devaluation of family life. How many times had the men
said or implied by their behaviour that politics came
first and then the family? From the privatized women's
viewpoint, party politics had only damaged family life,
had sown the seeds of marital discord and had led to the
imprisonment and exile of their men. These bad memories
formed a lasting'scar for some.
When the men expounded their views on machismo in
their wives' presence, the women would pay acute attention
as compared to when their husbands were talking party
politics. Sometimes they would challenge their husband
in my presence, seeing me as an ally in their cause. When
Cristian talked about machismo, arguing that the left-wing
parties thought differently as they upheld the equality
of men and women, Mariana butted in to ask that,if this was
the case, then why did not men practise what they preached.
Cristidn's reply reflects the men's awareness of the
contradiction between their public and private behaviour,
their public and private thoughts:-
"I know thai, not att p/iactiAe thiA (Lu.t thiA La
th.e p no g/iamme. ftowe.ve.si, not evenyone sieatty
ketieveA it, 7h.e /ioo£a o-ft ma.ch.iAmo a/ie vesiy
deep and di-/t/.icu.(L£ to ksieak,"
Many privatized women, however, remained silent and let
me put questions they had not as yet asked or which had
been brushed aside by their husbands. Their body language,
some muffled sounds of exasperation revealed their inner
tension at the men's replies to my questions. Like the
men's politics, they seemed to be saying, this was only .
so- much bla, bla, bla put on to pull the wool over my
eyes. Each,married partner's behaviour changed according
to whether I spoke to husbands and wives separately or
together. When the men were talking about machiAmo in
front of their wives, the woman's presence exerted some
control over their choice of words. When my probing went
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too far, techniques for avoiding giving accounts came
into play. As our discussion of marital relations be¬
came more searching, Cristian suggested a break for tea.
As the private women spoke out and became more
demanding,the men were forced to re-evaluate their own
behaviour. Whilst some made a genuine effort to change,
others made the minimal adjustments necessary to main¬
tain the situation under their control. Laura saw through
to the way in which the men tried to disguise their
machiAmo in exile, giving their wives a little more
liberty whilst maintaining control of the reins. She
no longer had the patience even to hear the men through:-
"Plen a/ie veny hypo cnit ica b. I j you aAk them
about. machiAmo, they' bb deny it. 1hey' bb put
on an act. bJhen a man t/iieA to defend himAebj.
j/iom cha/igeA oj. machiAmo, I inten/iupt Aaying:
you needen't bothen to Aay anything, becauAe
I know what you think."
Mariana concluded at the end of all her questioning about
men's socialist beliefs and their chauvinist behaviour
in the home:-
"1 don't eeabby think men want women to be
bibe/iated, to leave the houAe. Abb men want
to be the Aobe object oj thei/i wi-je' A attention.
1hey want the woman to Atay at home and them-
AebveA to be the onby oneA with any outAide
activity."
Two reasons were generally given by the privatized
women for this state of affairs. Ana thought that the
men restricted women's movements out of sexual jealousy.
blachiAmo was seen to be a form of sexual control in which
the man views the woman as his private property. Male-
female relations were regarded by many men as being
necessarily imbued with sexual undertones and platonic
friendships to be impossible. Ana frequently fought with
her husband about this but he would never accept that
a woman could have a relationship with a man without a
sexual element being involved. A second reason given by
the privatized women for the men's macho control concerned
the neglect of the household if women engaged in too
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many extra domestic activities."'" As the private women
had not been in a position to engage a maid in Chile,
they themselves had performed all those vital daily
operations which enable men to go out to earn the wage
without undue concern about their practical requirements
for food, clean clothing and sleep. The privatized
women perceived the interest men had in controlling both
their sexuality and their domestic labour.
In the exile context these general considerations
take on specific connotations. The men not only experienc
a loss of control over women through the loss of their
wage-earning role but they also felt insecure in this
unknown and seemingly "permissive" society. Within this
context, any hint of rumbling in the home could be seen
by the men as the beginning of an open rebellion by women
and any extra freedom which women might enjoy as marking
the beginnings of marital breakdown. To man.y men in the
segregated marriages it seemed as if the private sphere
constantly threatened to spin out of their control.
Many men felt particularly threatened by the priva¬
tized women's expressions of satisfaction at aspects of
life in this society, particularly in relation to con¬
sumption. It would be misleading to suggest that the
women's relief was in no way shared by the men who were
also happy to have a roof over their head and some home
comforts after the trials of- prison life and economic
hardship endured in Chile after the coup. However for
the politicized men, these material gains came at a price.
Whilst the privatized women heaved a sigh of relief, the
SvffiretA
politicized men^anguish at the political consequences,
for if their own women expressed contentment at being
here, what effect would this have on the men's return
goals or on their efforts to keep the consumer society
Kuhn notes the way in which the continuation of male
supremacy and the family form is under potential
threat from the development of female wage labour.
A. Kuhn, op . cit., p.4.8.
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at bay? Silvia mentioned how Pepe always scolded her
when she spoke of her contentment here. He would charge
that this society was absorbing her and that she had
forgotten the people in Chile. Silvia would reply:-
"I haven' t {ongotten the people in Chile and
the Au{{ening which Atill goeA on thene. But
1 ' ve done my Ahane o{ Au{{ening and now {.on
the {inAt time I can Aay I'm happy."
Many men wanted to control their women's ability to operate
independently in this society and to limit the depth and
quality of their involvement here. It is in this sense
that some men's opposition to women attending language
classes may be understood, as well as the more general
opposition by some men to women taking up any activity
outside the home. Given that the privatized women's
experience of this society often differed radically from
the politicized men's, some men wanted to maintain their
monopoly of transactions in English and thereby continue
to mediate British society to the women.
Some men reacted to the women's private offensive by
stepping up controls and clamping down on women's move¬
ments outside the home. In these cases, the pattern of
highly segregated marital roles proved resilient to re¬
definition by men, who transferred patterns of behaviour
from Chile to the exile situation. In two cases, the
marriage broke down as the split between the man's public
sphere and the woman's private sphere could not be
mutually bridged or renegotiated. Laura's husband left
so that Laura could have "the {/,teedom Ahe had alwayA
wanted". Ana finally closed the door on her marriage
when her husband, who had expressly forbidden her to
work in Chile and had even restricted her visits home
as her younger brother brought many male friends around,
continued to exercise the same control here. " hihat do
I need a huAland {on., i{ you don't Ahane anything at all?" ,
Ana concluded.
Yet other men, however, came to perceive how this
rigid response only exacerbated problems and led to
separation. They came to adopt a more flexible attitude
but one which still left men in control. Cristian, when
talking about the way in which male-female relationships
had changed in exile, commented:-
" Ide' ve lecome mo/ie edacated politically alout
thiA siecently. A woman Ahoald le alle to
have. JL/iiendA. I/. a man comeA to my home when
I'm not the/ie, thiA iA al/iight ly me, p/iov icLing
theee iA nothing going on. Bat AOme men won't
accept thiA."
He then added:-
"you can give a woman moee /./teecLom lat Ahe haA
to know how to uAe thiA intelligently in o/idee
to keep it. // Ahe giveA hen huAland any cauAe
{.on doult, he can pat an end to it."
Whilst men's freedom continued to be taken for granted,
women's greater freedom in exile had to be constantly
earned and remained conditional on her husband's view
that she proved worthy of it.
Where the men proved more open to adjusting to the
transformed context of the private domain in exile and
more willing to grant their wives freedom of movement
as a result, the segregated marriage sometimes changed
in content and character. Two couples initiated a
marital dialogue, talking through their problems, dis¬
cussing priorities, sharing experiences. In these cases,
what had been two segregated worlds moved a little
closer together as husbands and wives shared more act¬
ivities and understandings. Cristidn, who had wanted to
talk to Mariana about his political life in Chile during
Popular Unity, had found little response from her at
that time. Now Mariana's more open stance towards the
solidarity campaign in exile enabled them to begin a
conversation. For Mario, events after the coup in Chile
had made him reflect upon the. importance of women's
role in the class struggle. Mario had been surprised
at the way in which women had stood up to the Junta,
whether as imprisoned militants or on a daily basis in
the shanty towns. Whilst keeping his political life
to himself during Popular Unity, Mario now came to see
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the importance of talking to women as they were part
of the class struggle:-
"Ue we/ie not awa/te be/oee 0/ ou/i own women'a
claAA conAciou.Ane.AA becauAe thiA waA only
eevealed to ua attest the coup. Ike Chilean
woman iA ve/iy combative. She may not have the
political level 0/ many men but Ake kaA a
claAA identity and iA willing to At/iuggle.
She doeA have claAA conAciouAneAA
Catalina's own efforts to overcome her past political
ignorance, then, were reinforced by Mario's more open
stance towards the political role of women. In the
remaining cases, however, the marriage continued with a
greater or lesser degree of marital strife or harmony
than before.
partial penenetration
Although the privatized women penetrated a contra¬
diction in their marriages and h&djvocabulary in which to
press their claims, the extent to which they were willing
to press for change and the kind of changes they contemplated
varied. The privatized women's new-found voice in exile
lacked coherent and organized expression. Although there
was an awareness that their experiences were shared, as
seen in such remarks as Gloria's that "Ue Chilean women
have had ou/i eyeA opened in exile" , and although there
was some evidence of interchange of ideas in the women's
accounts (particularly in the case of the two separated
women), the women's struggles remained semi-privatized
in individual households. Few private women, if any, were
arguing for a radical transformation of gender roles.
Rather most wanted a little more flexibility in their
marriage so that they could take up activities outside the
home as well as a little more consideration and respect
from men for their private roles.
'
. Many private women were more verbally daring than they
proved to be in practice. Oral comments to the effect
that men should help in the home often proved to be empty
threats. When Gloria was expecting visitors to stay, she
warned her husband that she would not be attending them
until all hours and that if they wanted a sandwich late
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at night they would have to fix this themselves. How¬
ever when the time came, Gloria, together with the other
woman guest, took charge of the kitchen. Furthermore,
whether this kind of behaviour was justified or not in
many women's eyes, depended upon the wording and tone of
the men's requests. As Laura put it:-
" I don' t like, thiA kind o{ (Lehav ioun veny much.
(o{ ne{uAing to attend the men) (Lut it dep endA
upon the nelationAhip. hJhene the man iA nude,
the woman iA juAt i{ied, o/i whene the man wantA
the woman to Aenve and attend him like a Alave.
7hene a/ie wayA and wayA 0/ Aaying the Aame thing.
It dependA on the way thingA ane Aaid, the tone
that iA uAed."
Where the men took the women's labour in the home for
granted, where they showed no sign of recognition of what
women had done for them, the woman could justifiably take
strike action.
However, many private women did not want men to
be too active in the home regarding this as an intrusion
into their domain. Too much male help in the home meant
that the woman was helpless in the one area where she
could shine. Men coming into the kitchen and lifting the
lids off the pans interfered with women getting on with
the job. This did not mean, however, that men were totally
excused from domestic labour. What the woman wanted was
that when she had a headache, he could take over; if she
had to go out, he could stay in and look after the children;
when she was tired, he could get up and make himself a
cup of tea. Rather than active male involvement, some
private women wanted the men to upgrade the status of
their labour in the private domain. As unpaid labourers,
working in the seclusion of the home, the private women
received little social recognition of their work. Silvia
felt that Pepe, by being around the home more in exile
and helping out on occasion, had been forced to reconsider
what she did in the home:-
"dene {.on the {inAt time he iA {onced to Aee all
the wonk I have to do, to give it Aome value.
Ton the {inAt time he haA leannt what a woman' A
wonk iA, what it iA to clean, cook, Ahop and inon
{on a {amily o{ {oun. fie haA Aeen how heavy thiA
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h)0/ik. La. He can' i. Aay houAewoek. La eaAy any
mo/ie. "
Part of the devaluation of their labour they saw as
stemming from the fact that domestic labour is female
labour. As "women's work" it is considered trivial,
inferior work - if work at all. The private women
wanted to challenge the idea that it was beneath men's
dignity to rinse a cup, whilst women should do this
happily having less dignity to lose. However, most did
not want men to take over their domain, or even share
an equal role in the running of the home, for they
basically accepted the sexual division of labour with
man as wage-earner and woman as home-worker as right
and proper.
Given that the private domain was more restricted,
in exile, however, some private women came to share the
public-private women's disdain for the "domestic routine"
and search for outside activities or part-time work as
an escape. Some private women tried to modify the impact
of the sexual division of. labour on their lives by breaking
out into non-domestic spheres. However, social structural
factors conspired to maintain and reinforce the private
women's domesticity. Given their lack of job experience
and their problems of childcare, the private women's
options outside the home were limited - although some,
as seen, found part-time work or study. Given, too, the
more rigid pattern of gender differentiation amongst the
Chilean working class, a woman did not have to step too
far out of line to be regarded as deviant. One privatized
woman had created quite a stir by interrupting a political
meeting to fetch her husband home. Few women, however,
went to such public and dramatic lengths, for gossip was
a powerful deterrent. If men were sensitive to the macho
label, the private women were equally sensitive to being
thought of or seen as "/.emale machoA" . Any hint of a
shift in the balance of power towards women immediately
brought forth cries of "female domination" and the need
for "men's liberation", and not only from the men. Men
and women alike closely monitored each other's behaviour
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behaviour in this way. Gloria, who wanted to be con¬
sulted when her husband accepted public engagements,
did not expect him to admit publicly that he needed her
approval, but thought he could use some euphemism such
as " chuck, in g hiA dia/iy" .
If the men's arguments did not have the same hold
over the private women in exile and if their authority was
pierced, in some cases,through the loss of the wage, men
were still superior at the physical level. I came to
hear of three cases of wife-battering amongst the wider
exile community. Part of the private women's resignation
in the past and the suppression of certain insights in
exile can be explained by their fear of physical violence.
As one woman remarked:-
"SomctimcA I choAe. not to cont-/iont my huAdand
ton. {.e-a.fi o/ dtoioA. 1 ottcn hctd dac/c to avoid
a ph.yAic.at tight."
Living alone in a strange environment, should the marriage
break up, also acted as a break on pressing claims too
far, although the private women did maintain the option
of returning separately to the extended family in Chile.
The two women whose marriages did break up in exile both
spoke at length about their fear and panic at living alone
and one eventually returned to Chile.
Although the moral costs of separating were seen to
be reduced in exile, family authority was still sufficiently
strong to deter some private women from breaking its
code here. The most serious violation was seen to be the
dissolution of the marriage, especially where this was
initiated by the woman herself. Where a man left his
wife in Chile, the extended family had often provided
shelter and support for the abandoned woman. However, a
woman who left her husband could expect very little
sympathy and support. Breaking up the marriage meant the
loss of your nearest and dearest as well as a loss of
respect. Most private women concurred that the separated
women is not well-regarded in Chile. Laura related the
fate of one such woman in Chile:-
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" bJhen hen manniage Aplit up, Ahe couldn't viAit
hen woman JLnL&ndLA when thein huA kandA wene at
home.. The. women /.eaned Ahe might lead thein
huAkandA on, Neithe/i could the woman have men
in hen -filat. Lven when hen knothen came to Aee
hen, Ahe had to talk, to him outA ide, Hen. genenal
AtatuA iA little ketten than a p/ioAt itute who
iA Aeen to He continually on the look out -ton.
men . "
Unless her father accepted her back into the family home,
the separated woman could expect continual harassment,
for amongst the respectable working class there was no
place for women without men. Amongst this group, marital
breakdown presented the family with a major crisis. Al¬
though family influence was eroded in exile, it was not
eradicated. One woman would not consider separating in
exile for fear the family in Chile found out, and Ana
delayed breaking the news, of her separation for over a
year after the event took place.
The family's condemnation of the dissolution of
marriage is but an echo of the official ruling of the
Catholic church. No divorce law exists in Chile and where
couples do separate they have to undergo a lengthy and
expensive process of annulment. Many private women clung
onto their strong socialization into the "faithful wife
model". Gloria mentioned how: -
"Itomen ane mone /ai7A/u^ than men, A Chilean
woman I met he/ie had remained taith-tul whilAt
hen. huAkand waA in pniAon in Chile, {Jet in
exile the huAkand went ott with anothen woman.
1 don't think thiA iA Jain a-tten. all hiA wi-jLe.
had done ton him. In my opinion, women ane mone
taithtu-l than men."
And Isabel, when speculating about what would happen to
those Chilean women (generally daughters of exiles) who
had married Scotsmen in exile in the event of the family's
return to Chile, thought that:-
Amongst lower levels of the working class it was common
practice for couples to cohabit. Amongst the skilled
working class and lower middle.class,however, there was
a stricter emphasis on observing moral codes as a way of
distancing themselves from the "rough-toughs". The
middle sectors were more liberal in their interpretation
of sexual codes. They had other planks of respectability
in the economic sphere to fall back on.
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" 7he Ch.iie.an woman La ve/iy /aiZ/i/u^ and would
(Le unlikely do leave hen huAland. "
One image of the separated woman in exile, held by
both men and women alike, was of "una pe/iAona deAampa/iada"
(an unprotected person) who had been abandoned by her
husband. The man, who was to blame for this sorry state
of affairs was strongly criticized by other men, for the
good militant kept his family united. The woman, who
was blameless, an innocent victim of man's irresponsibility,
retained respect. Enrique thought that the separated
women in exile:-
"
,,an.e nod. dhe Auljecd oJL goAAip. I can'd siememlen.
anyone Apea/cing ladly aloud dhem. In JLacd, dhey
asie dsieaded widh zieApecd.and no Aexual appnoacheA
have leen made dowa/idA dhem, even dhough AOme a/ie
add/iacdive women,"
However, this image did not always fit for in certain cases
it was the woman who had initiated or finalized the break¬
up. It came as a shock to some men to find that women were
prepared to challenge them to the point of rupture, for
this kind of behaviour was not expected from women. Ana
mentioned how her husband had assumed he could come back
after she had closed the door on him. The fact that she
had held firm came as something of a surprise for, as Ana
said,:-
"1he man alwayA expecdA dhe woman do cede, do
give in, do comp/iomiAe."
Men found it difficult to believe that women could walk
out of their marriages, that they could be the authors of
actions rather than helpless victims. To the men, lurking
behind all this somewhere must be the women's liberation
movement.
The separated women's behaviour, contrary to Enrique's
view, was frequently commented upon and scrutinized by
both men and women. As women living without men, they
represented a potential threat by the example they provided
that women could go it alone. Those women, who may on
occasion have felt like walking out of their own marriages,
were less critical of the break-up but closely monitored
the subsequent behaviour of the separated women.
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The separated women had two "respectable" options -
to settle into some form of asexual lifestyle similar
to that of an early widowhood or to embark on a second
marriage. Where neither course of action was clearly
being pursued, the woman's morality came into question.
As the rate of personal change was so uneven amongst
the private women, old attitudes lingered on and new
behaviour was sometimes viewed through the prism of the
old lens. Women who broke up their marriages, lived
alone and had relationships with men fell, into that
other category of woman - the prostitute. Laura was
aware of the whispering that went on behind her back:-
"Some women Atill maintain the. old attitudeA
{n.om Chile. 1hey continue to put up with thingA
(aguanta/i), to (Le enAlaved and to g/iow old with¬
out even, having done an ything with thein liveA.
7hiA iA Aeen in the way in which they nega/id the
Aepanated woman. She iA Aeen aA having mone
/needom than they have. 1hey may He enviouA at
the Aame time aA diAappnoving. I go to all the
pantieA. I like having a good time. I like to
dance with d i{{e/ient peop le. I know comment A
go a/iound akout how I'm looking {.on. a man {on.
the night."
Breaking out of marriage still had it_^s moral costs and
required courage. The fact that Laura had her own social
group (formed largely of single or separated Chilean men
and women) where she received support enabled her to
counter some of the criticism. Within the group there
was a feeling of intimacy, trust and confidence. There
was a more open attitude towards personal relationships.
loss of moral superiority
Most private women placed clear limits on how far
they wanted change to go. Most continued to regard their
power as lying in the private domain, particularly in
their role as moral guardians, for whilst the private
women were economically inferior to men, morally they
rose above them. This assignation of moral superiority
to women, whilst entailing the repression of female
sexuality, did bring women certain privileges in the
form of male deference and homage. Many private women
wanted to maintain "the good parts of being a woman", such
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as the respect which they anticipated from men, to be
treated courteously and gallantly. Some privatized
women felt that relations between Chilean men and women
had deteriorated in exile, that men were no longer pay¬
ing women the respect they were due. Many men had for¬
gotten their manners and their language in the women's
presence. Some were now using ga/ialato a in front of
women without even thinking of apologizing.^ To many
privatized women, this simply was not right. Gloria
complained:-
"Uomen have. Ioa£ zie.Ape.ct in exile. 1he jact
that men azie uAing gazialato a in jziont oj women
AhowA that they no longezi conAidezi what women
think.. flen no longezi jeel the need to apolo¬
gize to women. 7hezie a/ie veziy jew gentlemen
( ca la 11 ezio A ) amongAt the ChileanA ."
When I asked Gloria what this "respect" meant, she replied:-
" ReApect jozi women iA a mazik oj conAide/iation.
It AhowA that the man iA well-mannezied, educated.
I jeel lad, tu/in zied, ij men don't Ahow zieApect
to me ., lut Aome men don't think alout thiA any
mo zie» "
What was even worse in some privatized women's eyes was
the fact that some Chilean women were now using this type
of language in exile too and " Ain ve/igiienza" (without any
sense of shame). Laura, who was identified as one of the
offenders, had a more tolerant view of their spread:-
"In exile thezie' A leen a looAening up o £ language
letween men and women that would le conAidezied
ojjenAiue in Chile. Ke/ie it takeA place in a
mood oj relaxation, aA a jozim oj joking aziound.
b)omen can alAO anAwezt lack in a joking jaAhion.
Nolody takeA any oj.-j.ence ozi thinkA anything
Qazialatoa are coarse words which form a large part
of male popular discourse. In Chile, they were not
generally used in female company and where one chanced
to slip out inadvertently, the man immediately apolo¬
gized. In exile, the spread of gazialatoa to middle
"class men and to some women was often commented on by
the Chileans themselves. Some related this to the
desire to affirm Chilean identity in exile - given the
very Chilean character of this language - by appearing
"maA chileno gue Ioa po/iotoa" (more Chilean than beans -
the staple diet); others related their spread to the
relaxation of social controls in exile.
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Ae/iiouA iA inte.nde.cL. 11'A not the fistAt move
to ending u.p in ted togethe/t. 11' A mo/te a loci g
of exp/teAA ing the confidence we have in each
othe/L, of exp/teAAing int imacg."
To Laura, no doubt, the women's condemnation of this
language was just another indicator of the traditional
and judgemental attitudes which still prevailed amongst
many privatized women.
Part of this erosion of respect was blamed upon the
lax sexual standards which the privatized women perceived
as prevailing in British society. By comparison with
the strict codes of sexual conduct governing a married
woman's behaviour in Chile, to many privatized women it
seemed that here anything goes. I was frequently told
of "shocking" incidents which had taken place at parties,
of married women flirting, drinking and proposing to men.
Worst of all, in the privatized women's eyes, this went
on in public and in their husbands' presence. The priv¬
atized women admitted that affairs took place in Chile
but described them as hidden, furtive liaisons. It was
the behaviour of married women which most caught their
attention here and which was most strongly censored. The
privatized women declared themselves "Ahocked" and "out-
staged" by what they saw. In Laura's view:-
" 11' A not Auch a Ahock fo/t the men tut fosi
Chilean women it' A flf/iemendouA Ahock to Aee
the way in which Aexual stelationA take place
hesie. Often anon ymouA coup leA fostm fo/t the
night, with no Aentiment between the pa/itne/tA.
It'A animal-like."
In Chile, if a man laid his hands on another's wife, the
husband "would kill him". At the same time, the married
woman would feel "inAulted" by the suggestion that she
was available to others. By contrast British women were
seen as ready and willing and implicitly blamed for some
marriage break-ups or difficulties. Negative comments
The threat which British women were perceived to rep¬
resent was not just one of greater sexual freedom but
also a physical.one. In Latin America, the blond, blue-
eyed female is the ultimately desirable. One Chilean
(contd. over)
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about British women were often made tentatively and
apologetically as the women feared I might think they
were calling my own morality into question. The depth
of the women's shock reveals the strength of the sexual
control to which they had been subjected in Chile, where
even talking to a man in the street could lead to a round
of suspicion and accusation. Although, as has been seen,
part of the opening in male-female relations in exile
was approved, this could easily slip into the unacceptable
in many privatized women's eyes.
Whilst the politicized men collided with British
society in the sphere of politics, the privatized women
collided with this society in the sphere of morality.
Many privatized women feared the moral disintegration of
in
the private domain^exile, as compared to the threat of
political encroachment into their domain in Chile during
Popular Unity. Many privatized women did not want to
come down from their moral pedestal, experiencing this
as a form of moral equalling; thereby as an erosion of
part of their power base. Although the privatized women
railed against machiAmo, they were all emphatic in dis¬
claiming any sympathy for the women's liberation move¬
ment. The women's movement as many privatized women
understood it (generally equated with observed differences
between the behaviour of women in Chile and of British
women here), seemingly sanctioned and encouraged sexual
permissiveness. Even Laura, who was more open to change,
discounted the women's movement. In her opinion, more
could be gained through a privatized struggle which did
not antagonize men so much. When talking about
(contd. from previous page)
worker elaborated on the specific connotations which la
Jiukia (the blond woman) held for the Chilean male. She
was.generally somebody from the middle or upper classes,
well-educated and well-dressed, of foreign extraction
and the focus of much admiration. However, to the Chilean
worker she was out of reach. Here meanwhile, Chilean
men had the chance of meeting and mixing with blond women.
The spell which they had cast in Chile was often broken as
the men came to realize that many were just as " wo /iking
claAA aA any Ch.ile.an wo/iking claAA woman."
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her experiences of machiAmo, Laura went on to say: -
"Although 1 think like. thiA, I'm not going
to go out and jight in the Atneet on join the
jemi-niAt movement. Lveny one haA to At/iuggle
in a p/iivate way, in each individual houAeho Id
(en jo/ima pnivada, en cada caAa). joining the
jeminiAt movement can He counte/i-p/ioduetive aA
it only pnovokeA a Atnong neaetion jnom men who
think o/ Auch women aA leAlianA and p/ioAt ituteA
Laura's dismissal of the women's movement shows the way
in which the men had successfully discredited feminism
by attacking the morality of the women involved. Given
this, Laura calculated that it was more advantageous to
keep the struggle privatized in individual households
rather than to wage a collective struggle which would
be ridiculed by men. Laura, herself, had come a long
way through her own individual efforts in exile, break¬
ing out of a stultifying marriage and entering the world
of study and books.
However, many privatized women were as likely to
ally with men in discrediting feminism for more than
purely tactical considerations. For many privatized
women, the women's movement was equated with the
devaluation of their private domain. Many of these
women did not want to lose the set of privileges which
having their own domain was perceived as entailing. In
this case, alternative definitions of the private domain,
especially those which questioned women's role as
mothers, were experienced as profoundly threatening by
many privatized women.
Queens not slaves
The privatized women's old way of life in Chile which
Oakley notes the way in which the male social scientist
view of "child-bearing as a burden" and motherhood as
"uninteresting, marginal work" has been reproduced by
some feminists. She sees this as a view which conflict
with that of many mothers "who see their ability to
give birth to, feed and care for children as the
greatest achievement of which they - or anyone else,
female or male - are capable". A. Oakley, "Review
Essay: Feminism and Sociology, Some Recent Perspectives
American Journal of Sociology, Vol.84-, No. 5,1979, p.1262
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centred around the extended family, could not be re¬
constructed in exile and a new pattern had to be found.
In the process, exile helped to bring about new view¬
points and understandings. However, the privatized
women adjusted to the transformed context of the private
domain in exile at varying paces and in differing ways.
Indeed, the very uneveness in the depth and breadth of
personal change was a source of friction amongst the
women themselves. Those who went furthest in construct¬
ing a new self in exile were often deemed to have gone
too far by others, whose change was more restricted.
Those who continued to perform their private roles in a
more traditional manner - who constituted, those whom
Laura referred to as "the. Alave*" or as "la mujen.
aguantado/ia" (the woman who puts up with her lot) -
often attempted to.police other women's behaviour. Main¬
taining their traditional, role as arbiters of moral
authority and enforcers of social sanctions, they mon¬
itored and censured female behaviour which departed too
far from the norms of good mother, proud housewife and
faithful wife, which they had brought with them from Chile.
Many authors have pointed to the way in which women
may consent, to and collude in their oppression."'" However,
in reproducing their role in the private domain, women
may not be merely victims of false consciousness but may
perceive certain benefits of gender role differentiation.
Jaquette, commenting on Latin American women's important
role in the family, argues that "it may be possible to
2
maximize female power by retaining sex-role differences".
Likewise, Stevens notes the prerogatives which Latin
American women's "privatized but venerated" position in
3
society brings. Yet Garrett, writing about Chilean
M. Barrett, op.cit.,p.110 ; M. Stacey and M. Price,
op.cit., p.10.
2
J.S. Jaquette, in J.Nash and H.Safa, eds., op.cit,,p.222.
3
E.P. Stevens, in A.Pescatello, ed., op.cit,, p.90.
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working class women in the rural sector in Chile, paints
a different picture of women's subordination, their
economic dependence, sexual frustrations, fears of
pregnancy and physical exhaustion. In effect, these
two pictures may be two faces of the same reality. Women
are both superior and inferior; both power and pawn; both
2
queens and slaves. Indeed it is in this very ambivalence
that the resilience of gender roles to change may lie.
Gender differentiation and the sexual segregation of
men and women in public and private domains may, then,
be perceived as bringing both costs and benefits to women.
It was out of this ambivalence that the movement of
bourgeois women in Chile arose. Under the banner of
pocLe./i /.e.me.n ino" (female power), women had taken action
to preserve the private domain from political invasion
and expropriation. In exile, meanwhile, the privatized
women experienced a different process of devaluation of
their domain. Their venerated place in society had been
stripped away, mothering was socially devalued and there
was a profound change for the worse in the terms of their
ideological representation in society. Many privatized
women experienced a "slippage in meaning" of the private
domain in exile. In their attempt to recuperate the
privileged meaning of the private domain, the privatized
women turned to.their men to reinforce the deference,
honour and respect they felt they deserved as women.
However, as has been seen, the privatized women
were not alone in experiencing an erosion of their power
in exile, for both the public and private domains were
P. Garrett, op.cit. p.59.
2
A. Pescatello, Power and Pawn, The Female in Iberian
'Families, Societies and Cultures, Greenwood Press,
Connecticut, 1976.
3
Jeffery, writing about Indian women in purdah - an
extreme example of the public-private dichotomy -
analyses this institution as "both abhorrent and
attractive, both deprivation and privilege". P. Jeffery
Frogs in a Well, Indian Women In Purdah, Zed Press,
London, 1979, p.171.
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experienced as impoverished in exile. This disarticula¬
tion of both the public and private spheres meant that
husbands and wives in the segregated marriages had to
renegotiate the boundaries of their respective domains,
thereby redefining the terms of the gender order. The
balance between male power (located in the public domain)
and female power (located in the private domain) became
the subject of a gender struggle."'" The privatized women
wanted the men to attach more importance to their private
domain and to respect female prerogatives. The politicized
men, however, were equally eager to minimize time spent
in the private domain (women's sphere) and to maximise
time spent in the public domain (men's sphere). Each
partner, then, attempted to prioritize their domain vis
a vis the other's. To the politicized men's "politics
first, then the family", the privatized, women countered
with "family first, politics second". Each partner drew
upon the other's vocabulary in an attempt to press their
claims or discount the claims of the other. The privatized
women drew upon the politicized men's political vocabulary
(socialism = equality) to press for the equality of women
and their domain. The politicized men,, meanwhile, drew
upon theprivatized women's moral vocabulary (women's
liberation = immorality) to restrain the privatized women's
demands for more freedom in the marriage.
In this struggle to renegotiate the terms of the
gender order, the privatized women played an active
role in setting some of the ground rules and of laying
down some of the limits. In this way they exercised
power and influence in drawing up a.new map of male-
female relations. By speaking up and making claims on
men, some privatized women underwent a change in self-
image from the " aguantacLo/icia" (women who put up with
Stevens refers to the delicate balance between male
and female power in Latin American society as being
encompassed by "the twin phenomena of machiAmo-
ma/iiani^mo" . E.P. Stevens, in A. Pescatello, ed.,
op. ci't., p. 90.
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their lot) or the " paja/iitoA" (little birds) which they
had been before the coup. Some privatized women felt
themselves to have been profoundly and irreversably
changed by exile and to have " (Le.e.n cuoaJ-Cjened" in the
process. For these women, exile constituted a period
of personal growth and development.
For many men, however, the changes in male-female
relations in exile were experienced as more traumatic.
Where machismo had been interpreted by working class men
as meaning that women should not work outside the home,
that they should be confined to domestic ..activities and
subjected to strict sexual control, any loosening of the
boundary between male and female spheres was experienced
as profoundly threatening to their masculinity. The
process of renegotiation in the segregated marriages,
however limited, brought some marriages to the brink
of collapse and two to breakdown itself. These upheavals
in the home, when added to the difficulties experienced
in the integrated marriages noted in the last chapter,
take on the proportions of a "private crisis", whose
f
full dimensions are addressed in the following chapter.
CHAPTER 7
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CRISIS OF THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DOMAINS
" Aa JLa/i aA the. pa/ity Ia eonee/ined you can £o/iget the.
family. {Jou will know the la/ige numke/t o/ eoupleA who
have Aepa/iated in e>cile and many o / them have keen
pa/ity memke/iA . "
Jaime, a politicized man
It has been argued in the two preceding chapters
that exile brought about a new tension between the public
and private domains. Both the public-private women and
the private women confronted a new and more disadvantage¬
ous set of circumstances in the home from what they had
known in Chile. However, whilst the impulse was there
for both groups of women to develop a gender critique,
none was forthcoming. Any insights which the women made
regarding gender inequalities were suppressed, deflected
or distorted. Women continued either passively or activ¬
ely to endorse the men's definitions (as the public-private
women) or to invert the men's priorities by identifying
the private domain as the more important (as the private
women did). Although struggles between men and women
were largely articulated at the level of the household,
these upheavals in the home were not without public rep¬
ercussions. There was a general awareness in the exile
community that all was not well in the home, that marital
difficulties and breakdowns had gone beyond the level
which passes by without comment to become the subject of
public concern and alarm. To many, it seemed that where-
ever one looked couples were on the verge of separating.
There was what could be defined as a "private crisis"
which left few untouched. Moreover, the private sphere
was not the only one in difficulty, for this private
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drama was being played out alongside an equally critical
moment in the public history of exile. To some political
actors, it seemed as if the attempt to reconstruct their
lives in exile had failed, that both their public and
private lives lay in ruins. In this chapter I shall
examine how this crisis was addressed and, in particular,
whether it led to the search for new models of the public
and private domains or to the acccommodation and adjust¬
ment of previous patterns.
female solidarity
Before analysing the men's responses to the crisis
of the private sphere, I first want to examine further
some of the problems which women experienced in giving
public expression to their grievances in the home. Up to
this point, I have emphasized the semi-privatized nature
of the women's struggles in the home and the private char¬
acter of the negotiations between husbands and wives. How¬
ever, women did not totally discount collective strategies
for there was an attempt to form a women's group in exile
which could have served to foster women's collective iden¬
tity and to raise consciousness of gender discrimination.
This attempt to organize women into a separate female
public sphere had an organizational precedent in Chile
in the form of the Ce.ntx.oA de fladeeA (Mother Centres). As
the leader of the women's group in exile had this former
model in mind and as the Cent/ioA had exerted a socializing
influence on a number of women in the sample, it is worth
briefly examining their organizational principles and
goals. The Cent/ioA de CladeeA had been set up by the
Women in exile communities in other parts of Britain,
also revived the Cent/ioA de Clad/ieA in exile, retaining
the same name. In this case, the.women referred to
their organization here as Q/iupo de flu.jex.eA (Women's
Group). Five women in the sample had had personal
experience of the Centno a de Clad/ieA in Chile. Three
public-private women had participated in a leadership
capacity and two private women had been rank and
file members.
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Christian Democrat government - which preceded Popular
Unity - as part of their overall project for the polit¬
ical incorporation of so-called marginal groups in society.
As they represented the first large-scale organization of
housewives in the popular neighbourhoods, they filled an
organizational vacuum and rapidly established a nationwide
network. Whilst men and some women had been organized
into political parties which differentiated class interests,
women in the CentnoA de CladneA had been organized into a
body which encouraged ideas of social interdependence and
2
class cooperation. The CentnoA specifically focused on
women's family roles - as their name suggests - but with
a view to maintaining rather than transforming women's
3
position in the family. The Ce.ntn.OA aimed to improve
women's performance of their domestic roles by educating
women about nutrition, child development, welfare and
hygiene. At the same time, they had provided women with
some limited in come-earning opportunities through the
commercialization of handicrafts.
Popular Unity had attempted to broaden the focus of
the Ce.ntn.oA de Clad/ieA to include action on education,
Since their inception in 1964-, there are now approx¬
imately 6, 500 CentnoA de Clad/teA spread throughout the
country being regularly visited by a large number of
women. SIDA, Women in Developing Countries, Stockholm,
1974, p.59.
2
"Conceived with the intention of integrating women into
a "communal" society, these Centers reinforced a con¬
servative ideology and, under the cover of participation,
removed women from any action or political allegiance
contrary to the system.". M. Mattelart, op.cit., p.294.
3
"The Centros de Madres implicitly assumed.that the
legitimate sphere of activities for the homemaker lay
.within the confines of her own.home Consequently,
the Centro institutionalized one of the most traditional
aspects of women's role - that their activities be con¬
fined to the private sphere and that the private sphere
ended at her doorstep." P. Garrett, op,cit. , pp.196-7.
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health and the environment with an explicit class content.
The food supply committees (JAPs) - often organized through
the CentnoA de FladneA - had also politicized an important
female concern. This extended focus had thrown up new
leadership, often affiliated to the Popular Unity parties.
The CenteoA de Fla.dA.eA, however, had not been able to broa¬
den their role outwards to the community without a struggle.
Many had continued under the partial or complete control
of the Opposition who had used them to mobilize women for
2
their large demonstrations against Popular Unity.
Although those Centros under. Popular Unity control
had extended the scope of their activities, the former
domestic outlook had not been totally abandoned. Rather
than revising the old orientation, the new activities had
3
simply been tagged on. In some CentnoA, the former
emphasis on improving women's domes.tic skills had continued
to predominate. In the middle of the Popular Unity period,
Cristina had spent her Saturdays at a rural Centno,
teaching about twenty peasant women economical and easy
ways of preparing food and some dress-making.
women's group in exile
In reviving this form of organization in exile, the
leader of the women's group saw two possible bases of
female cooperation: firstly, a common desire amongst women
to help the work of the solidarity campaign, and secondly,
the shared problems which women experienced in the home
The official organ of the CentA.oA de FladA.eA, Flu y eneA
(Women) reflects this change. One issue which was pub¬
lished during Popular Unity, defined the task of the
Ce.ntA.oA as the creation of food supply committees,
improved .health facilities, the setting up of nurseries,
action on education, literacy and the environment.
■Issue No.2. 4-.12.1971.
^
M. Mattelart, op.cit., p.293.
3 The political ambiguity of the CenteoA de. FladneA has
enabled this same organization to be used by a reformist
government (Christian Democrats), by a government comm¬
itted towards moving in the direction of socialism (Pop¬
ular Unity) and by a military dictatorship as an outlet
for bourgeois women to engage in charity work in the
shanty towns.
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in exile through the loss of their support structures,
be they maids or female kin. The organizer, a professional
woman, had been one of the first Chilean women to arrive
in, her locality and had witnessed the "initial ketpteAAneAA"
of those who arrived later. Just as the men wanted to pass
on some of their accumulated political wisdom to later
arrivals, so Cristina had a strong desire to transmit some
of the domestic wisdom she had acquired:-
"No Ae At po.i un deAeo cLe enAefia/i - a to mejo/i,
mtA pad/ieA Aon p/io -fLeAO neA enton ceA p/io (LatLtemente
tenga una uocacidn a enAefta/i - o tat vez Aimpte-
mente copucheo /emenino, pe/io tenia un deAeo
eno/ime de t/ianAmit in. todo to gue go Aatia con
et deAeo de. o/tganiza/i a taA muje/ieA. At mtAmo
tiempo me puAe en contacto muy di/iecto eon et
comite de Aotida/iidad con ta idea de j.o/ima/1
un g/iupo de muje/ieA con toA otjetivoA de ayuda/i
at comite de ao tida/iidad en et t/iatajo de
anteAania pa/ia toA comedo/ieA poputa/ieA. At
miAmo tiempo ta idea eea podee tene/i opo/itunidad
de inte/icamtia/i ideaA, po/i ejempto, Aaten compea/i
una vez at meA eA mucho mejo/i, Ae ev itan psio (LtemaA
con et ma/iido
(I don't know whether from a desire to teach -
my parents are teachers so I've probably got a
teaching vocation - or perhaps just simply out
of female gossip, but I had an enormous desire
to pass on everything I knew with a view to
organizing the women. At the same time, I
contacted the solidarity campaign with the
intention of helping their work by making
handicrafts to raise money for.the children's
dining rooms in Chile. This would also provide
the chance for women to exchange ideas, such as,
it's better to shop once a month, you avoid
conflict with your husband.)
Changing the terms of the gender order did not form part
of the leadership's objectives in organizing the women.
Women were not cooperating to challenge the sexual division
of labour but to come to terms with their increased domestic
load in exile in a way which left men free. The women's
group, as envisaged by its leader, made no claims to be
a feminist organization. It did not set out to transform
or problematize the relationship between public and private
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domain s.^
Cristina initially set to work with the women in
her immediate vicinity. The Miner's Gala in Edinburgh
presented the first opportunity for a stall and Cristina's
small group worked hard making woollen dolls and Chilean
flags for sale. This proved a success and women in other
neighbourhoods expressed an interest in participating. The
group then branched out to work at the regional level and
the solidarity campaign provided the women with a central
meeting place. This enlarged group was formed by a core
of six area representatives and embraced a membership of
between twenty and thirty women. This included six women
in my sample, three of whom had never participated in any
2
organization before. Gloria, who had had some sporadic
contact with the Cent/ioa de MadsieA in Chile, related the
activities of the group:-
" Ue wo/iked ly neighlou/iho od . Cach a/iea Aent
a eouple 0/ n.ep/ieAentativeA do the. meet Lag in
QlaAgow. In my a/iea, tAe/ie we/ie alout eight
women loo /iking. 7 loo didn't join in. Ida. made.
eml/Loideeed tape^t/iieA with wool. I made <bome
oj. copihueA - (the Chilean national -fLlowen.) . "
The choice of tapestries (a/ipi llena*) paralleled the
activity of women in the shanty towns in Chile. After the
coup, these women had found, an ingenious way of putting
their domestic skills to political effect. They collected
scraps of unwanted material from neighbouring textile
factories and wove their daily experiences of hardship and
repression into a form of patchwork protest. These
tapebtries were then smuggled out of the country and
exhibited abroad. Their protest reached many corners of
Bujra discusses the varied forms which female solidarity
may take, including a number of "alienated formi', where¬
by women cooperate to police women's domestic roles and
to reproduce their subordinate position in society. She
suggests that "it is only when women have independent
resources (and not always then) that their organizations
challenge the terms of the gender relationship". J.M.
Bujra, op . cit, p. 4-0.
As the group was short-lived - functioning during the
second half of 1976 - some women in the sample arrived
after its disbandment. However, Silvia who had the
opportunity to join, remained aloof.
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the world and this exile community in particular when a
local art gallery mounted an exhibition of their work."'"
An impending solidarity concert provided a chance
for the women to exhibit and sell their work. This fund
raising event proved a substantial success in terms of
the amount of money collected. However, it turned out to
be the only major effort before the group foundered. In
accounting for the collapse of the group, both premises
of female solidarity upon which it had been based were
called into question by Cristina. Firstly, the assump¬
tion of shared political concern was regarded as having
been ill-founded. According to Cristina, some women were
simply not interested in helping the solidarity campaign:-
" Cneo que cometl et miAmo ennon que cometimoA
todoA to A chiteno a en penAan que AOmoA una
mueAtna nepneAentatiua cLe un pacA. CntonceA
atancamOA todoA ponque iguat. que tn.at.aj a tamo A
en Chite con toA Cent/io A de PIadneA, pueden
tn.at.ajan. aqui, No. ReAutta que et gnupo de
chitenoA que hay aqui Aon totatmente heteno-
geneo, no ha Aido etegLdo, Aimptemehte venga
pon aca. CntonceA Ae -jo nmata en condicioneA
mug extnanaA. CntonceA una pante de ta pnemiAa
de que to unico que eAtian penAando eA hacen atgo
pon votven a ta democnacia en Chite - panteA
de una pnemiAa que tamt-ien eA jatAa ponque
hay muchoA chitenoA que no teA inteneAq. Lteganon
pon otnaA condicioneA y de attl panteA mat."
(I think I made the same mistake that all we
Chileans made, in thinking that we are a rep¬
resentative sample of our country. So, just
as we all worked together in Chile in the
CentnoA de CladneA , so we can work together
here. It isn't so. It turns out that the
group of Chileans here is totally heterogeneous.
It hasn't been elected - people simply come here
The subject of the tapestries and of women's role in
the shanty towns in Chile after the coup forms the
subject of a play (1neA ClaniaA y Una RoAa) by a Chilean
playwright. This ran for some time in a small chamber
theatre in Santiago itself and recently went on tour.
Two women travelled down to London to see it and pro¬
nounced it "may jemeniAta" (very feminist). The play
depicts women as occupying the centre of the stage -
the men being absent through imprisonment or the search
for work - and reflects women's growing independence
and consciousness of both class exploitation and sexual
oppres sion.
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by chance. So the community is formed in very
unusual circumstances. You set out with the
premise that the only thing everyone is think¬
ing about is to do something to speed up the
return of democracy in Chile - but you start
with a false premise because there are many
Chileans who are simply not interested. They
arrived here for other reasons. So you set
off on the wrong foot.)
Cristina here echoes some of the men's disillusion¬
ment at the "political quality" of the exiles. Amongst
the men, privatized motives were often a catchall explan¬
ation for any drifting away from the parties in exile.
Many women, however, had only been selectively eonscient-
ized by the Popular Unity process and some had not been
politicized at all. The women's group brought together
women with varying levels of prior public involvement and
political experience. Whilst some had participated in
the "men's politics", other had participated exclusively
in "women's politics", such as the Cend/ioA de hlad/ieA, and
others had not participated in any organization before at
all. For these privatized womer^, solidarity had been
predominantly expressed through the kinship system.
The existence of privatized motives amongst the
women was given as a reason for the group's collapse by
both Gloria and Isabel. Gloria related how some women
were discontented because:-
"dhey dhoughd dhad dhei/i wo/ik waA undee-peiced
■{Lojz. dhe edLJLo/id which dhey had pad indo id. 1he.
psiiceA we/ie -l.Lx.ed (Ly dhe AO dida/iidy commiddee
and addhough we weee aAked do make a node o/
whad we Apend on woodA and madeeiadA, dLew did."
Behind Gloria's statement lies a hint of exploitation, that
the result had not matched the effort put in and that
the women were consequently left out of pocket. Isabel
added that some women wanted to keep the money from their
work for themselves, regarding the handicrafts as a source
of personal income. They maintained the old meaning of
handicraft work as undertaken in the Cend/ioA de hladeeA
where it had been a way for women with few economic opp¬
ortunities to earn a small income. The possibility of
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feeling exploited was there.because the women's political
consciousness was low. As handicraft work was largely-
carried out in individual homes, there was little oppor¬
tunity for collective bonds between women to develop or
strengthen and for a new meaning to be given to their
work. Some women then viewed their participation as a
form of home work for private gain rather than as a poli¬
tical contribution. Yet others preferred the money so
raised to go to kin in Chile.
Some privatized women, accustomed to acting within
the personal networks of kin, brought.this personalized
focus to their relations in the public sphere. This was
contrasted with men who are accustomed to acting impersonally
in their networks and organizations. Isabel remarked that:-
* U omen a/ie mo ee intuitive, than men. 7hey
immediately AenAe the atmoApheee when they entee
a eoom. 1hey a/ie oonoeened with Amatt detaitA,
pe/iAonat diJL-ILe/ieneeA and guatitieA. hlen aHAteaet
theAe and thiA enaHteA them to act together.
Uomen' A sietationAhipA a/ie mo/ie c.omptex and they
asie moee d i // i eu tt to oeganiee aA a zieAutt."
Women, responsible for maintaining the emotional and
psychological atmosphere in the home, were so immersed in
rich detail as to prevent any sense of collective identity
emerging. Women could easily become "bogged down" in
personal detail and "trifles".
As the women were scattered over a wide geographical
area, meetings were infrequent despite the availability
of a central meeting place. Some women mentioned the
practical difficulties involved in attending meetings as
playing a part in the disintegration of the group. To
attend a woman had either to take her children along, which
was costly for those living at a distance and/or on social
security, or find a baby-sitter which was not easy either.
Men"' s attendance at public meetings was both cheaper and
more flexible with respect to the timing of their movements.
Added to these practical difficulties was the uneasiness
which some privatized women experienced in attending
meetings outside the home. Indeed, this was one of the
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reasons why Silvia decided not to join as well as her
fear of gossip. For some too, it brought conflict and
opposition from their menfolk, unaccustomed to women
moving freely around outside the home. For all these
reasons it was generally only the area representatives -
usually those with most prior public experience - who
got together. However, this meant that there was little
opportunity for solidarity and confidence to grow between
women except for the few at the top.
Solidarity was not only low in political terms for
the women were also divided by class. Just as the Ce.ni.sioA
cLe CladsieA had placed women from the. shanty towns under
middle class tutelage, so in exile it was women from the
middle sectors who organized the rest."^" Some housewives
resented the tone in which they were appealed to: "Alone
in ihe houAe, with AO many childsien, eompahesia" , they would
say. Laura felt incensed:-
"I am the AO/it o{. woman who can Aolve my
p/io HemA alone. I don't csiy and I don't
complain. idhy don't they siememlesi you on
othesi occaAionA? Idhy don't they t/iy to
become /siiendly with you on a mosie stegula/i
IlaAiA? C\ y chatA with my JLsiiendA asie much
mosie help-fLul than going to an o/iganization
doing manual wosik. once a month."
Laura, who it will be recalled had broken out of her
marriage and constructed her own independent network of
friends, contradicted the leadership's views of women &s
The perception of class differences was also present in
the CentsioA de Clad/ieA. Chaney quotes one pollado/ia (a
woman from the shanty towns) as saying: "We sense that
there is a class difference; we are not the same, and we
are made to feel it in little ways. ... The aAeAo/iaA
(teachers) often do not allow leadership to develop or
only to a certain level. They work in the manner of
patsionaA (female bosses).... One thing which we resent
very much is the way in which these people from outside
tutea/i (use the familiar 'you')us from the very first
while we must always continue with Seho/iita. Why should
this be? Why should not a poUladosia who has worked and
fought for her children, who is respected by us and
listened to, not also be respected by the aAeAo/iaA
and called senora?". E. Chaney, in A. Pescatello, ed.,
op.cit., p.118.
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being totally isolated and helpless in the home. It was
this idea that they were helpless, with the associated
notion of inequality among women that some women rejected.
To some, the practice of the women's group implied that
some women knew better than others. Gloria mentioned
that:-
"Some, women got /ed up being to id what to do
and p/ie-fce/i/ied to wo/ik. by themAelveA. "
Some women, then, withdrew because they felt talked down
to and patronised.
The existence of class differences amongst the women
had repercussions for the second premise of the women's
group: that women shared similar problems of domestic
labour in exile. Compared with the situation in Chile where
the ability of a certain class sector of women to employ
a maid had sharply differentiated their life-experiences
off from those who could not , class differences between
women were experienced as being less pronounced in exile.
Here both groups of women were often living side by side
in the same council housing, there was more social mixing
between the two groups and mutual use of the informal " tu".
However, the women were marked off by differences in their
husbands' standing and, as the public-private women regained
a public role, by more overt social differentiation between
the women themselves. This meant that some of the solutions
proposed by the women's group leader were inappropriate
for the private women. Cristina's system of housekeeping,
outlined in Chapter 5, involving monthly shopping, careful
budgeting and forward planning not only required a " ce/itain
level o-fL education" , as she put it, but also required a
certain income and was decidedly Impractical for those
living off weekly social security payments. Not only
were Cristina's domestic solutions class specific, they
were also designed to leave gender relations intact. As
has been seen, those public-private women who regained
a public role in exile had.a measure of economic indepen¬
dence which gave them a bargaining counter with their men.
The private women, economically dependent on their husbands,
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and subject to a much cruder version of machismo, had
no such bargaining power. However, when one private
woman tentatively suggested that if the men were socia¬
lists they should help in the home, she was told:-
"Pnno p/inciAamnntn no nAtamoA nn cond.tci.onnA
idnalnA. 11 nacio nn an AiAtnma y no le. ua
a camlian. dn una nochn a la maHana, {Jo An
gun nAta pantn nA du/ia."
(But we're not living in ideal conditions.
The men were born under one system and they're
not going to change overnight. I know it's
tough.)
Cristina, then, sympathized with the women's grievances
whilst defusing their charge. She was aware of the crit¬
icism of her leadership and of the way in which her "urge
to teach" could be misunders.tood. She related how her
attempt to organize the women had come to grief in the
following way:-
"Tut may c/iidicadat dun.am.nndn cnidicada pongun
nA may di/.tci I gun la gnndn acnptn gun la
nnAnhnn dn ninguna mann/ia. Sn pinnAa gun una
nxagnna lo gun Aa&n y p/intnndn di/iig in. y An
vn como una pnnAona ' oulAtanding' . AdnraaA,
no pod/ila nvita/i nl hncko dn nAtan l/ial a jando
nn la univnnA idad...£odoA Ioa p/ioUnmaA dn
nnvidia."
(it was criticized, heavily criticized because
it's very difficult for people to accept being
taught. No way. They think you are exaggerating
what you know, or that you are setting yourself
up as someone outstanding. Apart from the un¬
avoidable fact that I was working in the univer¬
sity, and all the problems of envy that this
aroused.)
However, criticism was by no means universal.. Some women
actively supported the leadership. Gloria thought that
the leader took many initiatives and found no cause for
complaint.
Although the women's group was internally fragile,
it was from without that the final blow came. As the
men's political world became structured along party politi
lines, those organizations which escaped party definition
came under increasing pressure. It might well be asked
why the politicized men were interested in the women's
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group, given the way in which they tended to dismiss
women's attempts to come together as "mere gossiping".
One reason is that women in exile were engaged in very
much the same kind of activity as the men - fund-raising -
and furthermore had proved relatively successful at it.
Secondly, the women's group loomed much larger within the
micro world of exile politics, as compared to the peri¬
pheral role played by the Cent/ioA de flad/ieA within the
expanded political arena of Popular Unity in Chile. The
political parties were also uneasy about women organizing
separately for the men perceived that there was always
the possibility of women differentiating their interests
from men and posing a feminist challenge. For all these
reasons, the men had an interest in keeping a watchful
eye over the activities of the group.
At the time that the women were embarked on their
fund-raising effort, a dispute was taking place between
the political parties at national level concerning the
precise destination of money raised in exile, in particular
which political groups in Chile were being supported in
this way. Many women were content with the idea that the
money was going to help those suffering from the Junta's
political and economic repression, especially the under¬
nourished children in the shan.ty towns. However, this
wider political dispute, introduced conflict and division
into the group. Cristina related that:-
" Radian adgunaA que. no que/ilan hnadajan. eon el
eomite, entoneeA hudo deAaeue/idoA Aodne doA
ingneAOA de da a/iteAanea. No queeean en£/iegan.do.A
ad eomihe paea que ed comide do A manda/ia a Chide."
(There were some women who didn't want to work
with the solidarity committee, so there were
disagreements about the income raised by our
handicrafts. Some didn't want to hand it over
to the committee for onward remission to Chile.)
The men's political divisions cut across the already
fragile cohesion of the women. Although some women in the
group belonged to political parties themselves, this was
often less important than the fact that all were married
to men who were party members, with partisan interests to
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defend. Although the parties could put forward their
viewpoints in the women's group via their female party
members, the men could also control the women's actions
by controlling their own wives. When I asked Cristina
how many women in the group belonged to political parties,
she replied:-
"flay pocciA, pe/io a iemp/ie Ae toman el pn.otie.ma
del ma/iido, Loa ma/iidoA Aon Ioa que Ae
opuAAe/ion . "
(Very few but they always take their husbands'
position into account. It was the husbands who
put up the opposition.)
The men used their privileged influence and authority over
their wives in the private domain to control and shape
their actions in the public sphere. The women succumbed
to their husbands' pressure in a sphere in which they felt
insecure. To have done otherwise would have meant chall¬
enging the men on the political level as well as challeng¬
ing their husbands' authority in the home. Few women did
this as most accepted that it was the men who made the
political definitions.
The women's group ended in debacle when Cristina,
annoyed at the way in which some .women had allowed them¬
selves to become pawns in the men's political divisions,
made a sudden exit. Given the energy and time she had
invested in the group, its collapse came as a severe
personal setback:-
" t-Ata expenien eia {.ue an poqu ito dolonoAa,
may teiAte. Nunca he tenido una expeeiencia
de eAe tipo anteA."
(That experience was quite painful, very sad.
I've never had an experience like that before.)
Many women were demoralized and depressed by what had
happened when "we Ahould ie mon.e united than even." . With
the emergence of the fund-raising dispute, attendance
began to drop off. Gloria related how:-
"The geoup wo/iked JLon. aiout thn.ee to -/Loan.
monthA ieJLoee it in.oke up. Uith ail thiA
teouile aiout the money, people iegan to
get £ed up and Lao late themAelveA."
And Isabel recalled:-
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" 1 went to one. on. two meetingA dut then pnodlemA
degan and I stopped going. I'm not Aune what
happened. Tnom one day to the next, CniAtina
changed hen mind and didn't want anything mone
to do with the gnoup. I had many matenialA
delonging to the gnoup in a Apane noom which
I wanted to clean out /on a viAiton. A /niend
who had eandien agneed to take them /on me now
ne/uAed and alAO Aaid that Ahe didn't want
anything mone to do with the gnoup."
These instances of dramatic reversals and withdrawals
indicate the strength of the women's feelings on the matter.
Although reasons for the collapse were not always coherent¬
ly verbalized, the women's actions reveal the depth of
the passion aroused. From the perspective.of many of
the women, the sectarian questions which had torn the
group asunder were irrelevant to the. work at hand.
Squabbling over where the money went, whilst people
were hungry in Chile appeared amoral and wrong.
To some women the collapse of the group served to
show the impossibility of women acting together. The
experience of the women's group, then, served to reinforce
some women's privatized stance. To others, it underlined
their view of party politics as a destructive force.
Mariana thought that:-
"Dinection iA a dad thing. It takeA oven the
gnoup and cneateA di//icul^_t ieA . 1he impontant
thing iA /.on the Chilean women to canny the
gnoup /onwand and not look /on outAide Auppont
/nom the pantieA."
The history of the women's group underscores the
difficulties which women experienced in constructing a
separate female public sphere in exile. The women fell
victims to the men's political differences yet were not
able to construct an alternative politics of their own.
Whilst representing an attempt, to collectivize women's
grievances in the home, there was no.attempt to give
these coherent political expression by raising them as
a public issue. Indeed, the women's group had the notion
of women's separate and subordinate place in the public
sphere built into it. In Cristina's mind^women were
cooperating to give political support to the solidarity
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campaign and to resolve their problems in the home. When
some women hesitantly raised the issue of domestic labour
as a task for both men and women, the leader gently re¬
asserted the gender order. Domestic labour remained a
problem for women, and for women to solve outside the
formal political arena.
Although the women's group did not overtly function
as a consciousness-raising group, its existence was not
without importance in the women's struggles in the home.
Some informal learning did take place on the margin. More¬
over, the degree of male opposition which the group aroused,
and the way in which some men would retort vaya, donde
aua am.Lgu.itaA" (go to your little girlfriends, then) when
challenged in the home, served to sharpen the women's
thinking about the degree of male control over their lives.
politics of the family
Although the women's grievances in the home were not
politicized by the women's group, women - as has been seen -
did struggle individually in the home around the issues
of domestic labour, childcare and freedom in the marriage.
The "private crisis" which ensued was seen by many politi¬
cized men to be a matter of public concern for in their
view "the. good mi titan t ke.pt hiA JLamity united" and "a
fla/ix iAt' A amity conduct akouId le an example JLosl all" .
Before exile, it had largely been up to individual militants
to keep their own house in order. The gravity of the
"private crisis" in exile, however, called for a degree
of collective rethinking and action by men. As the women
lacked an agenda, men were free to dictate the terms on
which the private sphere entered public debate.
The dominant model of the family held by the politic¬
ized men was one which stressed harmony and coincidence
of interests between family members. Drawing upon the
male political idiom, Alejandro commented:-
"11 nucleo JLamilia/i Ae entiende que eA un
nucleo que no tiene que poeque tenee dijle/ienciaA
de inte/ieAeA. tlloA tienen una alianza pe/imanente.
No eA una luch.a de claAeA ent/ie elloA, Aino que
elloA luctian po/t Ioa miAmoA idealeA,"
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(it's understood that the family nucleus
has no reason to have different interests,
that theirs is a permanent alliance. There's
no class struggle within the family but rather
all are fighting for the same ideals.)
The marriage vows were seen by some politicized men as
sealing a permanent, political alliance between men and
women in the family.
However, this model of the family as a harmonious
unit was increasingly strained in exile as both groups
of women struggled in the marriage, at times to the point
where the "alliance" was dissolved. Women had a new and
different vocabulary for talking about the private sphere
in which words like "/iau) de.al" , " a£clv£.a" , " imp/ilAonnd" ,
and "machismo" figured.prominently. As women abandoned
their resignation or placed new demands on men, the depth
of the gender asymmetry was exposed. What had broken
down was a pattern of accommodation between men and women
which had largely depended upon women's docility in the
home.
In effect the men were faced with two types of
grievances from the women. Firstly there was the private
offensive mounted by those privatized women who experien¬
ced the men's politics as detrimental to their family
goals. This collision of the men's and women's worldviews
characterized the segregated marriages, typified by
Marcelo and Mo'nica. Secondly, there were those demands
from the public-private women who needed the men to play
a more active role in the running of the .home if they were
to engage in public life in exile without working a "double
shift" . This situation characterized the integrated
marriages, typified by Pedro and Paula.
divided consciousness
Some politicized men dismissed the privatized women's
complaints of being abandoned in the home and their
attempt to reassert the primacy of family life in exile,
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as momia or reactionary. The privatized women, by
arguing from the perspective of individual family members
were seen as placing their own narrow concerns above those
of " el puello" (the ordinary people) or "la claAe" (the
class) whose interests the men defended. This awareness
of many women's conservatism and of their family-centred
outlook was not something new to the politicized men;
women had long been seen as the weak links in the chain.
In exile, however, the divisive political consequences
of the public-private split in consciousness were exper¬
ienced more forcefully because of the privatized women's
more outspoken views and the vulnerability of the men's
political stance here. For here, unlike thepolitical
age" of Popular Unity, the women's privatized stance held
sway and the men's political viewpoints were in retreat.
At a time when the men were desperately trying to hold
onto their political goals in the face of adversity, the
privatized women were undoing their work .in the home. The
women's sense of satisfaction at certain benefits of exile -
national health service, social security and educational
provisions, improved standards of living, and above all
the fact that this was "unpaoA i/ianquilo" (a peaceful
country) - caused a great deal of misgiving amongst their
men. Given this, the view that it was sufficient for the
man to be politically committed as he. stood for the family
group came to be increasingly questioned by some politic¬
ized men. As Alejandro put it:-
n£l aomp/iomiAo un ilatenal, el comp/iomiAo de
una pande de la -f.am.itia no eA un comp/iomiAo
koneAto, (Lteno. {jo eneo que la familia diene
que Aen. pa/ide de eAe nueleo que eAdd luahando.
£4 deein. la companena de uno diene que eAi.a/i
en e/>a miAma panada. 7enen una eompahe/ta que
no eAi.uu ie/ia a la altu/ia del d/ialajo que eAtaHa
deAa/ino llando uno, no Ae/ivinla como companena.
flomio/a, literally mummy as in the Egyptian mummies, was
a popular term used by the Left during Popular Unity to
denote the reactionaries, who resisted change and swam
against the tide of history. They were seen to be
pickled, preserved and belonging to the past.
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Se/ila un eAionPo, Aenta un ePemento ne.gai.lvo
pa/ia eP deAano PPo del t/iaPajo que eAiaPa
kaciendo uno."
(Unilateral commitment, or the commitment of
only part of the family, is not a full, honest
commitment. I think that the family has to be
part of the nucleus in struggle. I mean that
one's compane/ia should take the same stand. To
have a compane/ia who wasn't up to the work you
were developing, wouldn't be any help as a
compaheea. She would be an obstacle, a negative
element for the development of the work in which
one was engaged.)
However, the damage went even further, for given
women's pivotal role in the socialization of the young,
the privatized women transmitted this personalized world-
view to their children. This factor was particularly
critical in exile given the. dearth of alternative social¬
izing agencies to counter the influence of the woman at
home. The other main socializing institution - the school -
lay outside the men's control in the British public sphere
and the school curriculum was as likely to reinforce the
women's privatized stance as to politicize. In exile,
few children were growing up in a political culture, as
some of their parents had done. Hence the importance
which the politicized actors attached to taking children
along to those political rallies which did occur here.
Under these circumstances the family took on critical
importance in maintaining the political ideals of the
exile community alive by forming a politically conscious
second generation in exile. No one amongst the politicized
men wanted their children to turn out "chueco" (crooked)
as Cristian put it. This process of transmitting the
men's political ideals to their children was undermined,
however, where the woman did not share the man's political
stance. As Alejandro put it:-
"Ako/ia Poa hijoA que ienga uno tiene que
■fLo/una/iPoA en eAeA LnieeeAeA po/ique uno no
puede tene/i txijoA con ot/io tipo de inteeeAeA.
intonceA tamtLien eA un apo/ite a Pa cauAa
tenesi un JLPote de uno miAmo que va a eAia/t
aP Ae/ivicio de Pa cauAa. Po/i eAo me pa/iece
cont/ia-peoducente eP compeomiAo uniPaie/iaP,
po/ique va a incidi/i de que eP hoga/i Aea una
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coacl y el homl/ie Aea ot/ia coAa; po/igue el
£nuto de eAe homl/ie no va a Ae/i Au/icientemente
cla/io como cuando el g/tupo completo toma eAe
camino , "
(You've also got to bring up your children
with these same interests because you can't
have children defending other interests. So
it's also a contribution to the cause to have
a troop of children in its service. That's
why unilateral commitment is counter-productive
because it means that the home stands for one
thing and the man for another, because it means
that the man's seed will not be so clearly
formed in their ideas as when the whole family
takes the same road.)
The existence of a group of privatized women
was seen by the men as not only depriving the cause of
part of the adult population but also of a new generation
of coherently politicized recruits. The split in consc¬
iousness between women in the home and men in the public
domain came to be experienced by the men as "counter¬
productive" in terms of their own political goals. In the
men's eyes the privatized women.were a "hindrance",
an obstacle to the forward march of the revolution. How¬
ever, there was no perception of the compahe/ia as having
any rights or goals outside the men's political definitions
or viewpoints. Rather than addressing the privatized
women's grievances in the home in their own terms, the
men reformulated the women's "troubles" into "political
problems" for men'. A few men proved more sympathetic
to the women's charges of neglect. Jaime commented that:-
" I ag/iee with thoAe women who complain alout
thei/i huAlandA* political actiuitieA lecauAe
it leaveA them abandoned in the. home. // you
want to win people to the cauAe, you muAt win
the family -/Li/iAt o/ all."
Whilst Jaime was willing to grant a degree of legitimacy
to the women's problems, others continued to regard these
pro'blems exclusively in terms of the negative costs for
men's political goals.
bringing the women in
If the men turned the spotlight onto women's problems
in exile, it was a decidedly male lens which was doing the
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viewing. This was evident in the kind of remedies and
solutions proposed. In the men's eyes, the privatized
women had to come to see things like the politicized
men; they had to be enlightened and acquire the "correct
consciousness" so that children likewise would be
coherently socialized.
When asked, most politicized men explained the
women's privatized stance by their encapsulation in the
home. "La mujen. c.h.iLe.ria eA an enLe que viae en La caAa"
(the Chilean woman is a being who lives in the house),
said Jorge by way of explanation. Sheltered in the
privacy and isolation of the home, the women were seen
to be closed off from a set of experiences which had
politicized the men. By bringing women out of the private
sphere and into the public domain, the politicized men
hoped to break down the women's individualism and repeat
the pattern of their own conscientization. Declarations
put out by men began to register the need to involve
women in the political life of the exile community. Tagged
on to the bottom of one political circular appeared the
following:-
"La de iguaL imponLancia enL/iegan. actividadeA
a naeAL/iaA compah.en.aA quieneA en muchoA caAOA
han pagado an coaLo mayon. deL ex.LLLo, con
eAcaAa panticipacion poLitica y caAi Ain
neLacion con La comunidad en que eAtan uiviendo."
(it's equally important to hand over activities
to our compahenaA who, in many cases, have paid
a higher cost in exile with scant or no political
participation and with very little contact with
the community in which they are living.)
Although the men were more verbally open to bring¬
ing women into the political, sphere in exile, women
were not being offered an equal and valid place in the
public sphere. In all cases it was men who decided what
and how much to "hand over" to the compahenaA. In effect,
women were being offered a few crumbs from the men's
political table as a form of compensation for their
deprivation in the home. As has been seen, the political
sexual division of labour, with men as "professional"
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militants and women as "supporters" continued unchanged
in exile. However, even this limited and partial incor¬
poration of women was too much for some men who continued
to regard public activity as their monopoly and resisted
any measures which reduced their control over women.
Whilst the men were more open to bringing women into
the political sphere in exile, they also wanted to control
and contain their entry. Women were clearly being brought
into the men's political framework and definitions. The
politicized men continued to disregard the way in which
women's experiences may differ from men's and that the
process of acquiring consciousness may likewise diverge.
As has been seen it was at the point of "reproduction"
rather than, or as well as,"production" that women exper¬
ienced structures as oppressive. However, rather than
re-examining their political model and extending the
boundary of the political sphere to include the private
domain, the men acted to close off and discredit altern¬
ative formulations. A good deal of energy was exerted
by men in countering a set of ideas - placed under the
general heading of "women's liberation" - which the
politicized men felt were beginning to penetrate the home.
Enrique related how his party:-
"... did not diAcuAA women'A tiHenation aA thiA
La a petty HouA.ge.oiA movement. flen and women
have to -/Light togethen. to oven.thn.oio capitatiAm.
hJomen mag have Hink.A with the women' A movement
Hut it iA unde/iAtood that thein. pant icipat ion
iA defined Hg thein. memHenAhip 0/ the pa/itg."
In most politicized men's eyes, the separate org¬
anization of women around gender inequalities, was merely
helping to reproduce capitalist society by dividing the
working class and fragmenting its political efficacy.
Women's differentiating their struggle from men, was
seen as nothing but functional for capitalist society.
Carlos held that:-
"Kay ao eiedadea gue Aon muy Hien amannadaA
pongue inctuAO han aHineado onganizacioneA
/emeninaA, .. gue incHuAive apnoveehan de
ieAtaA o ngan izaeioneA g amannan maA ta Aoeiedad.
Pongue Ai HaA mujeneA Ae dedican a hacen. anti-
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Aomtne, entonceA eAto A ign i/.ica que. eAte
homCne no va a poden luchan en all a indicato,
no va a poden luchan en all pantido, pe.no la
mujen tampoco to Aace. La decin, la majen
eAta dandole taneaA al homlLne pana que
eAtuv iena en la caAa y el homlne entonceA no
padiena laehan contna la Aociedad. Cuando
la -fionma maA connecta Aenia de que tanto el
homlne como la mujen luchana contna la
Aociedad pana que amloA y la ■£amilia Aea
Ii(Lne."
(There are societies which are very well bound
together just because they have set up feminine
organizations, or because they take advantage
of the existence of these organizations to secure
themselves even further. Because if women
devote themselves to being anti-men, this means
that the man cannot struggle in his trade union
or his political party, yet neither does the
woman. I mean that the woman is giving tasks
to men in the home so that the man cannot
struggle against society. When the correct
thing would be that men as well as women should
fight against society, so that both they and
the family are free and not just the woman.)
Women's struggles in the family to reallocate housework
and childcare more equally between men and women was
regarded by some men to result in a net loss of political
activity by entailing a privatized withdrawal by the man
from the arena of struggle in the public domain.
Sexual politics were not only regarded by the
politicized men as being politically divisive, but also
as "unChilean". The separated women's attempts to lead
more independent lives in exile were censored by men(as
well as some women) as reflecting their absorption into
"Western" lifestyles. "Vive como una ingleAa" (she
lives like an English woman), the men would say, or certain
behaviour would be criticized as being "may eunopea"
(very European). Implicit in the men's criticisms was
a model of Chilean woman as "feminine", "morally pure",
"faithful". This public censoring of certain behaviour,
however, was not confined to women's sexual conduct. Men
who left their wives or engaged in extra-marital affairs
were also criticized by others. Jorge remarked:-
"Some Chilean men have adopted Lunopean
pattennA o/ Hehavioun. 7hey ane imitating
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' ed gningo' (the. £o/ieigne/i) and thiA goeA
againAt the, £amidy, with. the. zieAutt that
many coupdeA Apd.lt up."
The men pronounced themselves for liberation (t idenacion)
but against licence (dide/itina je) . Whilst liberation was
seen as a responsible action, dide/it inaje was immoral and
degenerate. Jorge held that:-
" L id.en.at ion Ia a zieAponA id.de action, according
to the nudeA 0/ any human (Leing. L ide/iation
Ia con/iect, it doeAn't ha/im anydody, whe/ieaA
didentinaje p/iejudiceA add."
The distinction between liberation and old-fashioned
bourgeois family virtues was not always very easy to
establish in practice. The men reacted to what they
regarded as widespread sexual permissiveness and family
disintegration in this society by counterposing an ideal¬
ized version of Chilean family life."'" "Bourgeois" sexual
decadence was contrasted with a form of socialist puritan-
ism which shielded a very conservative version of family
2
life and individual sexual freedom.
The dismissal of sexual politics as a set of Western
ideas carried particular force in the context of exile
where there is already widespread concern about "de-
3
culturation". Appeals for the defence of Chilean culture
in exile, however, were generally made without any
critical examination as to what should be preserved or
not. It has been noted before how the defence of "trad¬
itional" cultures from imperialist contact can reproduce
male supremacy by upholding the subordinate position of
Particularly commented on with respect to British family
life were the lack of concern for elderly parents,
the lack of parental control and responsibility for
children, high levels of marital infidelity and
separation, and the intrusion of economic transactions
"into kin relations, and the general lack of vitality
of the kin network as a whole.
2
One political party reportedly expelled militants who
divorced for five years.
3
This rejection of imported and alien "Western" ideas
did not however extend to the writings of Marx, Engels,
Lenin, etc.
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women in the family and society."^" Sexual
norms, family and gender ideologies which had been
carried into exile unexamined were uncritically defended
here as forming part of Chilean national identity.
Through these political and moral controls, the
politicized.men effectively closed off a set of meanings
which could have given coherence to the women's grievances
in the home. As has been seen in the two preceding
chapters, the women were sensitive to the men's views
on women's liberation. Some private women , like Laura,
had concluded that it was more advantageous to keep the
struggle privatized and for. each women to struggle indiv¬
idually (cacLa una en cada caAa) than face public ridicule
from men. Likewise, Maria, a public-private woman, when
asked by her party comrades if she had.anything to add
from a woman's point of .view, remained silent. She
knew what the men considered as counting politically,
and what to expect if she should raise womenfe problems
in the home as a public issue. "/7c van a ti/ia/i at Aueto"
(they'll just ride straight over me), she told me by way
of explanation for her silence. The politicized men, then,
did not have to exert too much control for women them¬
selves acted to reproduce the men's definitions or to
keep alternative viewpoints to themselves.
men and the private domain
Women's entry or re-entry into the public sphere,
however limited, brought into the open a second contra¬
diction which the men had to confront in exile. As
Enrique remarked:-
"Some, men penmi£ £hei/i women £o a££end meeilngA
Hut. £hen don' £ Aka/ie in £he tiouAewo/ik o/i ctiitd-
eane."
"Permitting" women to engage in a degree of political life
brought into the open men's freedom from domestic work.
As has been seen, this formed the core of the second set
E. Zaretsky, op.cit., p.103.
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of grievances which men had to address in exile. Demands
for help in the home were most forcefully articulated
by those public-private women in the integrated marriages
whose resumption of work or study outside the home meant
undertaking a 'double shift'. The variations in men's
responses to women's requests for help in the home have
been discussed in Chapter 5. Whilst some men resisted
becoming more involved in the running of the home, others
assumed a more active role and a few came to redefine
their involvement as part of their political stance. The
"
si&AporiA LHie. mi titant" was someone who lent a hand in the
home, who fulfilled his commitments in the private as
well as the public sphere, who was consistent in both
his public and private behaviour.
However, the men's involvement with domestic labour
did not lead to the revision of their political model. Men's
helping in the home was condoned so long as it did not
interfere with or displace their political engagements.
The political parties continued to demand top priority
in a (male) militant's life, above family commitments,
above "capitalist" work schedules, etc. This was the
"potiiici £i.rt4£" about which the privatized women com¬
plained so bitterly. When Jaime asked for a lightening
of party duties in order to accommodate his enlarged
domestic role, he was asked by his party if both he and
his wife needed to have jobs. The political parties then
continued to reproduce the sexual division of labour in
the family, which left, men free to assume the major
political responsibilities whilst women shouldered most
of the domestic burden.
revolution in the revolution?
The absence of a coherent and publicly articulated
counterpart model by women meant that the politicized
men were able to manage the "private crisis" within the
confines of their own political model. This does not
mean to say that male-female relations went unchanged
in exile. As has been seen, they were shaken up a good
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deal. In effect a new set of public norms came to shape
relations between men and women in exile. Alejandro
when asked about machismo within the political parties,
replied: -
" I t' A veny d i jLJLi cu tt to Aay tecauAe moAt
potiticat to.ade.AA put-tidy appeaA veny open
and t-AOad-minded aA JLan aA women ane con-
cenned. 7hey coven themAetveA veny cane-
jutty even though, they may hit thein wiveA
in pnivate."
There was growing evidence that men had an idea of what
they should be doing and saying as far as women were
concerned. Not only was behaviour in the public sphere
closely monitored in exile, so now was the men's behaviour
towards women and the familv in the private domain. Those
men who refused to let their.wives participate outside the
home became the target of criticism from men as well as
women. These.men were regarded by other more enlightened
men as being the "neat machoa", as forming "the oneA who
Ahoutd te put againAt the watt", and as "maintaining
-fLeudat netationA in the home" . In this respect, the
more frequent reference by men to their wives and other
women as "compahenaA" is but another example of men
signalling distance - to both men and women - from a
a chauvinist stance. The Chilean exile community was
not so fragmented as to allow no scope for public opinion
to control behaviour. Laura spoke of the group life and
the influence this exerted on behaviour:-
"you' ne not tiving out theAe ex.penienceA
individuatty hene tut aA pant oJL a gnoup.
1he gnoup oJLten putticty condemn machiAta
(Lehav ioun in a joking way: Aaying, how can
you tneat youn wijLe tike that? Notody wantA
to took tad in jtnont o j thein jniendA AO
peopte -fleet pneAAuniAed into changing thein
tehavioun."
Although men could still air the most chauvinist views,
the fact that I generally came to hear these comments
second-hand is also indicative of a shift in public
opinion. Yet other men had been heard to say - somewhat
tongue in cheek - "tengo gue pedinte penmiAo a ta
Aehona""(I'11 have to ask the wife's permission) before
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going on to the pub after a meeting, reflecting their
perceptions of a shift in the balance of power between
the sexes.
Women's struggles in the home successfully shifted
the terms of the gender order and changed the day to
day relations between men and women. Chauvinism was
muted, machismo disguised, more overt and public demon¬
strations of male power avoided. However, these changes
reflected ad hoc responses and adjustments to a largely
private and uncoordinated challenge from women. The
theoretical core of the men's political model remained
untouched. There was no "revolution in the revolution"."'"
Rather than a penetration of the public-private distinc¬
tion and a reconceptualization of the boundary of the
political sphere to encompass the private domain, women
continued to be regarded by men as "anomalies" or
"defective" in some way for not fitting as neatly into
the political framework as men. Rather than something
being wrong with the political model, there was something
wrong with women.
public malaise
Whilst the men's political model was adjusted, if
not theoretically revised by women's struggles in the
home, its grip over men themselves was loosening. Along¬
side this "private crisis" was a growing crisis in the
Chilean political sphere in exile. This was reflected
in the lower overall level of political activity as well
as the increasing number of militants who drifted away
from party work or who no longer felt represented by thei
parties in exile.
'
- Stoltz Chinchilla coins this phrase to argue the need
for a revolution in the Left's theorizing about the
role of women in the revolution. N. Stoltz Chinchilla
"Mobilizing Women: Revolution in the Revolution",
Latin American Perspectives, Issue 15, Vol.IV, No.A,
Fall 1977.
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The broad parameters of this wider "public crisis"
are set by the passage of time and distance from Chilean
events. As the anniversaries of the coup mounted, hopes
for a short exile and a rapid return to Chile evaporated.
The Junta, initially concerned with extinguishing the
threat of "communism", was now seen to have a long-term
project for the radical restructuring of Chilean society.
The early apocalyptic analyses predicting the imminent
downfall of the Junta now appeared as mere wishful think¬
ing and the public vocabulary of optimism - although what
many had wanted to hear - backfired when events did not
turn out as forecast. Accompanying this was a certain
loss of credibility in the political leadership. The
political parties were regarded by some as " diAto/iting
jactA" , as providing " ALanted and pa/itiaL anaLyAeA" .
Party publications, once stronglydefended, were now read
with a degree of scepticism. One politicized man related
his own distancing from the.party in exile by the fact
that:-
"La que. no han dado pn.ueL.aA Loa pa/itido a
po tit Lao a de izquienda c-h.LLe.na dc Aen. pa/itidoA
que. Ae adhie/ian a La vendad Aiempne. Po/i
eje.rn.pLo, aL p/iincip Lo coni.aL.an que Pinochei
LL.a a caen. de un dla a.L■ oteo y Lodo eL mundo
eApe/iaL.a que caye/ia, jo nunca Lo c/iet. S Lempee
dije que du/ia maA."
(The Chilean left-wing parties have not always
given proof of being parties who adhere to the
truth. For example, at the beginning they said
that Pinochet was going to fall from one day to
the next, and everybody expected him to fall.
I never believed it. I always said that he would
last longer.)
As the prospect of socialism receded to what many
regarded as beyond their life-time, a note of pessimism
crept into some politicized men's accounts. There was
a new degree of demoralization as faith in the possibility
- although not generally the desirability - of revolut¬
ionary changed dimmed. As Cristian put it:-
"7o think oJL a Aliuaiion AimiLan. io PopuLan.
Unity a/iia Lng again in the nea/L jutu/ie, to
think, oj a /levo Lution o ccu/i/iing in ChiLe,
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Ia like, thinking you ean pluek a -btan. £/iom
the Aky
The lack of a political opening in Chile had repercussions
for what the political parties could offer in exile. Some
militants got fed up with meeting after meeting (eeuni^mo)
at which little practical was accomplished. As the years
went by, the gulf between the exterior and the interior
widened as each side was being moulded by such different
political and material circumstances. Whilst the exter¬
ior in exile had the freedom to discuss and organize
openly - denied to the interior in Chile - the question
of whether they could make an adequate political analysis
of the Chilean situation from exile became increasingly
debateable.
The unrestrained growth of theory in exile, untested
against Chilean reality for fit, exacerbated ideological
divisions within and between the different left-wing
parties. Exile politics can still be understood with
reference to the same dichotomy between "reformists" and
"revolutionaries" which had emerged during the Popular
Unity period in Chile. A large part of the "war of words"
centred around the nature of the. alliance which should
be forged to combat the Junta. Whilst the "reformists"
argued for the construction of a broad front which incl¬
uded the centrist Christian Democrats who had initially
welcomed the coup, the "revolutionaries" stood for a
narrower front and for a socialist revolution. These
differences had repercussions for the solidarity move¬
ment in exile, with the "reformists" campaigning around
the restoration of democracy in Chile and respect for
human rights, and the "revolutionaries" waging a more
overtly political campaign around distinctly socialist
goals. After experiencing many fruitless and increasingly
bitter debates, each side withdrew and dialogue was cut.
Networks closed off and personal relations between opposing
party members became increasingly strained. Common
political work became impossible. Most politicized men
thought that these divisions were not happening in Chile,
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or at least not to the same extent. People in Chile, it
was held, were "living in the. real world" . Cristian, a
worker, commented:-
"I know the trade union movement in Chile and
itA organization iA not loAt, 1he Popular
Unity partieA, the ChriAtian democratA and
the people not in partieA will all le working
to gether."
And Alejandro, from the middle sectors, thought that:-
" 7he reality in Chile iA very d iJL-fLerent.
People are eonAtrained ly the Atruggle -£or
auIaiAtence. All are working together. No
one'A thinking o/ the long-term Atrategy
Cut oJL the day to day reality. UhilAt exile
politicA iA characterized ly theory divorced
■/Lrom practice, in Chile the Atruggle iA
characterized ly a practice devoid o/ theory."
The Left in Chile faced a situation which had drawn mil¬
itants from different parties together. In exile, mean¬
while the parties built global theoretical edifices, which
solidified and became increasingly resistant to change.
Whilst those in Chile had moved on, those in exile remained
stuck in the same grooves.
The gulf between the exterior and the interior be¬
came evident whenever the two sides met. The sweeping
declarations put out by the exterior were sometimes seen
as irrelevant to the evolving situation in Chile by the
interior. Given the staggered nature of arrivals - with
several years lapsing between the first and the last -
this gulf was also evident amongst the exiles themselves,
making collective viewpoints difficult. Whilst the
1
This gulf was also experienced on a personal level by
those exiles who later returned to Chile. A report
by a Chilean church body (FASIC) of those who have
returned to Chile from exile makes the point that the'
.difficulties which they experience on return arise
hot so much from political ignorance about events in
Chile as from the fact that they have assimilated this
information.in an idealized or intellectualized manner.
This knowledge did not form part of "lived experience"
and therefore had to be re-absorbed in a new way on
return to Chile. FASIC, "A socio-psychological study
of 25 returning families (1980)", in WUS (b), op.cit.
p. 39.
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early arrivals had only experienced the coup, later
arrivals had experienced several years of life under
the Junta's new vision of Chile. These late-comers
sometimes brought pictures from Chile which did not
fit those which had gelled in the minds of the early
arrivals. Carlos, who did not arrive here until 1978 -
almost five years after the coup - was shocked at the
attitude of his fellow exiles:-
"No Ae. Ai deme/ican atgo, no endiendo to que paAO,
pe/io Ae pnodujo ana (La/i/iesia end/ie noAod/ioA.
Cuando yo hattata de taA coaoa, et to -ijrne. eA nucha tan
a ve.ce.yt>, pe/io deAputiA, poco a poco, me -{LilI dando
cuenda que e/ian od/iaA poA icioneA que ettoA
ptandeatan y defend can. At momendo en que yo
Aati de Ckite, yo deje un puetto muy gotpeado
y e>t>e gotpe hatea kech.0 que dodo et mundo Ae
une A in di^enenciaA endne (Late. day una (Luena
unidad en todaa pa/iteA que £-4 muy di/.icit que
ta gende en et exdenio/i to acepde. 7Lene
concepdoA ya muy JLijoA, ideaA JLLjaA, que no
quiene od/ia conception. P e/io day A iduacioneA
nuevaA en et puet-to ckiteno, Aot/ie dodo en ta
unidad en ta HaAe, que no necono cen toA pa/ididoA
en et exitio."
(I don't know if they feared something. I don't
really understand what happened but a barrier
came between us and when I spoke they sometimes
listened, sometimes not. Little by little I
realized that they defended other positions to
the ones I brought. When I came out of Chile
I left behind a beaten people, and that beating
had made everyone unite without differences between
the base. There is a high degree of unity every¬
where which is very difficult for the people in
the exterior to accept. They have very fixed
concepts, fixed ideas and they don't want to hear
other viewpoints. But there are new situations
in the Chilean people, especially in the unity
of the base, which the parties in exile don't
recognize.)
In particular Carlos's more open attitude towards the
Christian Democrats and the Church were often shot down.
Carlos felt himself branded - if not a counter-revolutionary -
a reformist or conciliator. "Ah, ta 2-u-nda to hizo camtia/i" ,
(Ah, the Junta's made him change), they seemed to be
thinking. Whilst others, who underwent similar experien¬
ces on arrival, were resocialized back into the party
line, Carlos remained aloof and restricted his involvement
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to the Chilean trade union movement in exile and the
Church.
Ideological divisions between the parties in exile
increasingly conflicted with a growing desire on the part
of many rank and file party members for political unity.
Some workers laid the blame for these divisions at the
feet of the intellectuals or a few " ideo lo g ical troulle-
makerA" or " hotheadA" whose personal position depended
upon the maintenance of a distinct political organization.
The strength of these ideological differences and the way
in which they prevented common political work was a major
factor in the widespread malaise. Worst of all, in many
of the politicized actors' eyes were the damaging effect
which these divisions had on the solidarity campaign.
Raul commented on the demoralizing effect of the divisions
in the following terms:-
" 7here' A no reaAon to Ce diAun ited (Le.cau.Ae. the
type oJL action we can undertake in exile iA ao
limited anyway. diAunity haA a negative e-fLJLect
on the ao lidarity campaign and on BritiAh
Aympathiz.eeA who get /.ed up and /eel it' A not
worth continuing."
This lack of speaking with one voice tormented Cristian
and was a point to which he returned again and again in
his account. In his view, just as the left, had squandered
the Popular Unity process, so the exiles had squandered
the opportunity to sustain.an effective campaign in exile,
a fact which only served to heighten their sense of
failure. Cristian lamented that:-
"A-£te/i -{Live yearA in exile, there'a Atill no
common o/igan izat ion . People are Atill pre-
o ccup ied with a/iguing alout who waA more
/ievo lutiona/iy than whom, who committed moee
e/i/iosiA, who waA eight. Ue miAAed the opport¬
unity to exploit the Aituation when Chile waA
making world headlineA. Ue've loAt people'A
intereAt."
The passing of the years since the coup also brought
problems for sustaining the solidarity campaign abroad.
Compared to the early years of exile, when there had been
a certain effervescence, the campaign began to lose
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dynamism. The political arena, which had been small from
the start, began to shrink even further. Even the annual
marking of the anniversary of the coup became vulnerable.
Furthermore, events worldwide presented a gloomy internat¬
ional panorama. The election of a conservative government
in Britain, who renewed diplomatic relations with Chile
and wound down the funding for the Joint Working Group for
Refugees from Latin America and for the WUS Chile programme,
meant that the British public sphere became even less
favourable for the Chileans' cause. Moreover, Ronald
Reagan's presidency in the USA and the spread of monetarist
doctrines in the advanced capitalist .world gave ideological
vigour and respectability to the Pinochet regime, pursuing
these policies in Chile. Right wing political commentators
now specifically referred to the "Chilean model" and to
point to certain economic "successes" which the Junta's
ruthless adoption of monetarism had brought.
The short-term code of conduct propagated by the
political parties was increasingly strained by the growing
number of longer-term decisions which the exiles confronted.
Some bought houses, others, married British people, children
became more firmly integrated into the educational system.
Roots began to grow a little deeper with the realization
that one could not live out of a suitcase for ever. These
longer-term decisions raised new questions for the
politicized actors.' relationship to this society. Many
politicized men voiced concern that politics was no longer
holding the central place in a militant's.life that it
had once held in Chile, that people were forgetting their
commitment to those who remained in Chile. In short,
many men feared that their "anchor role" had been displaced.
Exile was regarded by most politicized men as having
placed a new test on political commitments and one which
not all passed. It was seen as separating out the chaff
from the seed, the "pure" from the "impure". The ease
with which some were regarded as having abandoned their
political stance came as a shock to many. Exile was seen
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to reveal people, to show that their ideals had not
been firmly entrenched, and that they had only joined
the Popular Unity parties "passively" when the going
was easy. Cristian thought that many:-
"
we/ie oppoetunLAtA and thLA La what aAoc/ca
you in exLte. Lve/iytody La juAt out -fLo/i
hLm.Ae.t-t (cada uno a/i/ieg ta aua (LLgoteA) .
7heee'A no cotteetLve e-tto/it to put down
the £unta."
The degree of political drift in exile proved to some that
the forces of privatization at work in this "consumer
society" had won out. Many were held to be speaking with
a new private tongue and engaging in a new form of private
behaviour. Criticism crystallized around the issue of
car ownership. Cars are much more of a status symbol in
Chile as only a small percentage of the population can
afford to own one. They are well out of the reach of
manual workers as well as many white-collar workers.
C'V'
The car's great^accessibility in exile, by destabilizing
former living standards, was seen as raising aspira ti.ons.
To some, its purchase signified the transformation of
the exile into the migrant. As Cristian put it:-
"b)e have teen heee toe t^ve yeaeA and none ot
ua can expeet to te tLvLng Ln the Aame condLtLonA
aA when we a/ieLved. But theAe thLngA p/ioduce
a dLAequLtLt/iLum Ln exLte, 11' A the /acf that
we aee thLnk Lng Ln teemA ot PeLvate conAumptLon
and not woe/cLng t0/l ChLte whLeh mak.eA the can
Atand t0"- o-tt that La eotten Ln exLte."
People were seen to be expending energy towards private
goals rather than in struggling to overthrow the Junta.
They were seen to have become ensnared by the capitalist
machine, lured by the bait of a car and a colour television
set. Equally worrying to many of the men was the way in
■Chilean "household expenditure data show that the weal¬
thiest 5 per cent of the population., which earned more
than eight times the minimum wage, purchased more than
75 per cent of all automobiles sold in 1969. It is
clear that the private car remains a luxury consumption
item in most cases and, therefore, satisfies the demands
of a narrow, privileged class." D. Barkin, "Automobiles
and the Chilean Road to Socialism", in D.L. Johnson, ed.,
op ,'Cit. , p.515.
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which this image of the exile had filtered back to those
who remained in Chile. Letters received from comrades
in Chile spoke of the exiles as "tou/iiAtA" , as enjoying
the good time in Europe, whilst those who had remained
behind sweated and slaved.
Without a strong set of alternative definitions to
hold onto, the fear was that this " Illx.il/iy could. clIao/iI
ou/l /icality" . However, the carrier of the men's political
consciousness - the party - was in crisis. As time passed,
divisions went beyond the ideological and began to erode
personal relations between members of the same party.
Within the small world of exile politics and amongst
relations which were already fragile, tensions could easily
arise. Charges of "/.lojo" (lazy), " i/l/icAponAalle."
(irresponsible) and "ma/iltiuanc/io" (hippy) were bandied
around. Eventually party life failed to provide even the
minimal rewards of warmth, and comradeship which many had
hoped for. Whilst women were unable to construct a
collective biography in exile, the men's collective voice -
once so strong - became increasingly fragmented. More
and more of the politicized men's accounts fell into the
first person, rather than the collective "we", and an
increasing number came to voice individual criticism and
complaint of the party organization. Whilst some made
a definite break from party life, others slowly drifted
away and yet others remained inside, fearful of the
vacuum in their lives its loss would entail.
public-private crisis
This crisis in the exiles' public and private net¬
works - in both the family and the party - brought a
high cost for the individual."'" Personal breakdowns were,
common; yet the political parties held personal life to
be outside their sphere of jurisdiction. They did not
A list of complaints includes feelings of insecurity,
anxiety, fear of solitude, apathy, withdrawal, fatigue
and feelings of inadequacy, adding up to a total loss
(contd. over)
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regard themselves as here to resolve individual crises
but to confront crises and contradictions in society
at large. The political parties specifically disassoc¬
iated themselves from the role of "social worker" or
"therapist". This failure to politicize personal life
not only omitted much of women's experiences from the
agenda - as has been seen - but also bracketed many of
the problems which were troubling the men in exile. Jaime,
who had brought up his difficulties of coping with
increased family responsibilities and political tasks,
at a party meeting, related how:-
"yoLi can Aay theAe thingA to £/iiendA outA ide
the. paety Ateuctu/ie Hut once in a meeting you/i
meAAage iA loAt. Indiv id.ua I pa/ity memHe/iA will
know what you a/ie talking aHout Hut the paety
aA a whole won't. Once in a meeting, the pa/ity
takeA oven and £oegetA each and eve/iy individual
in the meeting. Lve/iything iA diAcuAAed in the
name o-fc. "the pa/ity" . Idhen you aee add/ieAAed aA
" compahe/io" , it iA not aA you you/iAelt, aA an
individual. Hut aA pant o/ the pa/ity. Decla/ia-
tionA a/ie made - "the paety" thinkA thiA on that.
It iA jHo/igotten that each and eve/iy one o/ ua
individually iA pant o-fc. the pa/ity."
The political parties came to be experienced by some
militants as depersonalizing bodies which acted over and
above the individual. The public rhetoric of optimism
masked a great deal of private anguish, anxiety and
despair. However, these private doubts, were marginalized
by the parties as demobilizing, apolitical or as reflect¬
ing petty bourgeois or individualist indulgences. Personal
crises were labelled and dismissed as "detoemacioneA
a Lgui caA" (psychic deformations) or " deAv iacioneA Hu/igueAaA"
(contd. from previous page)
of self-esteem, WUS (a), op.nit., p.l. These symptoms
were generally aggravated in the case of those who had
been imprisoned and tortured in Chile. COLAT, (b),
"Los problemas psiquicos provocados por la tortura en
los refugiados chilenos y latinoamericanos", paper pre¬
sented to the VI Congreso Me'dico Internacional de la
Federacio'n Internacional 3"e Kesistentes,Prague, JM ovember
TJ7T.
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(bourgeois deviations). These psychological symptoms
were regarded as reflecting low levels of political
consciousness and revolutionary commitment and their
solution thereby to lie in a renewed dedication to the
cause by a greater immersion in political work. Their
appearance did not lead to any revision of the political
agenda. Nevertheless, given the magnitude of personal
problems in exile - including several attempted suicides -
"private" problems kept breaking through the surface of
party life. When this occurred, they were dealt with
on the fringe of the party meeting, outside the official
order of business.
The parties' neglect of the personal meant that the
interview filled an important gap. Two men volunteered
that it had enabled them to get certain things off their
chest which they had not found the opportunity to relate
elsewhere, or which had been dealt with unsympathetically.
More generally, however, the pieces were picked up by
the Joint Working Group social worker and by the British
medical profession. Going to a British doctor, however,
rarely proved satisfactory not only beca(s/u)e of language
difficulties but also because the specific social and
political context of the complaint was not always appreci¬
ated. The exiles' diffuse feelings of malaise and general
ill-being rarely led to more than a prescription for
tranquilliz ers.
Recently there has been an attempt by Chilean exiles
in London, who belong to the medical profession, to inter¬
vene in the treatment of psychiatric problems arising
amongst the exile community. This group provides individ¬
ual psychological therapy as well as engaging in prevent¬
ive work. Whilst not readily accessible to the exile
community in Scotland, their work has initiated a public
debate on this issue of mental health in exile. However,
WUS has organized two seminars relating to the work of
the health group in exile. The papers from these sem¬
inars have been published in WUS,(a), op.cit. , and
WUS,(b), op.cit.
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there is a danger of a split form of analysis developing,
with the political parties working at the level of
structures and "political" issues and the health workers
at the level of the individual subject drawing upon a
clinical model and a psychopathology of exile. The
danger of divorcing the "medical model" from the "polit¬
ical model" is one which some of the Chilean health
2
workers are aware of:-
"One feature which has emerged from this com¬
bination of therapeutic and preventive activ¬
ities is the disassociation which still exists
between technical and political concerns
The political parties must share some degree of
responsibility for this situation because they
have not always acted in such a way as to facil¬
itate the confluence of technical and political
criteria which is the only positive model for
future activities."
In summary, the political parties' distance from
events in Chile, their neglect of personal life and of
problems arising out of the exile situation itself,
meant that they increasingly responded neither to the
3
reality in Chile nor to the reality in exile. The
drift away from the political parties in exile served
to show that a growing number of political militants no
This contrasts with the work of COLAT (Colectivo Latino-
americano de Trabajo Psico-Social) in Belgium who have
attempted to use the personal crisis in exile to extend
the political agenda by reflecting on and confronting
the contradictions of personal relations and everyday
life, such as maoklAmo in male-female relationships,
authoritarian parent-child relations, and hierarchical
political practices. COLAT, "The Latin American Social
Work Collective of Belgium: Towards a libertarian
therapy for Latin American Exiles (1980), in WUS, (b),
op.cit., pp. 10-13.
^ WUS,(a), op.cit. p. 1.
3
The absence of a policy on exile is also regarded as a
contributory factor in the drift away from the party
by Chilean exiles in France. E. Neves and A. Vasquez,
"La Militancia Politica y los Exiliados", in Chile-
America , Nos. 76-77, Jan-Mar. 1982, p.55.
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longer found the party structure, as presently conceived,
meaningful for their lives in exile. The attempt to
reconstruct the political sphere along similar lines to
what the politicized actors had known in Chile, had
faltered. There was seen to be a need by some politic¬
ized men for a degree of innovating politics, which
broke out of established ways of thinking and organizing.
a new public sphere?
In order to halt the slow slide into total disint¬
egration in exile, a small group of men from different
political parties and class backgrounds, came together to
search for new ways of involving people. They drew upon
the commonly held, but often partly suppressed view, that
the old ways of organizing had acted to divide people and
in the end had served to dampen rather than facilitate
participation.. In the process, personal relations had
suffered. There was seen to be an urgent need to rebuild
friendship, trust and confidence between members of the
exile community, before the "community" disappeared al¬
together .
One event, in particular, had served to show that
where people felt action to be meaningful and worthwhile
they would turn out. The Hunger Strike of May 1978,
begun in Chile by relatives of the "disappeared", had
triggered off solidarity strikes in many countries of
exile. It was an important event not only because it
linked the interior and exterior in united action but also
because it was one of the few practical actions in exile
where all political parties collaborated. The Hunger
Strike, as experienced by this exile community, served
to break down barriers between different party members
and to loosen personal relations. It often came as a
surprise to find that members of rival parties were
"approachable". Networks had closed off to such an extent
that the men were left with an image of their political
opponents as totally intransigent and inflexible. How¬
ever, a subsequent attempt to build upon this rapprochement,
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by the formation of comiteA de c-h.ile.noA (committees of
Chileans), which grouped together the exiles by geogra¬
phical area irrespective of party affiliation, once again
foundered on the rock of sectarian difference.
Now a small group took the independent initiative in
trying to revive this form of organization whose initial
idea had aroused widespread enthusiasm and support. This
fresh impetus was seen to reflect the desires not only of
many exiles but also, and most importantly, of those com¬
rades back in Chile. In accounting for its revival, one
of the founders related how two Chilean men, recently
arrived from Chile, had come to his house asking that we
organize and do something for the Chilean people. "No noA
pidie/ton g/iandeA coacia Aino que noA o /igan i zasiamo A y todoA
eAtuvimoA de acue/ido„ " (They didn't ask for anything
grand but simply that we get together and sink our differ¬
ences).
As compared to the early emphasis on leadership and
party discipline, the aim was to build up something diff¬
erent from below. The accent was to be placed on democ¬
racy and autonomy. The new group held that "the zieAponA-
idility JLo/i (Lui Iding Aomething Hette/i neAtA on each and
eve/iyone o-fL ua" , and stressed that everyone's opinion was
equally important. By explicitly emphasising their econ¬
omic and ideological independence from all organizations,
the group hoped to involve those without party labels,
such as many women and (male) members of the armed forces
in exile, as well as re-involve those who no longer felt
represented by their parties in exile.
Given their long-standing commitment to, and social¬
ization into, a party framework, this attempt to dismantle
a .party structure carried particular significance for the
politicized men. "Noa deAO/iganizamo a" (we de-organized),
as one of its founders put it. The absence of a party
line and the loss of the party mantle meant that individ¬
uals stood more nakedly with their views and opinions.
This was seen in the difficulty which the group experienced
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when electing representatives to attend meetings in London
or elsewhere. "But 1 don't nop/ioAont anyto dy" > the men
would say. Stripped of party labels, attention was focused
on personal standing and reputations within the exile co¬
mmunity.
Political solidarity continued to be one of the group's
objectives. Indeed the scope of solidarity was broadened
to include not only the Chilean cause but the struggles of
all Latin American peoples, and particularly at the present
time with the people of Central America. By extending the
scope of political support, some politicized men were exp¬
licitly trying to break down a tendency towards political
chauvinism on the part of the Chilean left. This broad¬
ened focus was also propelled by the arrival of exiles from
other Latin American countries which had fallen under mil¬
itary rule, notably Argentina, and the Joint Working Group
extended its terms of reference to include "refugees from
Latin America".
Whilst maintaining an outward gaze, the exclusively
outward look of the early years was abandoned in favour of
a degree of introspection. The group aimed to generate a
discussion about the problems arising from the exile sit¬
uation itself; problems which the political parties had
largely bracketed by their emphasis on political events
in Chile. With the aim of initiating such a discussion,
the group circulated a newsheet, " LaA CopuckaA do ta fLo/ia" ,
(the Gossip of the Day) in the hope of creating an open
forum for the airing of opinions, ideas and suggestions.
The central core of the group - the glue which bound
them together - was seen as lying in their common cultural
heritage as Latin Americans. Issues which had initially
been neglected - language, customs, and friendship - now
came to be seen as providng the key to survival in exile
and salvation from " ot monAt/iuo do. ta atLe.nac.ion dont/io
dot AiAtoma t/iitanico" (the monster of .alienation within
the British system). One pre-existing activity - a
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football club - had played some part in reducing political
tensions amongst the men and in building up what one mem¬
ber referred to as "una £/iate./inidad de.po/itlva" (a sports
fraternity). The football team had developed a strong
esprit de corps and, by entering the local league, members
were able to engage in some informal political dialogue
with their Scots competitors, curious as to their back¬
ground. However, this was an activity confined to men,
and to men fit enough or keen enough on the game.
This attempt to re^affirm cultural roots in exile
reflected a change in the relationship between the politi¬
cized exiles and their homeland. In the early years of
exile, the link had been an overtly political one, medi¬
ated by the party. As time passed, however, and political
bonds weakened, Chile came to symbolize more than a pol¬
itical goal and to stand for a set of emotions which are
rarely transferable to other settings. The exiles'
hunger for sights and sounds Chilean, for landscape and
people, for condo/t, copihue. and c.o/idille.n.a, transcended
the narrowly political and reflected a deep-seated sense
of cultural deprivation and impoverishment in exile.
This task of cultural reaffirmation in exile, seen
as important in sustaining the identity of adults, was
regarded as even more important in the case of the young.
The children's rapid absorption into British society
transformed "things Chilean" into quaint and strange
customs, which set them apart from their Scottish friends.
This "loss" of one's children through their socialization
into another cultural universe came to be regarded by both
the politicized and privatized actors as one of the high
costs of exile. Passing on "the culture" to the young,
the-n, formed one of the central preoccupations of the new
Condon. is the Chilean national bird; copihun, the natio¬
nal flower; and the con.dilCn.na, in this case, refers to
the Andean mountain range whose backbone forms the east¬
ern boundary of the long, narrow strip of Chilean
territory.
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group. The intention was to create spaces where children
could hear the Spanish language beyond the immediate fami¬
ly circle and feel part of an alternative and living Latin
American community. A "children's day of action" served
to highlight the dimensions of the problem, particularly
the children's loss of competence in the Spanish language.
The group envisaged themselves as playing an educative
role, by rescuing Chilean folklore, dance and song from
"extinction" in exile, with the longer-term aim of form¬
ing a Latin American school.
Within this new public sphere, however,men continued
to play the leading roles - the planners and organizers
were all men. The men did make an effort to incorporate
women into the new organization, by extending a "special
invitation" to the compane./iaA. However, it was still men
who were doing the inviting. As the men's party politics
collapsed, activities which they might once have dismissed
as "women's issues" or deemed appropriate for a specifica¬
lly female public sphere, came to form the central concern
of men. In exile, the socialization of children acquired
a self-consciousness and a political significance which
it lacked before. Indeed, in a rather neat inversion of
the men's customary perception of the "important" issues,
at the political meeting where some women withdrew to play
games with children in an adjoining room, one man stood
up to say that perhaps the most important business was
taking place not here in the "men's room" but next door
in the "women's room", where the children were playing
Chilean games. Although this point was not taken up at
the time, it now came to form the focus of the new group.
Rather than women entering the "men's politics" in the
public domain, the men increasingly colonized what had been
considered until then to be "women's issues" in the
private domain, by centring their activities around the
young.
As part of this general process of revitalizing the
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exile community, there was another attempt by women to
revive the women's group. An appeal was launched through
the newsheet "CopuchaA", in a page given over to women.
This second appeal to women was cast very broadly in terms
of the discrimination suffered by women the world over
and of the general movement of women everywhere to struggle
for their rights (vote, jobs, equal pay, birth control).
More specifically, the woman author reminded women of the
role which Chilean women had played during the Popular
Unity period, notably in the food supply committees, of
the role currently being played by women in Chile over
the disappeared prisoners, and of the role which women
in exile had once played, making handicrafts and raising
money to send to the under-nourished children in Chile.
In accounting for the disbanding of the women's group,
the writer singled out the problems of distance arising
from the geographical scattering of the exile community
and the economic costs of renting a central meeting place.
Given that this latter problem had now been solve^ with
the provispn of a Church hall, it was hoped that Chilean
women could come together once again to combat their main
problem in exile - identified as that of isolation. How¬
ever, there was no clear indication of how this new org¬
anization would differ from the previous attempt, nor
despite the initial reference to discrimination was there
any clear commitment to sexual politics. Indeed, the
kind of activity specified in the circular - that of
bringing children to folklore classes - whilst providing
women with an opportunity to come together did not seem
clearly differentiated from the men's newfound interest in
this area. The appeal largely passed unnoticed, and the
women's section disappeared from the following number of
Copu.ch.aA .
At the time of writing the attempt to create a new
public sphere remains formative. Appeals for collaborat¬
ion were often poorly received. Although specific act¬
ivities such as the Children's Day, were well attended,
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these events remained one-off and the group found it
difficult to sustain a dynamic. For some, the initiative
had come too late. They had disengaged from any organized
activity and looked to individual solutions to their prob¬
lems. At the same time, the exile community was undergoing
change and shrinking in size. Some members moved down to
London in search of a more active political and social
life, whilst a trickle madejtheir way back to Chile or to
other Latin American countries. The tension involved in
setting up an exile organization and maintaining a commit¬
ment to return also militated against its cementing.
In summary, whilst the men's political divisions were
beginning to be bridged in exile, gender divisions have
yet to be bridged or fundamentally addressed. The public-
private distinction remains only partially penetrated.
Men increasingly showed concern for women but continued
to occupy the leadership positions and to dominate in
policy-making, even on such matters as children's social¬
ization. Women, themselves, continued to lack an alter¬
native agenda and to play a subordinate role in this new
public sphere. Putting gender onto the political agenda




This final chapter aims to locate this study in a
number of different ways: firstly, in terms of the wider
theoretical debate on the public and private distinction,
and on gender and class; secondly, in terms of the exile
literature as a whole; thirdly, and more specifically,
within the context of the Chilean exile in general.
public-private distinction
In this study the public-private distinction has been
analysed as a powerful classifier and framer of social
reality. In particular, the power of this distinction in
classifying issues as "public issues" (politics) or "private
troubles" (non-politics); in classifying activities as
public labour (work) or private labour (non-work) and in
assigning actors into the public sphere (men) and the
private sphere (women),has been examined. Whilst bearing
in mind the force of the critique of this distinction as
false and ideological, I have argued that it must be re¬
tained as an actor's category, for this distinction not
only informs everyday life but also structures political
consciousness and action.
Part of the explanation for the tenacity of the public-
private distinction lies in the way it has been able to
pass off a set of "non necessary institutional arrange¬
ments" as "natural", "biological" and "universal". However,
M.Z. Rosaldo, "The Use and Abuse of Anthropology: Refl¬
ections on Feminism and Cross-Cultural Understanding",
Signs: A Journal of Women in Culture and Society, 5,
(3), Spring 1980.
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rather than a fixed and immutable set of categories,
the public-private distinction is the subject of histor¬
ical and cross cultural variation. The classification of
issues, activities and actors as public or private varies
both over time in any one society, and across time between
societies. For this reason, the public-private distinction
needs to be given dynamic treatment and the differentiation
of public and private spheres to be conceptualized as a
shifting terrain, capable of reclassification. Not only
do the shape and content of the public and private spheres
change, but in so doing they are brought into new relation¬
ships through a shift in the boundary demarcating public
from private. These public-private shifts may be the
result of long-term historical changes in the development
of capitalism or, as in this case, the result of a relat¬
ively concentrated period of accelerated social change.
Particular constructions of the public-private dist¬
inction - how activities and issues are classified, where
actors are located - are not the result of an arbitrary or
ad hoc division but reflect a set of power arrangements
between social groups. The ability to set, police and
enforce the public-private boundary reflects the superior
power capability of the dominant group in society. Where
this group enjoys cultural hegemony, the dominant set of
public-private frames will largely set the horizon of the
thought and action of subordinate groups so that trespass¬
ing is infrequent. However, dominant definitions never go
completely uncontested. The boundary between public and
private spheres may be the focus of ideological skirmishes betwe¬
en subordinate groups attempting to reclassify issues,
activities or personnel and the dominant group attempting
to recuperate lost ground by defusing, co-opting or
suppressing the challenge. In this case there is a constant
process of negotiation around the public-private boundary.
In revolutionary situations, this "boundary struggle"
acquires the dimensions of warfare. Where there is a
"specific ruptural response" by the subordinate group,
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the public-private distinction will be penetrated and
previously "non-political" spheres will be politicized,
with implications for the position and status of women
in society.1 Where this challenge is unsuccessful, the
old dominant group may act to reinstate the public-
private distinction by force and suspend negotiations.
In this case, "boundary violations" will be dealt with
by imprisonment, torture and exile.
The public-private distinction in this study has been
analysed not only as' classifying and framing gender exper¬
ience, but also as classifying and framing class experience.
Furthermore, these two uses are inter-related. Gender
distinctions arising out of the sexual division of labour
in the private sphere, have been organized into the public
sphere, structuring an economic division of labour within
the waged labour force, as well as a political sexual
division of labour within the formal, political sphere.
Where class movements have incorporated this distinction
into their own political organizations, by reproducing
dominant definitions of "public" and "private" issues,
this distinction has served to fragment class challenge
by restrictingjpolitical opposition to one side of the
public-private totality. The inter-connections between
class and gender divisions point to the weakness of a class
movement which does not simultaneously and systematically
address gender divisions and to a gender movement which
is not informed by class. The gender use only - from
which this framework has largely developed - fails to
capture the full power and force of this distinction
in securing both a gender and class order. The public-
private framework needs to be developed to include this
dual and inter-related dimension.
This analysis owes much to an article by J. Clarke, et
al., who differentiate the responses of different class-
based sub-cultures to the dominant "civic-private"
distinction by the degree of challenge which they pose.
J. Clarke, S. Hall, T.Jefferson, B.Roberts, "Sub-cultures,
Cultures and Class", in S. Hall and T.Jefferson, eds.,
Resistance through Rituals, Youth sub-cultures in post¬
war Britain, Hutchinson, London, 1978.
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the Chilean case
The Chilean case under study not only exemplifies
the use made of the public-private distinction by diff¬
erent class-based political movements (Popular Unity and
the military Junta), but also the interconnections of
class and gender uses. The Chilean case provides an
important historical reminder of the weakness of a pol¬
itical challenge which is limited to, or gives priority
to, one side of the public-private totality and highlights
the need for a theory which relates public and private
spheres to the total framework of social relations in
capitalist society.
As has been seen, whilst Popular Unity had a vision
of an alternative public sphere, alternative definitions
of the private sphere were not systematically developed
and any new role for women in society remained ill-defined.
The absence of a coherent project for the private sphere
reflected the emphasis given to transforming relations of
production in the public sphere. This one-sided focus,
however, meant that Popular Unity lacked a vocabulary for
talking to women in the private sphere and that, consequ¬
ently, the struggle was on far less favourable terms here
than in the public sphere where Popular Unity enjoyed
organized mass support. Indeed it is plausible to argue
that bourgeois definitions of the private sphere remained
dominant during the Popular Unity period.
As the bourgeoisie perceived its control of the public
sphere to be increasingly undermined by Popular Unity, it
drew upon its privileged rapport with women in the private
sphere to regain control of the public domain. The bour¬
geoisie, then, turned the mobilization of women into an
important plank of their counter-revolutionary strategy.
The Chilean case highlights the way in which the bourgeoisie,
rather than a revolutionary movement, may at certain
decisive junctures, politicize the private domain. In this
case, the bourgeoisie penetrated the inter-connectedness
of the public and private spheres and the role which the
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privatized family plays in the maintenance of a class
order. Once the political challenge had been suppressed,
the public-private distinction was re-enforced with
increased rigidity and private life was depoliticized.
This marginalization of gender divisions by the left
in Chile meant that male-female relations were carried
into exile largely unexamined. It was in exile that the
public-private distinction began to be penetrated by
women and the boundary between public and private spheres
came to be the focus of re-examination and struggle.
exile literature
Exile, as the movement of people from one society
to another, forms part of the general phenomenon of
international migration. Typologies of migration have
generally divided these movements into two groups: "free"
or "voluntary" migration, motivated largely by economic
considerations, and "forced" or "impelled" migration,
propelled by such factors as political or religious per¬
secution."'" Exile clearly falls into the latter category.
However, this has received less attention in the migration
literature which is dominated by the former, economic
model.
Once migrated, the focus of much literature on refug¬
ees and exiles has been on the process of their assimilat¬
ion or integration into the host society. Analysts have
attempted to measure the degree of assimilation and to
identify variables working for or against integration in
order to evaluate how far the refugee or exile has succee-
2 .
ded or failed m this endeavour. This ethnocentric bias
J.A. Jackson, ed., Migration, Cambridge University Press,
•1969; C.J. Jansen, ed., Readings in the Sociology of Mig¬
ration , Pergamon Press, 1970; W. Petersen, "A general
typology of migration", American Sociological Review,
Vol.23, 1958.
Two such examples are: E. Rogg, "The Influence of a Strong
Refugee Community on the Economic Adjustment of Its Mem¬
bers", International Migration Review, No. 4, Winter 1971;
(contd. over)
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ignores the question of whether this set of relevances
accords with actors' definitions of the situation or
not. In the case of the politicized actors in my sample,
the "problem of exile" is not one of assimilation into
the host society, but rather one of how to get by in this
society whilst maintaining one's political commitment and
cultural identity as Latin Americans intact. At the most,
a very selective kind of integration is desired. COLAT -
the Latin American social work collective based in Belgium -
speak of a form of "critical integration", whereby the
exile maintains "a Latin American socio-cultural identity
but at the same time look(s) for points of contact with
European people, in such a way that the exiles can con¬
tribute their experiences and accept critically the con¬
tributions which the Europeans can make"
Where an actor's perspective has been adopted, certain
categories of actor have been singled out for preferential
attention, whilst others have been largely overlooked. In
particular, few studies of exile have incorporated a gender
dimension into their analysis. P.W. Fagen, in her study
of Spanish Republican refugees in Mexico, differentiates
her sample by age, political affiliation, regional origin
. . . 2
and economic activity but makes no mention of gender. Her
study largely takes the paradigm case of a male, middle
class, educated refugee. (Of the 65 refugees interviewed
only 5 are women.) Likewise, R.R. Fagen, Brody and O'Leary
differentiate their sample of Cuban exiles by education,
. . . . 3
occupation and political biography but omit gender. Fox,
in an interesting account of the part which the politiciz-
(contd. from previous page)
A. Portes, "Dilemmas of a Golden Exile: Integration of
Cuban Refugee Families in Milwaukee", American Sociolo¬
gical Review, Vol.34, No.4, 1969.
1




R.R. Fagen, R.A. Brody, T.J. O'Leary, Cubans m Exile,
Stanford University Press, 1968.
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ation of gender roles played in the decision of a group
of male workers to abandon the Cuban Revolution, failed
to interview any women - an omission which he himself
came to regret, though did not think to question at the
time.1 Memorias do Exilio, which presents life-histories
of Brazilians in exile, includes only a handful of women
informants, an imbalance which the editors hope to make
good in a future volume dedicate exclusively to women's
._ 2
experiences m exile.
Turning to the Chilean exile, where much of the lit¬
erature has been written by Chilean intellectuals them¬
selves in exile, gender is also noticeable by its absence.
The early work of COLAT speaks in terms of "el sujeto"
(the subject) and implicitly takes the stance of the male
. . . . 3
political militant. Munoz, m her study of the socio-
psychological symptoms of Chilean exiles in Britain, adopts
the generic term "exiles", and has no discussion of how
this psychological reality or the "bereavement syndrome"
which she identified may be differentiated for men and
4 .....
women. Henfrey and Sorj, who interviewed Chileans m
exile in Britain about the Popular Unity period, record
solely the voices of political activists, working on org¬
anized mass fronts in the public domain - six out of the
5
seven activists interviewed being men. If women's view¬
points in general have been neglected, certain categories
of women - such as the privatized women included here -
have fared worst of all.
This study, by contrast, has emphasised the importance
of differentiating historical experience by category of
social actor. Failure to do so not only entails costs
-G.E. Fox, "Honor, Shame and Women's Liberation in Cuba:
Views of Working-Class Emigre Men", in A. Pescatello,
ed., op.cit.
P.C. Uch3a and J. Ramos, eds., op.cit.
COLAT, (a), op.cit.
L. Munoz, in WUS, (b), op,cit.
C. g)< ^ k<Ks ^ ^
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for the analyst, in the form of a partial and distorted
account of the exile experience, but also has costs for
the actors themselves. The neglect of a gender dimension
means that the differential costs of exile remain hidden or
arejonly perceived by actors after a good deal of pain and
suffering has been endured. It was not until the upheav¬
als in the home reached "crisis proportions" that the
absence of a gender perspective began to be noted. WUS,
in the introduction to the second seminar on mental health
held under their auspices in May 1981, note the absence
of a gender dimension amongst the (mainly Chilean) contr¬
ibutors, and call for further reflection and separate
studies on the situation of women "whose problems of adap¬
tation to exile and to return seem particularly acute".1
Silva-Labarca's study of Chilean women exiles in France
and Belgium - of which more later - is one example of the
growing interest in a gender analysis amongst Chilean
2
women social scientists m exile.
gender dimension in the analysis of exile
Where gender is taken into account, as in this study,
the findings show that whilst all categories of social
actor experienced deprivation in exile, this took different
forms. For the politicized men, deprivation centred around
the loss of a valued public role. This loss pre-dated
exile proper, beginning in Chile with the coup, where the
men - stripped of power, status and rights - had already
experienced an "internal exile" in their own country.
The political defeat of a group of actors,who had actively
intervened in a historical process and had been potentially
WUS, (b), op.cit., p.4.
M. Silva-Labarca, "Mujeres Chilenas Exiliadas: Procesos
de Transformacidn Ideolo'gica y de Comportamiento", Chile-
America, Nos. 74-75, Oct/Dec. 1981, pp. 39-48.
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poised to seize power, reveals the full force and drama
of exile for this group. The men's loss of a history-
making role was not shared by the privatized women, ex¬
cluded from the public stage of history in Chile. In
this case, deprivation focused on their removal from the
extended family and from a set of personal and intimate
ties. These different expressions of loss received unequal
attention in exile. Whilst the politicized men were on
the receiving end of much public sympathy and their plight
formed the subject of an international solidarity campaign,
the privatized women's loss often went publicly unregist¬
ered, expressed only through the women's private weeping
in the home.
At the same time, the inclusion of a gender dimension
reveals the differential capacity of categories of social
actor to rebuild their networks in exile. Whatever, the
specific context of migration, it is likely that men with
their political and economic ties, their access to and
freedom of movement in public places, will be in a better
position than many women to rebuild their networks in an
alien context. In this case, the politicized men had a
structure and framework for reconstructing their political
networks in exile. The privatized women, meanwhile, could
not reconstruct their private networks in exile - defined
as they were by blood ties - and yet lacked the means and
experience to construct alternative public forms of socia¬
bility. They remained increasingly lonely and isolated in
the home. Likewise, the public-private women were initially
unable to reconstruct their foothold in both the public and
private spheres and were forced back into the home by
what had been until exile an unquestioned sexual division
of labour in the family.
These initially high costs of exile for both groups
of women enable the ensuing gender struggle to be placed
in context. Stripped of their respective support structu¬
res in the home, exile not only increased women's experiences
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of subordination in the home and marriage but also
brought into focus men's privileged access to public
activities. These initially high costs of exile for
women pierced taken for granted notions of men's and
"women's place and led to a power struggle between men
and women to renegotiate the terms of the gender order.
One of the important changes which took place in exile
was a major shift in women's experience of male domination.
In this respect, it is highly significant that the word
"machismo" has been firmly incorporated into the women's
vocabulary. _
Exile, by disarticulating the public and private
spheres and bringing them into a new and more problematic
relationship, opened up male-female relations to re-examin¬
ation and shook a whole way of talking about gender
relations in terms of complementarity or coincidence.
This leads to the surprising conclusion that gender roles
have been disturbed more by exile to an advanced capitalist
society - though not primarily through the impact of the
host society - than during a period of "socialist" exper¬
imentation .
Yet if exile gave rise to the conditions for an
emerging gender consciousness, this study has also shown
the resilience of gender distinctions against pressures
to change. Indeed, a large part of this study has docum¬
ented the non-appearance of a coherent and publicly
articulated counterpart model which penetrated the public-
private distinction. This finding confirms much of what
has been written about the strength and depth of gender
socialization and of the discomfort experienced when gender
norms are violated."*" Many authors have pointed to the
fact that challenges to the gender order are few and far
between and to the difficulties which the subordinate
gender experiences in mounting a full-blown challenge,
M. Barrett, op.cit., pp.110-111; M. Stacey and M. Price,
op.cit., p.8.
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which would bring the whole power structure into question.
Even where gender role change has been actively promoted
by the revolutionary party, as in China, this was experi¬
enced by the Chinese to be one of the most difficult areas
to change."*" Rowbotham has pointed to the difficult and
complex aspect of the gender struggle, whereby the mutual
sexuality of men and women means that "very often the two
2
love one another". Indeed, some women m the sample may
have been hesitant to challenge men at a time of political
defeat and personal demoralization through the devaluation
of their public status.
Yet other authors have examined the factors keeping
. . . . 3
women divided as well as those uniting them. Whilst
Chilean women in exile were becoming gender conscious,
their collective identity as women remained weak and any
notions of shared female experience were clearly class-
restricted. The two groups of women (public-private and
private) were drawn from different class sectors, had
different objectives and different experiences of oppress¬
ion. Both groups of women, however, sought their object¬
ives through a process of private negotiation with men in
individual households, rather than through the construct¬
ion of female solidarity groups.
In some respects the private women appeared the more
verbally oppositional of the two. As has been seen, they
were subject to a much cruder version of "machismo" from
working-class men, had less room for maneouvre and fewer
opportunities for letting off steam - the interview being
one. Furthermore these women had a counterpart model,
albeit a muted one, to the men's dominant model. However,
this muted counterpart model, rather than penetrating the
E. Croll, The Politics of Marriage in Contemporary China,
Cambridge University Press, 1981.
S. Rowbotham, Woman's Consciousness, Man's World, Penguin,
1973, pp. 34-5.
P.Caplan and J.M.Bujra, eds., op.cit.
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public-private distinction, drew its very strength from
gender differences and from the differentiation of public
and private domains. As has been seen, the women's private
offensive was aimed at re-asserting the status of their
private domain vis a vis the men's public world. In its
one-sided focus on the private sphere, however, this
muted counterpart model remained as partial as the men's
dominant model with its exclusive focus on the public
domain.
Having one's own domain could be perceived by the
private women as carrying certain advantages for women,
compared to the ambivalent position of the public-private
women straddling both the public and private spheres and
without fully belonging to either. Partly for this
reason, a new analysis of the public and private spheres,
which penetrates these seemingly separate spheres as
part of a single process, is more likely to emerge from
the public-private women, whose very lives bridge this
gulf. The construction of such a counterpart model, how¬
ever, presented special problems for the uneasily politi¬
cised amongst the public-private women. Unlike the priv¬
atized women, who clearly differentiated their goals from
the men's socialist stance and class politics, the uneasily
politicized women were conceptually entangled with the
men's political definitions, and participants in the dom¬
inant model. Those women who were party members or
sympathetic to socialist goals potentially faced the
difficult andjinter-related task of struggling with men
to overcome class domination and against men to overcome
sexual oppression. In this way, their struggle is both
tied up with men and yet set apart from men.
As has been seen, however, whilst there were flick-
erings of gender consciousness amongst these women, they
have yet to make the step of differentiating themselves
as a separate social category, even though the costs of
dismissing sexual politics increased in exile. Given the
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degree of male opposition to women organizing separately,
the uneasily politicized women may have perceived the
costs of differentiating their struggle as too high. Some
of the costs of constructing a feminist counterpart
model are made explicit in the case of two Chilean
professional women in exile in France."1" These women had
experienced similar problems of combining their dual
role in the conditions of exile as the public-private
women in my sample. Unlike them,however, they had been
prepared to publicly challenge what they came to identify
as "una tradicidn revolucionaria machista" (a revolutionary
macho tradition). However, when they put forward their
viewpoints at political meetings, they were treated pat-
ernalistically or with scorn. The attitude of their male
comrades was either one of caution - it's d. deviationist
movement - or a denial of the problem, or an insistence
on the priority of capturing state power, to which male-
female relationships were secondary. Some of the most
virulent attacks, however, came from women party members.
These women, then, had difficulty in gaininga hearing and
their authority was undermined and opinions dismissed.
Another important consideration in accounting for
the non-emergence of an alternative counterpart model
which relates public and private spheres to the total
framework of capitalist relations, relates to the speci¬
fic context within which any theoretical revision is taking
place. In this respect, exile may be regarded as both
facilitating and hampering the emergence of new models.
Indeed, the presentation of the women's liberation move¬
ment as "foreign" and "unChilean" formed one of the imp¬
ortant controls of the men, as has been seen. The trans¬
itory definition of exile may act as a break on the re¬
working of personal identity or on the investment of too
much energy in the construction of a new gender identity.
Indeed, some public-private women openly spoke of re¬
turning to Latin America in terms of providing a solution
to the problem of childcare and the 'double shift' in exile.
1
Quoted in FRANJA, No.8, 15.12.1978, pp. 21-24.
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Many public-private -women may have been hoping to resume
their former strategies and solutions on return to Chile,
where there was perceived to be "less need" for feminist
weapons or vocabularies.
The public-private women's difficulties in construct¬
ing an alternative model and of extending the socialist
struggle to include women's struggles in the home, under¬
scores the uneasy relationship between socialism and
feminism. Barrett speaks of the personal tensions and
divided loyalties involved in being both a socialist and
a feminist in the following terms:-"1" "By generations of
socialists we stand accused of bourgeois, diversionary,
individualist reformism. By our sisters, we are charged
with betraying feminism in favour of a sexist, male class
struggle." Likewise historical experience has also re¬
vealed a tension between class and gender movements. In
the Chinese revolution, women were encouraged to see
themselves both as members of a social class and members
of a separate gender, with a specific experience of
oppression. The Chinese revolutionaries set out to re¬
define the position of women by breaking down women's
segregation in the private domain, through the creation
of female solidarity groups. These aimed to raise consc¬
iousness amongst women of their separateness as a social
category, with interests which did not always coincide
with men's. At the same time women's consciousness of class
was also raised.
However, in her analysis of the women's movement in
China, Croll points to the ambiguities surrounding the
construction of a separate basis of solidarity for women
"in a society in which the division between the classes
and class struggle is viewed as the motivating force gen-
2
eratxng social change". Whilst the goals of the national
M. Barrett, op.cit., p.256.
E. Croll, "Rural China: segregation to solidarity", in
P.Caplan and J.M. Bujra, op.cit., p.64.
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revolutionary movement and the women's movement were
theoretically seen as mutually interdependent, in practice
there was an uneasy alliance between the two, as reflected
4
in the shifting emphasis given to women's organizations
and gender issues in the course of the revolution.
Finally, and by way of a normative aside, the
Chilean women's difficulties in breaking their silence
in exile, point to the need for a strong women's solidarity
group in order to socialize insights, build up confidence
and overcome the fear of public ridicule. Where women's
solidarity is weak or absent, men can show concern for
women without fundamentally transforming their secondary
public status. Differentiation can, of course, mean the
opening up of a separate path for women and one "which
legitimizes their secondary status in society. The one
public strategy which emerged from the Chilean women in
exile - the women's group - largely reinforced women's
secondary status by failing to challenge either the
sexual division of labour in the family or, relatedly,
the political sexual division of labour. Given this,
many women may prefer to remain "upfront" with men in the
mainstream of political and economic life. However,
differentiation can also mean the recognition of women's
special experience of oppression and of the need for women
to struggle separately to ensure that the public sphere
is a place where both women and men can feel equally
"at home". Evidence from the Chinese case indicates that
where female solidarity groups were weakened and women
incorporated exclusively into class organizations - as
occurred during the cultural revolution - their specific
interests were neglected.1
E. Croll, in P.Caplan and J.M. Bujra, eds., op.cit.
p. 67 .
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typicality of the case
This study has focused on one exile community amongst
the many hundreds of clusterings of Chilean exiles in
Britain, Europe and beyond. When a wider perspective is
taken, the broad features of the public-private crisis
outlined in the last chapter are borne out by findings
of Chileans in exile elsewhere. Indeed the crisis within
the exiles' two key reference and membership groups - the
party and the family - is a common theme in the Chilean
exile literature. Nonetheless this particular exile comm¬
unity possessed some atypicalities which were noted by
the actors themselves. Certain features of the local
political scene had served to accentuate political diff¬
erences and this exile community had a reputation for
being particularly severely divided. Chilean exiles, in
other parts of the country, had been able to set up
inter-party,umbrella organizations, whereby the individual
parties agreed to suspend ideological differences in order
to focus on certain common problems arising from exile.
This kept open a channel of communication between all
sections of the community and meant that networks did not
close off to the same extent as occurred here. The
notoriety of this exile community's problems came to
acquire some of the characteristics of a self-fulfilling
prophecy as people moved away in search of more congenial
surroundings in other parts of Britain or elsewhere.
With respect to my findings on the transformation of
gender consciousness, Silva-Labarca in her study of 46
Chilean women in exile in France and Belgium likewise
found that exile has opened up "the world of the woman" and
that there has been an awakening of women in exile."1" Her
M. Silva-Labarca, op.cit., p.47
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findings also point to a range of responses by women to
their situation in exile and to the uneven and, at
times, contradictory character of any personal change.
She tentatively suggests that a new family model is emer¬
ging in exile, as an increasing number of Chilean women
exiles have begun to redefine family size, family role
structure, marital and sexual relations. However, she
also found that some women consciously postponed the
task of transforming gender roles to the next generation,
whilst at the same time systematically failing to attack
gender socialization of their own children.
Silva-Labarca found more evidence of women taking
their struggles in the home into the formal political
arena and challenging sexist practices within the party
structure. This led, in some cases, to the beginnings of
a reappraisal of the subordinate position of women
militants in the party and to a critical re-examination
of programmatic statements for their role in reproducing
this subordination. Contrary to my findings, she suggests
that women have made progress within the party hierarchy
in exile, attaining positions of greater responsibility
than in Chile and being incorporated into political and
ideological discussion. However, she also notes that
whilst some women took feminist viewpoints to party
meetings, they remained wary of autonomous feminist org¬
anizations and spoke pejoratively of an opposition between
"feministas" (feminists) and "politicas" (political women).
Yet others had left the political parties and joined other
forms of struggle in France - environmental, ecology,
nuclear and feminist.
Whilst these new openings have yet to crystallize
into a coherent project - much of women's thinking being
a piecemeal reaction against old models and patterns of
thought -Silva-Labarca noted a general desire amongst
women in her sample to socialize their experiences and to
initiate the task of reconceptualizing the "political"
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to take into account their struggles in the family. Whilst
reiwterating that not all women have undergone radical
personal change in exile, she suggests that there is a
growing movement of change amongst Chilean women whose
implications have yet to be fully realized by men, and
whose dynamic will be difficult to halt completely.
Turning back to my sample, I would suggest that the
"renegotiated gender order" which emerged in exile remains
highly precarious and fluid. Neither set of public-
private contradictions outlined in Chapters 5 and 6 has
been fundamentally resolved. Nor are these contradict¬
ions likely to be resolved on return to Chile. Women
will be returning to the more overt and rigid differen¬
tiation of gender roles enforced by the military Junta.
Those public-private women who suspended insights in exile
in the hope of- regaining their privileges in Chilean
society are likely to be frustrated. Many women felt
that they had been sufficiently changed by exile as to
make their return to Chile highly problematic. Some
public-private women voiced certain benefits of the
loosening up of family life in exile andjto regard the
question of employing maids on return as a source of
tension and unease. Likewise, the privatized women -
whilst generally desirous of family reunion - expressed
some misgivings about the return to kin controls in Chile.
A study of those exiles who have returned to Chile bears
these women's fears out. FASIC found that many women
experienced family conflicts and tensions after having
gained "different degrees of autonomy and independence
in exile" .
The return to Chile with its present rigid endorse¬
ment of the public-private distinction is likely to bring
yet another period of dislocation and upheaval. Whilst
all categories of social actor are likely to experience
serious problems of re-adaptation to their own country,
1
FASIC, in WUS (b), op.cit.,p.39.
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gender grievances are likely to be acute.
Finally - and by way of rooting the findings
of this study once again within the reality of actors'
lives - I should like to end by giving voice once again
to the actors themselves. One of the underlying themes
of this thesis has been the way in which the past is
constantly being reshaped and reinterpreted in the light
of present experience. At the end of our meetings, Ana
volunteered:-
"I've, enjoyed (L/iinging up theAe memo/iieA o/ the
paAt. It'A made me sieadize the extent to which
I've nethought it. In anothe/i jive yea/iA, when
I've had yet mo/ie expenienceA, I might Aee thingA
diJLjLen.entty yet again and I ' Id. n.ememd.e/1 thiA
moment he/ie with you."
Ana made me conscious of the way in which I was inter¬
vening in a process which had begun long before my arrival
on the scene and would continue long after I left. In
this way the study records just one moment in time of those
whose lives appear in these pages. Some may well have





ACTORS' LOCATIONS IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SPHERES DURING







PUBLIC SPHERE PRIVATE SPHERE
PUBLIC MEN PUBLIC-PRIVATE PRIVATE
WOMEN WOMEN
+ JAIME m. . .FRANCISCA
+ Rafael m . . .CRISTINA
Raiil m...Claudia
+ Ivan m ...Doris
Rolando....m...Isabel
Sergio m. . . (ex-wife)*
Alejandro s.
+ JORGE m... CARMEN
Juan m. . .GLORIA






t Pablo . ...m Eugenia





Notes: Those actors whose names appear in capitalized form
are the most frequently cited in the text,
m. refers to married couples,
s. refers to single persons.
+ denotes shared political sympathies between
husbands and wives.
* In all cases of ex-wives or husbands, the marri¬
age broke down in exile.
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TABLE 2
MOVEMENTS OF CHILEAN REFUGEES FROM CHILE
BY GEOGRAPHICAL REGION^
Country Under auspices of
ICEM from 6.10.73
to 30.6.1979 (2)












Costa Rica 125 2, 4-00
Cuba 4-63 1,600























Sweden 2, 704- 300
Switzerland 54-3 360
United Kingdom 1,767 30





Country Under auspices of Other movements
ICEM from 6.10.73 estimated from
to 30.6.1979 (2) international















































Other Sub-total 119 -
GRAND TOTAL 20,418 26,220
Sources: Joint Working Group for Refugees from Latin Americ
Refugees and Political Prisoners in Latin America, Octobe
1979, p.34.; Joint Working Group Interim Report, Refugees





(1) Whilst giving an idea of the geographical spread of
Chilean refugees, these figures grossly under-estim-
ate the movement of people from Chile for both pol¬
itical and economic reasons since the coup d' e'tat
of September 1973. A report by a Catholic migration
organization (1NCAP11) estimates that one million
people - or a tenth of the total population - have
left Chile for political or economic reasons since
the coup. The magnitude of departures reflects the
severity of the military Junta's economic and pol¬
itical restructuring of the country. The majority
of the "economic" refugees are in Argentina (500,000),
Australia or Canada. The more "political" refugees
are in Europe - 18,500 according to UNHCR (United
Nations High Commission for Refugees). Latin America
Political Report, 17.6.1977. It has also been est¬
imated that there are 250,000 Chileans in Venezuela,
El Mercurio, 22-28 October, 1978.
(2) These figures provided by ICEM (Intergovernmental
Committee for European Migration) represent the
minimum number known to be refugees.
TABLE3
HOUSINGANDEMPLOYMENTSITUATIONFCHILEANREFUGEESITHW STFCOTLAND,D C.1975 FamilySingleTota UnitsPersonsIndivid .HOUSING Local AuthorityPrivately Rented
EMPLOYMENT
Trade-^OtherEmpl- Unionsoymenta ^Education
















TOTAL311535016126 Source:J intWorkingG oupInterimR port,RefugeesfCh l ,Dece ber1975,p.51. Notes:1.Tradeunionr ferstoh exil swhofou demploymenth rthroughtradeunionmovementiScotla d. 2.Thelargestcategoryislik ltobducation,withm yChileax les studyingatthelocalColl geofTechnologya dUniversity.
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TABLE 4
BREAKDOWN OF THE MALE AND FEMALE VOTE IN CHILEAN
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS 1958 to 1970
I of total % of total Jo of total
YEAR valid male valid female votes cast
vote vote
1958
ALESSANDRI (Right) 30.2 34.1 31.2
Allende (Left) 32.4 22.3 28.5
Frei (Centre) 19.0 23.9 20.5
Others 18.4 19-7 .18.7
1964
FREI (Centre) 49.6 63.1 55.6
Allende (Left) 45.2 32.1 38.6
Other 5.2 4.8 4-9
1970
ALLENDE (Left) 42.0 31.0 36.5
Alessandri (Right) 31.9 38.9 35.2
Tomic (Centre) 26.1 30.1 28.0
Sources: F.G. Gil and C.J. Parrish, The Chilean Presidential
Election of September U, 1964. Institute for Compa-
rative Study of Political Systems, Wisconsin, 1965.
R.E. Feinberg, The Triumph of Allende: Chile's
Legal Revolution. New York: Mentor, 1972, p. 157.
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TABLE 3
CHILE: ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE POPULATION BY SEX 1952 - 1970
% of men % of women % of total
YEAR economically economically population
active active economically
active
1952 54.17 17.58 35.54
I960 51.33 14.21 32.39
1970 44-00 12.87 28.07
Source: L. Ribeiro and M.T. de Barbiere, "La mujer obrera
chilena", Cuadernos de la Realidad Nacional, No.
16, April 1973, p.171 .
TABLE 6
CHILE: MALE AND FEMALE PARTICIPATION IN THE






Source: L. Ribeiro and M.T. de Barbiere, op.cit., p.171.
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TABLE 7
CHILE: COMPOSITION OF THE ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE POPULATION
BY SEX AND ECONOMIC SECTOR, 1970 (in percentages)
Men Women Total
AGRICULTURE 27.37 2.95 21.63
INDUSTRY 15.58 18.25 16.19
COMMERCE 17.87 43.44 26.23
OTHER (e.g.
construction/mining) 28.25 10.43 24-06
100.00 100.00 100.00
Source: L. Ribeiro and M.T. de Barbiere, "La mujer
obrera chilena", Cuadernos de la Realidad
National, No. 16, April 1973, p.174-
TABLE 8
CHILE: COMPOSITION OF THE ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE POPULATION
BY SEX AND OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY, 1970 (in percentages)
Men Women Total
Employers 3-39 2.12 3.10
Self-Employed 19.70 17.68 19.23
White-collar workers
{zmpltLadot) 26.55 33-68 28.28
Blue-collar workers
(OLjiaaoa) 4-2.20 12.95 39-45
Domestic workers 5.04 26.16 6.45
Others 7.62 7.41 7.57
100.00 100.00 100.00
Source: L. Ribeiro and M.T. de Barbiere, op.cit. , p.176.
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